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ABSTRACT
CONSTRUCTED MEANINGS: A QUALITATIVE STUDY OF HOW
COUPLES UNDERSTAND RELATIONSHIP VIOLENCE
SEPTEMBER, 1991
PATRICK A. FLEMING, B.S., ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY
M.Ed., ANTIOCH COLLEGE
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Directed by: Professor William Matthews
During the past two decades, the recognition of
relationship violence as a significant and frequently
occurring problem has generated a great deal of interest
and study. The extensive body of literature that has
been produced as a result has focused on the traits of
perpetrators and victims of violence; sociological
factors contributing to violent relationships; and
gender-related ideology about relationships in which
violence occurs. Largely absent from the literature are
the voices of the couples who have themselves
experienced such violence. This study attempts to take
vi
a systematic look at the subjective experiences of these
couples. In so doing, the meanings that the couples
construct in relation to the events of violence, as well
as the processes involved in constructing those meanings
are the focus of this inquiry.
The primary method of inquiry utilized was indepth,
conjoint interviews with couples who volunteered to
participate in the study. Three of these couples had
experienced some form of physical violence with one
another. Of the two remaining couples who were
interviewed, the members of one had experienced extreme
physical violence but with partners in earlier
relationships. ' The interviews with each couple were
scheduled as two or three one-hour-plus, videotaped
and/or audiotaped sessions over a period of three to
four weeks. The interviews were minimally structured
and open-ended.
Case studies were constructed from the data
collected in the interviews. The case studies were
analyzed from several perspectives. First, unique
meaning constructions were considered. Second, the
roles of each of the participants as narrators were
considered. Further consideration was given to the role
of the interviewer in the sessions and, finally, to the
experience of participating in the research as reflected
in comments made by the participants
.
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Several focal aspects emerged from these analyses.
First, meanings cannot be removed from the context of
within which they are constructed without distortion.
Second, meanings are embedded in a complex network of
referential domains. Finally, this systematic approach
to studying subjective material, validates the
importance of listening to the voice of those who have
themselves experienced relationship violence.
viii
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CHAPTER I
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Introduction
Over the past twenty or more years, social
scientists have come to a realization that physical act;
of aggression between partners in couples occur at a
surprisingly high rate. A national survey of violence
in homes in the United States by Straus, Gelles, and
Steinmetz (1980) indicated that 16% of couples
experienced at least one violent act each year. When
the incidence of physical abuse was considered over "th
entire length of the marriage ... the result is 28 per
cent" (p. 32). Thus these are not the behaviors of a
small and aberrant subgroup of the American populace.
The results of a subsequent survey by Straus and Gelles
(1986) guardedly suggested that changes both in public
awareness and attitudes, as well as in governmental
policy, may have contributed to a decrease in the
frequency of spousal violence. However, Straus and
Gelles cautioned that "Even with these reductions, the
rates of .. .wife beating remain extremely high" (1986, p
474 ) .
Elsewhere, Gelles and Straus (1979) noted that
"Prior to 1971 violent family members were among the
2missing persons of family research" (p. 549). However,
several more recent articles (Bagarozzi & Giddings,
198 3; Geffner, Rosenbaum, & Hughes, 19 88; Gelles
, 19 80;
Gelles & Straus, 1979; Hotaling, 1983; Hotaling &
Sugarman, 1986; Margolin, Sibner, & Gleberman, 1988;
Stahly, 1977-1978) have examined the body of research on
family violence that has proliferated in the last two
decades. Research on violence in couple's relationships
was one of the primary topics of study identified by
these reviews.
In spite of this increased awareness and the
intensified research effort in regards to relationship
violence, some researchers (Browning, 1986; Geffner,
Rosenbaum & Hughes, 1988; Stets, 1988) have noted the
lack of data gathered from both members of the couples
who have experienced such violence. Though a
substantial amount of the research on relationship
violence has purported to describe the characteristics
and qualities of these couples' relationships, few
researchers have attempted to elicit these couples
opinions and understandings about the phenomenon.
This study attempts to directly engage couples who
have themselves experienced violence in their
relationship. It is hoped that a perspective may
develop from these encounters that will illustrate the
3meanings that couples have for these events and the
process of how these understandings evolve. in order to
make a contribution to research and treatment in the
area of relationship violence, this study will attempt
to connect theory with participation. In so doing it is
hoped that this study will begin to illuminate a here-to-
fore darkened facet of the study of relationship
violence
.
Significance of the Study
The significance of this study rests on its focus on
establishing collaborative relationships between the
researcher and couples who have in some way experienced
relationship violence. Out of this collaboration will
hopefully develop a variety of different perspectives on
what violence means in relationships. Perhaps of even
greater significance is the possibility of beginning to
understand the process by which meanings for
relationship violence are developed and how they
evolve. Through this collaboration, insight will
hopefully be gained about how the couples see themselves
addressing the violence in their relationships and what
efforts they see as having been successful in
diminishing the possibility of violence. Such
perspectives would have implications both for how
4therapists address issues of violence with couples, as
well as for how researchers approach such complex
issues
.
Also of significance in this study is its focus on
the process of the research. As Paget (1983) has noted
"My intention has been to show how a systematic inquiry
into subjective experience can be done" (p. 88). In
utilizing the particular approach of this study I hope
to both expand my own knowledge and skills in
systematically studying complex and subjective
experiences as well as to demonstrate this process for
other researchers.
Limitations and Delimitations of the Study
The study is not an attempt to formulate an
overarching or all-encompassing explaination of or
theory about .what violence is and what it means to
couples. It is also not an attempt to stop violent
behaviors between couples nor even to necessarily
develop a treatment approach for working with couples
who have experienced violence.
Further, the study utilizes a non-random, non-
representative sample of couples who have experienced
violence in their relationship. The couples in the
sample are volunteers who are self-identified as having
engaged in violent behaviors. Therefore, the results of
5the study are not universally generalizable to all
couples who have experienced some violence in their
relationship.
Since the primary concern of the study is not with
frequencies of violenceor predisposing characteristics,
etc. the limitations of the sample are less critical.
To address the meanings of violence and how they are
constructed requires that the participants be willing to
discuss these events. Presumably, there is a
significant number of couples who have experienced
violence in their relationship who would be either
inaccessible to research or would refuse to discuss or
would deny the violence events in their relationship.
Delimitations
:
The couples participating in the study are non-
mandated; data for the study are gathered in conjoint
sessions from both members of the couple. Findings of
the study may be generalizable in form though perhaps
not in content - to couples who are similarly willing to
discuss the violent events in their relationship. Thus
many couples who voluntarily seek treatment for such
relationship violence may bear similarities to the
couples in this sample.
Defining the Phenomenon of Interest
The term relationship violence is utilized
throughout the study to indicate the acts of physical
violence that occur between the members of a couple.
Explicit and implicit threats of such violence are also
included in this definition given the contribution that
such threats and corresponding fears make in
establishing a context in which violence may readily
occur and recur.
This term was chosen after consideration of several
concerns in the study of violent behaviors in families.
First, a wide range of terms for violence have been used
by researchers and clinicians with little attention
having been given to concise definitions of these terms
or to standardization of their usage. Hopefully, this
study will avoid further confusion in this regard by
clearly defining from the onset the terms to be
utilized
.
Relationship violence was also chosen in preference
to other terms. Spouse abuse is often used to describe
the same behaviors yet implies that the phenomenon are
restricted to married couples. The studies of unmarried
couples who live together and of couples who are dating
or in a courtship stage of their relationship have not
identified significant distinctions in the nature and
7patterns of violence occurring for these couples in
contrast with couples that are married.
Finally, the term relationship violence was chosen
in preference to the term wife-battering. Though wife-
battering is also frequently used in the literature and
accurately reflects the directionality of most violence
between couples, it is also a political term. In spite
of the accurateness of this term, its pervasive use in
our culture, and my agreement with its implications, I
chose in this instance to utilize a more neutral term.
My preference was for the participant couples to
introduce this and/or other terms that might be
perceived as controversial.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE RELEVANT LITERATURE
Theoretical Foundation of the Study
In this first of the two major sections of this
chapter, literature will be reviewed that establishes a
theoretical and conceptual foundation for the study.
This material is organized so that an overview of trends
in research is first presented. This overview is
followed by a description of the shift from an
empiricist to a constructivist orientation to
relationship violence. Arising from the constructivist
orientation are several premises that inform the study.
The second major section of the chapter will
consider specific research studies that have direct
implications for the present study.
An Overview of Trends in Theory and Research
In spite of the general increase in awareness of
relationship violence, a comprehensive theory of such
abuse has not been developed. Correspondingly, research
approaches remain quite diverse. Though reviews of
family violence research (Geffner, Rosenbaum, & Hughes,
1988; Gelles, 1980) indicate an increase in the number
of studies and diversification in methodology, theories
remain divergent and speculative. Gelles and Straus
9(1979) noted the need for development of a theory
specific to family violence, largely because the family
relationships are unique in the extent to which they are
characterized by privacy and intimacy. in the absence
of such a theory, they classified fifteen theories from
a presumably related area - interpersonal violence - as
either intraindividual
, social psychological, or as
sociocultural. Violence in the family was then
analyzed using these appropriated constructs.
In specifically reviewing the issue of relationship
violence, Margolin, Sibner, & Gleberman (1988) similarly
grouped the expanding body of theory and research
according to three levels of analysis: intrapersonal
,
interpersonal, and sociocultural. These perspectives for
analysis correspond closely with the basic etiological
theories that have pervaded studies of relationship
violence. Intrapersonal studies have focused on
identifying individual pathology or other
characteristics that account for participation in
violent behaviors. Taking dyadic interaction as the
minimum unit of interest, the interpersonal level of
analysis sees violence along with other behaviors as a
learned interactional pattern. Sociocultural
explanations of relationship violence have focused on
the sanctions for violence implicit in the structures
and beliefs of society.
10
Though studies in each of these frameworks have had
the cumulative effect of increasing the general
awareness of couple's violence, the findings have been
inconclusive. Severe individual pathology has not
proven to be an adequate explanation for the high
frequency of couple's violence (Gelles, 1985).
Correlations between individual characteristics such as
attitudes toward gender roles or the use of substances
have been found but their exclusivity to violence and
the amplitude of such correlations has not been
established (Stahly, 1978). Interpersonal and
sociocultural studies have been the basis for policy
changes and increased resources. However it has not
been established what differentiates between couples
that engage in violence and those who remain nonviolent
inspite of exposure to similar sociocultural or familial
factors (Bagarozzi & Giddings, 1983)
Other critiques of research of family violence
generally and couple's violence specifically have
focused on methodological issues. Studies have been
overly reliant on the retrospective self-report of one
member - typically the woman -of a violent couple
(Geffner, et al .
,
1988). What is defined as violence
has varied from one research study to another (Straus &
Gelles, 1986). Ethical issues about working with a
potentially suspicious population and one with which
there may be serious concerns about safety have also
been raised (Smith, Rachman, & Yule, 1984).
A Shift from an Empiricist to a Constructivist View
The absence of a comprehensive theory of couple's
violence may in part be due to the parochialism of the
three levels of analysis described in the preceding
section. Rather than accepting the delineations between
these levels of analysis as indicative of discreet,
mutually exclusive entities, Anderson and Goolishian
(1986) describe them as interrelated. Family violence
then, is conceptualized as "a symptom of stressful
relationships in, between, and among these three
systems" (p. 285). By acknowledging the interweavings
between the levels of analysis and their corresponding
theories and research endeavors, a more useful - albeit,
more complex - understanding of couples' violence may be
generated
.
The three perspectives that have framed most of the
research on couple's violence also share the
"intellectual tradition known as empiricism, logical
positivism, or realism" (Furman & Ahola, 1988, p. 396).
In this tradition the bedrock assumption is that there
is an objective reality that awaits discovery and
analysis in order to arrive at "truth". The implication
of this approach for couple's violence is that - given
sufficient resources - causal explanations for such
behaviors could be identified, with such explanations
therapists and others could eradicate these behaviors by
"fixing" the individual, relationship, or social
structure according to some normative model.
In contrast to the empiricist view is an
epistemological tradition that has been described by
family therapists as "constructivism" (Anderson,
Goolishian, & Windermand, 1986; Hoffman, 1988, 1986;
Watzlawick, 1984). The foundation for the
constructivist approach may be traced at least as far
back as the 18th century philosphical work of Immanuel
Kant (Efran, Lukens & Lukens
, 1988). George Kelly
(1969) introduced the concept of constructivism to the
field of psychology. Constructivism has also
increasingly informed work in other human sciences
fields (Gergen, 1985). In the field of family therapy
the infusion of constructivist thinking may be seen as
resulting from the convergence of the influential
clinical work of the Milan team with the work of "second
order" cyberneticians such as Von Foerster, Varela, and
Maturana, all of this work owing in some degree to
Bateson's early cybernetics (Boscolo, Cecchin, Hoffman &
Penn, 19 87; Keeney, 1983)
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The implication of the constructivist view for the
study of relationship violence is that there are no
etiological factors that await discovery in an objective
reality. Rather, the situation of violence in a
couple's relationship is one that is constructed in the
"intersubjective meanings" (Anderson & Goolishian, 1988,
p. 372) developed in relation to certain experiences by
the couple and others concerned about the situation.
Premises Upon Which the Research is Based
Several premises are implicit in this constructivist
view of violence and serve as the framework for the
present study:
- violence is a systemic phenomenon
- human systems are observing systems
- any event has multiple explanations and meanings
- the meanings of problems are constructed in
language
Each of these premises will be discussed in detail
below
.
Violence is a systemic phenomenon . A central
premise of this study is that violence is systemic. By
"systemic" I mean that violence is not a unilateral
phenomenon punctuated in terms of a perpetrator acting
upon a victim. Rather, from a systemic perspective
violence like any other phenomenon, may be understood to
include the range of behaviors and meanings experienced
and contributed by all participants in a particular
sequence of events.
The idea that violence is systemic is not new to the
study of violence in relationships. However, prior
systems-based studies of violence (Giles-Sims, 1983;
Straus, 1973) utilized assumptions derived from general
systems theory as did the first generations of family
therapists (Hoffman, 1981). Central among these
assumptions was that a system was self-regulating to
counteract deviations, i.e. homeostatic (Simon,
Steirlin, & Wynne, 1985). This conceptualization was
challenged (Dell, 1982; Keeney & Sprenkle, 1982) on the
basis that it implied a system that is self-regulating
according to a set of externally imposed rules. Such a
system could be observed, described and directed to
change in accord with normative standards by a
hierarchically superior external agent such as a
therapist
.
Dissatisfaction among family therapists and
theorists with the fit between this systems model and
their experience with families has led to a focus on
what Maruyama (196 3) had called a "second cybernetics".
Second order cybernetics refers to "deviation-amplifying
mutual causal relationships" (Simon, et al, 1985, p. 82).
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From this perspective, there is no presumption that a
normative model of any particular type of system exists
or that the discovery of such a model will lead to the
ability to fix dysfunctional systems of the same type.
Rather, second order cybernetics takes the position that
change in a particular direction cannot be specified for
a system; a context may be developed in which change
will occur though without a prescribed outcome. A
therapist may thus be a participant in generating such a
change-oriented context but does not direct the family
to a preordained goal.
Feminists (Bograd, 1986; Mackinnon & Miller, 1987)
have criticized the systemic description of violence out
of concern that the inclusiveness of the systemic
description implies that the recipient - typically a
woman - shares with the perpetrator in the blame for the
violence. Such a description is uncomfortably close to
the etiological theory of individual pathology which
described perpetrators as sadists and recipients as
masochists (American Psychiatric Association, 1987).
The feminist critique interweaves the issue of power -
central to the distinction between first and second-
order cybernetics - with the concern about blaming the
victim. Dell (1989) has recently attempted to answer
these concerns by distinguishing between epistemological
and experiential levels of description. in the present
study the position is taken that violence is systemic in
that all parties involved have been unable to access
alternatives in behaviors or understandings of the
experience. This position maintains that those parties
to the system other than the dyad in which violence has
occurred are obligated to act in a manner that insures
the safety of the parties involved. At the same time,
such action does not necessarily produce a change in the
system that will preclude future instances of violence.
To do the latter, all parties involved must be able to
conceive of alternatives to violent episodes.
Systems are observing systems
. This premise is
based on Heinz Von Foerster's (1981) concept of
"observing systems". Rather than conceiving of reality
as objective and thus subject to observation from an
external vantage point, reality is understood as the
consensus points of multiple observers. These points of
agreement are self-referential to the observers. Thus
the observers are simultaneously observing and
participating in this reality. In this view, "reality"
which includes human systems, does not consist of
structures that are awaiting discovery and description
by a disengaged, objective observer.
17
Varela (1976) in his conceptualization of "Star
Logic" makes a related point about seeming dualities
such as "observer" and "observed". m the manner of the
classic Hegelian dialectic, this pair would be described
in the form:
observer / observed.
Varela asserts that "For every system there is a larger
whole which it integrates "( 1976 , p. 65). He describes
this inclusive whole as a "conversational pattern",
i.e., the process of interaction between the dialectical
pair. This elaborated description may be diagrammed in
the form:
conversational pattern / ( observer / observed )
Together, Von Foerster's observing systems and Varela 's
Star Logic support a conception of reality as
subjective, interactive and inclusive.
Following from this premise, violent behaviors are
not a product of a certain relationship structure or
typology of such structures that exist in an objective
reality. This premise has implications for the present
study from two different perspectives: first from that
of the partners in a relationship in which violence has
occurred and, second, for the researcher and the couples
participating in the research. In the reality of a
couple's relationship, certain behaviors may be mutually
18
understood as violent or they may be interpreted
otherwise. Other interpretations made by couples may be
the wife blaming herself for provoking her husband,
attribution of the violent behaviors to substance use,
or the man's denial that he struck his mate. One way
for violence to be acknowledged in a couple's frame of
reference is for a third party such as a relative,
emergency room personnel, an advocate, or a therapist to
become a participant observer with the couple in their
relationship.
Similarly for the researcher and the participants in
this study, both the couple and the researcher
acknowledge a frame of reference that includes violent
behaviors in the couple's relationship. From a
constructivist perspective, therapy or research are
collaborative endeavors rather than hierarchically
discrepant relationships between experts and subjects.
Any event has multiple explanations and meanings .
As noted by Cronen, Chen, and Pearce (1988), "Because
all human activity combines individuality and sociality,
no two enactments or interpretations will be exactly the
same" (p. 80). Similarly, singular explanations are
precluded in the framework of constructivism since any
description of reality is self-reflexive, i.e., includes
a description of the "observer". Each person attempting
19
to describe a particular event thus contributes a unique
description(s) of the event, when multiple persons
offer descriptions of the same phenomenon, multiple
accounts are generated.
In the field of family therapy the premise that
there are multiple, equally plausible explanations for
any event has been expressed in the stance known as
"neutrality" ( Selvini-Palazzoli
,
Boscolo, Cecchin, &
Prata, 1980). However, the concept of neutrality was
often been misunderstood to imply that the therapist
remains disengaged from the family, in attempting to
resolve this, Cecchin (1987) has recently elaborated
neutrality as "the creation of a state of curiosity..."
which leads to "...exploration and invention of
alternative views and moves" (p. 406). Maintaining a
stance of curiosity avoids the pitfall of believing that
a particular explanation or meaning is true and thus
excluding other options for action.
The equal validity of multiple meanings and
explanations for violence in a couple's relationship
reorients the direction of research and therapy. The
task is no longer one of discovering a particular causal
factor. Rather, the focus shifts to identifying the
various meanings that couples have evolved for the
violence and examining which meanings maintain the
violence and which may allow for change.
20
The meanings of problems are constructed in language
systems
.
Anderson and Goolishian (1988) have posited
that "Meaning and understanding are socially and
intersubjectively constructed" and that these
constructions - including those relating to problems -
evolve from "communicative action" (p. 372). Similarly,
Cronen and Pearce (1981) have noted the "formative
function" (p. 5) of communication . This description is
in contrast with the first order cybernetic view that
problems arise from dysfunctions in the structure or
roles in a system. An implication of the perspective
taken by Anderson and Goolishian is that meanings
ascribed to problems may be transformed via
communicative action, the problem thus "dis-solving" in
consonance with the incorporation of the new
description. -
The implication for problems of relationship
violence are that violent behaviors are not inherent
within the individuals or their relationship. Rather,
these behaviors are maintained by the meaning systems
that have evolved in linguistic communication.
Resolution thus lies in the deconstruction of problem-
maintaining meaning systems and the communicative
generation of new meaning systems that include other
alternatives for behavior. The focus of the present
21
Study follows from this in its attempts to identify the
meanings couples have of violence in their relationship
and to understand the communicative processes by which
these meanings were constructed.
Research About Relationship Violence
The present study utilizes data gathered in conjoint
sessions with both members of the participant couples.
The content of these sessions focused on the couples'
descriptions of their interactions around the incidents
of fighting and violence and the meanings that the
couples constructed in relation to these incidents.
Some researchers (Geffner, Rosenbaum & Hughes, 1988,
Stets, 1988) in the area of relationship violence have
noted the lack of data gathered from both members of the
couples who have experienced violence. As noted
elsewhere in this chapter, many studies to date have
relied on data supplied by women who have sought refuge
in shelters for battered women. Secondarily, studies
have focused on collecting data from men participating
in treatment groups for batterers. As Browning (1986)
has noted there "was a risk of producing two separate
literatures on wife assault - one stemming from victim
reports and another from offender reports" (p. 375).
Straus, et . al .
, (1980) utilized aggregate data, i.e.,
data collected from unrelated men and women who had
experienced violence in their respective relationships.
This data were then presented in summary as
representative of the responses and attitudes of
couples. Although Szinovacz (1983) has been noted for
emphasizing the use of couple data, couples in that
study were not seen in conjoint sessions; while one
member was interviewed face-to-face, the other completed
a questionaire in another room. Steinmetz (1977) did do
some conjoint interviews in her research, though she
administered different instruments to each member in a
couple
.
A review of more than five hundred abstracts for
dissertations completed between 1980 and 1986, that were
identified by key words and phrases in the titles such
as "family violence", "spouse abuse", "wife battering",
etc., found only 22 studies that included data reported
to be from couples. The bulk of these gathered data
from each member of the couple separately; only three
studies included conjoint interviews of the couples; one
study included an interactional task for the couple
which was observed and videotaped (as did Margolin's
1988 study). The majority of the dissertations relied
on the methodology of surveying and/or interviewing
women in shelters. Secondarily, a number of studies
relied on pools of abusers who were involved in group
23
treatment for batterers. Three or four studies
purported to be about some aspects of the abuser males
though the data were collected solely from their women
partners
.
In spite of the consistent recommendations that data
collection include responses from both partners in
relationships in which abuse of a spouse has occurred,
studies that have adopted this approach remain in the
minority. As research on relationship violence was in
its early stages, Gelles (1974) noted that he chose to
abandon "the joint interview method as a procedure that
potentially might precipitate family violence instead of
studying it" (p. 38). Though precipitation of violence
is an important ethical concern, simple abandonment of
the procedure does not in any way address the question
of the importance of data from couples. Also, the topic
of Gelles research was not revealed to his subjects
until the end of the interviews due to concern about the
potential rate of refusal had respondents known from the
beginning what the nature of the topic was. This
concern about masking the topic of interest may have
heightened Gelles' worries about precipitating
violence. In describing Gelles' research, Stahly (1977)
incongruously states that "80 couples were interviewed"
while elsewhere in the same article she comments that
"One spouse was interviewed from each couple."
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All of the data that was collected in the diverse
studies listed above may have relevance to the
understanding of the relationships of couples and to
their experience of violence in particular. However,
little of it may be said to reflect the viewpoints of
the couples themselves. The perspective of couples may
be seen as anecdotal and thus of little utility if a
researcher's intent is to discover generalizable facts
about couples. From the a constructivist orientation,
the idiosyncratic viewpoints of the couples
participating in the research is central to developing
an understanding of the phenomenon of relationship
violence
.
CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHODS
Introduction
Utilizing indepth, open-ended interviews with
couples who had volunteered to talk about their fears
and experiences of relationship violence, this study
addressed the issues of how couples understood such
events. Repeated and detailed examinations of
transcripts of each of the interviews resulted in the
description of a wide range of meanings for violence.
The couples' unique processes for construction of these
meanings for relationship violence also became available
in this procedure. The data described through this
process was then analyzed from several different
perspectives
.
The details of the design and implementation of this
study are presented in this chapter. The chapter
consists of four main sections: who the participants
were, the settings where the study was carried out, what
the data consisted of, and the approach(es) to analyzing
the data.
The Participants
This section generally describes the population
sought for participation in the research interviews.
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Though some details of specific participant couples are
included here, the case studies that will be presented
in Chapter IV will include detailed profiles of each of
the five couples who participated in the study.
Population
.
The population from which participants were sought
was initially defined as couples in which the members
had experienced some form of physical violence. Given
the sensitivity of this topic, it was anticipated that
participants might be difficult to identify and engage.
Tn order to facilitate recruitment, only the most
essential characteristics were specified for potential
participant couples. Marital status was unimportant as
long as the couple perceived themselves as committed to
their relationship. The couples had to identify
themselves as being violent rather than having this
description imposed on them by a therapist or other
third party. Further, the couples defined what the
behaviors were that they identified as violence, rather
than fitting their descriptions into preconceived
categories. Couples who experienced either unilateral
or bilateral episodes of violence were accepted. The
participant couples were self-selected volunteers, thus
any indication of their having been coerced to
participate or of having misperceptions about the
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potential effects of the study would have led to their
being excluded from participating.
Three of the five couples who participated conformed
with these criteria. The other two participant couples
indicated that they had concerns about the fights they
had experienced in their relationship though they had
not experienced violence. The members of one of these
two latter couples had each had experience with extreme
violence in earlier relationships. The inclusion of the
latter two couples broadened the scope of the population
considered in the study by encompassing couples whose
concerns about violence were anticipatory. The
specifics of each of the participant couple's concerns
about relationship violence will be discussed in detail
in Chapter IV.
Methods of Recruiting Participants
.
Several avenues for recruiting participants were
utilized. These included the distribution of flyers
requesting participants to a range of human services
agencies in Berkshire, Hampshire, Hampden, and Franklin
counties in western Massachusetts; placement of
advertisements in local periodicals; and word-of-mouth
solicitation of colleagues and acquaintances in human
service agencies. Two couples heard of the study
through colleagues of the researcher; two couples
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responded to flyers posted at the offices of their
therapists; one couple responded to an ad in a
periodical
.
Participant Consent and Confidentiality
All prospective participants were informed both
verbally and in writing, of the purpose and methodology
of the study prior to the initiation of any of the
research procedures. Written consent acknowledging
their voluntary participation in the study as well as
their willingness to be videotaped and/or audiotaped was
obtained from both members of each couple. Participants
were informed that transcripts of the taped interviews
would be published in the completed dissertation as well
as in any other reports based on the study. They were
advised that all identifying data would be deleted or
altered in order to insure their anonymity as
participants, videotape and audiotape recordings of the
interviews become the property of the researcher though
these would not be presented to anyone other than the
members of the dissertation committee without the
specific written consent of each member of a given
couple. Samples of the Consent and Participant
Information forms are included in the appendices of this
report
.
Prior to beginning the research process, assessment
of the potential risk of violence was made via direct
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questioning of the participants. Reassessment of
potential risk was made throughout the research process
through questioning and observation. it was planned
that if it were determined that violence was likely to
be precipitated during or subsequent to an interview,
such risk would override the research procedures, in
such a case, appropriate action, e.g., referral to an
emergency mental health service, a shelter, etc., would
be taken to insure the safety of the couple, family
members, and others. Participants in the study were
advised of resources for counseling and other supports
should they desire ongoing clinical consultation in
connection with the issues addressed in the study. Once
the study was concluded, a report based on the results
was offered to each participant couple if they so
desired
.
The Setting
Since participant's were sought in a large
geographical area, several sites for the interviews were
utilized. Two couples were interviewed at a mental
health clinic located at a hospital in a medium-sized
city. Two were interviewed at the offices of a clinical
agency housed at a state university. The remaining
couple was interviewed in their home due to concerns
about transportation and childcare.
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The rooms utilized at both the clinic and the agency
were each equipped with videotape and audiotape
recording equipment. These taping systems had the
capability for not only recording the interviews but for
playing them back to the participants as well. The
interview rooms at each of the settings were furnished
with chairs and couches, so that the participant couples
and the interviewer sat informally facing one another.
Since one of the couples lived in an isolated rural
area, had two small children, and were temporarily
without a car, I agreed to interview them in their
home. Though videotaping the interviews added nonverbal
aspects that enhanced the eventual review of the
sessions, the visual component was not identified as a
critical element in the study. Portable audiotape
recorders were thus utilized for recording and playing
back the interviews with this couple. The interviews
were conducted in the living area of the small house
that the couple was in the process of remodeling.
Because of the logistical issues involved, I arranged to
meet with this couple for two extended sessions of an
hour and a half each rather than the three one hour
interviews that I had conducted with preceding couples.
These in-home interviews were further extended in length
due to the participant couple's needs to attend to their
children during the interviews.
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Data Collection
As already noted elsewhere in this chapter the
primary techniques of data collection were the indepth
semi-structured interviews with each of the
participating couples. Demographic and descriptive
information was collected from each participant prior t
the beginning of the first interview. The Participant
Information form and the Conflict Tactics Scale (Straus
1989) were utilized in gathering this information from
the participants. (Copies of these forms are included i
Appendices D and E respectively).
The interviews themselves were videotaped or
audiotaped and the tapes transcribed. Two or three
interviews were held with each couple depending on thei
preferences and logistical considerations such as
location. In either instance couples were each
interviewed for a minimum of three hours. An interval
of a week and sometimes more was allowed between
interviews so that the tapes of a preceding session
could be reviewed by the researcher. Portions of the
taped interviews were thus identified for replay to the
participants at a subsequent session so that further
comments or clarification could be requested. The
interval between meetings also allowed time for the
researcher and the participants to reflect on the
completed interview ( s )
.
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Within each of the Interviews, a process of open-
ended questioning was utilized to elicit the meaning
constructions sought as the un i L of analysis. The
productivity of the open-ended structure of the
interviews was enhanced by the interviewer's efforts to
maintain an orientation of interested curiousity
(Cecchin, 1987) and engagement with the participants.
Though a specific protocol for questioning was not
utilized, questions generally feJ 1 into three broad
categories: What happened during a fight? How do you
explain what happened? what have you done that you feel
may have reduced the possibility of violence occuring in
your relationship? The recognition of these categories
oi questioning i ed Lo the generation of a schema used
for organizing and analyzing data: the Picture/
Explanation/Alternatives model which will be discussed
in the following section.
Data Management -wul An.ilysls
Even before the completion of the final interviews
the first few tapes to be transcribed made it apparent
that there would be a vast amount of data that would
have to be efficiently organized for a systematic
analysis to take place. As described in the preceding
section, the categories that the questions posed in the
interviews seemed to generally adhere to .m informal
organizational schema. This pragmatic schema was
formalized and took on analytic dimensions as it was
integrated with aspects of Andersen's (1987) reflecting
team approach in family therapy.
The Picture/Explanation/Alternatives model allowed
for an open yet consistent organization of the data. By
being organized in this manner, the data in the form of
excerpts from the participants' accounts could be
readily compared and contrasted. Recurrent themes could
thus be readily identified. Utilizing the same schema,
unique and contrasting constructions of meaning could be
quickly noted. This model is apparent in the the case
studies in Chapter IV both as an organizational device
and in the analytic comments interwoven with the
excerpts of the accounts. (See Appendix B for a
detailed description of the Picture/Explanation/
Alternatives model).
A second analytical model was developed in order to
compare and contrast meaning constructions between
couples. The model was also designed to examine how
elements that are implicitly present in the context of a
meaning construction may influence and manifest
themselves in that construction. This model specifies
five domains of reference: intrapersonal
, interpersonal,
family of origin, larger system, and sociocultural
.
These domains are related in a non-hierarchical, non
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regulatory manner similar to the mutually influencing
elements of what Anderson, Goolishian, and Windermand
(1986) describe as "an ecology of ideas" (p. 6). This
model is utilized in the section Comparing and
Contrasting the Participants' Constructions of Meaning
section near the end of Chapter IV. (This latter model
is described in detail in Appendix C)
.
CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS AND RESULTS
Literary texts initiate performances' of
meaning rather than actually formulating
meaning themselves
Jerome Bruner (1986, p. 25)
Introduction
The interviews conducted for this research are such
"performances' of meaning" as described by Bruner.
Implicit in this conceptualization of meanings is that
each enactment is a reformulation that produces
variations and mutations of meanings. This is in sharp
contrast with the conceptualization in the logical
positivist research paradigm that certain meanings are
inherently present in particular behaviors or events -
such as the fights between members of a couple that are
of interest in this study - and that those meanings are
only waiting to be discerned. The task of analyzing the
meanings attributed to such events is thus transformed
from being one of discovery to being a task of critical
review that results in subjective and at times,
ephemeral descriptions.
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In this chapter, the indepth Interviews with the
five couples are examined In detail. The presentation
of the data generated in the five sets of Interviews
utilizes a case study format. with this format the
accounts of each of the five couples are considered in
the sequence in which the couples were originally
interviewed. This sequential presentation allows the
evolution of approach to the research interviews
themselves to be readily tracked and analyzed.
Each case study is divided into several
subsections. First, the Descriptive Characteristics
section provides a general description of a particular
couple, including how they came to be involved in the
study. The Context of Violence section provides a
summary of the characteristics and backgrounds of the
behaviors that are the focus of this study. The lahter
summaries are based on interview and information shoot
responses as well as responses to the Conflict Tactics
Scales in the Instances of Couples 2 through 5.
Following these descriptive sections, the analysis
of the material utilizes the Picture/Explanation/
Alternatives model presented in Chapter III, and that is
described in detail in Appendix D, and illustrated by
Figure 1. The Picture stage of this analysis presents
excerpts from the interview transcripts detailing the
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events, behaviors, and thoughts related to the violent
fights. The Explanation stage presents transcript
excerpts that include the meanings attributed by the
couple to violent fights and to related events. The
Alternatives stage considers the couples' reflections on
the factors that have altered the role that violence has
played in their relationships. Complementing the
presentation of the interview transcripts in these
sections are Notations Used in the Transcripts
, which is
included in Appendix F.
In contrast to the Picture
, Explanation , and
Alternatives sections which primarily focus on analyzing
aspects of the content of the couple's accounts, the
Narration section considers the organizational,
structural, and linguistic aspects of the accounts.
Thus, the reciprocal relationship between what is said
and how it is said is examined. The Interviewer section
examines the participant-observer role of the
interviewer in the construction of the accounts with the
couples. This section also summarizes the evolution of
each set of interviews.
After the presentation of all five case studies, a
final section of the chapter considers meaning
constructions across the five couples and in relation to
implicit contextual aspects. This section titled
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Comparing and Contrasting the Participant;^'
Constructions of Meanings, utilizes the domains of
reference model introduced in Chapter III and described
in detail in Appendix C.
Couple Number One: Katherine and Jerome
The interviews with this first couple were conducted
as a pilot study for the research project in order to
test the various procedures. As was anticipated,
several procedural adjustments were made as a result of
this initial set of interviews. The variability in what
the couple defined as violent behaviors prompted the
researcher to have subsequent participant couples
complete the Conflict Tactics Scale (Straus, 1979).
This instrument offered an alternative perspective to
that developed in the interviews themselves for
understanding what specific behaviors the participants
were describing as violent. The researcher was alerted
to other possible areas of ambiguity in the overall
research protocol, some of which will be discussed in
the Interviewer section for this couple. However, the
greatest contribution made by this initial couple's
participation was through their interest and willingness
in talking about, and reflecting upon their
experiences. This willingness encouraged the researcher
to further pursue the objectives of the project. The
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interviews with the couple were held over a three week
period during January and February, 1989, at the
outpatient mental health clinic of a medical center in a
small Massachusetts city.
Descriptive Characteristics
This couple had met about two years prior to
participating in the interviews. Jerome, age 38, had
visited mutual friends of Katherine's. Katherine, age
35, was then living with her 8 year old son. Not long
after they met, Jerome relocated to the community from
out-of-state with the mutually agreed upon plan to move
in with Katherine. Katherine was divorced though she
had frequent contact with her exhusband regarding their
son. Jerome had been married, "for six months," when he
was in his early twenties and had no children.
Background of Violence
Initially each member of the couple described
themselves as having been violent with the other. On
further discussion, differences emerged in the form that
each of the partner's violence took: Jerome had "choked
or pinned Katherine down" on the occasions when he had
been violent with her. Katherine had begun "throwing
objects and hitting things" several months prior to the
series of interviews. She had not attempted to hit, or
in any way cause direct physical harm to Jerome. Each
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Of the partners agreed with the other's description of
the violence as well as that there had been "a total of
three or four episodes" when Jerome had laid hands on
Katherine. The first fight during which the couple
experienced violence occurred early in their
relationship at the time when Jerome was moving into
Katherine 's apartment as will be described in the
subsequent Picture section of this analysis. Several
months prior to participating in the study the couple
reported that they had mutually initiated an agreement
to eliminate violent behaviors from their relationship.
There had been no further physical assaults between them
though Katherine remained concerned about her
intermittent episodes of throwing and breaking things.
Katherine indicated that she had never felt that she
had sustained, physical injuries serious enough to
require medical attention. Though friends and neighbors
of the couple were aware of the episodes of physical
fights, neither had discussed these incidents with their
respective family of origin. Intervention through the
legal system - either the police or the courts - had
never been sought by either party.
Katherine had first heard about the study from a
counselor. She had sought counseling when she began to
feel "overwhelmed by work and other demands on my
life." She noted the correspondence between the time
when she began to experience these feelings, and the
initial occurrence of her hitting of things and throwing
of objects. Katherine and Jerome had later begun
couples counseling. About three months prior to the
interviews for the study, Jerome had participated in a
twelve week group for men who had abused their
partners. Though such a group had previously been
suggested to Jerome through Katherine by her individual
therapist, he had not joined the group until around the
time that the couple agreed to eliminate violence in
their relationship. Other than the latter group,
neither Katherine nor Jerome described any of their
current or prior counseling as being sought primarily to
address the violent fights in their relationship.
Picture
Following is an account of Jerome and Katherine 's
first physical fight. The interviewer's question cues
Jerome to begin the account and he remains the primary
narrator in this initial segment of the transcripts.
Picture Excerpt 1
INTERVIEWER: When was it, and maybe <P>, you touched
on this Jerome, so I'll follow with you: what was
it that first said to you that you had to be
concerned about violence in the relationship with
Katherine?
JEROME: An incident of fear. A great deal of fear
that I had that I had come all the way back from
<P>, gone to Michigan and come all the way back
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|rorn Michigan, and Katherine didn't want to havea^relationship with me, and wasn't even go?ng to
INTERviEWER: So the two of you had met before thatand then you were traveling back and forth"?JEROME: umhmm, I went to get possessions ^ha^'i had
west to San Francisco, and instead I decided -Katherine and I agreed - to live together forawhile and see whether we were going to have arelationship <P>, a serious long-term
relationship
.
INTERVIEWER: And what happened with the particularincident?
JEROME: well, the first incident was where I <p> idon t remember all of the things that happened,but It ended-up that I was strangling <p> well
I had my hands around Katherine 's neck and I
wasn't beyond <P>, i mean, I knew what I couldhave done. i wasn't trying to hurt her, I wastrying to scare her. And it had been after a
conversation in her bedroom; I was sleeping, and
we had a conversation and it got exciting <P>
something about <P>, there was just <P>, she
'
wasn't <P>, I had moved a bunch of stuff into her
apartment and it just didn't seem right to her tohave it all in there. And we hadn't really
organized it at all. And then she decided she
wasn't going to sleep with me and so she went outm the living room. And there was something
discussed, and all I recall, which might not be
correct, my memory might not be right, but I
recall just <P>, our relationship was over, and I
was going to <p>, i was <p>, she wanted me to
leave. And I heard it as "Leave my home" andjust go back to wherever I wanted to go. And I
believe that I walked out of the room and went
and saw her lying in the living room, and was
talking, and then at some point we were fighting
in the talking, and I just went and <P>, i went
and jumped <P>, had my legs over her and had my
arms around her neck. And that was the point
where I realized that I was trying to express
something and I was using violence. And I think
ultimately, I was trying to express something
that didn't need to be expressed, or in a way
that was inappropriate, and so my resorting to
violence is what I did, was the result.
(Interview 1, pp. 2-3)
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In the preceding passage Jerome describes the fear
of losing his relationship with Katherine as a primary
factor in his introduction of physical violence into
their fight. He voices the intent to produce in
Katherine a degree of fear equivalent to his own through
the tactical use of violence. Violence thus becomes
meaningful as an act that reapportions fear in the
couple's relationship. The following passage begins as
the interviewer shifts from Jerome to inquire about an
aspect of Katherine 's reaction.
Picture Excerpt 2
INTERVIEWER: Do you remember in that sequence,
Katherine, that Jerome was describing, how' it
stopped? How that violent event came to a closed
KATHERINE: You mean when he stopped chokinq me^
INTERVIEWER: Yeah, yeah.
KATHERINE: I don't know why he stopped. I don't
know what it was that made him stop. I was
really glad he did cause I was concerned that he
wasn't going to. He was very strong and there
wasn't any way I could move 'cause the rest of
his body was on my legs. I don't know why he
stopped cause I certainly didn't have anything to
say about it.
INTERVIEWER: Was there anything else that you
remember doing that may have <P>, or anything
else happening that may have caused him to stop?
KATHERINE: No.
(Interview 1, p. 3)
Shifting to Katherine 's perspective, this account
emphasizes the disparity in physical power between she
and Jerome. Her relative helplessness is readily
apparent in her final response to the interviewer. As
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Jerome continues the narrative, this aspect of the
violence is further specified.
Picture Excerpt 3
wasn't trying to physically hurt her, Iwas trying to scare her, produce fear in her, iothe level of fear that I had . l did't have adesire to hurt her, I didn't have a desire to
choke her so that she'd be coughing, i just heldmy hands down on her neck.
INTERVIEWER: Is that what happened? I mean, did she
end-up coughing and bruised or... Did you(Katherine) have any physical signs afterwards^Such as bruises? Or coughing?
KATHERINE: I just had one on each arm where his
weight was touching on my arms.
(Interview 1, p. 4)
By recapitulating the same sequence of interaction
as in Picture Excerpt 2 (Jerome explains his desire to
scare rather than hurt Katherine; the interviewer shifts
the focus to Katherine 's perspective; and Katherine
responds), this passage further highlights the contrasts
between the two parties in the context of a violent
fight. In the next excerpt Katherine describes the form
that violence took when initiated by her.
Picture Excerpt 4
INTERVIEWER: Was that a different kind of behavior
for you to scream and throw things?
KATHERINE: Yes, very much so; I don't ever remember
loosing my temper in that way before.
INTERVIEWER: When did that start?
KATHERINE: About three months ago.
INTERVIEWER: And that was the first time in your
relationship that that had occurred?
KATHERINE: I heard this screaming person about two
years ago when I was in Gestalt group therapy.
It was overwhelming to me. I kept hearing this
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screaming child, this screaming young person and
j tl^.T'^ r^^?^" last three^nths vihe^eI would :ust get so frustrated and so angry thatthis screaming child <P>, i just opened my mouthand screamed, and picked things up and startedthrowing them, and after I started throwing themthen I would get to the tears and then the tearswould just start and I'd just let qo for awhilPINTERVIEWER: What was Jerome's reaction <P> let mego back <P>, was this <P>, the first tim4 that
^^''^^^^f^®?
screaming and throwing things, wastnat <p>, how was Jerome involved^
KATHERINE: I think we had an argument. To myknowledge there wasn't violence or anything likethat. Some of my feeling came from, I thought I
!?2^4-
blamed, that whatever the situation wasthat had arisen, it was my fault and I had to do
something about it and I'd just get overwhelmed
and just scream. Not screaming anything inparticular, just screaming.
INTERVIEWER: You said you were having a fight butI'm unclear whether the screaming and throwing
things were directed at him, or were thev=
KATHERINE:
=No, he had left
with my son, they were going to school and Ijust, I felt like somehow I was going to explode
or disappear, or <P>, it was a very uncomfortable
feeling. I was totally overwhelmed with my
anger, the sound that was in my head.
(Interview 1, pp. 9-10)
Summary of Picture Excerpts
, in the preceding
excerpts, both individuals describe themselves as being
in considerable internal, as well as interpersonal
turmoil immediately prior to their respective violent
behaviors. Yet Katherine's account of her own violence
is in sharp contrast with Jerome's description of the
violence that he introduced at the onset of their
relationship. As indicated in Picture Excerpts 2 and 3,
Jerome's actions demonstrated a much greater ability to
physically restrain Katherine and to cause injury to her
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due to the differences in their size and power.
Moreover, Katherine's actions are kept largely to
herself: Jerome had already left their house when she,
"screamed and picked things up and started throwing
them." She also directs her "temper" at objects, rather
than at other people. Jerome's violence is directed at
Katherine, thus placing her in a position of
considerable personal danger that demands an immediate
response from her. His actions appear to succeed in
inducing Katherine into a state of helplessness and
fear. It is less clear whether Katherine perceives
herself as attaining some desired goal either in her
relationship with Jerome or within herself as a result
of her actions.
Explanation
In this section, several of the formulations that
the couple presented to explain the violence in their
relationship are described. These include explanations
for the violence itself as well as for other elements of
the couple's experience that they identified as related
to the violence. Jerome and Katherine's explanations
are grouped thematically according to the emphasis
placed either on their childhood experiences with their
families, or on the more immediate implications that
violence had for the couple's relationship. A single
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passage presents the couple's speculations about the
influence that astrological factors had on their
conflicts. Each of the meaning explanations were
produced in dialogue with the interviewer in response to
variants of the questions, "How come?" or "Why?".
Violence and Family of Origin
. The first two
passages that follow focus on Katherine's explanations
for violence as it related to her family of origin.
Subsequent passages will consider Jerome's experiences
with his family and how he connects these experiences to
his violent behavior with Katherine.
Explanation- Excerpt 1
INTERVIEWER (to Katherine): How did you make sense
of that then, you know, that (Jerome's) violence^
KATHERINE: At that time, I couldn't understand it.
It was just <P>, it absolutely freaked me out.
The only thing I could remember was I just kept
going back to my father and how my father used to
treat me when he was really mad and that's all I
could think about. I didn't know why he was doing
(Interview 1, p. 3)
In the preceding excerpt, Katherine introduces the
theme of violence as she experienced it at the hands of
her father. Though she does not cite this element as a
causal explanation for the violence that has occurred in
her relationship with Jerome, the meanings that
Katherine attaches to violence may begin to be
understood in the context of her childhood experiences.
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The following passage is taken from Katherine's further
discussion of her father.
Explanation Excerpt 2
KATHERINE:
.
I don't remember being touched thatoften but when I was touched, it was really
violent.
. .
.
^
INTERVIEWER: Based on that, can you go a steptowards saying what was the message behind <P>
being^'hit?
^"""^ """^^ physical contact was
'
KATHERINE: Well, that somewhere <long pause
>
somewhere to me, in my mind, that kind of'
relationship is one that I <P>, that came from mytather <P>, somewhere its connected to love Idon't know exactly, but <long pause>, almost tothe point that if its not there, then maybethere's no love there. I don't know exactly, butthere's something connected there...
JEROME: Are you saying then, that the violence I've
showed you, has shown you that I actually loveyou? ^
KATHERINE: No! (laughs) I don't like it, but there's
something about it, there's a part of my life
that that's the way that I know that someone Igrew up with <P>, is meaning that they love me,
that's the way they treated me. So I haven't
<P>, but there's something there as far as being
touched violently.
(Interview 2, p. 12)
Katherine strives to explain the seemingly
contradictory nature of violent actions in the context
of a relationship - in this instance, that of father and
daughter - that is typically assumed to be one
characterized by love and support. Jerome's question
suggests a very literal interpretation of the complex
connection between love and violence that Katherine is
attempting to describe. However, Miller (1989)
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describes this problem in the following manner: "From a
perspective allowing for the existence of multiple
realities, it is possible to describe relationships that
are simultaneously maintained through abuse of power and
the dynamic of connectedness (love) and loyalty" (p.
418). By understanding Katherine's relationship with
her father as reflecting "multiple realities," the
coexistence of love and of power abuses may be
understood
.
In the following passage, Jerome outlines his
explanation for his own violent acts as they relate to
his father's behaviors when Jerome was himself a child.
Explanation Excerpt 3
INTERVIEWER (to Jerome): What were your thoughts...,
what theory did you have or develop around the
violence, around that episode?
JEROME: I don't know that I actually developed a
theory, although I did <P>, i knew how my father
treated me and he would do this <P>, i mean he
would come home from work and I would have done
something bad during the day and he would spank
me, or yell at me, and grab me, or something. So
I saw that as a way in which to deal with
something that I don't have any control over. He
had no control over me during the day because he
wasn't around. Well, when he got home, then he
had control and the control he used was not by
being friends and trying to understand my
curiosity or why I was doing what I was doing, it
was just to stop me, and to stop me (by) using
violence, and not give me any reasons, really,
just because he told me so: "Why do I have to do
this. Dad?", "Because I told you so!", not <P>.
So I have a sense that that is something I revert
to when I don't know what I should do or I don't
know what would be best to do.
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(...)
I don't feel comfortable in the way that irespond when things aren't going my way, or I see
^^'^9" ^° \ think what I've
n?Mn.'?
that I become physically aggressive andultimately violent with Katherine when I want tostop her from doing something. i want to iustsay, "Hey. Don't do that!", or <P>, its more tostop, to stop her from doing something. There'smore to it than that, but that's all I've beenable to understand.
(Interview 1, pp. 5-6)
Here Jerome describes the prototype for his behavior
with Katherine. He has begun to define an explanation
for his violence based in concepts of patriarchy that
are implicit in the utilization of the control-based
tactics of his father, i.e., the father controlled his
son through violence and intimidation, therefore, the
son controls his own partner through violence. Acts in
each relationship are based around the men's fears of
losing control and whatever the consequences of such
loss might be. Katherine endeavors to expand the
familial explanation for Jerome's violent behaviors in
the following passage.
Explanation Excerpt 4
KATHERINE: I have something to contribute. I don't
know why he never says it, but he did say that he
used to see his dad slap his mom a lot. That's
something that to me, is significant <P>, i mean,
<P>, you (Jerome) never really talk about it,
never mention it.
JEROME: I wouldn't say a lot, I mean, I saw him <P>,
I wouldn't say a lot at all, a few times, maybe.
And it wasn't like it was something that
happened all the time. It maybe happened a few
times in several years. It wasn't something that
was repeated, on and on, nothing like <P>=
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KATHERINE:
^^^^you said there was a period of time when he^<P>I don't know how often it was
JEROME: Not that I recall, I haven't really takenthe time <P>, don't have the memory to figure outexactly what <P>, maybe what cycles they wentthrough after I was born. But it would be <p>
more times he would just break things, go out inthe garage, one time he went out in the garage
and just smashed some things. There was one timet^e^^^itchen when he did hit mom, slap mom and
she ended up crying and saying it was her faultAnd I remember more the times that he spanked
me. Mom never spanked me.
(Interview 1, p. 6)
Jerome's reluctant acknowledgement of his father's
abuse of his mother, further suggests that this served
as a model for his behavior with Katherine. in the
excerpt below, Katherine discusses with Jerome a
possible connection between her father's acts of
violence and those committed by Jerome.
Explanation Excerpt 5
KATHERINE: I have an interesting thought that came
to mind today. I was remembering at one point
<P>, and the thought that comes to my mind is
that you choose to do it and that somewhere in
your mind you think it's alright because it
happened before when my dad did it to me. So
somewhere it's condoned by my dad, and I do
remember distinctly at one point in time when you
were thrashing me around that you did say that my
dad <P>, because of my dad <P>, and my dad said
it was all right.... You have actually said that
a couple of times.
JEROME: I don't recall. I can believe that I said
it, but I don't recall how. I mean I can also
see that it would give me a reason to believe
that it's okay to do: "If my dad did it then it's
okay to do". Even if I was in a different state
of mind
KATHERINE: No, you said mY dad, because my dad beat
me up, it was okay for you to do it
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Tdn.^^'T^^^^ Vicious, uhm, I mean Iidn t, I wasn't believing that at all. i wasDUst saying that as a kind of a viciousness to
KATHERINE: Well, it sounded <P>
JEROME: =psychological damage to the physicaldamage. i mean, l was saying, "Hey! Look, if.If, If, uhm <P>, its okay if i did this because
other people have done it, your father did thisto you; its because of the way you act, youdeserve it". That's how it came out I think. I
^^T'^^
you were talking about my dad: because mydad did it to me, I can do it to you.
KATHERINE: Well, maybe that's the case too!
(Interview 2, p. ii)
Katherine confronts Jerome with the observation that
he may have perceived the violence that her father had
perpetrated against her as a child as giving Jerome
license to do the same to her as an adult, in his
initial misunderstanding of Katherine 's statement Jerome
recalls his own father's behaviors as giving him
permission - if not directing him - to use violence.
Implications of Violence
. In the three excerpts
that follow, several implications that the acts of
violence had in the development of the couple's
relationship are considered by Katherine and Jerome.
Explanation Excerpt 6
JEROME:...! mean I think the way we play off each
other then produces violence in each of us. So I
have a sense that while I wouldn't say that the
violence wouldn't be there if there was somebody
else besides Katherine in my life, I would say
that that is one of the reasons its there, but
not the primary reason that I can <P>, because I
choose to do it for whatever reasons.
(Interview 2, p. 11)
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Here, Jerome suggests that violence is an effect of
the idiosyncratic nature of his relationship with
Katherine. The next two excerpts address other effects
that the violent acts had on the development of the
couple's relationship.
Explanation Excerpt 7
INTERVIEWER:
...I wonder if there are other lines ofthinking that you either come up with yourselves
or other people have suggested...
JEROME: ...What comes to my mind, though now isthat I have a sense that the violence is a way in
which I can treat Katherine in a primitive way
and there's no excuse for it. i can do some
rationalizing with it in the sense of saying that
"I don't really know her as well as I <p>, if iknew her better, I wouldn't resort to violence."
(Interview 1, pp. 8-9)
Explanation Excerpt 8
INTERVIEWER (responding to a statement by Jerome):
So fear begets the violent action, and the result
of that - particularly in that incident
(described in Picture Excerpt 1) - was what^
JEROME: Well, the result was definitely a fear and
then a rejection - short-term rejection - and
then a bonding of "Hey, here's somebody (i.e., a
therapist) you can see", and she was working too,
towards it, and so both of us started reaching
out to understand what was going on, how it went
on, why it went on, and what we can learn from
that about ourselves, and our being together.
INTERVIEWER: Did the violence bring you closer^
JEROME: Yeah, it did?
INTERVIEWER: What do you think, Katherine?
KATHERINE: Yes, I think it did Something would
have happened because, I mean, we were already,
he was moving into my apartment. So we were
becoming <P>, we were going to test out what that
was going to be like.
JEROME: It brought us closer faster than we would
have been closer otherwise, and brought us into a
family situation much sooner that we ever would
have.... I knew what I wanted and I can't help
but think that part of me was saying, "This is
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how I can get it". i got what I wanted and the
It°happenlL?er.°' ^^^-^ients that did make
(Interview l, pp. 8-9)
In Explanation Excerpt 7, Jerome suggests that
violence is a consequence of not knowing Katherine
better. Explanation Excerpt 8 notes the accelerated
intensity of the couple's relationship as an effect of
the violence. Though Katherine acknowledges this
consequence of the violence, at the same time she
indicates that "something would have happened" to
intensify their relationship at that early stage since
they were beginning to live together. Jerome
retrospectively attributes an intentionality to his
violence as an "ingredient" that facilitated getting
"what I wanted".
Astrology
. In the final passage included in this
section, Jerome and Katherine speculate about the
influence that astrological factors may have had on
their conflicts.
Explanation Excerpt 9
JEROME: ...I guess I got some insight from Katherine
in the sense of what effects astrology had on me
at that time..., it was some combination of
planetary influences that led to missed
communication and potentially <P>, eventually led
to the violence.... I have a difficult time
seeing the rationality in that, yet I know that
there are gravitational effects, or there's some
energy effects that cause different reactions,
and at this point, I think they may have had
something to do with the violent reaction...
(...)
KA^HER^Mf^'i continued to track that idea?T INE: Yeah I have.... I haven't tracked it foreach incident but in the last month or so.!,
^nfh ^^^"^
^""^ planets come over Jerome and'bot of them are very intense planets and thevare opposite my own Mars, and Mars seems to bethe warrior and the boundary-setter..., and, forwhatever its worth, I think its prettyinteresting information just to watch it, and towatch how it may or may not play out in us...
(Interview l, pp. 7-8)
This passage contributes a unique understanding of how
Jerome and Katherine's dispute may have escalated to
include physical violence. Based in sociocultural
beliefs, this explanation raises the possibility of
placing at least some of the responsibility for the
violence outside of the conscious awareness of either of
the members of the couple. Such externalization of
responsibility reduces the extent to which one party is
likely to blame the other. The couple may thus more
readily join together to deal with a common difficulty.
Summary of Explanations Excerpts
. Though both
Jerome and Katherine experienced violence at the hands
of their fathers, these experiences manifest themselves
in different, gender-related ways as adults. When
Jerome became fearful that a situation or relationship
was not in his control, he described himself as
responding in the authoritarian manner modeled by his
father. In apparent contradiction to research findings
that children who observe parental violence are more
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likely to perpetrate it in their adult relationships
than those children who are themselves the victims of
violence (Gelles & Straus, 1988; Pagelow, 1984), Jerome
suggests that his father's physical punishments were the
greater influence on his own behaviors with Katherine.
Katherine alludes to a legacy of victimization when she
connects the violence that Jerome has directed towards
her with that perpetrated by her father. Though
Katherine described herself as violent, her violence is
of a different order than that perpetrated by her father
or by Jerome. Katherine 's violence is solitary and
vented on objects rather than being directed at other
people. The influence that violence had on the
development of the couple's relationship is emphasized
by Jerome. Finally, the couple discussed how a common
sociocultural system of beliefs - astrology - may have
contributed to the occurrence of physical violence in
their relationship.
Alternatives
Katherine and Jerome indicated that they had taken
steps from the time of their first physical fight to
address the violence in their relationship. Katherine
sought the protection and support of others in the
community where she lived, as well as consultation with
the therapist she had been seeing. Jerome was not only
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repentant for his actions, he was agreeable to directly
addressing his use of violence with Katherine.
Katherine, "felt the sincerity in Jerome to work on
things.
. .something about him that I really appreciate."
She was thus able to consider the further development of
a relationship with Jerome. The five excerpts in this
section elaborate the actions taken by the couple to
diminish the possibility of violence. These passages
represent four themes: dealing with familial influences,
a therapist's influence, making an agreement to be
nonviolent, and taking responsibility for the violence.
Family of Origin
. In passages in the preceding
Explanations section, both Jerome and Katherine had
noted different ways in which the violence perpetrated
by their fathers had had implications for the occurrence
of violence in their relationship with one another.
Jerome addresses the multigenerational context of this
issue in the following excerpt. Subsequent excerpts in
this section describe other changes in perspective that
the couple has made and how these continue to evolve as
they address violence in their relationship.
Alternatives Excerpt 1
INTERVIEWER: ... We started to talk about <P> prior
generations and the violence there. I know that
both of you said . . . that both of you had
experienced violence with your parents, both
observed it and had been the brunt of it ...
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''''''about°?t ^^"""^v.':^ ^° ^^^^ talkedabout I , IS that we both are from families that
thrwompn '""'k ^S^i?^^^^' n^en have domina?ede wome in both of our families in generationafter generation after generation and we're at apoint where we see that that is not right itsnot proper, and we want to do it differently. Wewant <P>, and yet we have this <P>, "hill "this
uhm, ancestral hill behind us that holds us up iAsome ways <P>, will support us in some of ourbehaviors, but we don't know where to go because
we want to do something different than they everdid.
... We haven't really done a lot ofdiscussing of it <P>, Katherine's actuallybrought it up more that I in talking about what
we're up against to change what we've done so I
would be glad to brainstorm that and try to
understand what is available to us; how we can
work at that and see us: "There I am, that's thebehavior that's not me, its a model of someone
else, of my father, my mother, or my uncle or mygrandfather or grandmother, I mean, somebody
else, and yet, I'm responsible for it because its
coming through me."
(Interview 2, pp 8-9)
Noting the patriarchal legacy of several generations
in both his own and Katherine's families, Jerome
indicates the couple's desire to "do it differently" in
their own relationship. This reorientation is reflected
in White's (1986) comment that, "consideration of the
context of men's violence towards women inevitably
requires a consideration of patriarchal ideology" (p.
101). At the same time Jerome accepts responsiblity for
the behaviors, "coming through" him, something that he
had not previously made explicit. Many approaches to
the treatment of men who have abused their partners
(e.g., Mettger, 1982; Roberts, 1984; Star, 1983) focus
on such acknowledgement as a critical early step in the
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development of behavioral alternatives to violence
between a couple. The next passage shifts to
Katherine's perspective.
Alternatives Excerpt 2
INTERVIEWER (to Katherine): Okay, you've touched on
what your theory (referring to Katherine's
preceding association between the way her fatherhad treated her as a child and Jerome's violent
acts), you might call it, was of why violence wasin your life, or what was <P>, can you elaborate
on that, as you saw it? it was a little over ayear ago?
KATHERINE: Well, it sounds as though it was a secret
<P>, I mean, I even look at it and I think aboutit and go, "Oh, that's a really dumb reason," butin the time after the incident where I locked
Jerome out and wouldn't let him come in, wouldn'tlet him come up, had people around me when he wasthere <P>, for me in some ways that was really
helpful because I was never allowed to do that
with my dad, I was never allowed to lock him outbecause he took the lock off my door. Never
allowed to even yell at him and get angry about
what he was doing and I was never allowed to have
anyone there to protect me against him. And in
some ways, that was very helpful for me to know
that I could keep him out.
(Interview 1, p. 5)
Katherine contrasts her limited abilities as a child
to defend herself from her father's abuses, with the way
in which she responded to Jerome's initial act of
violence. She notes the significant sense of
empowerment that she derived from the seemingly minor
acts involved in having control of her environment.
Activation of a support network and fostering a sense of
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personal agency are both frequently cited as steps in
the process of ending the victimization of a woman who
has been physically assaulted by her partner (Martin,
1976; Pagelow, 1984; Walker, 1984).
The Influence of a Therapist. The next passage
describes the contribution that a therapist made to the
continuation of the couple's relationship and to their
initial attempts to address the violence.
Alternatives Excerpt 3
INTERVIEWER: What do you think, Jerome, convinced
Katherine after this event - whether it was that
night or the next day, whenever - to not give ud
on the relationship?
JEROME: I think it was talking to her therapist.
This was a Friday night. Saturday and Sunday
were completely <P>, it was like I wasn't even
allowed to see her. There was only one time that
I actually saw her and then two other people werepresent during that time. Monday she went to a
therapist. So it was Friday night that it
occurred, Saturday, Sunday, then Monday she went
to her therapist and came right back to me and
said, "Hey, you need to call this man and start
to work with him, and work with this violence and
how it fits in and how to understand it."
(Interview 1, p. 4)
In this passage, Jerome attributes the continuation of
the couple's relationship to the option that originated
with Katherine 's therapist, of he himself engaging in
treatment
.
A Nonviolence Agreement . The following discussion
arose in response to an inquiry by the interviewer about
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What the couple had done to prevent the reoccurrence of
violence in their relationship.
Alternatives Excerpt 4
^^^^^lU'r I^^^^f^' as a result of therapy after thefirst incident, second, third incident; maybe idon't know whether there were more thaA three or<P>, there were probably more than three or four
.^"^ 4.-^^?^P^'^.''°^ ^° any niore violence andam at that point right now where I'm not I'mleaving rather than becoming violent
INTERVIEWER:
... At this point, the agreement you
mentioned was that an idea that wasgenerated between the two of you or did someone
else suggest that as an idea that made sensedKATHERINE: Generated between the two of us becauseJerome was <P>, he had come to terms and decidedthat he was not going to be violent, and I had
<P>, It was like, then I became violent, or I
continued whichever, (lA) I've thrown things and
smashed things in our house, so for me, I decidedthat that's not the way to deal with my anger.
(Interview 1, pp. 8-9)
Influenced by therapy as Jerome notes, the couple
describes having initiated a mutual nonviolence
agreement that includes a "time-out" procedure, i.e.,
Jerome leaves the scene rather than becoming violent.
Such agreements and procedures are basic tools not only
in the treatment of spouse abusers but in the general
development of anger control skills as well (e.g.,
Gondolf, 1988b; Neidig & Friedman, 1984; Novaco, 1975).
Taking Responsibility for Violence . The next
passage presents the couple's dialogue as they consider
what further steps may need to be taken in addressing
the potential for the recurrence of violence.
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Alternatives Excerpt 5
INTERVIEWER: Any other reactions or are therequestions? i-xiere
JEROME: I have a question for Katherine...
obviously we don't want to be violent with each
ca^^d^ tf.^T^'^
something that you can see how wen o it? I mean, we talked about humor ishumor something that we can bring up at the oointin time when we feel violent? 0? touching wassomething else that we've talked about; or iust
separation=
""""^nnrfh^ =^ think its
?n
or another thing, its like we just haveto use the things we have.
JEROME: Do you want to do that? Do you want to find-KATHERINE: ^
_jhave been, I don't understand what vou're=JEROME: ^
^^^^^
there something that we can do together thatput's our mind=
KATHERINE : =No
,
there isn't. <P>, There isn't
anything we can do together, sometimes it justhas to be... you need to take care of you and I
need to take care of me, whatever that is needs
to get done so that other things don't happen.
If I have to leave or whatever.
=
JEROME: Or if I have to leave
KATHERINE: =You have to take care of how you feel
about it and I have to take care of how I feel
about it. I can't take care of how you feel
about it.
(Interview 2, p. 13)
Responding to Jerome, Kathleen asserts that she has
been working to avoid violence in their relationship.
Further, she makes a strong statement to Jerome that
emphatically delineates where responsibility for their
respective actions rests: with themselves individually.
This delineation is echoed in the premise of systemic
approaches to treating violence that each individual is
responsible for their own actions. Not only does this
principle apportion sole responsibility for the acts of
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violence to the aggressor, it also places responsibility
with the recipient of the violent acts for their own
protection to the extent that they are able (e.g., Cook
& Frantz-Cook, 1984; Gelles & Maynard, 1987; Lane &
Russell, 1987).
Summary of Alternatives Excerpts
. m the passages
of this section, the couple describes several steps that
they have taken to diminish the possibility of future
violence in their relationship. These steps included a
determination to evaluate the influence of patriarchal
ideology on their relationship, the empowerment of the
recipient/victim of violence to seek protection for
herself, the recommendation that Jerome engage in
therapy, a non-violence agreement and time-out
procedure, and the acknowledgement of individual
responsibility for their own actions. As noted in the
text, there is a correspondence between these steps and
the strategies recommended in a range of approaches to
the treatment of couples who have experienced violence.
It may reasonably be asked whether these largely
pragmatic strategies described by Jerome and Katherine,
will be effective and sufficient in preventing the
future occurrence of violence in their relationship.
Indeed, Gondolf (1988a) has noted that many such
frequently recommended strategies, "are based largely on
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untested theoretical and ideological positions or
evaluations of a highly elusive clientele" (p. 129).
Thus, though many couples and therapists may find these
and other approaches very helpful, none may be viewed
with absolute certainty as ways of diverting violence in
the future, what remains as a hopeful indicator of
success in maintaining a nonviolent relationship is the
couple's ongoing committment to addressing violence as
was demonstrated in their participation in this
project.
Narration
Up to this stage in the analysis of the research
findings, the focus has primarily been on the content of
Katherine and Jerome's accounts, what is said in any
account however, is reciprocally and inextricably
related with the wa^ that it is said, i.e., the form
that the narrative takes, including its structure,
organization, and the choices of language. Thus,
meanings may be understood to evolve in the
interactional process occurring between the content
elements of a narrative and the elements of form in that
same narrative. This section will consider the
attributes of form in the couple's narratives.
In Katherine and Jerome's positions as the tellers
of narratives, they must relate their accounts within
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the wider context of socio-cultural beliefs about men
and women who have experienced violence in their
relationships. Given the prevalence of dichotomous
beliefs about batterers and victims - typically men as
the former and women as the latter - Jerome is
implicitly confronted with the demand to explain why he
hit Katherine. Accordingly, Katherine is confronted
with the implicit demand to explain why she has remained
with him in spite of his behaviors.
Jerome further faces the dilemma of relating his
account to two different listeners, each of whom he is
connected to in very different ways. He must first
decide how to relate the episodes of his violent
behaviors in a manner that will be endorsed by
Katherine, the recipient of his violence. if he
minimizes the extent of his violent behaviors or his
responsibility for these acts, his account is more
likely to be challenged by her. He thus risks the
instigation of further serious conflict with Katherine
by diminishing his responsibility. Such conflict is a
consequence that Jerome would likely view as highly
undesirable, given the premium that he places on the
continuation of his relationship with Katherine, and the
commitment he has made along with her, to address the
nature of conflict in their relationship.
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In telling his narrative, Jerome also has an
investment in engaging the other listener: the
interviewer. if the interviewer were to witness a
challenge by Katherine of Jerome's account, Jerome could
likely expect a loss of credibility with the
interviewer. Doubt would be cast on the reliability
with which he represented himself in other portions of
his narrative. Regardless of this aspect, Jerome
relates his account in a manner that engenders
understanding for why he had acted as he did. in so
doing, he places his violent actions in the context of
multiple situational stressors and learned patterns of
behavior. Though contextualizing his behavior does not
excuse it, it does increase the likelihood that the
interviewer can be engaged in an empathic understanding
of Jerome's actions. Such understanding recasts the
interviewer as a witness for the credibility of why
Jerome acted as he did, regrettable though it may have
been. How Jerome negotiates the simultaneous demands of
his audience begins to become apparent in the following
passage from Picture Excerpt 1.
INTERVIEWER: ...what was it that first said to you
that you had to be concerned about violence in
the relationship with Katherine?
JEROME: An incident of fear. A great deal of fear
that I had that I had come all the way back from
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This preface to Jerome's subsequent, more lengthy
account, emphasizes the strong feelings of fear that he
experienced when he perceived Katherine as being
indifferent and about to reject him. These trepidations
were further heightened by the "ordeal" of his travels
to and from Michigan. in emphasizing Jerome's own
vulnerability, this passage not only focuses the
listeners on the specifics of the story that he is about
to tell, it also orients them in a manner sensitive to
the teller's experience of the events.
In next responding to the interviewer's request for
clarification, Jerome begins to shift away from the
generalities of his preface to a more specific,
sequential account of the first incident of violence
with Katherine. As this account progresses in Picture
Excerpt 1, Jerome labors to find words that adequately
describe what he did, but that modulate the
intentionality of his actions. He retracts the
purposive phrase, "I was strangling (Katherine),"
rephrasing it in a more neutral manner as, "I had my
hands around Katherine 's neck." Similarly, rather than
proceeding to say what it was that he, "wasn't beyond"
with these actions, he reconsiders, deciding on a less
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explicit summation: "I knew what I could have done."
These shifts made by Jerome in the languaging of his
episodes of violence, create a subtle ambiguity about
the intent of his actions. This ambiguity opens the way
for the construction of alternative descriptions -
particularly those that contextualize, and thus create a
logic
- yet, without abrogating Jerome's responsibility
for his actions
.
In the Picture Excerpt 1 as well as several other
passages, Jerome occasionally utilizes vague language or
qualifies his account by stating that, "my memory might
not be right." These aspects of Jerome's accounts could
be interpreted by either listener as evidence of
evasiveness. However, the couple was aware from the
time of their first contacts with the interviewer that
the perspective sought in the research deemphasized the
passing of judgement on the participants. Within this
framework, structural elements such as vague language
and possible memory lapses may be alternatively
understood as a way for Jerome to save face as he
describes his own past violence. Not only is Jerome
thus able to retain his connection to the interviewer as
a listener, he also suggests an opening whereby
Katherine has the option to supplement Jerome's lapsed
memory. By so doing, a possibility is created that
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would allow any potential objections to Jerome's account
by Katherine to be transformed into much less
adversarial reminders
. A mutually graceful and face-
saving avenue thus becomes available to the couple for
the potential revision of the account.
The effects on the listeners of knowing that Jerome
experienced violence as a child is also a reflection of
the structure, as well as the content, of this portion
of his accounts. In previously discussing Explanation
Excerpt 3, it was noted that the physical abuse that
Jerome describes having received from his father, served
as a prototype for his own use of violence with
Katherine. Simply hearing about this history of
childhood abuse tends to engage the listeners in an
empathetic manner. Yet this empathetic response is
further intensified by the way in which Jerome
formulates the story of his father's beatings. Rather
than offering a detailed description of a single
episode, Jerome extracts a behavioral routine from what
may be construed as numerous similar events. By virtue
of emphasizing an almost ritualized interaction between
he and his father, yet not relating details of
particular episodes, Jerome utilizes a narrative form
denoted by Riessman (1990) as "habitual narrative," In
this form of narration, the listeners "understand but do
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not relive," (p. 76) the phenomena described in the
account. Not simply understanding the phenomena, but
understanding the sustained nature of the phenomena is
what engages and retains the empathy of those listening
to this type of narrative.
Constructing his narrative around this framework of
structural devices, Jerome simultaneously addresses
several tasks. He relates the events and behaviors of
particular episodes. He creates a context for his
actions during these episodes. Further, though perhaps
diffusing culpability for his violent actions, he does
acknowledge his responsibility for his behaviors. In
this manner he remains engaged with both of his
listeners
.
Katherine's task in telling her narrative and
engaging her listeners is quite different, though it
also shares with Jerome's account the complex interplay
of form and content at multiple levels. In relating her
account, Katherine confronts a question that frequently
arises as violent relationships are considered: why has
she chosen to stay in this relationship with a man who
has physically assaulted her? Her response to the
interviewer's formulation of this question follows.
INTERVIEWER: What was it, Katherine, that convinced
you then to keep on, you know, to say that this
relationship was in some way worth pursuing?
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KATHERINE: A couple of things. I considered hishealth. (Katherine proceeds to elaborate her
concerns about Jerome's physical condition -including an abnormality of his heart - that
arose after the couple's first violent episode)And the other thing for me was that somehow i
A
Jerome to work things out.And that's something about him that I really
appreciate. And the violence appearing in mylife again made me stop and say, "okay, i want tofind out why it's there," and... what is it about
me in my life, when I know how I was raised and Iknow what part that has played in my life
previous to this time, that I'm now involved in a
relationship in which a man has been violent with
me
.
In this passage, Katherine offers three contributory
factors in her willingness to continue the relationship
with Jerome. The first two have to do with her
appraisal of Jerome's status: first, his health is
questionable, and, second, he is sincere in his
willingness to "work things out." The question of
Jerome's health strikes a responsive chord in Katherine
as someone who works in the health care field, in the
lengthy portion omitted from the preceding transcript
excerpt, she describes having noted Jerome's poor
appearance and other physical symptoms at the time that
he moved into her apartment. The day after the episode
of violence, Jerome passed out. Katherine took him to
the clinic where she works and a heart abnormality was
diagnosed. Her punctuation of his physical problems,
implies a shift in the description of the couple from
being dialectically related as an abuser who has primacy
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over his victim, to one in which a healer assumes a
position of expertise with her patient. Some such fo
of redress of power discrepancies has been noted (Dobash
Sc Dobash, 1979; Giles-Sims, 1983; Walker, 1979) as a
prerequisite to the elimination of violence in a
relationship. Further, the description of Jerome's
health problems as one element in the context in which
the violence occurred, helps to facilitate the
listener's understanding of why Katherine was willing to
stay in the relationship. Remaining involved with
someone who is understood to be physically ill is a much
more understandable choice than persisting in a
relationship with someone defined as malicious and
abusive
.
Responding to the question of why she persisted in
the relationship with Jerome, Katherine also emphasizes
his willingness to address his violence. Elsewhere in
the excerpts, evidence is cited of this commitment,
including Jerome's attendance of a group for men who
have abused their partners and the couple's non-violence
agreement. The justifiability of Katherine 's decision
to stay in the relationship with Jerome is thus further
strengthened. She is thus less likely to be seen as
having been coerced to stay in the relationship, or as
being without other options, factors that are often
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given (Martin. 1976; Pagelow, 1981) as reasons for women
remaining with abusive partners.
As the third element in why she has stayed in the
relationship, Katherine describes the occurrence of
violence with Jerome as having prompted her to question
whether there is a connection between this violence and
the violence she experienced at the hands of her father
as she was growing up. Katherine
-s questioning offers a
narrative framework within which she may address the
interrelationship of past abuse with more recent
violence. Accounts of violence experienced as a child -
particularly when it was perpetrated by an individual
who is assumed to be a primary caretaker - typically
foster an empathetic relationship between teller and
listener. This aspect of narrative construction was
previously discussed in relation to Jerome's account and
is also apparent in Katherine 's account. However,
Katherine utilizes the parallels between her father's
and Jerome's violence much more actively than does
Jerome, thereby challenging the couple's understandings
about their own relationship.
As Katherine describes the recurrent image of, "this
screaming child, this screaming young person" in Picture
Excerpt 1, she may be indirectly describing herself in
the helpless stance of a child abused by a more powerful
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parent. Katharine explicitly introduces the link
between her response to Jerome's first acts of violence
and the feelings she experienced when her father was
violent with her in Explanation Excerpt i. Both of
these passages serve to engage the interviewer as
listener in an empatheic manner, and are unassailable by
Jerome as the other listener. These passages function
in constructing a context for Katherine's experiences
with violence in a manner similar to Jerome's accounts
of his own father's violence.
However, contextualizing the violence she has
experienced further serves Katherine as a foundation
upon which dialogue is initiated with Jerome. What
might otherwise be relatively static constructions
offered to the interviewer in describing the couple's
experiences with violence, are transformed into
occasions for dialogue between the couple in passages
initiated by Katherine. In Explanation Excerpt 2,
Katherine raises the complex interrelationship between
being hit and being touched by a loved one in. In her
response to Jerome's confusion about this
interrelationship, she both explains that violence and
touching can coexist in the same relationship, and
affirms her disdain for being hit. She confronts Jerome
in Explanation Excerpt 5 with the apparent endorsement
for hitting her that he derived from his knowledge of
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her father's behavior towards her. Though not dialogic
in form, in Alternatives Excerpt 2 she describes how it
was, "really helpful" to her to be able to lock Jerome
out after he was violent with her, to be able to
confront him about his behavior, and to have the support
of other individuals. She particularly contrasts these
empowerments with her inabilities to protect herself
with her father. in sum, these passages serve to not
only provide a contextual understanding of violence, but
are also indicative of Katherine's proactive stance in
addressing violence.
Katherine's statements in Explanations Excerpts 2
and 5 prompted Jerome to either ask her for further
clarification or to explicate his own actions and
attitudes. In the first instance, Katherine comments on
experience with her family of origin; in the second
passage she comments on her interaction with Jerome.
Both passages suggest that the couple is moving towards
a different understanding of the effects that violence
has on their relationship. However, when Katherine
comments on her understanding of violence between
Jerome's parents, he draws back from her assertion.
Though he doesn't deny that his father was violent with
his mother, he minimizes the extent of such behaviors
and closes the passage by shifting back to focus on
parent-to-child violence. Though talking across
relationship domains as Katherine does in this passage,
is probably not an unusual phenomena for couples, such
talk may have unique implications for couples who have
experienced violence. As Penn and Sheinberg note
(1989), there is a special bond, or "alliance" as they
term it, between parties in a couple that has remained
together in spite of violence in their relationship.
They further postulate that there is a similar alliance
between each of the parties and her/his family of
origin. Katherine 's comment about Jerome's parents thus
places him in the dilemma of choosing between loyalty
to his parents or to Katherine. The passage thus ends
with the couple having expressed different perceptions
about this aspect of the violence in their backgrounds.
Overall, Katherine 's accounts take form within the
framework of elaborating upon why she has chosen to
remain with Jerome. Not only does she cite supporting
evidence for her decision, she enacts her committment to
nonviolence by engaging Jerome in dialogue about this
issue. By not only justifying her decision but
demonstrating a proactive committment to addressing
violence, her account demands the listener's empathy as
well as respect for her position.
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Interviewer
As with each of the couples who participate in the
study, the interviewer contributes to the formation of
Katherine's and Jerome's narratives through questions
and comments that guide and punctuate the interviews.
Since this was the first couple interviewed in the
research project, the interviewer wanted to assess the
influence of various sorts of questions and questioning
techniques. As was discussed in Chapter II, the
interviewer was sensitive to certain assumptions that
have informed much of the research on couples' violence,
such as the acceptance of one party's statement as
definitively representing the view of both parties.
Further, the researcher wanted to focus with the couple
on their intersubj ective meanings for the violence,
rather than on surveying them in hopes of identifying
particular types of behaviors or predisposing factors.
At the same time, commonly held beliefs about domestic
violence - such as an intergenerational influence in the
occurrence of violence - tended to be apparent in the
interviews, whether or not this was intentional.
Perhaps of greatest influence on the interviewer's
initial procedures, was his concern about protecting the
couples from any reoccurence of violence that might be
precipitated by the interviews.
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Given this context, the interviewer tended to ask
somewhat tentative questions, especially in the early
stages of the first interview. Occurring very shortly
into the first interview with Jerome and Katherine, the
interviewer's opening comment in Picture Excerpt 1
exemplifies this initial tentativeness in questioning:
INTERVIEWER: When was it and maybe <P>, you touched
°? J^^T^' ^2 J'^^ ^ith what wasIt that first said to you that you had to be
Ka^herine?^^"""^
violence in the relationship with
Following-up on an allusion to an episode of violence,
the interviewer begins his question, halts, then
specifies that the question is directed to Jerome. The
question itself is formulated in an open-ended, even
vague manner. The advantage of asking such a vague
question is that it poses minimal threat to Jerome in a
situation that could otherwise be perceived as
recriminatory. Whether the interviewer intended it at
the time or not, asking Jerome - the primary perpetrator
of the violence - to offer his description of the
violence first, confronts him with having to take an
active role, not only in the description, but in
formulating an account that engages both listeners as
was discussed in the narration section. As discussed in
the preceding section, Jerome responds by offering a
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preface that is designed to orient the listeners to
certain aspects of his account.
Following Jerome's preface to his account, the
interviewer asks for clarification: "So the two of you
had met before that and then you were traveling back and
forth?." This question shifts the account from an
abstract to a more concrete level; Jerome responds with
specifics about the events preceeding his moving in with
Katherine. The interviewer's last question in this
excerpt
- "And what happened with the particular
incident?"
- asks Jerome for a specific account of what
occurred in the couple's first episode of violence.
Thus, the progression of the interviewer's questions
from tentative and vague to more specific and concrete,
contributes to the construction of an increasingly more
detailed account.
Following immediately after Jerome's account of his
first episode of violence toward Katherine, the
interviewer shifts to Katherine 's perspective in Picture
Excerpt 2. By asking, "Do you remember in that
sequence, Katherine, that Jerome was describing, how it
stopped? How that violent event came to a close?", the
interviewer indicates his desire to punctuate the
violence as being in the past and as having had some
sort of closure. This punctuation reflects the
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interviewer's concern about not reigniting the couple's
disputes and thus placing them at risk of further
violence. Katherine responds to this inquiry by
emphasizing her helplessness in the face of Jerome's
greater physical strength. She is not able to attribute
the cessation of Jerome's violence to an action of hers
or any other specific factor.
Falling short of identifying some source of agency
or empowerment for Katherine in relation to Jerome's
violence, the interviewer asks another very concrete
question in Picture Excerpt 3: "Is that what happened? I
mean, did she end-up coughing and bruised or... Did you
(Katherine) have any physical signs afterwards? Such as
bruises? Or coughing?" This passage begins with the
interviewer using Jerome's phrases to rhetorically pose
the question of Katherine 's injuries to him. The
interviewer redirects the question to Katherine, asking
for very explicit details. By so doing, the interviewer
underscores the specific injuries and risks that
Katherine faces in the episodes of violence. At this
stage of the interview, if the interviewer is unable to
identify some empowering element for Katherine, he at
least wants to bring into the accounts the very real
consequences of the couple's violent episodes.
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In the passages included in the Explanations
section, the interviewer uses a variety of question
formulations in efforts to have the couple elaborate
upon their understandings of the violent episodes that
have occurred in their relationship. Examples of this
form of question are, "How did you make sense of
that.
. .violence" (Explanation Excerpt l), "what theory
did you have or develop around the violence?"
(Explanation Excerpt 3), and, "i wonder if there are
other lines of thinking..." (Explanation Excerpt 7).
All of these questions have some degree of open-
endedness, allowing the couple to respond to, or
redirect the focus of their responses as they choose.
One aspect that these questions share is that they each
ask the potential respondent to step back from the
specific details of the episodes of violence. By thus
shifting from the recounting of the details of events,
the couple is encouraged to reflect in some manner on
the meanings or understandings that have evolved for
them in relation to those specific behaviors and
events. In so doing, the interviewer and the couple
prepare to describe the exceptions to, and variations
of, these understandings which are the basis for
introducing changes that diminish the likelihood of
violence in the relationship. The passages including
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these exceptions and variations are presented in the
Alternatives section.
The nature of the interviewer's comments included in
the passages of the Alternatives section, have
substantial implications for the interviews with the
other participant couples. in each of the four passages
presented in the Alternatives section for Jerome and
Katherine, the interviewer utilizes fairly broad
questions or prompting statements. in Alternatives
Excerpt 1, Jerome interjects his account before the
interviewer completes the formulation of a question.
Next, the interviewer asks Katherine to further
elaborate on her previous comments about why she thought
violence was a concern in her life. Alternatives Excerpt
3 includes an informational question asked by the
interviewer, and the final Alternatives excerpt is
introduced by the interviewer's very open-ended request
for the couples reactions or questions. Though these
passages do include the couple's ideas about what they
did to alter the role that violence played in their
relationship, in retrospect the interviewer believed
that they may have identified other aspects had his
questions been more specific in these areas.
Accordingly, as he met with other participant couples,
the interviewer more rigorously asked about the couples'
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understandings of what had occurred to interrupt the
pattern of violence in their relationships.
Research Participation
AS previously mentioned, Jerome and Katherine's
willingness to examine the intimate and perhaps painful
details of their lives with the interviewer, served as
strong encouragement to the interviewer at the beginning
stages of the research. Many of the issues that arose
in relation to the violent episodes were ones that the
couple continued to actively address, as is apparent in
many of the passages, particularly those in which
dialogue arises between the couple. These valuable
characteristics of their participation prompted the
interviewer to ask the couple for their evaluation of
attributes of the study itself. The interviewer
particularly invited the couple's opinions about two
aspects of the study: first, what effects that
participation in the study might have on the possible
reoccurrence of violence; second, whether there were
changes in the procedures of the study that would make
it more useful or helpful.
Taken from the end of the final interview, the
following excerpt addresses the former area of interest.
INTERVIEWER: How do you think participating in this
(the research interviews) and talking as we have,
may change the possibility of violence occurring
later on in your relationship?
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JEROME: I think that it'll decrease it thope is that it won't be there at ail TT'
hav1na'%^^''' thoughts'o^^ioLnce ] and'^
th ^ discussion topic has allowed me tothink between times and, i mean, I'm really
^
clicking in on alternatives... ^^ ii
KATHERINE: Well, I guess the first thing is <P> itsgiven me the opportunity to understand why ^ts(Violence) there. it has allowed me to hearthings from Jerome that I probably otherwisewould not have heard, just his understanding of
<p; ^ K^^^lt^'f ^^.^^^^ ^yP^ °f environmentP>,... and that will help me in just
understanding Jerome more and understanding howI've come to violence and the alternatives\hat
r^,^^:?,^^^^ things that I can think about as
hiv^^f^ ''^^ ^^^^^^ between us thatave allowed me to see real <P>.... the type ofthings that I need to stop violence and how ineed to take care of myself to stop violence
(Interview 3, pp. 16-17)
In these passages, both Katherine and Jerome speculate
that the opportunities occasioned by participation in
the study for discussing, thinking about, and
understanding the occurrence of violence in their
relationship may lessen the possiblity of future
violence. Further, they both emphasize the stimulation
that participation offered for developing alternatives
to violence in their interactions.
The following passages offer Katherine 's and
Jerome's responses to the interviewer's query about
modifications of the study.
INTERVIEWER: I also wanted to ask what you thought
of this process, of this interview, things that
you thought were missing or you would have liked
to have had happen differently?
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KATHERINE: I like the way you did it t liVo ^v,you moved back-and-forth wi?h us^
(
^""^
(Interview l, p. i6)
INTERVIEWER: I want to ask... what you think I miahtdo that would make this a betted study in somfway, things that you thought would be helofSTthings that were not so helpful^ n iptul,JEROME: I'd say that pursuing alternatives to
thtl^^t pursuing it through questions so
l^ti J^t ""^^'^ ^^^^ violent can come up
lllh
^i^^^^^tives for themselves, and startingwit the purpose of violence, and what it'spurpose IS, and then leading to support qrouDS inthe community FP^i- g ps
(...)
JEROME:
...the way you showed us ourselves again(I.e., on videotape) is very helpful=KATHERINE: =Yes, I liked that=
JEROME: k«^^
T J ^ =because I can see
^hn,^.^^-
^^^^ brother than I evert ought I sounded. So that gives me more of atamily perspective on who I am.
(Interview 3, pp. 17-18)
Though more in the vein of endorsement of the study than
suggestions for how it might be modified, these comments
inform the interviewer of aspects of the study valued by
the couple and that he might otherwise have been unaware
of. Jerome's often lengthy statements had raised
concern for the interviewer about insuring that
Katherine felt that she had equivalent opportunity to
speak. Her comment in appreciation of the way that the
interviewer "moved back- and-forth" in talking with the
couple, reassured him of the balance of input offered
each participant. The indication by Jerome that
reviewing videotaped excerpts from earlier interviews
was useful, also offered support for the interviewer's
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design of the study. These and other influences of the
interviews with Katherine and Jerome are evident
throughout the interviews with the four other couples in
the study.
Couple Number Two: Maggie and Scott
With this couple, the second of five to be included
as participants in the project, Maggie had initiated the
contact through one of the researcher's colleagues. The
colleague was also conducting a study relating to an
aspect of couple's violence. Maggie had been told about
that study by one of her friends who had seen an
advertisement seeking participants. Since the couple
had previously sought consultation with a therapist in
relation to the violence they had experienced with one
another, they did not meet the criteria for the other
study. However, as an alternative they readily agreed
to be contacted by the researcher of the present study.
Both Maggie and Scott indicated their willingness to
discuss their experiences "if it would help other
couples." The three interviews took place during
October and November, 1989 at the outpatient mental
health clinic of a community medical center in the city
where the couple lives.
Descriptive Characteristics
Having known each other for more than five years,
Scott, age 29, and Maggie, age 30, had lived together
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for three years. They had gotten married less than a
year prior to participating in the study. Maggie had
previously been married and had joint custody with her
exhusband of their two sons, ages 6 and 8 . The boys
spent alternate weeks with Maggie and Scott. Initially,
Maggie had kept her relationship with her sons separate
from her involvement with Scott, "until we knew that it
was going to be a long-term thing." Maggie described
having experienced a great deal of stress related to
this shared custody arrangement around the time that she
and Scott were beginning their own relationship. As
will be noted in excerpts of the transcripts, these,
along with other stresses, added to the relational
climate within which her violent fights with Scott
occurred. By the time of the interviews Maggie
described Scott's relationship with her sons as one with
which she was "quite pleased". She also described the
custody-related issues as having been stabilized at that
point. Scott had not been previously married.
Background of Violence
Maggie and Scott stated that they had not
experienced any incidents of violence in their
relationship for more than twelve months preceding the
research interviews. Each member of the couple
described having been physically violent with the other
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at earlier stages in their relationship. Responses to
the items of the Conflict Tactics Scale that are
inclusive of violent and abusive behaviors indicated
that both Maggie and Scott had on several occasions in
the past either "pushed, grabbed or shoved" (item L) the
other; had "slapped" (item M) one another; and, had
"kicked, bit, or hit your partner with a fist" (item
N). Maggie had, "hit or tried to hit" Scott, "with
something" (item 0) on one occasion. The couple agreed
with one another about who did what to the another
during their violent fights. Maggie stated that she
would "usually" initiate physical behaviors in the
couple's fights: "I'd smack him first." Mark described
his own violence as attempts to "protect myself." As
will be presented in the following excerpts from the
interview transcripts, verbal abuse also played a role
in the couple's fights. The first incident of violence
in a fight occurred during the initial period that the
couple lived together and is described in the Picture
section below. The couple described severe, violent
fights as more than once culminating with Maggie asking
Scott to move out, which he would readily do.
Though neither Maggie or Scott described involving
their families of origin in the issues of relationship
violence, various friends and neighbors did become aware
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Of the couple's violent fights. m spite of the
bidirectional nature of the violence, the couple noted
that their mutual friends would side with Maggie against
Scott assuming that he was unilaterally attacking her.
Though Maggie had threatened to call the police on at
least one occasion, neither the police nor the courts
were ever involved because of the couples fights.
Neither member of the couple described ever having
sought formal medical treatment due to any injuries
received in the fights.
When the couple reunited after an initial separation
of several weeks subsequent to a physical fight, they
jointly sought therapy. They described this
consultation as supportive of their efforts to develop
alternatives to their violent fights, but that they
hadn't persisted with the initial changes that they had
made. No other counseling or professional consultation
to address the violence was described, and neither
member of the couple had been in any other sort of
psychological treatment.
Picture
The following account of a fight comes several
minutes into the first interview with the couple. The
interviewer had initially responded to questions that
the couple had about the design and purpose of the
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study. A discussion of several general aspects of the
couple's relationship and of their fights ensued. This
excerpt begins as the interviewer asks the couple to
focus on the first incident in which a fight escalated
beyond their expectations.
Picture Excerpt 1
INTERVIEWER:
.Can you describe what <P>, say thefirst time that things started to go b4yond'whatyou thought of when you thought of fighting ordisagreements in your relationship^
^''°have''ti^A.''?r J-^^i^^ ^^""^ 'P'' ^' think it would
can ^p. ^^^^^ ^^f^
^tt^^^'
^ have to
So 1 • ^ ' ^J"" totally losing control.We lived on Walnut Street; we were livingtogether; and we had basically been partyingpretty hard for weeks; and I guess I was feelingbetrayed, I guess would be a good word. I feltlike I was doing a lot of hours, bringing home apaycheck or checks, and having nothing to showtor It; being stressed out and having nothing to
relax, doing the same thing every single day iwas finally to the point where I was reallyfrustrated and angry with just life in general -that would probably be the easiest way todescribe it - and something set me off. I'mtrying to remember what started that one.
MAGGIE: We were having fun, we were wrestling and Ibit you.
SCOTT: Yes, which is one of the things that I hate
more than anything: "Don't bite me!." She bit
me, and I lost it; and then I hit her back with
an elbow or something, I caught her just,
"Pop!." And at the time I was working for a
building supply store, lifting tanks weighing
anywhere from 110 pounds to 240 pounds; salt bags
80 pounds apiece; and doing that all day, so I
could move or lift anything. Nothing could stop
me if I wanted to go through with it, and I just
popped her once, "boom!," and that set her off;
and then I don't remember much else of that
particular incident.
INTERVIEWER: (to Maggie) Do you remember that
particular one?
MAGGIE: Yes, he started calling me names, really
nasty names, and I <P>, I hit you (Scott), and
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then we ^ust hit each other for awhile, andhitting and calling each other names aAd swearinqat each other and then he started moving ou?^you know, and then an hour later all his stuff
r^'^lu^^ ^ sitting on myporch with a bunch of bruises. it was jus? thisbig out of control <P>,
(Interview l, p. 9)
Scott enumerates several stressors at the time of
the couple's first physical fight: they had been,
"partying pretty hard;" Scott had, "nothing to show,"
for his hard work, and had, "nothing to relax" himself
with. He may be alluding to stresses in his
relationship with Maggie when he comments that he was,
"feeling betrayed," and perhaps as well when he simply
states that the couple, "was living together." However,
he doesn't explicitly describe any of these stressors as
arising from the couple's interactions. Rather than
indicating that he was angry with Katherine, he
describes himself as being, "angry with just life in
general .
"
Researchers (Farrington, 1980; Gelles & Straus,
1989; Kalmuss & Seltzer, 1986) have noted that the
threshold for the occurrence of violence may be lowered
at times when stresses are great, whether these result
from the couple's interactions or not. As Giles-Sims
(1983) notes, "The events or stressful situations which
occurred just prior to the violent incidents are
important, because variation triggers new responses to
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regulate the ongoing system" (p. 55). Thus Scott's
introduction of violence into the couple's behavioral
repertoire may not necessarily be a reaction to
interactional problems with Maggie, but rather, it may
be a response to pressures that have developed in
another context.
AS the dialogue continues in the passage below, the
interviewer poses a very specific question about the
tactics that the couple used in their violent fights.
Picture Excerpt 2
INTERVIEWER: When you're saying that you hit each
other, how did you hit each other, with yourhands, or=
SCOTT: =with fists, no, open hands, that I
remember, because I had studied karate for a goodperiod of time. I have been in tournaments, and
when I fight, I fight with open hands. l only
close to strike, and if I hit somebody with a
closed hand they don't get up, and I don't unless
I'm very intentional on hitting somebody like
that. And if i had hit her like that, she
wouldn't have gotten up.
MAGGIE: I think I got more hurt from him blocking me
than from him hitting me, because I was totally
out of control myself, I was just <P>..., i
remember just hitting and kicking him, and I
didn't even see anything, I was just=
SCOTT: =1 don't remember much of that
particular fight - again, a black <P>, I'd have
to call it a blackout - other than going back to
base (rudimentary karate) training, the things
that you're taught to do, or that I'd do when I
was fighting: open hands, block and strike.
(Interview 1, p. lO)
Here, as in Picture Excerpt 1, Scott answers first,
shifting from responding directly to the question, to
elaborating on the background of why he hits as he
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does. in describing the consequence to an opponent whom
he strikes with a closed hand - "they don't get up" - he
notes that he is, "very intentional" in choosing whether
to use such a tactic. He thus specifies the relatively
high degree of control over his actions that he has
during a fight, something which is often minimized or
denied (Gordon, 1988; Neidig & Friedman, 1984; Sonkin,
Martin & Walker, 1985) by men who have struck their
wives. Maggie's counterpoint to Scott's description of
his expertise in fighting, is to observe that she
herself was "totally out of control" and was thus
bruised more in the process of her assault on Scott than
by means of any aggression on his part. Scott closes
the passage by reiterating the failure of his memory for
recalling the details of the fight, other than the
tactics that had become second nature to him as a result
of his karate training.
The excerpt that follows shifts to the couple's
account of another episode of fighting that eventually
culminates in physical violence. Though the passage
itself does not specifically describe the violent
interaction, it serves as a prelude to Picture Excerpt 4
in which the climactic, violent fight is detailed.
Picture Excerpt 3
INTERVIEWER: ...it would be helpful to me to know if
the time that you separated for the six months
<P>, what happened then that precipitated that?
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SCOTT: Precipitated the breakup-^
^^^^^^P then.SCOTT: Well we were fighting constantly,
constantly, over anything, it didn't make anydifference, for something to fight about Wewere just to the point where it?s l?ke "whoneeds this? who needs to go through this mSch
Vf^f'
^gg^^j;^tion? Shit, its' not worthIt!" When the break finally occurred, it was
^;o!5thsl^?S^e'°^^'" ^^pp-^
SCO?^f /Lra^? Tori"!' ^^^^
MAGGIE: =screaming at me over the phoneSCOTT: I was at work and she told me <P>, she saidsomething really dumb, i seem to recall. it wasdumb to me. i was like, "You dumb bitch!" and Ihung up the phone, she called me back and 'saidDon't you ever call me a ^dumb bitch' again' "'
and she hung up on me. i called her back and'
I
said, "Fuck you!," then=
MAGGIE:
=and I got in the car and droveto a pay station and said, "Move!," and he iust
moved.
SCOTT: It was like, "Fine, thank God!".
MAGGIE: He was nasty, but he moved - fast. He iustgot everything out and then=
I was good at it by that timeMAGGIE: =it was kind of the same thing that happenedbefore, we saw each other, and then we tortured
each other, it was like, oh, it was awful! Andthen one day we got violent again, and then wedidn't see each other, it was like <P>,...
(Interview 1, p. 21)
In the preceding excerpt, Scott summarizes the tense
emotional climate between he and Maggie during the
period just prior to an extended break in their
relationship. Maggie's description focuses on what she
and Scott said and did during the couple's verbal
confrontation. She closes the passage noting the
recurrence of a pattern of contacts during the initial
stages of their separation that, "tortured each other."
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Maggie continues in the following passage, describing
what happened when the couple "got violent again."
Picture Excerpt 4
'™Jen?7^ ^^^^ happened that time, when you got
i?to each other, somewhere, at aSoftball complex..., i used to go most summers
and alTnf^'.y."
complex\nd watch^ames;l of the sudden, Scott started gettinginterested in the Softball complex, isn't thatfunny?! And I felt like I was'^beiAg followed and
wnn?H^?-v
""^^ then everytime he would show up Iould like, cry and feel stupid and I was justlike, "Why can't he just stay away from my
ni?"""^- "^^^t do you waJit todo , and you were just like, "Fine!." And youcame^over to the house and got the last of your
(...)
SCOTT: We had gone to the game together... ileft the game we had left, and I went back
over to the house to get what was left of my
stuff: a gas grill, an umbrella, and something
else. And I was taking my stuff and I wasputting it in, starting to throw it in my truck
and she pulled up and said, "what fh<= hon
uLxiiy I e
t e ell areyou doing here?." "I'm taking the rest of my
°^ Have a nice day, thank you!"MAGGIE: The car was still in your (Scott's) name.My car was still in his name and he started
taking the plate off=
SCOTT: =the car was in my name, it had my plate
on it, and I said,=
MAGGIE: =and I lost it, I just panicked and
I took his umbrella and I smashed his truck.
SCOTT:...! said, "You're done, babe, that's it!" I
mean it was the final button to push that I 'had
left in place.
MAGGIE: And I smashed your (Scott's) truck, and I
threw the gas grill=
SCOTT: =She ripped my shirt off=
MAGGIE: smacked you and ripped your
shirt
SCOTT: =she started to attempt to hit me=
MAGGIE:
=the whole
neighborhood came.
SCOTT: In order to protect myself, I took her and
threw her on the ground, which <P>, there's a
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hill
.and she was starting to strike me h^Hripped my shirt, like, off, - it was a t-shir?I Dust took her, and I threw her on the ground
"
?fh t':ou;."''T n-^'""'"^ ' - no^^to hi y !! In which case the neighbors ciHii""^around, you know, they were aware, though? tha? Iwas trying to hit her. I said, "f'm not don'tyou even touch me!." i said, "i just SaAt therest of my stuff out of here. i want my Plate i
coSs.^^fc'fr" "^'^ Mng theops! I'm alling the cops!!." I said "You cando whatever you want, but I want that plate off
^o^K J
''^^^ ^^^^ thi^ is how it's goingt be!
" so I ended up pulling the plate of? ?hecar and leaving. That was the end of that fdah?MAGGIE: That was the last time we saw each other^
(Interview l. pp. 10-12
)
Maggie begins this passage with a description of how
she felt intruded upon by Scott's unprecedented interest
in the Softball field. Scott describes how he went to
the house he had formerly shared with Maggie to retrieve
a few possessions that he had left there. The rapid
escalation of the couple's conflict is described in a
series of brief, succinct statements. The passage
culminates with Scott's description of how he was
attempting to protect himself when he, "threw her on the
ground," an act misinterpreted by the neighbors.
Summary of Picture Excerpts
. in the four excerpts
in this section, Maggie and Scott - with input from the
interviewer - construct accounts of two fights that
include physical violence. The violence in each fight
is bilateral. Both fights are preceded by a period of
increasing tensions, though the specific nature and
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source of these tensions is not always specified in
these excerpts, other parallels may be punctuated in
the evolution of the couple's behaviors as the fights
progress to the inclusion of violence. m the first
fight, the couple is, "having fun" as they wrestle with
one another. when Maggie - in an apparently playful
manner
- bites Scott, the interaction shifts from
playfulness to violence as he reacts by elbowing
Maggie. The fight then continues with the couple
hitting each other, as well as abusing one another
verbally. Finally, Scott moves out.
The second fight is preceded by a nonviolent but
acrimonious breakup, followed by the couple's uneasy
encounters with one another at a Softball field. As
described in Picture Excerpt 4, the fight itself is
signalled when Maggie challenges Scott about being at
her house. As Scott attempts to remove his belongings -
including the license plate from Maggie's car - she,
"lost it," and the fight shifts from verbal
recriminations to the destruction of property. A second
shift - this time to physical violence - comes as Scott
notes that Maggie, "attempted to hit me". He responds
to this by throwing Maggie to the ground, "in order to
protect myself." Scott gathers his possessions and
leaves, as neighbors congregate and Maggie threatens to
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r
call the police. Thus both episodes end with Scott
leaving the scene.
If viewed through the "lense" of cybernetics, thes
accounts may be described as representing a particula
recurrent pattern of interaction. The tactical
progression of each of these disputes corresponds with
one of the two patterns of relationship that were
described by Bateson (1936) as instances of
schismogenesis, i.e., "the process of differentiation in
the norms of individual behavior resulting from
cumulative interaction between individuals" (p. 175).
For Maggie and Scott, their "cumulative interaction"
results in a shift of the norms in their relationship
from engagement in a presumably loving and supportive
relationship, to the assumption of adversarial positions
with each physically assaulting the other. The
bilateral progression of verbal and physical aspects of
the couple's dispute is characteristic of the
schismogenic pattern of symmetrical escalation. In such
a pattern, both parties have similar desires to control
their relationship, with each attempting to dominate the
other through the use of equivalent means. Thus Scott
and Maggie progressively attempt to assert control over
the other. Whether a couple is engaged in this mode of
schismogenisis or in the other form known as
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•complementarity" (i.e., a pattern of relationship in
which the behaviors of the parties differ but fit
together and balance one another), Bateson (1936) notes
that "when certain restraining factors are removed the
differentiation or split between the groups increases
progressively toward either breakdown or new
equilibrium" (p. 68). As long as Maggie and Scott are
able to exchange verbal accusations or physical blows,
their attempts to control the relationship escalate yet
balance one another. Once Scott throws Maggie to the
ground and she does not arise and do the same to him,
the "restraining factor" of her equivalent behavior is
removed, the relationship breaks down, and Scott takes
his belongings and leaves the scene.
Explanation
The passages in this section present several of the
constructions that evolve as Maggie and Scott, along
with the interviewer, attempt to understand the
occurrence of violence and other related events in the
couple's relationship. These understandings are loosely
grouped according to the following themes interwoven in
the accounts of violence; triggering violence,
perceptions of oneself and of one's partner, substance
use, stereotypes about violence, and family of origin.
As with such themes described with other participant
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couples In the study, these groupings are far from being
mutually exclusive.
Triggers for Violence. m Picture Excerpt l, the
couple described their first violent episode as being
triggered by a behavior: Maggie bit Scott while the
couple was playfully wrestling. The two passages that
follow describe a different means by which violence was
introduced into the couple's range of behaviors during a
dispute. The first of the two passages is taken from a
portion of a session in which the interviewer is asking
a series of questions about what happened when Scott
attempted to leave the couple's home during a
disagreement with Maggie.
Explanation Excerpt 1
INTERVIEWER:
...and then what would=
MAGGIE * I'd*
INTERVIEWER: Until what would happen? Did^you catchhim, or did=
SCOTT: =she would try to drag me back in and I
would say, either, "l"m not coming back inbecause I'm not discussing this, I'm goinq for a
ride".
MAGGIE: Times when I would get him is when we would
get violent, and I think that's probably why I
chased him, because I needed to slap him. You
know, deep down inside, I wanted it to get that
bad
.
INTERVIEWER: How come?
MAGGIE: Because I wanted to slap him.
INTERVIEWER: What do you think was prompting you to=
MAGGIE: =Because there was so much I wanted to get
back at him for, because I used to think, it used
to=
SCOTT: =1 used to be able to turn the knife=
MAGGIE:
=Yeah,
I used to think about it all the time, you could
be so mean, I'd just want to=
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^°was ""and'^Lr^ ^^^''g ^^^^ °f "^°thertJ^; t K ^ w^nt to justake a two-by-four and smack him upside-the-headwith It, I'd want to kill him.
(Interview 1, p. 15)
From the preceding excerpts, an escalating sequence
of conflict can be constructed: Scott verbally attacks
Maggie, targeting some issue that he knows is a
sensitive area for her; Scott then moves to leave the
scene; Maggie reacts strongly to Scotfs actions,
wanting to "slap him," "smack him," or even, "kill him,"
in order to, "get back at him," and thus rebalance the
relationship. The facility with which Scott would push
Maggie's buttons, could thus result in the escalation of
a dispute to the inclusion of violence.
Perceptions of Oneself and of One's Partner
. The
five passages included in this section address questions
of how Maggie, and Scott understand their own and each
other's violent actions. in the first three of the five
passages, Maggie offers her explanations primarily for
why Scott would become violent. The last two of the
five passages focus on Scotfs understandings of his own
and of Maggie's behaviors.
Explanation Excerpt 3
INTERVIEWER: That's an interesting thing that you're
saying, about somebody you supposedly love, or
loves you, and then they're saying such nasty
things and being so physically aggressive, how do
you explain that?
MAGGIE: How do I explain that?
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INTERVIEWER: I mean, at least now, how do you
MAGG?E Nnw ^°^P^^t, in looking back?I . o , in retrospect, l understand it becauseI know most of the negativity in Scott's l!fe waslashing out at me for doubts he had abouthimself. He hated himself for a really lonq
h^r; v,"^ thought he was worth much. Heated his life, and I
guess I was the closest one in it, so I was theone that he could lash out at.
(Interview l, p. 12)
Addressing the seeming contradiction of physical assault
in a relationship presumably based on love and
connectedness, Maggie shifts away from explaining the
violence in her relationship with Scott as an
interactional problem as she had done in Explanation
Excerpts 1 and 2
.
Instead she presents an understanding
based on Scott's self assessment, i.e., "He hated
himself." Being the nearest bystander, Maggie is
buffetted by Scott's dissatisfaction with his own life.
Maggie elaborates her understanding of this circumstance
in the next excerpt.
Explanation Excerpt 4
INTERVIEWER: ...What do you think Scott's intent was
when he started to get physical?
MAGGIE: I think at that point that Scott had so much
rage and anger built up in him just from
everything, against life, against
everything. Life was going awful: he was working
two jobs, I was working a job making no money,
neither one of us were making any money; really
broke and never felt like we were getting
anywhere. Ahh, and then I ' d be out spending
money, having fun and he'd have to be working.
So, it's understandable where all the anger came
from but he never released it. Never would just
on a day-to-day basis say, "Boy! you did
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something that pissed me off" in a normal n^im
way. He would wait and wait and L a ?ew'weeks
fLr'i^^ ^''It^'' ^ time and say things
and thS^
nothing to do with the problem at handat was kind of how he handled it it
foo"" t g°?^^^3y' and I think at this point lustt o much had built up. f^-lhl j
(Interview 3, pp. 12-13)
Maggie describes the context of Scott's frustration in
this passage, noting the cumulative effects of job-
related stresses, lack of money, and his apparent envy
of her opportunities for relaxation. She focuses on how
Scott is affected by these circumstances without
directly addressing how she was affected, other than to
say that she was able to have some degree of fun.
Ultimately she notes his inability to routinely vent his
frustrations as being the most problematic aspect of his
position. The next excerpt continues the matter-of-
fact, almost detached tone, adopted by Maggie in the
preceding passages.
Explanation Excerpt 5
INTERVIEWER (to Maggie): Were there other meanings,
or rationales, ways that you explained it to
yourself when he would act in those ways, very
verbally hateful, or particularly when the
physical stuff was involved? How would you
explain that?
MAGGIE: I think I avoided it more than I explained
it. I never tried to rationalize with myself. Ijust said, "Okay, it went away", you know? And,
"Whew, got through another one!".
(Interview 1, p. 12)
Maggie's pragmatic response is of a type not uncommon
among women who have been assaulted by their partners
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This sort of response is especially evident when the
woman feels that she has limited resources and few
options if she attempts to leave the relationship
(Pagelow, 1981, walker, 1984). Other than Maggie's
reference to the couples limited finances in Explanation
Excerpt 4, however, it is unclear whether Maggie feels
that she js constrained from separating from Scott.
The preceding passages focus primarily on Maggie's
understanding of why Scott behaved as he did. m the
next passage, Scott is asked to comment on himself in
relation to an incident of violence.
Explanation Excerpt 6
INTERVIEWER: What do you think about the IncidentItself? What do you think your intent was^SCOTT: m that situation? I was just pissed off
I was really pissed off, and I guess when I wasgrowing-up I noticed that once I got past a point
of anger - and most people have this - they turn
off, and that animal instinct comes in and its
rage - totally uncontrolled anger - which isprobably the most dangerous thing that anybody
has in them, especially if they aren't aware of
control at all once that happens, and they
basically lose it. Fortunately for her and meif there wasn't just a little bit of control that
was In that particular incident, she'd have been
in the hospital and I'd be in jail, or she'd havebeen dead and I'd be in jail. whatever, um, not
a question.
(Interview 3, p. 9)
Here Scott offers a relativistic appraisal of his
actions with Maggie, without really addressing the
Interviewer's inquiry about what Scott thought his
intentions were in a particular fight. Basically, he
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suggests that the consequences of a physical fight would
have been worse "if there wasn't just a bit of control,"
presumably exercised by himself. The following passage
opens with the interviewer asking Maggie to speculate as
to how Scott perceived her violent actions; the passage
then shifts to asking Scott directly for his
understanding of Maggie's behaviors.
Explanation Excerpt 7
INTERVIEWER: How about with you (Maggie ),... i thinkyou described it as getting "bliSd" to things andDust striking out in that one instance, how doyou think Scott explains that?
MAGGIE: I don't know. I think Scott thought I was
an out of control person. I don't know.
INTERVIEWER: Do you remember, Scott? How did you
explain Maggie's behavior?
SCOTT: HOW I thought of it at the time, and how Ithink of it now, are different. Her attitude atthat time was one of guilt. I would have to callit tension over a lot of problems that were
occurring in her life at that time, general
mayhem, and an attitude of wanting to go
somewhere with her life and not sure what she
could do. I would say guilt over her first
marriage that broke up under really wild
circumstances=
MAGGIE: =i went through a major soap operadivorce the first time, it was awful !
=
=the divorce
causing stress on an extremely regular basis.
Guilt over the children, and how they were
growing and not having control over that
situation. How the ex-husband was dealing with
her and the children, and just trying to get
divorced, and just trying to get her life
together, as it were, I would explain it as
things like that.
. .
.
(Interview 1, p. 13
)
In his response, Scott elaborates on several stressors
that he perceived as present in Maggie's life during the
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period in which the couple experienced the violent
episodes. These stressors emanated from her divorce and
the difficult choices that she had had to make regarding
her children's lives. The preceding passages in both
this and the Picture section, had only presented
stressors that directly effected Scott. Affirmed by
Maggie's interjection about her "soap opera divorcee-
Scott's description of the stressors that bear on Maggie
broadens the context of understanding for the couple's
violent episodes. This context includes situations that
originate in facets of Maggie and Scott's respective
lives apart from their relationship, though these facets
clearly have implications for the couple's Interactions.
Substance Use. As Scott continues his account from
the preceding passage, he shifts to commenting on the
effects that the couple's use of intoxicants had on
their lives during the period when violence
intermittently occurred in their relationship.
Explanation Excerpt 8
SCOTT:... At that time, I also chalked it up to
extreme amounts of alcohol and pot.
INTERVIEWER: That she was using?
SCOTT: We were both, (I: Okay.) we were both. And
seeing now, looking back and seeing what it did
to our attitude in general, after partying our
brains out for weeks at a time=
MAGGIE: =It brings you down=
SCOTT:
=not
Just brings you down, but the after effect, you
know, you get partled out for a week at a time,
and you don't drink anything for a couple of
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days, and you don't smoke anything for a couDleof days, and your body is reacting and mak?na voumore tense, more irritated, aggravated, wha?eve?and how can you interface with people that vou' r4dealing with in that situation. ^ ^
MAGGIE: It definitely skewed our coAception of
(Interview 1, pp. 13-14)
The correlation of substance abuse with physical
assaults between spouses has been extensively documented
in the domestic violence literature (Gelles, 1972;
Leonard & Jacob, 1988; Steinglass, Bennett, Wolin, s.
Reiss, 1987). Scott and Maggie describe their use of
"extreme amounts of alcohol and pot" as effecting their
ability to deal with people, including one another. For
them, the use of substances distorted their "conception
of reality." Though neither Scott nor Maggie explicitly
relate their substance use to particular acts or
episodes of violence, their description suggests that
substance use was an important factor among several
contextual stressors that increased the pressures on
their relationship.
Stereotypes of Couples Violence . The passages that
follow address how Scott and Maggie understand the
violence that occurred in their relationship when it is
contrasted with widely held beliefs about couple's
violence. In the first passage, Maggie and Scott
discuss the skepticism of their friends when the couple
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had attempted to describe to them the mutuality of the
violence, i.e., that each had hit the other.
Explanation Excerpt 9
^^°=nJi lu'l
^°^l^^say that Maggie and I had a fight
???endf Circle of
'
rriends, I got turned out.
INTERVIEWER: How do you mean^
SCOTT: They wouldn't talk to 'me. They wouldn't haveanything to do with me=
=when we had violence
everyone assumed it was Scott=
^^^lll ^ =they automaticallyassumed it was me=
K 1
^"^^ "^^"^ violent, nobody wouldeven believe me, I would say to them, "We had a
beats hlr ''=—
^ fight," you know, "Oh, Scott
t^^T^L =^ that's the way I was treated by=MAGGIE:
-andfor awhile, I let everybody believe it because^they were consoling me and making be feel betteryou know?
(...)
SCOTT: ...if anybody asked me what had happened -
which nobody did - I would have told them but
nobody wanted to hear my side of the story
MAGGIE: They didn't even want to hear me though. I
can remember screaming at my best friend, going
"We hit each other ! Listen to me, Scott is not
this woman beater, you know, because we hit each
other."
(Interview 1, pp. 19-20)
Here, Maggie and Scott note the power of the belief that
violence in couples' relationships is almost exclusively
unidirectional: men physically assault women. Contrary
to this belief, research by Steinmetz (1978) has
indicated that couples violence is initiated by women as
well as by men with similar rates of frequency. Though
the couple agrees that each has assaulted the other, the
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preceding passage omits Maggie's earlier appraisal (see
Explanation Excerpt 1) of her attacks on Scott as being
ineffectual in causing equivalent injury to him.
Affirming Maggie's appraisal, Steinmetz and Lucca (1988)
comment that "when the wife slaps her husband, her lack
of physical strength plus his ability to restrain her
reduce the physical damage to a minimum" (p. 241).
Since the converse is true in instances of male to
female assault, the likelihood of serious physical
injury to the woman is thus greater.
The next passage presents a particularly unique
aspect of Scott's rationale for the violent acts in his
relationship with Maggie. This rationale makes
reference to his aforementioned (Picture Excerpt 2)
expertise in karate.
Explanation Excerpt 10
SCOTT: ...in the way I guess I'm trained, or the way
I feel, is that if I am attacked, my ideals arethat if I'm hurt, I'm not going out alone, I amdefinitely going to take them out But peopledidn't understand that ideal. i have to say
that, "I'm not trying to hurt you, I'm trying todefend myself without hurting me," and that was
really my only concern, but nobody wanted to hear
that. They were sure I was cocking back and
tagging her out, and that she was walking around
with a couple of bruises.
(Interview 1, p. 20)
If none of the couple's friends wanted to believe
that the violence was bilateral, they were apparently
even more doubtful of Scott's explanation that he was
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acting simply to defend himself, rather than to cause
injury to Maggie. The final passage in this section
focuses on the couple's understandings of why their
relationship doesn't conform with some of the more
common beliefs about couples who have been violent with
one another. The passage opens with the interviewer's
inquiry as to how the couple explains their friend's
reticence in accepting that Maggie, as well as Scott,
would behave violently during their fights.
Explanation Excerpt ll
INTERVIEWER: How do you explain that, that peopledidn't want to hear from either one of vou^SCOTT: It's a stereotype= ^
MAGGIE:
=1 was violent, nobody
wanted to believe me: "Women don't get violent "=SCOTT:
=its a
stereotype: men get violent, women don't get
violent. Men, for no reason, will.
MAGGIE: Men beat on women, stomp on their faces
they really terrorize them and women sit there
and go, "Hit me again. Honey! "=
=Women don't cause it, mendo. Men just flip out, for no particular reason.
INTERVIEWER: So that's a stereotype, and you saw
yourselves, or see yourselves now as an exception
to that? ^
MAGGIE: Yes.
INTERVIEWER: How do you explain that? How come youdon't fit into that stereotype?
MAGGIE: I'm too strong to be overpowered like that,
you know, in my own personality. I can't <P>, i
think if l was a weak person, we probably never
would have been violent. I would have let Scott
call me anything he wanted to call me for the
rest of my life, and I would have said, "Okay,
Honey" and then been miserable and hurt, but I
can't have that.
(Interview 1, p. 21)
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Scott and Maggie juxtapose their own experience with
what they perceive as the stereotype of a couple that
has become engaged in violence. m Maggie and Scott's
version of this stereotype, men are irrationally
violent, and women are passive recipients. Maggie's
description of the stereotypical battered woman is
suggestive of masochism: "Hit me again. Honey." scott
notes the unidirectional causality assumed in the
stereotype: "Women don't cause it, men do." At the end
of Explanation Excerpt 9, Maggie commented that Scott,
"is not this woman beater," by virtue of the mutuality
of the couple's violent acts. in her final statement of
the preceding passage, she implies that a woman who has
been battered is a, "weak person." She herself is "too
strong to be overpowered like that," thus implying that
this strength of character itself may have been a
necessary condition for the violence that she and Scott
had engaged in.
Family of Origin
. The two excerpts that follow
represent Maggie's and Scott's understandings of any
similarities between the fights that occurred in the
relationships of their respective parents and the fights
that they themselves experienced.
Explanation Excerpt 12
INTERVIEWER: Do you know how your parents <P>, how
fights would progress with them?
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flfhJ- r P^^e^ts used to have some. My
Joon! ' ''^''^ kids and when we were
aw^n?^.^
^^P^^i^lly- father had a reallyful temper that sometimes turned toward
violence.... i think I inherited a lot of thatfrom him, you know, no matter what it was whenhe got to a boiling point, all he wanted 4o dowas strike out... My parents used to have, they
UD in th^^i^H^f """J^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^ wokenup m e middle of.
(Interview 2, pp. 60-61)
Describing her father's temper as having a "boiling
point," Maggie uses a metaphor similar to the one she
had earlier used in denoting how Scott's actions, "just
boiled my blood" (Explanation Excerpt 1). she uses this
metaphor in describing her inheritence of a temperment
like that of her father. it is a metaphor that
classifies temper primarily as an attribute of an
individual, rather than as being constructed in the
interactions between two or more people.
Explanation Excerpt 13
INTERVIEWER:
...Anybody that you know of - your
siblings, your brothers or your parents,
grandparents - ever have any kinds of fights like
we've talked about here?
SCOTT: Hmm, my parents would fight but in an old
style, traditional value My parents still do
it to this day. and it makes me crazy to watch it
happen, because my father says, "No," and that's
it. (I: Okay.) It's not a matter of whether he's
right or he's wrong, it's a matter of him saying,
"That's it."
(Interview 2, pp. 31-32)
Scott does not identify any parallels between fights in
the family he grew up with, and the physical violence
that he and Maggie have experienced in their own
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fights. Of the five sets of interviews conducted for
this study, those with Maggie and Scott placed perhaps
the least emphasis on understanding the violence that
the couple experienced by relating it to some aspect of
the family that each had grown up in. This finding is
in spite of following substantially the same open-ended
interview structure as with the other four couples that
participated in the study.
Summary of Explanations Excerpts
. The excerpts
included in this section construct an understanding of
Maggie and Scott
• s relationship that emphasizes the
couple's attempts to attain a balance of power between
them, and how each of them deals with a variety of
stressors. The stressors described by both Maggie and
Scott have their primary locus outside of the couple's
relationship, e.g., Scott's concerns with work and
finances; Maggie's dealings with her former husband.
However, the effects of these stressors on the
respective individuals serve to intensify the couples
disputes. Maggie's vulnerability, resulting from the
stresses that she faces, is exploited by Scott. Maggie
hypothesizes that Scott capitalizes on her weaknesses in
this manner, in order to vent his own frustrations and
insecurities, albeit in a misdirected manner. Scott
observes that the uncertainty and guilt experienced by
Maggie in regards to her children and to her divorce
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heightened her feelings of tension in the relationship
with Scott. This increase in tension seems to have been
another factor that potentiated the volatility of the
couple's disputes.
Added to the external pressures that impinged on
their relationship, Maggie and Scott further describe
their extensive use of substances as limiting their
abilities to effectively interact with others. Further
compounding the constrictions on the couple's
relationship are the responses of their friends. Rather
than finding understanding or support with their peers,
Scott is rejected outright as the perpetrator of the
violence. The rationale based on his ideal of self-
defense is ignored by these friends. Maggie is faced
with a more complex dilemma regarding the couple's
friends. if she supports what she believes is untrue,
i.e., that Scott alone acts violently, then she is
assured of receiving the support of her friends, if she
insists that her friends acknowledge that the violence
is mutual, she jeopardizes their needed and valued
support. Ultimately she chooses to insist that her
friends hear her claims that Scott is not a "woman
beater," and that she, too, is violent with him. Though
she does not describe any subsequent reaction by her
friends to this position, her insistence does serve to
further define a boundary around her and Scott's
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relationship. The couple also does not make explicit
why Maggie so strongly maintained her position that
violence was mutually enacted between she and Scott.
Considering Maggie's equating of the acceptance of abuse
with weakness, and her assertion that the couple,
"probably never would have been violent," if she had
been weak, it is easy to speculate that she would have
perceived abandonment of her position as foresaking her
attempts to achieve parity in her relationship with
Scott. In the next section, the couple describes how
they dealt with the effects of these constrictions on
their relationship.
Alternatives
This section focuses on Maggie's and Scott's
understandings of what they had found useful in making
the modifications in their lives that they desired.
Specifically, the interviewer asked questions about
those aspects of their lives that had previously
supported the likelihood that violence would occur in
their relationship. These passages are presented under
several thematic headings: separation, individual
adjustments, substance use, and redescribing the
relationship.
Separation
. Maggie and Scott mentioned in Picture
Excerpt 3 that their violent fights eventually led to a
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separation of several months. m the following passage
the couple discusses how this separation contributed to
the evolution of their relationship.
Alternatives Excerpt l
INTERVIEWER (to Maggie,: Do you agree with Scott
at tha? no?ii ^"
you relationship, the break-up
or To:ltf°:.ftltl llTtl^l.Ten'i'^' P-gression^
"''^wfco^L'have'! ^ ^^--^ ^hat
SCOTT:
=together done it^ NoMAGGIE: No, we could have never fixed* it toqetherINTERVIEWER: Umhmm, what do you think would^havehappened? ^
"""^^ll^T^^^t *° ""i" " ^^^^^'^ relationship). „e
INTEl^I^SE^?^^jJ°^/^ ^^-^ ^ -" one.
MAGGIE: We had to=
u u^!?® ^° ^^^y thing thatdidn t know what a relationship was; we had tobury that "eighteen year old" (referring to an
earlier comment that likened their relationshipto an immature adolescent).
MAGGIE: Yeah, we had to kill the relationship, get
over It and then start a new one and, it justhappened to be with each other which made it
nicer
.
INTERVIEWER: Umhmm.
(Interview 3, pp. 4-5)
The couple voices agreement about the positive effects
that their separation ultimately had. Scott and Maggie
join in utilizing the dramatic metaphor of death and
burial to denote the necessity of ending those
interactional and lifestyle patterns that perpetuated
the violence in their relationship. Further, they agree
that changing those patterns together was inconceivable
to them. Penn and Sheinberg (1989) suggest that a
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violent couple's decision to separate may be defined as
a means of preserving the relationship. The intensity
of the bond or alliance between the members of such a
couple may foreclose the perception of alternatives to
continued violence. if the couple is unable to at least
temporarily separate, the result may literally be a
fight to the death. Even in the lesser, though still
severe instance of serious physical injury, the couple's
relationship may subsequently be determined by third
parties such as the police or courts. m either case,
the couple themselves is prevented from modifying or
renegotiating their alliance in some more acceptable
manner. Though done without apparent forethought, Scott
and Maggie's decision to separate when they did may have
had the effect of avoiding further violent escalations
and allowing them to address other issues. As Maggie
comments, when the couple did reunite, their "new"
relationship "just happened to be with each other which
made it nicer." This comment suggests a sort of serial
relationship between the couple.
Individual Adjustments
. Though Maggie and Scott
retrospectively agree that their separation was
important, the separation did not prevent either of them
from making changes in their lives that ultimately had
effects on their relationship when they did reunite.
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The four passages in this section focus on the
identification of the need for individual changes and
what adjustments Maggie and Scott respectively made.
Alternatives Excerpt 2
INTERVIEWER:
...you're describing the initial timewhen you got physical in your relationship whathappened after that, you separated for a ^Alieand <P>, wiixxt;
MAGGIE: We went to therapy.
SCOTT: Yeah, we did go to therapy for awhile whichhelped. It did make a difference. We stoppedtherapy and we started to get back into some ofthe old routines again. We learned somethingbut It didn't really sink in enough to learn to
change attitudes
MAGGIE: ...the thing we didn't realize at the time
was that we needed to work on ourselves asindividuals, when we went away and were alone andthought about ourselves, I got to learn thatbeing alone was okay, and I was okay all by
myself, without Scott. I was okay and that was
okay and that made a big difference, and I thinkthe same thing for Scott. You've got to learn
that you've got to do a lot of introspection.
You've got to learn I think, that you can't treat
somebody you love with such disrespect and you
can't let yourself get so stressed out that you
allow yourself to do that
(Interview 3, pp. 16-17)
In the preceding excerpt Maggie emphasizes the need for
the couple "to work on ourselves as individuals." Two
interrelated elements are implicit in this description.
First, Maggie identifies her ability to be self-reliant:
"being alone was okay." Further, she found that she
didn't need to be in a relationship with Scott. She
also speculates that the same realizations occurred for
Scott during their separation. The latter half of
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Maggie's closing passage includes what may be understood
as implicit reminders for Scott: he has an obligation to
manage his own level of stress, and she won't tolerate
his disrespect.
Alternatives Excerpt 3
INTERVIEWER: So what thoughts have you had aboutthe first meeting we had?...
SCOTT: we were pretty ^wired out' because it was alot of thinking on things that had happened andtrying to remember back then...
MAGGIE:
.It seems to be that there hasn't reallybeen that much of a need to talk about that in areally long time when we first got backtogether we talked about it a lot, and it waslike "Okay, these changes have to happen or wecan t be together. We have to change these things
and this IS how I've changed, and tell me howyou ve changed and prove to me how you've
changed", you know, on both sides; and then weDust kind of started living it... and we've justkind of been living it and its been working.
(Interview 2, pp. 2-3)
Scott, as did several other participants in the study,
notes the psychological intensity of recalling the
difficult periods of the couple's relationship in the
course of the interviews. In this passage, Maggie
further specifies the corresponding processes of change
that she and Scott followed during their separation and
how these served as a blue print for their subsequent
life together. In the next excerpt, Scott describes
specific areas in which he had made changes during the
course of his separation from Maggie.
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Alternatives Excerpt 4
INTERVIEWER: What do you think would have happened
voSr <P> '^f^lK^'ft °^ the changes lA
f 4- y ^£ th^t hadn't happened and then
eacVo?h°r' l^.inf ^'^o
SCOTT: well, for me it was a natural progressionThe pressures that were on me at the time ?realized that I was burned-out, stressed-outdidn t give a flying leap about humanity, and itwas a matter of I needed the time to get my acftogether to get back to the point whe?e I was anormal human being, uhmm, I needed to have somefun; I needed to relax. I needed to learn how torelax again. I needed to go out and see peoplebecause all I was doing was working, what dopeople do to have fun? i needed to do thatINTERVIEWER: Alright, so that then you had fun itseems like= -n,
SCOTT: =Those were the things that got me backtogether again.
(Interview 3, p. 20)
Scott emphasizes the pragmatic steps that he had to take
in order to again consider himself as, "a normal human
being": he needed to, "have some fun," "learn how to
relax again," and to, "see people." The following
passage is a portion of Maggie's response to the
Interviewer's inquiry about what changes the couple had
made to prevent further violent fights. Maggie focuses
on how she currently deals with feelings she previously
associated with violent episodes.
Alternatives Excerpt 5
MAGGIE: ...I still feel sometimes the way I used to
feel when I would get angry and get violent but I
don't let it get that far any more, its like,
"Okay, calm down", you know, and sometimes still
when I'm stressed I'll like, still like I can
feel my blood boil and I can feel my body start
to shake and I have to physically calm myself
down
.
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INTERVIEWER: What do you do? What specifically do
x..^X ^° ^° ^^^^ yourself down?
^
MAGGIE: Usually it's almost like a physicalexercise: take some deep breaths^ sit down calmdown If I have to talk to myself, i have'totalk to myself
....i think the oth4r thingtoo,. we can seem to not pick on every littlething like we used to when we were heading downthe wrong trail
. .Now its kind of like, "jus?don't say anything, go off to work, ..he lustgot up grumpy and there's no need to start a bi
h^nl
over this!"... and that's a big thing I
yoifback^^ ^^^^ ^° ^^^^ ^^^^f
(Interview 3, pp. 6-7)
In Maggie's response she describes a heightened
awareness of the physiological signs that preceded
violent episodes in the past: "the way i used to feel
when I would get angry and get violent," "my blood
boiling," "I can still feel my body start to shake."
She describes a sort of cognitive behavioral
intervention that includes positive self-talk: "Okay,
calm down." Furthering this she utilizes deep breathing
to diminish the physical tension, a basic component of
relaxation techniques, meditation, and hypnotherapy.
She also notes the significance of being able to
disengage from those of Scott's behaviors that might
have triggered her angry responses in the past. Her
description of this disengagement resembles the
fundamental Alanon guideline of detachment. This
guideline, encourages partners of alcoholics to redirect
their attempts to control the drinker, focusing instead
on how they can utilize their energy "to change the
things that I can" (Alcoholics Anonymous, 1973). The
interviewer's question serves to have Maggie articulate
in detail what she does to manage what were previously
triggers for anger and violence.
Substance Use. The couple had noted in Explanation
Excerpt 8 that their previous extensive use of
intoxicants had contributed to the difficulties that
they had experienced. in the following passage, Maggie
and Scott discuss with the interviewer the current
status of their use of substances.
Alternatives Excerpt 6
INTERVIEWER: How did using marijuana and alcohol
<P>, how did that evolve in your relationship^
^^^l^ ^^^^ s^ill 3 P^i^t of <p>, something that you=MAGGIE:
^^^^ ^^.^
a part as it used to be. l mean, I smoked pot
since I was probably thirteen years old, it's
always, been a part of my life. There was thisbig drug culture in my hometown, and I grew up in
that, it's been there as much as cigarettes.
There's been times in my life where I use it
more, and where I use it less.
SCOTT: In the last, say, the last year, it's become
something that's very rare. For us. Not
something we do very often=
MAGGIE: =special occasions, you know?
SCOTT: We still do drink; not anything close=
MAGGIE :
^y^e
don't get smashed like we used to=
SCOTT: =We don't get falling
down drunk anymore.
(...)
INTERVIEWER: Was that something that either or both
of you made a conscious decision about, or made
some vows about, "Okay, now we're going to cut
down," or did it just evolve?
MAGGIE: I think it's a personal thing, I mean I
can't stop drinking for Scott.
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LI To ii'tirr'''''' ^^^^^ ^-^^ --^n^
''''''felrs'!\lt
""^^ complicated over the
^^^T^''
=^'J
be sick for three days now if i didhave that stuff anymore. ±l a a
MAGGIE: I can't think anymore at work, there comes atime when you have to say, "Wait a minute,Tm a
kn™' ^^""^ ^° "^^"^ ^^^^^^ li^^ oAe:- you
(Interview i, pp. 14-15)
Rather than describing the greatly reduced use of
substances in the current stage of their relationship as
the reflection of a conscious choice or effort, the
couple ascribes this change to the external demands of
their lives. Maggie's job has become increasingly,
"complicated," and she feels herself having to act like
a, "grownup." Similarly, Scott, "can't get up and
go to work," if he was becoming intoxicated in the way
that he had at an earlier point in the couple's
relationship. Implicit in these changes in their
lifestyles is a corresponding change in one factor -
substance abuse - that had previously contributed to
their violent episodes.
Redescription of the Relationship
. The excerpts
that follow focus on how Scott and Maggie experience
their relationship differently following their six month
separation. Not only do they note differences in the
ways that they behave, they also describe their
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relationship in a different manner. Such
intersubjectively constructed descriptions and meanings
are, as Anderson and Goolishian (1988) state,
"continually open to renegotiation" (p. 372).
The first passage is excerpted from a discussion of
the effects that differences in the couple's personal
styles have had on their relationship.
Alternatives Excerpt 7
SCOTT: we tend to be real opposites a lot of thetime, so that's probably why we balance outINTERVIEWER:
...how do you think that affects theparticular aspect of your relationship aboutfighting, you know, the differences between thetwo of you, the different styles?
MAGGIE: I think that when we were fighting in a bad
way, it was a clash, and all we were doing wasbanging our heads against each other, uhm, now
we've learned how to fight... and its really
good We can see kind of the faults in each
other that make us both a little more centered
and, uhm, instead of saying, "You're this and
you're that", its kind of like, "in my opinion
you've acted this way" its just a different
way of talking about it that seems to make itbetter when before it was all accusatory... We're
still the same, we're still as opposite as we
were, but I guess we've learned how to make it
work and how to work with it instead of work
against it, bash each other with our
oppositeness
,
you know, we found out that the
oppositeness can make a pretty good pair.
(Interview 2, p. 84)
In the preceding passage the couple notes a
transformation in the way that they understand,
"oppositeness" or differences in their personal styles.
The initial phrase of Scott's statement - "We tend to be
real opposites a lot of the time..." - could have been
as readily followed by the conclusion, "...and that's
why we fight so much," as it was by the assertion that
oppositeness enabled them to, "balance out." Maggie
comments that she and Scott "learned how to fight" in a
better way than they previously had. This change at a
pragmatic level underpins the couple's understanding of
their differences as assets. Maggie elaborates that "as
a couple we're still as opposite as before," but that a
"different" and "less accusatory" manner of talking
about their disagreements has allowed the distinctions
in personal styles to mesh in a less oppositional
manner
.
The next passage is from the couple's discussion of
how they dealt with the stresses of their then recent
wedding, which they had "planned, paid for, and cooked
all the food for" themselves.
Alternatives Excerpt 8
MAGGIE:
... we made it through the biggest, most
stressful time of our lives together,
communicating well, but, you know, I don't think
we had even one disagreement really. it was like
I was a raving maniac and he would iust go,
"Okay"=
SCOTT: =When we
originally decided to do it, we did make a
special rule to deal with wedding things: "Its us
- you and I - against them. No matter what
happens its us and if you're in deep trouble, tag
out, that's what the other person is there for.
If somebody's flipping you out, tag out," and
that worked, it got us through most situations.
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INTERVIEWER: Was that a new idea in your
relationship? ^
SCOTT: Was it a new idea? I figure it was more of a
TroTti^'
th-t Situation, 'knowing ^hat rknow
un finh^^^°P^f.''^° t^^^ ^^^ried and endp fighting with each other...
(...)
^^^^i^;
I think the awareness - the awareness ofthat sharing in the relationship - was new.
(Interview l, p. 8)
As earlier noted, Penn & Sheinberg have described the
powerful bond that may develop in the relationship of a
couple that has experienced violence. One
characteristic of such a bond is the couple's perception
of being in an oppositional relationship with the world,
or, as Scott puts it, "its us - you and I - against
them." Scott and Maggie describe how they forged and
utilized to their advantage a more positive aspect of
such a bond in the face of the ordeal of planning and
carrying-out their wedding, a situation that can be
highly devisive as the couple readily notes. In
describing the couple's tactic of tagging-out when under
pressure, Scott alludes to a procedure that is parallel
to that of the time out's often utilized in therapy as a
means of interrupting the cycle of a couple's escalation
towards violence.
The next passage includes Scott's and Maggie's
summations of the present status of their relationship.
Alternatives Excerpt 9
INTERVIEWER: I'm glad to hear that things have
worked in that way for you. Again, it sounds
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like you've done a tremendous amount of work in
SCOT?"'/wn^'°^'^'?'/^' "^^^ yourselves too . !^b TT I ill say, I don't know if its iust our
l^ll'^'^.^tl^^^^tionship^ but we've been throughalot of things that a lot of people don't go^through until they're much older ... .which q?vesus the ability to look at things in a d?ffeJen?light, with a different attitude, and be able to
Tot d4T^ ^^i-9s: we're not al better off than we were before as far asfinancially and physically, and things likethat, we're able to deal with things a lotbetter as far as on a one-to-one or as a teamdealing with things...
^"^T^nf*;; ^ ^° ^^^^ I don't think there'sa lot of people our age that have gone throuah asmuch self-reflection as we have. Ind I -I? tellyou I'm incredibly proud of Scott that he didthat, because for a man to do that, who wasbrought up on the fringes of the age of, "Littleboys don't cry and little boys don't havefeelings, little boys are strong," that's a lot
of work I think it was a choice, either that
or be without each other, and that was toopainful a choice to make, for me. Mark is like
soul mate and I don't think that I could be
without him, and so, we had to do this because
couldn't destroy each other trying to make it
work in an unhealthy way...
(Interview 1, pp. 24-25)
Emphasizing the couple's attainment of a perspective and
attitude that transcend material limitations, Scott
attributes these shifts to the depth of the couple's
experience in comparison to that of other couples of
similar age. Maggie expands the attribution of this
attainment to include the extensive self-reflection that
the couple has undertaken. Casting Scott's changes in
terms of confrontation of gender stereotypes, Maggie
further emphasizes the unique bond of her relationship
with Scott, describing him as a soul mate.
a
we
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in the final excerpt from the interviews with Scott
and Maggie the couple comments on the utility of the
interviews themselves.
Alternatives Excerpt 10
SCOTT: well, its (participation in the researchinterviews) a great way to remember what
siahro?'th^?^'''%?''^' ^ ^^^^ lose
i
that., after a couple of years you
llll^l Tol'TooT,'''' '^'^ ^^^-tion
''''''^fagain:
''^'''^
^'^^^ °^ °^ ^^^'^ d°
SCOTT: YOU need to think about these things, youneed to remember that you've been through all thisbull, you have to remember how you got through itand you don't want to have it happen again.
(Interview 1, p. 25)
In this closing excerpt, Maggie and Scott emphasize the
importance of not allowing their earlier experiences
with violence to fade from memory. Continued self-
reflection is also described as a means to hopefully
circumvent future episodes of violence.
Summary o f Alternatives Excerpts
. The passages in
the preceding section have presented comments made by
Maggie and Scott denoting various changes that they have
made. These changes have all in some way, contributed
to the diminution of the possibility of violence in the
couple's relationship. The changes include those that
each has made as individuals, changes in the ways that
they deal with a variety of stressors, and changes in
their perspectives about their relationship itself.
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Serving as a basis for other changes, the couple
first acknowledged that they had to disengage from the
destructive patterns of their early relationship. They
noted the importance of making changes in their lives as
individuals. in addressing the various stressors that
each experienced, Scott re-learned how to relax, to have
fun, and to see other people. Maggie developed her
skills at managing frustrating situations with Scott.
The couple's use of intoxicants also diminished as each
took on greater responsibilities in their careers.
Upon this foundation of changes, the couple was able
to develop new vantage points from which to reflect on
their relationship. The couple's earlier struggle to
gain control of the relationship through the constant
matching of the other's tactics, was diffused with these
reflections. Differences in personal styles were thus
able to be transformed from reasons for antagonism and
opposition to aspects that lent balance and richness to
the relationship. The intensity of the bond between
Scott and Maggie did not appear to diminish with these
new perspec-tives. However, it also shifted from being
manifest pri-marily in the couple's struggles, to being
apparent in the couple's mutual support and
appreciation.
Narration
Maggie and Scott speak of their violent fights as
something that had occurred in the past, though not
without effects on the continuing evolution of their
relationship. Their use of the metaphor of death in
describing how they had to deal with the earlier,
violent period of their relationship was presented in
Alternatives Excerpt 1
. Throughout the Alternatives
section, they are able to enumerate a number of steps
that they have taken to circumvent the recurrence of
violence in their relationship, m their roles as
narrative tellers, Maggie and Scott can thus speak with
a somewhat more distanced and reflective perspective on
their earlier behaviors.
As previously mentioned, Scott and Maggie's
agreement that each behaved in a violent manner with the
other mitigates a dichotomous description of the couple
as victim and victimizer. in the excerpts of the
preceding sections, the couple articulated a number of
other agreements as to how and why the other behaved as
they did during the earlier stages of their
relationship. These agreements also have consequences
for Maggie's and Scott's positions as tellers of
narratives
.
In relation to Maggie, the couple explicitly or
implicitly agreed on several aspects of her status
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during the period when they experienced violence in
their relationship. They voiced agreement that:
-
the stressors affecting Maggie were exploited by
Scott
- Scott's exploitation of Maggie initially took the
form of verbal abuse and victimization
- Maggie ultimately responded to this form of abuse
by physically attacking Scott
- Scott was not in serious physical danger from
Maggie's attacks
With these mutual agreements, as Maggie relates her
narrative she may orient the listener to her position in
an empathic and responsive manner. She was victimized
in clearly defined ways; "If he really wanted to get me,
all he had to do was say one thing about the kind of
mother I was " Her response is readily
understandable, if not excusable: "there was so much I
wanted to get back at him for " Finally, the
physical consequences of her response are minimal: "...i
couldn't even physically hit him. I couldn't connect,
ever, because he was too fast." Finally, Maggie told
Scott, "...not to ever call me a "dumb bitch' again,"
and told him to move out of their home which he did.
As with each of the other participants in the study,
Maggie addresses two distinct audiences as she
formulates her narratives. One of these audiences
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consists of Scott, who has participated with her in the
same events, and collaborates with her in constructing
meanings related to these events. The interviewer forms
the second audience, participating in the construction
of the narratives and their meanings through his
questions and responses. Since the interviewer is not a
part of the couple's relationship apart from the context
of the research interviews, he is also an outsider who
may be presumed to have the ability to punctuate the
couple's narratives from the vantage point of an
observer of their interactions.
In attending to Scott as her audience, Maggie's
accounts present, support, and elaborate the points of
agreement between the couple that have previously been
discussed. By making frequent interjections into
Scott's statements, Maggie further influences the
account of the couple's relationship. Scott also
invites Maggie to contribute the details of events to
his more general statements about particular times or
events in their relationship. Thus in terms of Maggie
as teller and Scott as listener, her account is so
closely interwoven with his as to make it unlikely that
one of them would strongly object to the other's
descriptions and meanings.
The relationship of Maggie as narrative teller to
the interviewer as audience, may be understood as also
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being founded on the couple's aforementioned mutual
agreements. Her descriptions of how Scott pushed the
buttons of her particularly vulnerable points invites
the interviewer's understanding of why she "needed to
slap him." Maggie's assertion of a limit on what she
will tolerate in terms of Scott's abusive behavior
further commands the understanding and respect of the
interviewer as listener.
In relation to Scott's position as the teller of
narratives, the couple agrees that:
- he was under a great deal of stress from sources
external to the couple's relationship
- he was more verbally adept than Maggie at
exploiting his partners vulnerabilities
- he was physically more powerful than Maggie
Though the first of these three agreements may be an
asset as Scott relates his accounts, the latter two make
him more culpable for his actions. Using his verbal
facility and physical prowess in an abusive manner - as
Scott acknowledges that he has done with Maggie -
greatly increases the difficulty of his task in
formulating a narrative that addresses and engages both
of his listeners. As with Jerome of Couple Number l,
Scott must be mindful of not presenting an account that
diminishes the extent of his abusive behaviors or
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abbrogates his responsibility for his actions. To do so
would mean being challenged in some manner by Maggie and
losing credibility with the interviewer.
As narrator, Scott positions himself in relation to
issues of his physical capabilities in a manner that
enables him to maintain his engagement with both Maggie
and the interviewer as listeners. in Picture Excerpts l
and 2, Scott diverges from the narrative of what
happened during a fight with Maggie in order to
elaborate on factors that influence the tactics of the
physical violence. He states in the former of the two
excerpts that his physical conditioning had developed in
the course of his work to the point where, "Nothing
could stop me if i wanted to go through with it." m
Excerpt 2 he notes that he had had extensive training in
karate, and was thus disciplined in whether to strike
with an open or closed hand, the latter being more
damaging. He added that he doesn't hit with a closed
hand "unless I'm very intentional on hitting somebody
like that." The atypical attribution of a volitional
aspect to such physical actions has already been
discussed in the Picture section. With these comments
Scott not only establishes the extent of his physical
prowess, he also introduces the ideal that he has
control over his actions. In Explanation Excerpt 6,
Scott further develops the latter idea, commenting that.
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"most people" have a threshold beyond which they
experience, "totally uncontrolled anger." Scott notes
that it is fortunate for he and Maggie that there was,
"just a little bit of control" in a particular fight,
otherwise he could have seriously injured or killed
Maggie, and he would be in jail.
When considered together, the preceding comments -
which alone might be understood as macho bravado,
insecurity, or even as intimidation - suggest the extent
to which Scott acknowledges his retention of control
over his anger and consequent actions. By thus
acknowledging this control, Scott tacitly accepts
responsibility for his abuse of Maggie. In offering
this self-critique, he establishes his integrity as a
narrator, thus gaining credibi;ity with both his
listeners
.
The aspects of Scott and Maggie's narrations
considered up to this point have focused either on
contextual issues, (e.g., the lapsed time since the
couple's last episode of violence), or on the manner of
presentation of content, (e.g., the ways in which the
couple engages their listeners). There are also
structural/organizational elements of the narratives
that illustrate Maggie and Scott's collaboration in the
construction of meaningful accounts.
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In the two violent episodes described in Picture
Excerpts 1, through 4, several of these organizational
elements are apparent. in the initial passage, Scott
begins his response to the interviewer's question about
the first time the couple had a fight that included
violence as follows:
well, when I think back <P>, i think it would
rST? ^? ^ps ^ ^j^^^ ^^^^ attack, I would have tocall It <P>, as far as totally losing control.
Labov and Fanshel (1977) call this type of statement an
abstract. Frequently, an abstract offers a "proposition
which the narrative will exemplify," as well as to "give
the listener sufficient notice that a narrative is about
to begin" (p. 106). In the example above - as is the
case throughout the research - a participant has been
invited by the interviewer to provide a narrative about
a particular aspect of their experience. Thus Scott's
proposition that the narrative will be about the "first
real attack" comes as no surprise to the interviewer.
However, since Maggie was a participant in the same
events, and is now a listener to Scott's narration, the
abstract begins to cue her as to the particular episode
that Scott is thinking of. She is then more readily
able to contribute to the account at an appropriate
time. As Scott proceeds, he notes details of the
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couple's life at the time of the particular fight, such
as that they were living together, where they lived,
etc.. This statement exemplifies what Labov and Fanshel
(1977) call an orientation, "by which the listener knows
that a narrative has begun" (p. 106). Maggie is thus
further cued by Scott as to which episode he is
beginning to recount. This level of detail about
Maggie's and Scott's life together also begins to
involve the other listener, the interviewer, with them
in an intimate way. Scott's orienting statement is
followed by Maggie's brief interjection - "We were
having fun, we were wrestling and I bit you" - which
shifts the account to a level of greater specificity,
and signals the beginning of a sequential story of the
particular incident of violence first designated by
Scott.
Picture Excerpt 3 develops in a similar manner with
the interviewer's open-ended question being followed by
Scott's statements that constitute an abstract and
orientation to the narrative that is about to follow.
Again, Maggie provides the shift to a specific,
sequential, detailed account of the beginnings of a
particular fight. Though this passage doesn't progress
to the inclusion of a violent episode, it is building to
the one described in Picture Excerpt 4. This passage
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ends with Maggie's statement that, "it was kind of the
same thing that happened before..." suggestive of what
Riessman (1990) terms a habitual narrative, i.e., one
that tells of, "general course of events over time" (p.
117). Maggie's choice of this narrative genre may
reflect her frustration with the repetition and
predictability of the couple's relationship at that
time
.
In Picture Excerpt 4, the couple reverses roles,
with Maggie orienting the listeners to the particular
episode about to be recounted. Scott then moves the
narrative to a more sequential account of the particular
fight. As Scott proceeds with the specific events of
the fight, Maggie begins to make interjections and the
tempo of the couple's account matches the apparent
rapidity of the interactions that they had experienced
at the time of the fight itself. This is reflected in
the frequent dovetailing of statements between the
couple.
Returning to a content-related aspect of narrative
development, both Maggie's and Scott's accounts
emphasize positive aspects of their relationship as well
as the details of their disputes. Maggie describes Scott
as her soulmate, praises him for going against the
cultural norms for men of their generation, and notes in
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Alternatives Excerpt 1 that after their separation, it
was, "so much nicer," that the couple's relationship,
"restarted with one another." Scott emphasizes the
strength of the couple's relationship with his positive
description of the oppositeness he and Maggie frequently
experience: "difference provides balance." Spontaneous
inclusion of these elements in the narratives may in
part correspond with the linguistic device described as
a ^coda', designed, "to bring the listener back to the
present time" (Labov and Fanshel, 1977, p. 109). Not
only do the aforementioned comments bring the listeners
to Scott and Maggie's narratives back to the present,
they do so in a manner that accentuates the current
positive status of their relationship. Given the
devisiveness and abuse that they described in the
earlier stages of their relationship, this positive
closure may be of particular importance in affirming the
changes that the couple has made.
Interviewer
In preparing for this second set of research
interviews, the interviewer formulated two general goals
relating to the process of the sessions. First, he
wanted to continue to utilize areas that had been
fruitful in the interviews with the first couple to
participate in the study. Specifically, it was
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desirable to continue to convey a tone of interested
curiousity as questions were posed to a given couple.
Along with this tone, the interviewer wanted to maintain
a supportive stance with each couple, treating them with
respect and assuring their safety. The second goal was
to further develop the areas that had been underattended
to with the first couple. Particularly, the interviewer
hoped to talk more extensively about what the couple
felt that they had done in order to diminish the
possibility of violence in their lives.
Regarding the former goal of utilizing already
apparent strengths in the interview orientation and
procedures, the interviewer's articulations tended to be
of two nonexclusive types. First, there were questions
that asked for an account from one or both of the
members of a couple: "Can you describe what <P>, say,
the first time that things started to go beyond what you
thought of when you thought of fighting or disagreements
in your relationship?" (Picture Excerpt 1). This type
of question specifies temporal - "the first time" - and
intersubjective - "what you thought of" - parameters for
the couple's response. The second type of question
supports and enhances the first. It may ask the
participants for further information or clarifica-tion
about a portion of the account: "When you're saying that
you hit each other, how did you hit each other, with
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your hands, or=" (Picture Excerpt 2). This second type
of question may also encourage the continuation of an
account: "...and then what would (happen?)" (Explanation
Excerpt 1). Together, these two types of questions
framed and prompted the accounts.
Though the first of these two types of questions did
specify some parameters for the requested response,
they were not so specific as to constrain the
respondent in choosing the particular material to be
recounted, and the manner in which to relate it. By
continuing to ask general-ly open-ended questions with
this second couple, the interviewer hoped to encourage
the participants' perceptions of being accepted and
respected by the interviewer. During the course of
interviews with individuals involved in the process of
divorce, Riessman (1990) noted that, as the teller,
"came to trust the listener... the narrative deepen-ed
and the ^unspeakable' could be spoken" (p. 119). Since
violence in a couple's relationship may also be
understood as a very intimate and sensitive issue for
couples, the narrative teller's trust for the
interviewer as listener is an important variable in the
construction of the account.
In attending to the second goal of making more
extensive inquiries of the couples, the interviewer
increased his use of certain types of questions, as well
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as introducing new sorts of questions. These efforts
were particularly focused on asking what the second
couple had done to interrupt the pattern of violence.
As well as initiating questions, the interviewer was
more oriented to listening for variations in the
couple's descriptions that were indicative of such
changes. Maggie's and Scott's accounts in this regard
are reflected primarily in the Alternatives section.
As with Couple Number 1, the interviewer asks
questions of Scott and Maggie that explore whether there
are connections between elements described in their
narratives that they had not previously noted as being
related. The consequence of juxtaposing seemingly
unconnected, even disparate elements of the narratives,
is to, "move the interview in the direction of a mutual
inquiry about familiar ideas and, hence, toward the
broadening, shifting, and synthetic creation of new
narrative, interpretation and meaning" (Anderson and
Goolishian, 1988, p. 382). Relationships between
seemingly divergent or contradictory elements are
queried in Explanation Excerpts 2 (Maggie's guilt about
custody of her sons; the evolution of her fights with
Scott), and 3 (a relationship presumably based on love;
verbal and physical abuse), and in Alternatives Excerpt
7 (different personal styles; fighting). These passages
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contribute to the broadening of Scott and Maggie's
accounts
.
in both the
.Explanations and Alternatives sections,
the interviewer more persistently probes with the coupie
for their understandings of certain behaviors and events
than he had done with the first couple in the study.
The first two statements by the interviewer in
Explanation Excerpt one are straightforward prompts in
the basic form of, "And then what?." These
interjections encourage Maggie to continue her
sequential account of what happened when Scott left the
couple's home in the middle of a fight. With the
interviewer's third statement, i.e., "How come?," a
shift is initiated from asking about events, to asking
about explanations and understandings. Persisting in
his request for Maggie's rationale, the interviewer's
fourth comment succeeds in redirecting the narrative.
This shift corresponds with what Andersen (1987)
describes as, "a shift from a "what is?" (picture
question) to the meta-level "how come?" (explanation
question)" (p. 418). Another variation in the
interviewer's probing is exemplified in Alternatives
Excerpt 5. Here the interviewer simply asks Maggie to
describe what precisely she does when she physically
calms herself down. This comment shifts her account
oo
from a generalized statement to a more specific and
individualized description.
Evident in the Alternatives section are other
variations in the way that the interviewer formulated
his questions. These variations also were attempts t
extend the range of understanding what had occurred t
alter the violence in the couple's relationship. m
Alternatives Excerpts l and 5 , the interviewer asks
Maggie and Scott respectively, "what do you think would
have happened if...?" Though changing from future to
past tense, such hypothetical questions resemble Penn
•
s
(1985) "feed-forward" technique of questioning in the
way that both, "place the family in a metaposition to
their own dilemma, and the system increases its view of
its own evolutionary potential" (p. 299). Maggie's and
Scott's responses to the interviewer's retrospective
questions affirm the courses that they have chosen while
elaborating the perceived necessity of those choices.
In Alternatives Excerpt 6, the interviewer follows-
up on the couple's earlier denotation of substance abuse
as a factor that had contributed to their violent
episodes. The interviewer frames his inquiry in terms
of how the couple's use of substances has evolved in
their relationship. Such a question is hopefully
sufficiently open-ended and non-judgemental to allow the
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couple to respond in an unconstrained manner. m their
response, Maggie and Scott proceed to provide a full
description of their present substance use.
Another variation in the interviewer's approach to
questioning may be noticed in Alternatives Excerpt 8.
AS Maggie and Scott describe how they successfully dealt
with the stresses related to their wedding, the
interviewer emphasizes the couple's interreliant
behavior of "tagging out," by asking whether it was a
new idea for the couple. Punctuation of this behavior
as one element of their account results in a shift for
both Scott and Maggie from describing what they had
done, to reflecting on the significance of those
actions
.
Balancing the interviewer's efforts to encourage the
couple to fully elaborate their accounts - particularly
those aspects relevant to the construct of alternative
descriptions
- is the lapse of time since Maggie and
Scott had last experienced violence in their
relationship. m contrast with Jerome and Katherine,
this second couple had more than a year since their last
violent fight. During this time it seems reasonable to
assume that they directly and indirectly identified and
developed aspects of their relationship that contributed
to the prevention of violence. Thus it is likely that
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the increased number of Alternatives passages for Couple
Number 2, reflects their utilization of this lapsed
time, as well as the interviewer's efforts to develop
responses in this area.
Research Participation
AS With the first couple, the interviewer asked
Maggie and Scott for any further co™.ents as they neared
the end of the final interview, m part, their response
reflected on the possible effects of participating in
the research.
INTERVIEWER: Are there any other things you want to
MAPr?^' T ^^""^ °ther questions^
is that^^n' ^^^^^ t^^t I h-ve to say
muc^ ?L r.^''^'' thought that this would do so^h for me, you know?
... ifs nice beino ?.hi^to communicate, like you said, go over ihis stuffagain, that we had put on the shel^for a lonatime._ YOU know, keeping it fresh L importanttoo, in your memory, because you can lose i? aAdthen It doesn't hurt so much, like having a babvyou know, forget about the pain - "So su?e I'l^'
^
have six more!" - you know?!.
SCOTT: The only thing that I P
, if it helps onecouple to understand what they're doing^we'?!happy, that's all we care abo^t: for pfopll
tharn^?;?'' ^"""^ ^^^^''^ to try and breakt pattern, to try and understand what's going
on., there's really no reason to fightMAGGIE: Well, there's reasons to fight
'
^^^llL ""^fi? reasons for abuse.... you have tobreak the pattern, you have to think. Think!
(Interview 3, pp. 61-64)
Echoed in this response by Maggie and Scott are
themes introduced in previously included passages.
Maggie had earlier noted how thoughts about the violent
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fights readily fade from conscious awareness once the
violence is in check (Alternatives Excerpt 3). The
couple had also agreed that forgetting about the events
and the accompanying pain may allow them to more readily
recur (Alternatives Excerpt lO). Maggie's initial
comment in the preceding passage suggests that
participation in the interviews was a positive
experience for her even though the research was not
designed as an experimental study with the intent of
measuring outcome.
Maggie's comment also reassured the interviewer at
this still early stage in the research, that
participation in the interviews was not a devisive
experience that was likely to result in the recurrence
of violence for the couple. Further, Maggie emphasizes
the importance for the couple of periodically reviewing
their experiences with violence. Scott's comment
compliments Maggie's by considering the potential
utility that their participation holds for other
couple's dealing with violence, in sum, these comments
supported the researcher's intention that the study
would at worst have a benign effect on the participants.
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Couple Number Three: T^r^_^r^^^_j^^^^^^
several months prior to participating in the
research, Ian and Michelle had sought counseling
together. m then pursuing therapy, they stated that
they had wanted to address several issues that had
arisen in their relationship. Fighting and violence
were not described by the couple as having been the
primary concerns when they chose to seek therapy.
However, when the couple's therapist gave them a copy of
the flyer that she had received seeking participants for
the study, they responded with interest. The couple
reported that they had been sufficiently intrigued by
the thought of focusing a bit more on the evolution of
the fights in their relationship that they decided to
pursue participation in the research project.
AS will be discussed in greater detail below, the
couple noted that their fights had never actually
included physical violence. Based on this, the couple
could have been excluded from participation. However,
Michelle's and lan's observations about the intensity of
their fights - which stopped short of including violent
acts
- broaden the range of perspectives included in the
study. The couple continued with their conjoint therapy
during the series of research interviews. Michelle made
the initial contact with the researcher. Three
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interviews were held with the couple in December. 1989
at a Clinic office located on a university campus in
western Massachusetts.
Descriptive Characteristics
At the time of the interviews Ian, was in his early
thirties and Michelle was In her mid-twenties. The
couple had met in graduate school, unmarried, the
couple had lived together for over two years at the time
Of the interviews. Neither had been previously married
nor did they have children. lan noted that both of his
parents were heavy drinkers, and he described his mother
as alcoholic. Because of this concern, he had been
involved with a group for adult children of alcoholics
for several years.
Background of Violence
At the beginning of the initial session with the
couple, they stated the following:
IAN: I just hope we're not going to disappoint you
^jrulf'^l^ r r ^^^"^ physically violent.MICHELLE: We haven't broken bones on each other'sbodies or anything.
(Interview l, p. i)
These statements led to a discussion of what
specifically had occurred in the couple's disputes since
they had identified themselves as concerned with
"fights, especially those that include physical threats
or behaviors" as described in the flyer for the study to
which they had responded. As will be presented in the
interview excerpts in the Picture, Explanation and
Alternati^^ sections, the couples fights included at
least one incident when Ian "ripped the blankets off the
bed" that Josie was sleeping in. other incidents when
lan would, "knock things around" were also described.
Though these behaviors may seem relatively benign given
the range of physically abusive behaviors that may occur
between couples
- including the other couples in this
study
- they were sufficient to prompt the couple to
want to further consider the meanings and implications
of their fights. A number of researchers and clinicians
(Dobash & Dobash, 1979; Martin, 1976; Pagelow, 1981)
have noted the effects that intimidation and
psychological abuse may have in a relationship, and have
described such factors as interwoven in the fabric of
domestic violence.
Further support for the inclusion of this couple in
the study was found in their responses to the Conflict
Tactics Scale. Most of their responses identified the
verbal tactics that they had each utilized during fights
ranging from "discussed an issue calmly" (item A), to
"insulted or swore at your partner" (Item D) . Both
Michelle and lan responded that they utilized the former
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tactic "eleven to twenty tinges," and the latter with the
sa.e or greater frequency. However, responses to the
items indicative of physical tactics indicated that
Michelle had "thrown something at" (item K) lan twice,
and that in two instances, she had "hit or tried to hit-
Ian "With something" (item 0). Both also responded that
lan had "pushed, grabbed, or shoved" (item L) Michelle,
with Michelle indicating that this had occurred "three
to five times" and lan indicating that this had happened
on two occasions. Though these actions may again be
considered relatively minor, they contribute to an
environment of intimidation and fear that may pervade
the relationship.
As described in greater detail in the Picture
section that follows, Michelle notes that the "really
disturbing fights" in her relationship with lan began
about six months after the start of their relationship.
Both parties also indicated on the Participant
Information Form that it had been at least six months
since their last "extreme fight." Neither lan or
Michelle indicated that they had discussed the fights
with their respective families or friends. Nor had the
courts or the police ever been engaged around the
conflicts. Medical intervention had not been
necessary
.
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Picture
The passages Included In this section describe how a
fight between Ian and Michelle would evolve. The
following excerpt begins as Michelle responds to the
interviewer's inquiries about how the couple became
aware of the study, she then shifts to describing the
course of the fights themselves.
Picture Excerpt 1
''"''okav^uniii
we first met, we got alongoKay unt l that sort of six month point where wemade a decision to either move on or to work
1 ^
fights, ah, not physically violent - twould throw things at lan two or three Umes -but we've never hit each other. They were more
heaw'Sn'"^'^^-"^^"^^ with some reanyvy silence in between <P> and pride andstubbornness and a lot of control things woulderupt, (I: umhmm) just about the time we'd startfeeling peaceful, you know, the important times
INTERvisWER: So, you'd start to feel peaceful andthen things would erupt you said? Can you kind
evolve?""
sequence of how a fight would
MICHELLE (to Ian): Do you want to tell him'IAN; well I think the worst fights we've had areprobably about <P>, ah <P>, jealousy. And whilethere wasn't physical violence done to each
other there was often slamming doors, stomping
around, sometimes throwing things, knocking
things off tables, (l: umhmm), usually the fight
would start - I'm talking about a fight that wasthe result of jealousy - it was <P> with the
admission I guess, that something had happened.
For instance, that Josie was down at a bar and
this guy that she used to go out with was there
and I didn't know about it, and that's one of the
worst fights I can ever think of. Later, when
she came home, she said she had to tell me
something <P> - 'cause she knew how jealous I
could be - and it was that, you know, she had
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bLnketf o?f'tL'!^'f ^ "^^aht ha?e ripped the
'
Dianxe s f he bed or something. I threw spillow across the room, and i iuit scrp^m»^ ^
screaming <P>, all this rage. ^But l"nev4r'hld
v?^lent'irhe?"' —tary, to striki:\^o'be
(Interview l, pp. 2-4)
in part seeking to affirm the inclusion of this
couple in the study, the interviewer asks Michelle and
Ian for a specific, sequential description of how their
fights would evolve. As Ian responds with such an
account, he juxtaposes being "in a rage" with Michelle,
with the statement that he "never had any
inclination... to be violent to her." By implication,
these contrasting statements suggest that Ian retains
some degree of control and choice over his actions, even
when he is extremely angry, with the two preceding
couples, both Jerome and Scott made similar assertions.
As the couple's account continues in the next
passage, the interviewer again asks for a description of
one of the couples fights.
Picture Excerpt 2
INTERVIEWER: So you wouldn't describe yourselves as
having physical fights, as having harmed each
other in that way, but how would you describe
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you'fight.'^Are'?Kre ofh'"""^ -latlonship when
^^CL°ol?----- - --^H-^en^-orS.f-
-
have been more easily solved if r^nl' I ^ould
are, and where you're supposed to stop...
(Interview i, pp. 4-5)
Michelle's response in the above passage is also marked
by an unique juxtaposit ioning of ideas. she first
describes her fear of being hit by lan, but then
qualifies that this fear is "not so much because its
lan." Michelle then distinctly notes two issues:
first, that she would not remain in a relationship where
she were physically abused; and second, that she
perceives fights that include physical violence as
having distinct parameters. She thereby emphasizes the
ambiguity of meaning for the couple's fights.
Ian further describes the progression and tactics
of the couple's fights in the following passage.
Picture Excerpt 3
INTERVIEWER: At those times that you described, Ian,that sometimes you would go and wake her up....
Tell me, what would you do, and what would happenin a sequence like that?
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noise, like sMng Ihe door ""^ ^ ^""^
(...)
IAN: A lot of times I wasn't Pv^^n ,-^ = 11just how obnoxious I was getSna T^^^ °^you know, verbally I think T no? ' { ^f^^^^^'
physically Violent
- verSaJy'fg^^ pf ;;orthat
L^kef but'jus? L ?he way i^''
MICHELLE ;=You did, you did=
wasn
.
t really so much that 'burtL'„^"f t'aLed
insL°^d ^?^°fi^ir^^ ^^l^^ifsT,""^, j--Li5u:3, . , .It was like a d a
MIcSelle? °^ witness stand. =
*
don't'you...?" or, "How come you didn • t"^^^^"^^^interviewer: Thinking of the quality of your
M^chliie'wI^rt^at^^ ^^^^^ -
^""""nrnh^h^ ^^^JJ^
probably scared her, andprobably made her think that I was out ofcontrol. Ah, and it certainly made her -
m^nH^H^^^^'^ ^^""""y' P^^^^^ that came to myi d 3ust now, is "Unless you cooperate ."
wnn?H °^ P^^^^^ ^ P°li^e interrogatorould use, you know, "Are you going to coopeLtewith me, or...?"
- but it made her less willingto entertain anything I was saying.
(Interview 2, pp. 24-29)
Further describing the tactics he employed when
angry with Michelle, lan draws an analogy between
physical abuse and the way that he would "beat" Michelle
with his voice. Research by Stets (1990) on the
relationship between verbal and physical aggression,
supported the hypothesis that, "verbal aggression is a
necessary precondition for physical aggression, but it
is not sufficient for physical aggression to occur"
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(P. 504). For verbal aggression to progress to the
point of physical aggression, other factors must be
present with the potentially violent individual, such as
having observed and/or experienced aggression with their
birth family, or being subjected to unusual levels of
stress. Whether such variables were present for Ian or
Michelle was unknown during the initial stages of the
interviews
.
summary of Picture Excerpts. m the three passages
comprising this section, a general description of how a
fight would progress for the couple is constructed.
Since the sequential aspects of the account are
primarily presented by Ian, this description focuses on
his jealousy as the agent that would inflame a situation
with he and Michelle. lan also describes his tactics of
disrupting Michelle's sleep, throwing things around,
and verbally battering her. Though Michelle does
briefly describe her own tactics in a fight, she
primarily focuses on the confused and uncertain feelings
that arose for her in the fights. As the couple
elaborates their accounts in the next two sections,
their tactics as well as the emotional and interactional
consequences of the fights will be further described.
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Explanation
The passages in this section present several of the
ways in which Ian and Michelle understand their fights.
Several recurrent and interrelated themes may be tracked
in these passages. The themes include the interactional
tactics utilized in the fights, the influence of the
couple's respective families, and the positive effects
of the fights. The first excerpt summarizes and
previews the explanatory themes detailed in the
subsequent passages.
The Couple's Synopsis of Their Explanations
. As
this excerpt begins, the interviewer paraphrases the
position that Michelle had stated in Picture Excerpt 2
vis-a-vis her fights with Ian.
Explanation Excerpt 1
INTERVIEWER: It sounds like you were describing
Michelle, a pretty clear idea about, you know.
It It got this far I'd be uncomfortable, or it
wouldn't be like what I grew up with," and if it
went even further where you got hit, then there 'dbe a clear message, that is, "Okay, now I'm goingto leave . " a
MICHELLE: Umhmm, an actual break justified, umhmm
and "Its all his fault," and I would say that
early on when we started fighting. I did feellike it was all lan's fault, because sometimes itfelt that the things that started fights were
things like lan's jealousy, and so I could sort
of pile the blame onto him. Uhm, takes two to
dance, you know that quote?
IAN: Well, you know the way that we've, <P>, I've
thought about fighting has definitely changed. I
remember spending quite a bit of time when we
were first together trying to convince Michelle
that that kind of arguing, you know - we'd scream
screaming at each other unusual about
e^St^^n^riha^are^f ^ -
=cleansing, you know.
(Interview i, p. 7)
The couple outlines the polarized positions that
Characterized their earlier fights: Michelle notes how
she placed responsibility for their fights solely on
lan, typically due to his jealous behaviors; lan
describes how he attempted to normalize the fighting,
framing Michelle's family background as abnormal. These
differing positions appear to have served to
counterbalance one another, preventing resolution of the
couples disputes. The rest of the passages in this
section elaborate these themes.
interactional Tactics. m the three excerpts that
follow, Michelle and Ian describe the tactics that each
utilized in order to maintain an advantage in their
adversarial positions that each assumed in their fights.
Explanation Excerpt 2
INTERVIEWER:
...and its been ... several months sincethe last real serious fight you had and
somehow you've gotten beyond that at some point
and you stayed together..., somehow - asdifficult as that fighting was at the time -you've just kind of evolved past that point.
IAN: It was very easy at the time.
INTERVIEWER: What?
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back into that mode " comfortable to slip
INTERVIEWER: What was easy about it'
I wasn.i ttlinki^S fbou'?% y--,"g" We^^had^^t''^'
that L^'""'""''
°f thi^ stuff, any Issues
wasn't rL??v'e"^ ^"^^
problems, so the mind
e^o?iLs^:^^;^eir:n^1motJ^n:rr^^^^,^^^^--\
l^J^^^^ ""'^ - consider^tlo^^o? ^L"''^^
(Interview 2, p. 3)
Reflecting on the couple's past fights, lan notes the
relative comfort that he found in assuming an
adversarial stance with Michelle. He links this
positioning of himself in such a stance to the
predominance of emotional, rather than intellectual
factors
.
The next excerpt is taken from the couple's
discussion of how Michelle would become "less and less
accessible" to lan, and how he would leave the house in
the midst of a fight.
Explanation Excerpt 3
MICHELLE: It was a way to collect <P>, i just felt
^° collect myself, but it was also
<P>, what a lot of these fights were about <P>It was a powerplay.
IAN: Yeah, right.
MICHELLE: Whoever leaves is the one that is the
coward or something
IAN: Right a lot of that, you know, those
accusations flying around: "I'm the one who's
staying; you're the one that's walking out", and
of course when I say that it was total garbage
because I wasn't ready to try to talk to her in a
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reasonable way or listen to what she had i-nI was just being self-righteous.
(Interview 2, pp. 20-22)
With her maxim, "whoever leaves is the one that is the
coward...," Michelle underscores the issue of power in
the relationship as it contributes to the couple's
fights
.
AS the next passage begins, the interviewer asks for
the couple's reflections on a videotaped segment from
the first interview that he has just played back for
them. In the videotape segment, the couple had been
discussing their behaviors during a fight.
Explanation Excerpt 4
'™menf^ * * ^^^^^^ts about that
^^^hlLl^'^^''t^-'^^ °^ "^^^^ ^ ^^^^ to think offights as being a chess match, in the way at somepoint
- probably very early on - whateveJ issuesseemed to be at the bottom of it, whatever ?ssuewe were allegedly fighting about, got droppedyou know at least in my mind got dropped A^d Iwas simply trying to out argue or to offer better
rationales. I can remember, you know,
strategizing like in a chess match where I'mthinking to myself, "if i say that, she'll saythat, I'll say that", and like always trying toplan a couple of moves ahead, ah, so that I
wouldn't get argued into a corner, I wouldn't get
stuck talking to her trying to defend something
that would be indefensible. You know what I'm
saying?
INTERVIEWER: Do you think Michelle was aware of thisprocess with you?
IAN: I think she was doing it herself.
(...)
INTERVIEWER: Do you agree with him, Michelle, that
you were <P>, you had a similar process going,
thinking of the fight as a game, a chess match?
really LdicroL st^tlL^tf" ^^^-^er defending
said about being arquIS ^nt^ . Tr. '^^")
whether what you're sajtng Is true ^t,'?;;^?^
^^r^-^^a ofl[\-d^o-.^ -3lrS?-i--'process? ^ => L,j.ciLeg c
'"^f^^:
^My-^a^hL-L-i-a--fL\f^ro-
:hen"^?%ot-tr£ra^?Ln"^g-r' f^t^?te1\ ¥"
""h him.... we'd get in?o ihesi :r^Ln?3^'?r
(Interview 3, pp. 8-9)
With lan's and Michelle's endorsement of the game
metaphor utilized in describing their fights, the
understanding of their fighting as a symetrical
escalation utilizing calculated, equivalent, and
progressively more extreme tactics is furthered. lan's
final comment presages his discussion in the next
section about the relationship between his fights with
Michelle and his experiences in his family of origin.
Family of Origin. As they discuss their own fights,
Ian and Michelle make reference to experiences with each
of their families, as did the first two couples in the
study. Following lan's comment in Explanation Excerpt 1
about his attempts to convince Michelle that her
childhood was abnormal by virtue of the absence of loud
fighting, the Interviewer asks Ian to comment on
fighting in his own family of origin. Following is his
response
.
Explanation Excerpt 5
INTERVIEWER: Was that an experience lan von h.^
T.M^^°n^e^ ^P' ^ith your famuC/IAN: umhmi. yeah, it wasn't like Michelle's reallvthough there wasn't any physical winiiLf ^^^-^^V'
iTeli that'?r^ gul?e'r"i lf°]tr.V"^Tsl
Mv ^ ^^^"^ ""^ '"^y^^ potential violence
temper" ' ^^""'''^ ^""P^^' ^^^^ a ?e??"ie
MICHELLE: =she's Irish=
IAN •
around the house a iew^^Le^s^^^^Ttra^broo^l^^l^think If she caught me she could of hl^me lutshe never would <P>, catch me. And my fatherhis temper was much more slower to ignite but
hers ''so1 d'?d'h"' ^^^^ f??ght4nJng as. So I id ear voices raised in anqer uhmI suppose that gave me a little bit of a
'
different orientation towards violent fioht<5 fh^n
firsthand'?' -^^ I
'^'"'^ ^^^^^ u'n^sual'a?"
thing
convince her of the same
(Interview 1, p. 8)
Elsewhere in Interview 1, lan had noted that as a child,
he overheard "terrible fights" between his parents,
typically "on weekend nights when they were both
drinking." He indicated that he had never come closer
to being physically abused by either of his parents than
being chased by his mother as he describes above.
The next two excerpts present Michelle's appraisal
of the interrelationship between the lack of exposure
that she had to fighting as she was growing up, and the
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fights that She and lan experienced during the earlier
periods of their relationship.
Explanation Excerpt 6
blamed Ian for our fights esoeci ^1 T„ ir^Kbeginning, because 1 4 nlier Ead ngLs Ukl that
of myself as a'^e^son-wAi foSgh" '° '^^"^
(Interview 2, pp. 11-12)
Fighting presented a basic challenge to Michelle's
perception of herself, thus compounding the nominal
topics of her disputes with lan.
Explanation Excerpt 7
'''''Searf a'fiaS? ''m''^ f.^^"" ^ —
r
neard ght My folks never fought in front of
so'it'.''hr" ^2^^^^ ^^i^^d in the ho^se and
nnn^ / ^f^^^^ difficult for me. What I
?h^n H^^? extreme fight is different, I thinkt a what lan considers an extreme fight itupsets me a lot just to have conflict: And sowhen I think of us fighting I always feel sort of
It s changed for me recently, but I always feltthat somehow people who love each other aren't
really supposed to be doing this and its probablytrue that people who love each other and havefigured out how to do fights don't fight likethis ...
(Interview 1, pp. 5-6)
In addition to challenging her self-perceptions, the
fights with lan challenged Michelle's beliefs about what
constituted a loving relationship. Together, these
challenges to Michelle's beliefs ultimately resulted in
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her being open to consideration of the possibility that
fighting and loving are not mutually exclusive
characteristics of a relationship.
in Explanation Excerpts 8 and 9, first lan and then
Michelle discuss the connections between parental
expectations and their attitudes towards fighting.
Alluding to lan's earlier comment that he had never
lived up to his father's expectations, the interviewer
asks about the effects of this belief on his
relationship with Michelle.
Explanation Excerpt 8
INTERVIEWER (to Ian): How do you think that
in your relationship with Michelle andparticularly in relation to fights anddisagreements?
IAN: Well I suppose it comes out in mv
codependency. The big thing in my Childhood was
win?^H ^° Pl^^^^ father. Whatever my fathe?a ted that's what I would do for him because
aLtv'^.ff "^r^^^' ideAtity andll my self esteem depended on my father
approving of me. And I think I've brought thatout of my childhood into every relationship ihave and certainly to the one I have withMichelle, where l tend to go along with thinqsbecause I think that's what Michelle wants andthen at some point, all this resentment that I'vebeen building up reaches a critical level and Iexplode. it may even be over something totally
unrelated, and she doesn't really understand what
I m so upset about; it's actually all this other
resentment about meekly going along with what Ithought Michelle wanted, its finally coming out.
(Interview 1, p. 31)
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Though lan had elsewhere described both his parents as
heavy drinkers. It was his mother rather than his father
that he described as being alcoholic. Regardless, he
borrows the term "co-dependency from the lexicon of
twelve-step programs
- presumably having been exposed to
It through his participation in the group for adult
children of alcoholics
- to describe his relationship
with his father. He characterizes his relationship with
Michelle as replicating this Interactional pattern.
With Michelle, he Isomorphicly attempts to suppress his
own desires while striving to anticipate and meet those
of Michelle. AS lan describes it, these building
resentments would ultimately lead to an "explosion" in
his Interactions with Michelle.
Michelle addresses the issue of meeting her mother's
and her family's expectations in the following excerpt.
Explanation Excerpt 9
''"''uf'^^^^h-^v^-^^^^ ^?f^^^^ °^ ^^^^^ ^ite livingup, I think Its really gotten in the way,...itnmk.
.
.It came mostly from my mother i mean
tf.^JhH^^i^ i'?''^ ^° ^^^^ fighting, for meIts this Idea that you're not good if you fightyou re not good enough. If you were good enough'things would be very tranquil and everyone wouldbe very happy and pleased and positive all thetime
.
INTERVIEWER: Where did that come from in yourfamily? ^
MICHELLE: About conflict?
INTERVIEWER: Yes, that, as you were saying - and
saying very nicely - that if you're good you're
tranquil all the time <P>,
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never did sel a f^ah^ ^PP^^^nces and that i
fight resofvid Ther; "^f "'^^"^ ^ «
box and everything „ll? i7sl\lol''olen
(Interview l, p. 35)
AS With lan and his father, Michelle's relationship with
her mother had substantial
- though very different -
implications for how she perceived fighting. For
Michelle, fights were equated with badness and failure,
and were an impropriety that would reflect poorly on her
and her family. Both Michelle and Ian may thus be
understood as being tightly bound by the expectations
and examples of their same sex parents, though these
expectations are quite different.
Positive Effects. The preceding excerpts have
considered some of the influences that both lan's and
Michelle's experiences in their families had on their
approaches to conflict in adult relationships. m the
passage below, Michelle and lan describe several of the
effects that they experienced as consequences of these
familial injunctions.
Explanation Excerpt 10
INTERVIEWER: You're saying that you both have a needto measure up to somebody's standards, uhmm, butthen you're also saying you're quite different
... in the way that you fight...
MICHELLE: I think that Ian felt more comfortable -
and (to lan) tell me if I'm wrong - more
comfortable with conflict. That was kind of
reassuring to him, is that right? Or maybe it
was like our conflict sort of told him that we
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cared about each other ^-h^^- r ^
that was a way of navinn ^^^^^^d enough or
rparfior. ^=* p ymg attention or qettina ae ction.
. .maybe it was ^nrf r^p i-i y^^L g
fighting with somebody you • re L 1? tn^f?h^°'' 'whatever you're fightLrabout and thlre^r'however violent the contact is st h-u "lnmedlate contact """'^^ a least there's
MICHELLE: I can see how couples can be verv
d?^Sav"or°aet'''^' '^"^ 1^'°" ho^ toaisplay or get it any other way. We've harl »really hard time, both of us being haoovtogether uhmm, it seems like onl o?ul issupposed to carry the othpr or,= ?
happy, the other^o^e gets to S|-depressld°'There's definitely unity when you're hlv?na a
pfssel olf """"^^ you • re bo?h rlaUy
fellt you
1^"°" e=<3otly how the other person
1
" really alive and you don't ft-eivulnerable, and there's always sort of thepossibility of feeling closet afterwards It's
ihat \T"f^.T t*'^ foundation to 'knJwwn it eels like to fight.
( • • • )
IAN: and, its also like being drunk in a wav vnn
naht'-iis V." "i^''" °^ '^^^ reany\n?Lse'°"fight. It like the world just goes away, its
Its all there is. Just you and this otherperson. Nothing else gets out.
(Interview 1, pp. 37-39)
A surprising number of positive descriptors are utilized
in the preceding passage as Ian and Michelle comment on
their experience of fighting. Conflict is "reassuring,"
making them feel "cared about." it results in "getting
a reaction," or even "full attention" from one's
partner. A sense of "being together," and of making
"immediate contact" is achieved. There is a sense of
"unity" in the conflict and an awareness of "how the
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other person feels." Peeling
"really alive." and no
longer "vulnerable" is also characteristic. There is
also a pervasive sense of oneness with a partner, almost
as If derived from Intoxication. Such a range of
positive attributes to conflict may help to explain why
lan and Michelle were able to sustain their relationship
in spite Of their very different perceptions of
fighting.
summary. Both lan and Michelle offer explanations
of their fights that utilize metaphors of games and
power. Within this construction of their relationship
as a competition, fault-finding and irrationality were
the dominant features during a conflict.
Michelle and lan describe very different experiences
with their families in relation to fighting: lan
regularly witnessed "terrible fights," Michelle "never
did see a fight." Nor did Michelle ever "see a fight
resolved." Neither of them describe being the
recipients of violence in their families. Though not
explicitly stated, it may be presumed from lan's
experience that he had some sense that fights were
survivable. These different experiences of, and beliefs
about fighting clearly had significant consequences as
the couple attempted to negotiate their relationship,
lan's efforts to suppress his desires in favor of
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anticipating and fulfilling Michelle's, and the
prchibitions against fighting that Michelle maintained
meant that as a couple they could experience sustained
periods With little apparent conflict, when a fight did
occur it did so With the force of lan's pent-up
frustrations and to the apocalyptic apprehensions
harbored by Michelle. The unexpected yet desirable side-
effects Of a conflict, e.g., closeness and emotional
intensity, presumably aided the couple in sustaining
their relationship in spite of their divergent
understandings of what fighting might mean.
Alternatives
The intent in presenting the excerpts of the
preceding section was to frame the understandings that
lan and Michelle had arrived at regarding their fights.
The passages included in this section shift the focus to
the couple's perceptions of how they have lessened if
not eliminated, the more extreme types of fights that
had earlier concerned them. As in the preceding
section, these passages are grouped according to a
general connecting theme or function. These groupings
include: a synopsis of resources the couple utilized in
making changes; turning points at which the need for
alternative behaviors were acknowledged; the importance
of self-reflection in transforming the relationship;
redescriptions of the relationship as the method of
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dealing with disputes changed; hypothetical questions
about the consequences of change; and, finally, effects
of participation in the Interviews.
Michelle's Synopsis. Responding to the
interviewer's Inquiry about the couple's awareness of
their differences, Michelle offers a summary of the
resources that the couple utilized in beginning to
transform the ways that they fought.
Alternatives Excerpt 1
INTERVIEWER: How did you become aware that there wasa difference between the two of you about some
fJom%^hf feelings that may have'cime
MICHELLE nh^'^'n^^^ ^^^^e of ?hat-
lan siar?^d ' ^^^^ ^^^^^ Kansas City,'t te going to a counseling grouD for adnH-children of alcoholics and talked Ibout i? alot
fami?r*uhf'h'.'''^'' aicoholicmily, uhm, but some of the things he wastalking about seemed really true for my ?amilv
nonfl -^^^ °^ things like anger andc lict seemed really different from my ^ImUyand I never, really until that happened or until
Ll\^''^fj''^''^ t° counseling myself, though? orrealized how much weight the family i grew up
we've 3ust spent a lot of time in the last fewmonths talking about what we want <p>, kind ofriguring out separately our own stuff.
(Interview l, p. n)
With this brief passage, Michelle identifies four
factors that fostered the couple's success in dealing
with their fights: a self-help group, counseling, self-
reflection, and simply talking together. The remaining
passages expand on these and other aspects of the
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couple's relationship related to changing their approach
to conflict.
™Iia_Polnts. The next two passages focus on the
particular circumstances that prompted the couple's
recognition that alternative behaviors In relation to
disputes were possible for them.
Alternatives Excerpt 2
INTERVIEWER
:
What was it that said to you that this
so.etM:g",°a^'you'descr?b^^ ""^'^ '° ^°
MICHE^^L^^Ih^^ tLi?
"^^^^
LLE A , well, something happened at the end of
head ""f^ ^^^^93 sort of come to a
°'
.... we came to a real fundamental decision
e!ther<P> ' °^ ^^^^ts tha? ii iasi her <P , you know, the question was to stay or
INTERVIEWER:
... Was the fighting still going on as
L^b^Ided^^^^^^^ ^'^^''y - ^adlt
™asf /?e;i'l-r' '^'^^ think atleast I feel ike my part of the decision wasfinally being able to admit that I was veryunhappy. And being able to admit - which I'dnever been able to do before - that I was verydepressed. I have, because of the family I'dgrown up in <P>, my father was uh, sort of <p>what you would call clinically depressed. uhm'and I always looked at that with a great deal ofshame, and I was kind of brought up to have thatside of myself be very secretive and not let
other people in on that. So while that was
something I generated in myself, i really blamedIt on Ian. i couldn't understand us beingtogether for a year and a half and him not takingbetter care of me, or letting me get depressed
or causing me to be depressed. I think I finally
realized that I was very sad and very lonely. ifeel like that was a big change for me. I feltlike I wanted to get some help with that
(Interview 2, pp. 36-37)
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Though not disclosing what the •something" was that
happened early in the preceding summer, Michelle
indicates that this event virtually served as an
ultimatum to the couple about choosing to make a
committment to one another. For her part,
acknowledgement of her own emotional state prompted her
to seek assistance. Both Michelle and Ian contribute to
the construction of the next excerpt.
Alternatives Excerpt 3
INTERVIEWER: Okay, what do you think was <P>
rT.f^^^
the start of this periSd ol your'elationship? i mean, what things have chanaed'
o?slrd^^^;mltS^^ ^^-^ °^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^^t^t'-
MICHELLE: Y'eah.
IAN: It just came to a point where you couldn't ooon, couldn't go on that way. You had to trv and
MICHELLE^'^?' °J itLLE 1 remember how I felt the first
she^w^rsori^nf''?-^^
(the therapist's) office and
S"^^
of like a safeguard, she was sort oflike a referee from which I knew lan couldn't
sta^t'^^r^^^
°^ ^^^'^ something and
or ^ no, i rr^"^ ^ something
^LLk ^^^^^ something up or talk about
^
something, you know, whatever my feelings ofresentment or my feelings of loneliness. And hewas going to be made to listen to me and it wasgoing to cost us thirty five dollars an hour sothat we would try and listen to each other.Seemed like the world didn't fall apart and thesky didn't fall down.
IAN: Yeah. I had kind of the same feeling about itThat we'd go into this room and there 'd be this'
objective person there and I can tell my story
and finally be vindicated and Michelle would be
made by this other person..., she'd be forced tolook at some things about herself, too, that Ifelt she wasn't looking at. i think what
happened was we both had to find out was that
neither one had done a lot about ourselves.
(Interview 2, pp. 33-34)
in revealing their relationship to a therapist, Michelle
and lan note how their self-serving and rather
restricted perspectives on their disputes began to be
transformed. Contrary to what either had hoped as they
began therapy, the therapist did not align with either
one of them. lan and Michelle thus found themselves
being forced to consider other perspectives on what was
occurring in their relationship. Prominent among these
new perspectives was the idea of each of the parties
taking stock of, and responsibility for their respective
attitudes and behaviors.
Self-Reflection. Following on lan's statement in
the preceding excerpt that neither he nor Michelle "had
done a lot about ourselves," the next two passages
present the couple's descriptions of how they began to
reflect on themselves and their respective actions.
Alternatives Excerpt 4
INTERVIEWER: So that's what happened then for you -
or what has happened or is happening - isdeveloping some other awareness about it fi efighting) . \ • •
/
IAN: Yeah, If you have a sense of why you're upset
and why you feel angry - because its happened
many times before and you've thought about it
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le?'go':f?h'that%:|f -^i"-"" Just to
It, I know ^ knoi^? 1^"^ ^"u^""^^ ^bout
seems, it seLs dishonest
, t°'^^ '
"
to backslide -^^"one , and i seems useless
IITVITLT " ^^^'^ dishonest?
BXo^nr out^ a-?e^^L-«-?|^^ V "
(Interview 2, p. 4)
in contrast with his statement in Explanation Excerpt 2
that fighting "came so naturally," was "comfortable,"
and had a "reflex" quality about it, lan here asserts
that engaging in a fight with Michelle would be to
"backslide," and would be "dishonest." Whereas he
attributed his previous attitude to his failure to think
about what he was doing, the latter position is based on
his heightened awareness of needing to confront
"upsetting feelings."
With input from Ian, Michelle traces the development
of her own self awareness in the following passage. She
first comments on the consequences of ongoing fighting.
Alternatives Excerpt 5
MICHELLE:
...There's no room for honesty after a
while. There's no, I mean there's no safe placeto be to say things which are honest. And Idon't know, I guess I started asking myself
questions, or that same question over and over-
"Why am I choosing to do this? Why am I choosing
to fight?... To remind myself that it may be a
reflex but there's always some choice about it,to make it seem, you know, in a way I was
I17
de^lre"L°me'for??'' ^^'^ '''"'^^ need or
INTERVIEWER: What enabled you to refler-f .
go to 'therapy. That s'TquesLon thltlan"''"^
'
brought up from somewhere no uo„,? >that: "Why are vn,. r-h^„^ I <^^" remembe
.^^Lt--<t- e K a y-r r-^^
was ready^?o\i°^n^^ti;jg^ ^^^""^^ ^°
''^"i ^?^„L?nt:u^I%^""^,4L^he point in our
rather an n€€ s r, 4-i JJ^' ^eeze, why would you
rtl^ll fLft'aS
^L^s?^°"
°^ ^° ^° ^^-P
MICHELLE: • "
. ,
.
^
but it made me have to answer to ^1^''^' °"'interviewer: so that was a help^Ll'V'e^iion at that
Sas helpful
<3"^^tion you could hear and it
MICHELLE: And its a question I could always answer
IAN
thought long enough about it-
phrased in a different tone and alifflrent^^av""than I might have phrased it months and mSnth^
??om .J/^^Kl P''"^^^'^ ^" ^n accusatory way or
desTrfto'ae? th°"'^H''- " - genuine
what th^ nh^^ ? ^''^"S resolved; to find outn r ne obstacle was.
INTERVIEWER: What do you think enabled you to askthe question in that way^
IAN: Ahh I think just getting to the point where Iwas sick of fighting all the time, sick of notgetting along, it seemed like it was jus? iSst
(Interview 3, pp. 16-19)
Acknowledging that choice - not simply reflex - was
involved in fighting, Michelle notes how beginning to go
to therapy, as well as lan's "why" question, served to
support her attempts at evaluating her own behaviors.
Pertaining to the causal question that Ian had
introduced, he comments on how shifting to a less
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accusatory tone and phrasing enhanced the utility of the
question. Furman and Ahola (1988) suggest numerous
advantages for therapists in asking clients for their
causal explanations for events. One of these advantages
is the development of "systemic empathy." By being
"aware of the explanations that each person gives for
the behavior of others, it is &ri^i^^^, -Lc IS easier... to appreciate the
sensibility of seemingly unreasonable behavior" (p.
403). AS lan asked for Michelle's causal explanations
for her actions, and she began as well to ask herself
for such explanations, both were able to better
understand and perhaps begin to change those actions.
Redescribinq the Relationship. m Explanation
Excerpt 10, a number of positive adjectives were
utilized by lan and Michelle in describing some of the
effects of their fighting. These ascriptions focused on
perceptions of closeness and intensity of connection in
the couple's relationship that were a result of the
fights. As the couple succeeding in altering the
influence and place that fighting held in their
relationship, the corresponding feelings of intimacy and
connection were also altered. The two passages that
follow comment on how the couple had begun to redescribe
their relationship in order to account for the loss of
these byproducts of fighting.
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Alternatives Excerpt 6
fighting) radical and less extreme (than
MICHELLE:
...talking about it now t
'™^uTthr^rs^°" ""'^-^ ^-i'^S 5°ne
MICHELLE:
-v«=^h ,
sort Of think about it aftej a^Mle
'
'Lit thi ^
(Interview 2, pp. 39-40)
Michelle draws an analogy between the Christian belief
of gaining reward through suffering and sacrifice, and
her attainment with lan of a more understanding and
loving relationship via the ordeal of their fights, she
further deduces that their relationship "must be love"
because the couple has been able to maintain their
relationship in spite of their fights.
Alternatives Excerpt 7
INTERVIEWER:
...Knowing what you know about your
relationship now, looking back do you think atthat stage there was something that was useful innot resolving those things? Or in - I guess you
were specifically saying - doing some things that
were not going to resolve the conflict^
IAN: Well, I, yeah, I don't like the word useful...
maybe it was functional
. I know that now - not
'
so much now, but a few months ago when things
started to calm down - we stopped really having
this kind of fights, it did for a while - a long
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time
- feel like something was mlssinr,
orthe"emo^''^" r*^" °" ex?ltemen":as^;t there
for ?
^"^°tional ups-and-downs Is what I livel'
'""'^S^l -"--t with that.
^'^''jtl ^^^""^^'"^
getting more comfortable with it
rih-—
^
Tri: :ii't^rii<^^i.r?SatTe
INTERVIEWER: What's your perception. Michelle^
"^|SJ^a ^'^^^^^^^/^^^ things ha.e
roles we played in the old ways ... .
(Interview 2, pp. 31-33)
In the preceding passage, lan notes the feeling that
"something was missing" when his fights with Michelle
stopped. He first describes this feeling as a "horrible
calm," though with the interviewer's further inquiry he
shifts to describing the calmness as corresponding with
a sense of sanity and the ability to "get things done".
Michelle describes the antecedent conditions to the more
calm period in her relationship with Ian as "feeling
more self-sufficient
. . . and less dependent" on one
another. Refocusing on these attributes of their
relationship in the absence of their earlier intense
fights, seems to signal the couple's greater sense of
security with one another and with their abilities to
deal with disputes.
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Hypothetical nuosHon.^. The two passages that
follow focus on what Ian and Michelle anticipate that
they would do or say In two hypothetical situations:
first. If they were to advise other couples concerned
about fighting; and, second, how they would explain
fighting to their children.
Alternatives Excerpt 8
INTERVIEWER:
...Looking back over your ownexperiences, particularly around fightinqwhat would you advise other couples^ho Ire *
'
dealing with similar experiences around ?Ights-What would you advise them to do to try to shiftso they could be at a point where the7we?e moreable to resolve things without such extremerights or violence?
IAN: well, I guess my advice would be: find out -whether It's by talking together or by go?nq to atherapist
- how much of what you're figh?lnqabout IS out there and how much is inside
fhVnS^ "'^'^y people fight about
bu^ tLw ^^^""i ^^^y understand the issues^^^lly at all. Because the issuethat they think they're fighting about is thewrong .issue. it's something internal and onceyou start to understand those internal thingsthose kinds of inner feelings..., you can head
off most of them.
. .
.
MICHELLE:
..I think these things, fights, like ours
are. like having some kind of secret disease.
Its like what alcoholism is, or bulimia or
something where its very private, and the longerIt goes on the less and less light there is onit. But I can remember this feeling of sort of
ecstasy when we went to see J. (their therapist)
the first and second times: "Our secret is
out . . . • "
(Interview 3, pp. 15-20)
Drawing on their own perceived success, the couple
emphasizes that other couples concerned with fights
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might delineate between issues that are relational, and
those that are "internal" issues for the individual
participants. They identify talking, either alone or
with a therapist, as the vehicle for making this
delineation. m her concluding statement, Michelle
emphasizes the sense of secrecy that pervaded the
couple's relationship when they were fighting. Madanes
(1990) has noted the centrality of secrecy to the
perpetuation of a relationship violation perhaps even
more serious than extreme fighting and violence:
incest. Once secrecy about behaviors such as incest,
substance abuse, or fighting within a family is
dispelled, the coalitions that have sustained the
particular behaviors are disrupted and the behavior
itself is diminished.
Alternatives Excerpt 9
INTERVIEWER: If you were someday to have childrenhow would you, what would you tell them about
'
tights or what would you want to pass on to themabout how it feels to be in conflicts ordisagreements?
IAN: "Your father is always right!" (laughs) Boyyou know, I mean, you think, "When I have kids
I m not going to make the same mistakes" but I
sure do worry about it. But then you know I canbe really argumentative myself: argument for the
sake of arguing. I feel better about it now, but
I would worry about doing that with my kids. And
I <P>, what I really, i really hope that I could
encourage them to speak their minds no matter
that it was in direct opposition to what I was
expressing or not.
INTERVIEWER: And that would be contrary to the
position you were describing yourself being in?
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IAN: Yeah, definitely.
when I was growina ud t ri-iHr..!- C ^f^^r had
flaht T4- n^t^- tn ^ didn't know how torign . It instilled in me this fear of rnn^-i-i^-t-and I never understood how to go about resoli^n^an argument. A lot of our earlv f iahfc. f! ^?
verbally, or whatever; lan chasing me becanc^i t
hope'bfthrfime^r' 'j^'^'^^' J^h,'r:ould'
-^f T It t ^ t° having children
ly. ^.
° " ^^^^ ^ wouldn't feel as insecure as {think my parents did about that kind conlnctor expressing a different opinion than I dSf:!?
(Interview 3, pp. 10-11)
Framing his response in terms of not wanting to "make
the same mistakes" as his parents, lan emphasizes the
importance of encouraging children to "speak their
minds." Assuming a similar stance in relation to what
her mother and father did or didn't do as parents,
Michelle anticipates that her children would not only
see her fight, they would also observe how she resolves
those fights.
Summary. The couple's success at altering the way
that fighting was effecting their relationship hinged on
their ability to begin recognizing one another's
different experiences and perspectives as legitimate.
Further, each had to begin taking responsibility for
their own actions and beliefs. Both of these steps were
prompted by an event - the undisclosed "something" that
Michelle alludes to at the start of Alternatives Excerpt
2 - apparently outside of the couple's control, and
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subsequently by their engagement in therapy. m the
couple's estimation, by remaining impartial the
therapist facilitated the recognition that both Ian and
Michelle should take responsibility for his/her own
behaviors. The couple was thus compelled to see other
perspectives on their relationship, once the couple
became oriented to these new perspectives,
"backsliding"
into their former adversarial and accusatory positions
became more difficult and was understood by both as
being dishonest.
In speculating on how they would address with
children the issue of fighting, lan and Michelle each
emphasized that they would want to see offspring have
the experiences in relation to fighting that they
themselves failed to have or to witness as children.
Specifically, lan would want children to feel free to
speak their minds, even if their opinions didn't conform
with a parent's position. Michelle would want to
demystify fighting by allowing children to be aware of
it, and, perhaps more importantly, to witness the
resolution of a dispute.
Narration
As with each of the other couples that participated
in the research, the content of Michelle and lan's
narratives is inextricably linked with the way that the
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narrative is presented. Further, there are certain
relational aspects between the person that is telling an
account at any one „t and those persons listening to
that narration, that influence the way in which the
narrative is organized and presented. Though Ian and
Michelle assert that they were never actually physically
violent with one another, the sensitivity and
carefulness with which they construct and relate the
narratives of their fights does not seem to be
diminished in comparison with other couple's whose
fights did include physical violence. These aspects of
constructing and relating Michelle's and lan's
narratives will be considered in this section.
Particular attention will be paid to the problems faced
by each party as the teller of a narrative, as they
construct an account that addresses both the interviewer
and the other partner as listeners.
As with the other couples in the study, the given
teller of a narrative at any time must be mindful of two
listeners, one of whom is the partner that he or she
fought with, the other being the interviewer. In order
to establish and maintain credibility with the
interviewer as one of the listeners, the teller must
refrain from omitting events of a conflict that will
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cause the other listener - their partner who had been
engaged with them in the fights
-to take issue with the
account
.
in the three excerpts included in the Picture
section, first Michelle and then lan address the issue
of the description of their fights as serious, though
never having escalated to the inclusion of physical
violence. Michelle describes in Picture Excerpt l how
the couple had gotten along well for the first six
months of their relationship. After that lapse of time,
she and Ian began to "have some really disturbing
fights," though "not physically violent." Michelle then
proceeds to specify that these fights included the
throwing of things ("but we've never hit each other"),
as well as "screaming.
. .heavy silence
...and
stubbornness." Similarly, in Picture Excerpt 3, Ian
asserts that "...verbally I think I got violent - never
physically violent - verbally .. .just in the way I
talked." From the perspective of orienting the
interviewer as listener to the narratives, these
statements of the specificity of the fights serve at
least two purposes. First, in terms of providing
information they make very clear the parameters of what
did and did not occur between the couple during their
fights. Second, framed in terms of not wanting to
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disappoint the interviewer, the directness and clarity
of these statements also begins to create a sense of
candidness between the couple and the interviewer. lan
and Michelle thus invite the interviewer to listen to
their accounts in a manner that may reasonably be
assumed to incline him to be empathic to each of them.
Once Michelle has made the preceding clarification
in Picture Excerpt 1 of what occurred during her fights
with lan, she defers the interviewer's request for a
sequential description of one of the couple's fights.
Asking lan, "Do you want to tell him?" opens the role of
narrator to lan. Up to this point, the brief segment of
transcript presented has given no indication that one of
the parties was more responsible for, or aggressive in
the couple's fights. However, Michelle's question may
be interpreted as offering lan the opportunity to
present an account from his perspective, and thus save
face if he is particularly reproachable for his role in
the fights. Alternatively, Michelle's invitation may
also be asking lan to take a greater degree of
responsibility for describing his actions in the fight.
She might thus be implying that Ian was somehow more at
fault, or that he has failed to concede culpability for
his actions on previous occasions. Such moves might be
seen as vestiges of what each of the parties had
described as the cent ral i f-^/ ^r i ty of power and position in
their conflicts.
Accepting Michelle's offer to narrate the account of
one of their fights, lan proceeds in Picture Excerpt 1
to comment on "the worst fights" that the couple had
experienced. Corresponding with lan's account are the
sequence of narrative structures described by Labov and
Fanshel (1977): abstract, orientation, sequencing, and
coda. lan presents an abstract, i.e., "the general
proposition that the narrative will exemplify" (p. i06),
in his initial sentence: "Well, i think the worst fights
we've had are probably about <P>, ah <P>, jealousy."
This statement signals the listeners that the following
account will have to do with the couple's "worst fights"
and that these revolved around the feeling of jealousy,
lan's next sentence describes a range of behaviors that
would typically happen in a fight: "...slamming doors,
stomping around," etc., again emphasizing that these
behaviors occurred as "the result of jealousy." This
information begins to orient the listener to the events
that will be recounted in the narrative.
The sentence excerpted below indicates that the body
of the narrative itself is beginning to be presented.
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This sentence shifts from generalized to specific
comments which serve to orient the listener to a
particular time and a particular incident.
Ian then proceeds with the sequential recounting of
the events of this particular episode, maintaining the
temporal and situational parameters of the narrative.
The end of this particular narrative segment is
signalled by Ian when he states, "But I've never had any
inclination, even momentary, to strike, to be violent to
her." This statment is a coda that shifts the
listeners away from the the details of a particular
incident, and out of the temporal frame of the incident
that Ian chose to recount. The narrator and listeners
thus refocus in the present.
In this manner, Ian responded to Michelle's
invitation to relate an account of their conflict with a
description that focused on his jealousy, his resultant
rage, and his abusive behaviors towards her. In so
acknowledging his actions, he maintains a connection
with Michelle in her dual perspective as both having
experienced the events, and now listening to lan's
recounting of them. By thus disclosing his actions to
the other listener, the interviewer, he establishes his
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credibility as a narrator, with his final comment about
never having had an inclination to strike Michelle, he
endeavors to establish himself with the interviewer as
being not only credible, but also as being devoid of
certain undesirable feelings.
Regardless of the motivation in Michelle's inquiry
or lan's response, the telling of this account is a
pivotal event in how each of the parties subsequently
relate their narratives. As noted by Goffman (1959),
"Participant's contribute to a single over-all
definition of the situation which involves not so much a
real agreement as to what exists but rather a real
agreement as to whose claims concerning what issues will
be temporarily honored" (pp 9-IO). The claims made in
his account are apparently agreeable not only to Ian as
he presents them, but to Michelle who tacitly assents to
them. Once this narrative is implicitly accepted for
the context of the interviews, it may be used as a
reference point for the couple as they proceed to
elaborate the accounts of their conflict.
In presenting the account, lan took responsibility
not only as the narrator but also for having initiated
the aggressive actions in the episode that he
describes. Once this framework of responsibility is
established for Ian, Michelle seems to be freed to
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reveal her fears about the possibility of being hit, and
the clear course of action that she would then follow.
She notes that her fears are not so much specific to
lan's behaviors, but more generally related to her
uncertainties about conflict. As Michelle constructs
her account in the various excerpts, she oscillates
toward and away from the specific issues of conflicts
with lan. She utilizes the expectations about
maintaining appearances and the injunctions against
fighting that she learned in her family of origin to
establish a logic for her position regarding fights with
Ian. She emphasizes the importance of taking
responsibility for her own feelings and wellbeing as she
describes how she has reconciled herself to dealing with
conflict. Ultimately, she indicates what she believes
to be the significant modeling that can occur when
children observe their parents fighting and resolving
conflicts. Michelle's evolution as the teller of a
narrative in some ways parallels the transformation she
describes in how she has come to deal with conflict: she
was initially guarded, looking for Ian to take
responsibility for the conflict, but eventually came to
identify her own sense of responsibility and agency.
In developing his account, lan also uses experiences
and beliefs derived from growing up in his family to
create a logic to support why he behaved as he
originally did in relation to conflict with Michelle.
AS his account progresses, Ian Interposes feelings of
disgust and saturation with fighting in order to create
a sense of distance and detachment between himself and
his words and actions during a fight. In his role as
narrative teller, Ian thus encompasses the distinction
between taking responsibility for his behaviors and
distancing himself from, and reflecting upon those same
behaviors
.
Interviewer
Since this couple began the first interview by
emphasizing that they had never actually been physically
violent with one another, the interviewer immediately
wondered how this would effect the course of the
interviews. Further, he wondered whether to include
them in the sample at all. The definition of what
constitutes physical violence in relationships is at
best quite broad as exemplified by the descriptions
included in the Conflict Tactics Scale. At worst, it is
quite vague and subject to stereotypical assumptions.
Therefore the interviewer decided to attempt to obtain
an explicit, behavioral description of what the couple
had indicated were "disturbing fights."
In the three excerpts of the Picture section,
interviewer tries various ways of posing a questioning
in order to ascertain the behavioral acts included in
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this couple's fights. The interviewer emphasized
language that would hopefully elicit responses in
behavioral terms. Key phrases used by the interviewer
included "describe the sequence of how a fight would
evolve," "give me a vignette of what happened," "what
would you do... what would happen in a sequence like
that." This form of question was successful in
eliciting a fairly detailed, behavioral description of
what had occurred in at least one of the couple's fights
as evidenced by Picture Excerpts 1 and 3 . Beyond the
initial emphasis placed by the couple on not having been
physically violent with one another, the interviewer's
approach in questioning did not appear to cause the
couple to withdraw or become unusually defensive about
albeit sensitive issues in their relationship.
Aside from the above particular distinction in how
the interviewer interviewed the couple, the other ways
that he posed questions in attempting to elicit the
couple's understandings about their fights did not
depart greatly from the modes utilized with the other
couples. In excerpts included in the Explanations
section, the interviewer asked directly for
clarification or elaboration of a participant's comment
by focusing on a keyword, e.g.. Explanations Excerpt 2,
"What was easy about it?." Elsewhere, as in
Explanations Excerpt 4, the Interviewer asked the
narrator about the origins of an Idea, "where did that
idea come from?". At other points, the Interviewer's
paraphrasing of one of the participants statements might
prompt the participant to further elaborate their
position as in Explanations Excerpt l. By asking
questions about whether a narrator's partner was aware
of a particular viewpoint held by the narrator, e.g..
Explanation Excerpt 4, the interviewer attempted to
Increase the richness and complexity of the
understanding presented by the couple. Throughout, the
interviewer attempted to maintain a position of
acceptance, curiouslty and Interest in the couple's
accounts
.
As with the two preceding couples, the interviewer
continued to make efforts with Ian and Michelle to
encourage them to identify specific things that they had
done that they felt had contributed to transforming
their fights to a less threatening mode. These efforts
may be traced in the questions that the Interviewer used
as punctuations of one or the other of the narrator's
comments Included in the Alternatives section. For
example. In Alternatives excerpt 1 the Interviewer asks
Michelle how she had "become aware " of the differences
between her and Ian about fights. The interviewer asks
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the couple what signaled the beginning of a period of
change that altered their way of fighting in
Alternatives Excerpt 3. in Alternatives Excerpt 5, the
interviewer asks Michelle "What enabled you to reflect
in that way?" about her contribution to the couples
fights. All of these comments emphasized the agency
that the couple had utilized in changing their
relationship so that their fights were less threatening.
Research Participat j on
in the following excerpt, lan and Michelle are asked
by the interviewer to discuss the effects of talking in
the context of the research interviews about their past
experiences with fighting
.
INTERVIEWER: I think you had described how younad at one time gone downstairs and felt reallv
?hH''LH''°V^fu'^ ^^"^e back up and pulled
K
^^^,4°thes off. HOW was it for you to talkabout that and to talk in a fair amount ofdetail about it?
IAN: Well, its embarrassing first of all, uhmmm, itsembarrassing to talk about it to other peopl4 tosomeone you don't know, and its embarrassing to
me to admit that I used to be - not that I'm not
still capable of doing that kind of thing - butthat I used to do that kind of thing regularly
ahh, and it's pretty painful. That stuff ispretty painful, but it's also helped to show mehow far we've come. So I'm thinking, as I'm
thinking mostly it's been comforting
MICHELLE: The thing we were talking about last
Saturday after we left here, lan said on the wayhome, "Can't believe after all the shit, you
know, sort of seeing something from the third
person, seeing that couple back there and what
they went through," he said, "I can't believe
that we stayed together through all that." And
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ihn.^r^ ""^^ ^^^^ excruciating to thinkabout now, i guess because we sort of blank out
rlahlT. ?h know, a lot of painight in t e instant. So now it seems somehow
<IT o?'th.^° ^^'^ in?ellectuXP>, r at question that I asked myself vouknow, "How is it that through all tSaf ^hichwe'd never gone through with other people beforethat we stayed together or why^" o tIAN: YOU know it was also, ah, aside from it's beinaembarrassing and also reassuring, comforting to
iHas "^r^elfi'l-j^i'^^^P^^'^' talkln^boutrwa It felt a little bit, l felt a little bit
tMna'^thS^T f "^^i^ the kind of
feS^f ? hLn^r ^rr^'^"^^'" s° ^ ^^^nk that i
u if ad 't gotten past that point, Iprobably wouldn't have been able to talk aboutir, or have been so ashamed of myself, felt stillin ^ the middle of it, probably couldn't talk aboit
(Interview 3, pp. 5-7)
The preceding passage reiterates themes presented in
earlier excerpts grouped as self-reflections and
redescriptions of the relationship. Noting how
"embarrassing" and "painful" it is to talk about the
details of the fights, Ian refocuses on how these
recollections are also "comforting" - even conveying a
sense of "triumph" - by virtue of indicating the
transformations that the couple has made in their
relationship. Michelle's comment alludes to her earlier
framing in Alternatives Excerpt 6 of the couple's
fighting as an ordeal that they had endured and were
thus rewarded with a loving relationship. The couple
thus casts the discomforts and potential risks that
arise during the course of the interviews as they
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recount the stories of their disputes, in a manner that
emphasizes their sucpp^cip^c? ^4- ^t>uccesses at transforming their
relationship.
Couple Number Four: Leslie and Philip
several characteristics particularly distinguish
this fourth of the five couples who participated in the
study. Leslie and Philip had been together the longest
of any of the couples: having been married for most of
the more than fifteen years since they had met. Though
several of the interviewees had children from previous
relationships, this was the only couple to have children
of their own. Among those women interviewed for the
study, Leslie was not alone as a woman who had acted in
violent ways in relation to her partner. Katherine,
Maggie, and Karen of the first, second, and fifth
couples respectively, also described a variety of
violent behaviors that they each had enacted. However,
Leslie and Maggie were the only women who clearly
indicated that they had initiated violence. The
interviews with this couple were completed in February,
1990, and were also unique in that they took place at
the couple's home due to their childcare and
transportation situations. These and other
characteristics will be further discussed in the
following more detailed profile of the relationship
between Leslie and Philip.
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^gg^il£tjA^e_Characterlstics
Leslie and Philip had met when she was in her
midteens and he was in his early twenties. Leslie noted
that their decision to marry was made, "within two days"
of that first meeting. Further, "within four weeks of
meeting each other," they made a "very conscious
decision
... that we wouldn't have kids till we felt we
were ready." The couple stated that they made this
decision since "we were coming out of such a horrible
time," alluding to the effects of marital problems
experienced by Leslie's parents. when the interviews
took place, the couple had two children under five years
of age.
The couple had relocated from an urban area to the
small rural community where they were interviewed
approximately two years prior to participating in the
research. Philip stated that the demands of his prior
employment in industry had interferred with the level of
involvement that he desired with Leslie and their
children. He indicated a much greater degree of
personal satisfaction as a teacher. Staying at home to
raise the couple's children, Leslie utilized her
creative skills to increase the family's income. Leslie
stated that the small honorarium I was able to give them
for their participation in the study was another example
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of how she was always alert for opportunities to add to
the family's financial resources. Summarizing the
couple's various endeavors, Philip commented that, "We
work mainly to allow us to be a family."
Background of Violence
Leslie initiated contact with the Interviewer by
responding to an advertisement for study participants
placed in a regional periodical. During the initial
telephone contact, she described her past, physical
fights with Philip as, "husband abuse, a subject that
people want to avoid." a more reciprocal description of
the couple's fighting - if not the violent acts
themselves
- emerged in the course of the interviews as
will be exemplified in the following passages. The
couple noted that they had done, "a lot of talking"
about their fighting with one another as well as with
others which had, "brought us to a much healthier
place." Thus, they indicated that participation in the
study, "seems like a way that it might be helpful to
other couples instead of just us."
According to Philip, the first year and a half of
the couple's marriage was when most of the physical
fighting took place. The couple agreed that Leslie had
first introduced violence into their fighting by hitting
Philip. Though he did not initially respond in kind to
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Leslie's striking him, Philip noted that after several
such physical acts by Leslie he had struck her during
the course of an argument.
Responding to the items on the Conflict Tactics
Scale that are indicative of "minor" violence (items K,
L and M), the couple agreed that Leslie had, "thrown
something" (item K) at Philip in three to ten instances
over the course of their fifteen year relationship.
They further agreed that on at least one to as many as
ten occasions
- with Leslie having a higher frequency -
each had either, "pushed, grabbed, or shoved" (item L)
or, "slapped" (item M) the other. Considering their
responses to the, "severe" violence items (items N
through S), the couple agreed that Philip had been,
"kicked, bit, or hit with a fist" (item N) by Leslie on
at least two, and as many as ten occasions.
Philip further responded that both he and Leslie
had, "hit or tried to hit" one another, "with something"
(Item 0), ranging from once for himself to between three
and five times that Leslie had done so. Leslie
responded negatively for both Philip and herself on this
item. Philip further noted that in one instance, Leslie
had, "beat him up" (item P); again, Leslie responded
negatively. Whatever the reason for this discrepancy in
responses, physically violent acts were clearly
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established as having been an integral factor in the
couple's past fights.
Again acknowledging that such violent acts occurred
predominately in the earlier stages of their marriage,
Philip and Leslie stated that they had, "pretty much-
eliminated violence in their relationship at the time of
the interviews. Philip commented that, "it's been a
long time since we've really done anything. The worst
thing was the ^head-banging routine' (referring to
instances when Leslie would intentionally hit her head
against a wall) a couple of times recently, but not real
recently. But in the last couple of years that's about
it, in terms of violence against each other."
The couple had never been involved with the police
or legal system in relationship to the violence in their
fights. Nor did they indicate ever having sustained an
injury that required medical treatment as a result of
any of the episodes. They both had talked with friends
about these incidents. Neither had discussed the
physical aspects of their fights with their parents or
other family members, though both noted that their
respective sets of parents had some degree of awareness
of the stresses in their early relationship. Earlier in
their relationship, the couple had gone together to
consult a therapist, "about the way we were interacting
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... which prompted us to talk about it (the violent
fights) a little bit more." Leslie noted that she
continued seeing the therapist individually, "for
depression
...because of the baggage I carried around
from my family." The couple did not indicate having
sought any other professional intervention related to
the violence in their conflicts.
Picture
In the following passages, Leslie and Philip
describe the patterns of the fights during which
violence had occurred in the earlier phases of their
relationship. included are sequential descriptions of
when Leslie's violent acts were directed at Philip. The
couple also recounts Philip's hitting of Leslie at a
time in their relationship.
Picture Excerpt 1
INTERVIEWER:
...What was happening in your fightsback then, let's say?
PHILIP: I grew up and - the way I was when we got
married
- i was not very good at expressing a lot
ot things and I particularly disliked fighting.
It was <P>, fighting of any nature was incredibly
upsetting to me. it still is to some degree.
But, that's why <P>, one of the things that I'mlearning is part of it, its just from my family
background. It's just something that I did not
enjoy, and would try to avoid at any cost. So, I
think the fights tended to be fairly one-sided.'
In one sense Leslie would do a lot of the
talking, a lot of the (L: Yelling) yelling (L:
Yelling). I just basically would let it build up
inside me until it got to the point where I
couldn't deal with any more.
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•cause I don't feel like T^m ^^.^^^^9 violent,
by anyone ^ ^^^"^^ ^^^^^ at all
^^^awful
somebody or do something
violence which Leslie would inltlat7oJ fwould
again. But being the kind of perso^ Lesl^e i
'"^tL^^east. it helped ^'^^Tt't:^^]^^ ^
LE^^tI' ' ^^IP situation very oftenSLIE: Because then it would just start over
nioh?* bu^tL'^ "^^^t ^g^in thatg t, ut he pattern would start over againsoon and I never felt heard.
(Interview l, t ranscriptionist 1, pp. 17-19)
In the preceding passage, Leslie and Philip
collaborated in constructing a sequential description of
a prototypical fight that escalated to violence. Their
descriptions echo one another in the apparent frustation
that arose when neither felt that they were being
"heard" by the other. As the account continues in the
next segment, the interviewer shifts the focus to one
particular aspect in the behavioral progression of such
a fight.
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Picture Excerpt 2
INTERVIEWER: What would you notice about h.-n, ^
gooa in that situation. He'd c:f;^K^- ^;^v,4-- i. ,
he L and <pT ThS "'°^e <P> verbally adept than
s!tuIkon ' ^" emotional
™'wL'id'g:^scarld^7'"" ^'"""^ ^° ^^^^ ^
(Interview l, t. l, pp. 18-19)
The interviewer's question to Leslie about what
indications her husband gave that he was going to leave
at some stage in a fight, led to a more detailed
description of this aspect of the couple's disputes.
Occurring shortly after Leslie offered the above
comments, the next passage presents Philip's perspective
on the further evolution of his own behaviors in the
fights
.
Picture Excerpt 3
PHILIP:
...What I found happening - this is, uhm,basically this is the first year and a half that
we were married that all this happened - she,
uhm, there were a few fights where she would 'end
up throwing things or getting violent and I began
to find myself responding and doing the same
sorts of things. That would really upset me.
The first time I hit Leslie - she had hit me
several times by that time - the first time I hit
her it scared me so, ah, I mean that ended the
fight right there.
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LESLIE: It sure did, didn't it^.INTERVIEWER: Do you rememhpr /^A.-h
that- €^r.u+. , ^^niemDe what the sequence in
PHILIP: It may have been, probably, but that <p^ t
it :ii irU\rand that really did a number on'me. Ah voS""'know even <P>. it happened several tlm^s^but thefirst time was the worst it =:tiii K„i:i,
vmij'ir ' fights' :^ej^ w'rg'e\^^^^-
but iLt^^nf^ throwing things so much
know^ ''"'^ "^^'^y "P=^t= its you
LESLIE:
easy ploy to get you.
°' ^""""^^
(Interview l, t. i, pp. 29-30)
The couple's respective descriptions of the
behavioral sequence of the events in a fight are
basically in agreement. As may be expected in a
narrative about one's actions in a fight, self-
justifications for the behaviors portrayed in each of
their accounts have begun to be readily apparent in the
preceding passage. Philip describes himself as being in
a reactive position, first avoiding and then adopting
Leslie's more extreme actions. Leslie notes how she
welcomed her husband's more expressive behaviors in
contrast to his initial lack of response. Yet
she also sees her own actions as "unfair" and as
"ploys." In the final excerpt in this section, the
couple discloses how a fight culminated after Philip had
hit Leslie.
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Picture Excerpt 4
INTERVIEWER: When it did happen <P> let's t«li.
hlt°"her'' l^m"'%'^4 y°'' 'hat J^^'had
you se^eralllL: p? ei^'Sf?E>5e1 f^
PHIL^P^fd you'L^'herf-'
-
""'^^ "^^
degree 'of su?pr se,T?Alnf"^thrif ^ .LESLIE: Yeah, (laughs yeah. ' ^^^^ happened.
INTERVIEWER ,to Leslie,: so-you were very surprised
LESLIE: =The first time. I was surprised. i was
hinm.)
.cause I figured if he e^e^hit^.e ITc^I'd be terrified, but I wasn't. i was jus?
'
really surprised and responded so strongly to his
lSsr<P>'''h/^ ^ff ^ig^t. BecauL^e was
T^vL n^.^^ ^°?}^^ he'd just seen
surprised too that I wasn't afraid, ! I • uhmmm
- a ^ i -F ho o„^^ i.^^.i
D
W
exas Chainsaw Massacre":7?V Uh huho^nrhe'wasso upset and so horrified that it let out the
InJ^C^"^ ^^^^^ ^ ^^^y strong
right then because
- it was just like it was more
sThor??fied ?h''"'.\° '^"^ ^^^^ had beeno horrif t an whatever we were fiqhtina
about That was the first time, after that itchanged. But the first time it did thatINTERVIEWER (to Philip): Okay, so you we^e'able toor Leslie was able to kind of respond to your
'
being horrified. ^
LESLIE: Instant perspective, (I: uh huh) the firsttime, instant perspective.
INTERVIEWER: Uh huh. What happened then, once you
made that instant shift?
LESLIE: Yes, it worked once, it didn't work a
second time. The second time, i hit him back
again and we got into a tussle, I realized thatthis hurts and its not fun, it doesn't work, andPhilip was with me on that. (P: Yeah.)
(Interview l, t. l, pp. 31-32)
Summary: Description of a Fight
. The transcript
excerpts in this section conclude with Leslie and Philip
voicing their agreement that hitting one another
"doesn't work." In the preceding passages, the couple
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had presented their positions as manifest In their
fights: not being "very good at verbal expression" and
abhoring fighting, Philip withdrew in the face of an
argument. Leslie became increasingly tenacious as she
encountered "a brick wall." Though there was momentary
convergence in a fight as both "yelled" at one another,
this concordance was short-lived, interrupted by either
Philip's departure or by Leslie's - and later, Philip's
violence
.
The choreography of interaction during the couple's
fights as recounted in these narratives is intricatedly
interwoven in a complementary fashion, e.g., where
Philip is reticent, Leslie is verbally "adept." The
implications of this interrelationship become strikingly
apparent as Leslie recalls her reaction in the first
instance when Philip hit her. Initially surprised,
Leslie's maternal instincts quickly overrode any
feelings of fear or anger that she may have had as a
response to being hit by Philip, she acted to comfort
him in his "horrified" state and, having gained "instant
perspective," the couple's struggle over the issue
around which the fight developed, was dissipated.
Relational balance for the couple was thus quickly
restored with the partners in positions that again
complement one another. Leslie's comment that the next
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time Philip hit her resulted not in diffusing the fight
but a mutual "tussle," denotes the transience of this
balance. Neither the complementarity of the couple's
earlier interactions in fights, nor the symmetrical
nature of mutual hitting offered viable solutions for
their disputes.
The next section addresses how the couple came to
understand their fights - particularly those that
culminated in violence
- and the potential consequences
for their relationship if such behaviors were sustained.
Leslie and Philip describe how they began to explain not
simply the violent behaviors but the context of the
fighting in which the violence occurred.
Explanations
One explanation for the couple's fights was already
offered in the preceding passages as is reiterated here
by Leslie: "A fight often happens because I don't feel
heard or because he doesn't feel heard." Not being
heard implies more than merely auditory discrepancies
between Philip and Leslie, suggesting belief systems and
relational complexities that inhibit the responsiveness
of one partner to the other, in spite of the initial
directness and apparent simplicity of this explanation,
many of the rationales constructed by the couple for the
violent acts and the fights within which these acts
occurred are similarly multi-layered and intertwined.
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The explanatory passages that follow are loosely
Clustered according to thematic elements that stood out
to the researcher as each of the transcribed interviews
was reconsidered. The primary groupings defined in this
review were: Interactional processes; role distinctions,
particularly as they were influenced by the couple's
beliefs about gender, and - as will be seen in a
subsequent section
- religion; and experiences with each
party's birth family.
interactional ProrPs-^e-,. The first two explanatory
excerpts presented below further elaborate the couple's
interactional processes that had begun to be described
in the preceding section.
Explanation Excerpt 1
INTERVIEWER:
...What was the meaning then of thefighting?
LESLIE: I think we had different meanings attached
PHILIP: Maybe. it was a sign things weren't
working something was wrong. And if it couldn'tDe tixed, that was what we would do. We had totlx It, something as serious as this had to bemade right it meant that our marriage was onthe way out, or that there are really majorproblems. ^ -'
(...)
INTERVIEWER: What were the different meanings thatyou had for it, Leslie?
...Different from whatPhilip had?
(...)
LESLIE:
...There's so much miscommunication that
went on. I assumed everything mattered to him as
much as it does to me and that he was just giving
in. And he didn't care what happened So wejust had a lot of fights, and noisy and even
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violent fights over stuff that was iust
it XAih^h nV^ rxyure out What was behind
-Lu, wnat he reallv want-prl t-f v^^ -it yc^uj-iiu
-e, I would figur^ irout-fo^'h^l™"^
(Interview i, t. 3, pp. 13-17)
The disparate meanings attributed to fights by the
couple accentuate the difficulty that they experienced
in attempting to reach some resolution of their
disputes. The difference in assumptions about what
fighting signifies also underscores the problematic
nature of communication as manifest in neither party
feeling heard. m the following passage, Leslie
responds to the Interviewer's inquiry about how she came
to employ violent tactics in her attempts to engage
Philip.
Explanation Excerpt 2
INTERVIEWER: Were you at those times when you wouldsay, throw something or hit Philip, were you
^hnn?^°K%°5 decisions that you would makeabout what to do?
LESLIE: Somewhat, somewhat. (I: Okay.) i was outof control but yet there was a part of me thatnaa control. l was out of control but yet I
seemed to have enough control to aim the iron andthe pan to hit the wall, to throw it in anotherdirection. l <p>, it was never my intention to
5 intention to get his attention,
and this worked very well to get his attention.
(Interview 1, t. 3, p. 26)
In noting the success of utilizing violence to get
Philip's attention, Leslie also acknowledges that there
was a degree of choice in employing violent tactics.
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Though debate continues in the field of dor^estic
Violence as to whether such acts occur primarily when
one party experiences a "loss" of control, Leslie
described a form of violence that h;,^±uxt5n rn as been characterized
as "instrumental aggression" (Berkowitz, 1983). As
defined by Stets (1988), such aggression, "is a
calculated, planned behavior" that is, "primarily
directed beyond injury", but rather, towards gaining
"control" of a situation (p. 66). This control-focused
description seems consistent with other aspects of
Leslie's account.
^2l^-Definiti^. in the three passages that
follow, Leslie and Philip describe how certain
assumptions that they had held about their marital roles
had influenced them in the early stages of their
relationship. As will be noted, these assumptions about
roles were important elements in the generation of
conflicts for the couple.
Explanation Excerpt 3
PHILIP: ...the biggest problems came when we tried
to change the way we were=
LESLIE:
=or change each other=
PHILIP:
^Qj,
change each other, yeah. When we tried to fit
our lives to what was going on up here (points tohis head) rather than the other way around...
Interview 1, (t. 3, p. 7)
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Explanation Excerpt 4
me into something l Wasn't! ^^y^^9 to makeLESLIE :
_ i
i
PHILIP: -well, actually I was=
were, together...
^^'bfno;5."'' "^^'"3 '° '"^'^^ Philip into what i can
ike'°"^r."'?L"t
thf'fa^!i;- Should
you wanted me to be doing so-
'"tfdo. But I c^:TdnVt-dfth^r.f^L:^^^ ^arfwoman. So I wanted Philip to do that And I
dreams'Sd'in'n'^^°"^^^'' ' ' h^d'somfbig
marrTLf fi'' """J Previous incarnation of our
at all^
^^^""^ ''^^^ possible for me
INTERVIEWER: in that framework, you couldn't havefollowed those ambitions'
LESLIE: NO, I couldn't have followed those ambitions
power beMnd ?hrfh^^' ^ ""^^ to become theD nin t e throne or whatever.
(Interview 1, t. l, pp. 12-15)
Explanation Excerpt 5
^"'^a^.ln'lT''
""^^ ^^^^
- description
- has that
,„.5^ ^^9ed since you had your earlier fights?LESLIE: Yeah, yeah, a lot. Because in the earlierfights I expected David to solve all the problemsbecause he was the man, and I wasn't supposed tSuse my God-given talent for solving problems ilooked to him to find solutions fo? the problems'Also, a lot of times I had the solution, but I
expected him to discover it because he was the
man. (I: uh huh, okay.)... We used to fight about
stuff a lot that didn't need fighting about,because I already knew what to do about it. Andhe would have agreed with me just fine, its justthat I expected him to come up with
(Interview l, t. 2, p. 5)
These passages suggest the potency of the belief
systems that each party brought to the relationship.
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The couple acknowledges agreement about what the family
"Should look like", though the details of this model are
not specified here, with this abstract template in
mind, Leslie and Philip describe how they had proceeded
to attempt to fit themselves and one another into it.
in the middle passage, Leslie notes the constraints this
model held for her "because I was a woman". As she
elaborates these constraints in Excerpt 4 - which
relates to the context of the couple's process for
problem solving
- the highly traditional, gender-biased
nature of the model becomes clearly apparent. Attempts
to restrain her own inclinations in order to allow
Philip male primacy in decision making resulted in much
unneccesary fighting for the couple.
Violence and Philip's Family of Origin . As Philip
alluded to in Picture Excerpt 1, his "family background-
left him feeling that he was, "not very good at
expressing alot of things." Further, he noted that
fighting was "incredibly upsetting" to him. in the
following passage, an explanation for these perceptions
begins to emerge.
Explanation Excerpt 6
PHILIP: I would see myself starting to shout and I
would get scared and=
LESLIE: =and Philip's dad was very
violent, and=
PHILIP: =1 was somewhat finding out=
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LESLIE:
didn't know that. =Phi I ip
interview™
,to PhlUp): okay, so you're being to,.
"'"here <P^ ?^suspoc?:d' Tba'^ '^^^ '"'^ ^^'^^ —
violent.:.: sr^M^ls^USg ZJr^l^^
( iriLerview 1
, t. l, p. 19)
This explanation for Philip's recoil from the
initial manifestations of his own aggressive impulses is
cast by Leslie in terms suggestive of a familial
pattern. Philip accedes the beginnings of his awareness
Of this legacy but this is overshadowed by Leslie's
disclosure not only that Philip's mother is the source
of the information, but that her own parents were
violent. Further, Leslie offers her precise synopsis of
the impact that this history of violent behavior has had
on her relationship with Philip. As the Interviewer
attempts to inquire further about the history
of violence in Philip's family, Leslie discloses more of
what she had learned from Philip's mother specific to
these behaviors.
Explanation Excerpt 7
INTERVIEWER (to Philip): With your parents was there
ever any kind of violent fighting between them or
any extreme kind of fighting?
PHILIP: I don't remember physical violence but they
would shout, you know, real loud, and they would
sort of yell at each other as they would walk
out=
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LESLIE: =your mom said that h(:» h-i-i- v,«
(interview l, t. i, pp. 25-26)
Here again, it is Leslie's description of what
happened in Philip's childhood that dominates this
account of violence in his family. Noting the not
uncommon occurrence of violence during pregnancy
(Pagelow & Pagelow, 1984; Finkelhor, 1981), Leslie's
account emphasizes the choice that her mother-in-law had
earlier had to make between protection of herself or of
her children. This description frames Philip's
subsequent comments about the forms of discipline
characteristicly employed by his father
Explanation Excerpt 8
INTERVIEWER: I talked a little with you last time<P>, that your father was violent with you kidsand
- you were the oldest, Philip? (P: ^eah. ) -'
and he would expect you to look after the othersor keep the others in line.... How do you <p>
what's your way of explaining it, or
understanding that?
PHILIP: It was a thing that seemed normal at thetime. Looking back it doesn't seem so normal.There was always a lot of fairly violent behaviorin the family, on the most part not terrible but
my parents fought somewhat. Amongst the childrenthere were at different times various factionsfighting, with a large family there was almost
always a squabble going on 1 think part of it
was because we were nine people living in a largehouse, but it wasn't that large, so most of us
were sharing bedrooms...
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you. you guys would pick on eaS other ?rvulnerable spots n m your
PHILIP: Ultimately *thev set th^ -H^r^^Yo-,u .
-r^ , , .-^
^^^«y i>ei; rne tone m a sencrp /r •Yean.) If their method of control h;,Vi ? ^ '
(Interview 2, pp. 67-70)
With his emphasis on the circumstantial aspects of
the Violence that occurred with nine people living in a
not-so-large house, Philip. s recollection remains
understated. m contrast, Leslie's interjected comment
formalizes the nature of the violence in terms of a
"bashing order" of father to sons and, in turn, between
the sons. in the following passage, Philip questions
how his fights with a brother when they were both
teenagers may have had implications for his subsequent
fights with Leslie. •
Explanation Excerpt 9
'''''bJothe;s*^d
^^5oes back to fights I had with my
scar^rL -^^^^ °^ things thatares me, scared me particularly backtnen when I was fighting with one of mybrothers at one period that it got really bad,and I was fourteen, fifteen.
...he would be P>he would try to hit me and I would try to stophim and I was basically trying to pin his arms tohis side, or :ust, basically I didn't want to getnurt, I was.
. .trying to stop him from hitting
me. My mother at one point accused me of tryingto strangle him..., and at that time I was
absolutely convinced that I didn't do that but Icame to really question it, you know, "Was'l, intact?", and it lay dormant once I left home
shortly after that. it wasn't an issue for along time. i found myself responding to this(Leslie's violent behaviors) and beginning to
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ng
she would get hurt sSLho" U'ilctSan "P.*^"'stuff that I don't know aboutV^ ^ou l^now^thinking to mvself that tT„ I' ." ^J Know, am i
serious ways? For awhile the?e it raised a 1 nfof issues about
.y own sort of mentarsftuatlon
.
(interview l, t. 3, pp. 26-27)
In the specificity of this disclosure, Philip
acknowledges his past commission of violent behaviors
and Simultaneously distances himself from those same
behaviors. Philip's questions about behaviors that may
have occurred outside of his awareness due to his
"mental situation", have parallels with the questions
that arise about an individual's responsiblity for his
or her actions when they are intoxicated. As with
intoxication, lapses in awareness may provide "the
perfect excuse for instances of domestic violence"
(Gelles s. Straus, 1988, p. 46). For Philip such lapses
offered a temporary resolution of the dilemma of not
wanting to replicate his father's abusive behaviors, but
also having limited options for expressing his
frustrations given what he elsewhere described as
constrictive role expectations as an eldest child and
subsequently, as a husband.
Violence and Leslie's Family of Origin
. In earlier
discussing the role of violence in Philip's family,
Leslie had stated that her parents had been violent with
one another, when asked to elaborate on the details and
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effects She felt that her own parent's violence had on
her, she responded as follows.
Explanation Excerpt 10
each other; I don't know so much^Annf fJ^interviewer: Uh huh <P>, how^^P^lou^^S^^e^^^^re of
'^'^ wL:- ^r-rfvi^le^t^??^ -
verbally, they did a lot more damage to eachother My parents are divorced and rightfully
v. r f ''^^y "^^^^y- horrible divorce inwhich I was too involved.
ux u ,
Leslie indicates that the violence in her parent's
marriage had contributed to her replication of similar
behaviors in her relationship with Philip.
Specifically, she notes how her parents used violence to
gain her attention, much as she had described using
violence as a tactic to get Philip's attention in
Explanation Excerpt 2. in the following excerpt, the
interviewer prompts Leslie to further elaborate her
perspective on her parent's violence.
Explanation Excerpt 11
INTERVIEWER: You said that your parents were veryloud, they yelled at each other?
LESLIE: Yeah, well, my dad's a very imposing
person, uhm, he's six-feet-eight-inches tall he
weighs 270 pounds. My mother's five foot tall
and weighs 99 pounds and is a lot more violent
than my dad, and used to <P>, and believed in
paddling children and was very, very frustrated
in her life, and took a lot of that out on us
kids. Uh, not intentionally, at all, but she
didn't know how to do it. She got married at
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seventeen and had had three children bv fho ^-
kids had almcsi'di^d!" My lathefwas'^a'non'
°'
participant and having affairs In J \ .
really frustrating life aS took ^hat'frustr^tionout on us kiHc: /T . Tiu . iioL i r a
^ % K as. I.: uhmmm And mv darl -i /o\
a^tsiike'^Lt' r's titsi\r'
dysfunctionaffa^ iy^' 'ttt' s'Zttl^Z,'so „uch reading <P>! about ^Jhat t^'p'^ beLJe ?
of
-what'souLs 'right'""'" ' ^"^"^^
(Interview l, t. 2, pp. 1-3)
AS might be expected from Leslie's preceding
descriptions of Philip's family, her description of her
own parents is quite specific and detailed. Though not
a story in the sense of presenting a sequential account
of a particular event, there is a story-like quality to
this passage in the way that several elemental beliefs
about her family of origin are presented. Perhaps most
striking are the contrasts that Leslie includes in this
account: the great difference in her parent's physical
size; the intensity of her mother's involvement - even
to the point of violence out of frustration - with
Leslie and her siblings, and her father's absence; her
mother's lack of knowledge about parenting and Leslie's
extensive research on family-related topics. These and
other elements such as her allusion to her father's
possible psychiatric disorder, all serve to support her
contention that she comes "from a real dysfunctional
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family". Having established a familial context and a
logic for the violence and other behaviors that she
found problematic in the earlier stages of her
relationship with Philip, Leslie is asked by the
interviewer to more explicitly describe this connection.
Explanation Excerpt 12
INTERVIEWER: If you looked at the particular aspectof the violence and the fights that happened inyour relationship,... how does that Mnk ?o whatwent on, as you're describing it^LESLIE: I think that I learned a lot of thinqsearly on that I have to unlearn. i learned howto be real manipulative. i learned how ?o makethem her parents) do what I want them to reallyquickly as a child. Everybody does but I think ilearned to an extreme degree. i think I learnprihow to play all the gamel, and ihere^s a lo?games that I learned to play that aren't
necessary in a relationship. Quite a lot ofthem Like I sit back and I can analyze thingspretty easily. i have lots of ammunition tofight dirty without even fighting physically
really, and Philip can't. ^
INTERVIEWER: So that's something that owes somewhatto your heritage?
LESLIE: Oh, I think it really owes to my heritageimmensely. Knowing that I can pull Philip'sfather out of my hat and hurt Philip is notfair. And the violence too. Seeing that allthis manipulation doesn't work, then the nextthing IS attack something, its programmed in, Idon't want it there, its there and I know it
comes from early on.
(Interview 2, pp. 70-75)
Leslie is again very clear in describing how she had
learned a variety of interpersonal tactics as a child in
her family. Noting the discomfort that she has felt
from utilizing these behaviors in her relationship with
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Philip, she suggests the necessity for a process of
learning alternate behaviors or "deprogramming".
Religious Beliefs. Departing from the theme of
family of origin explanations, this final passage
briefly focuses on the influence that the couple's
religious beliefs had on their fights.
Explanation Excerpt 13
INTERVIEWER : ... how
commitment to your faith has
SfS?^ T.^ ^^^^ ^^9ht, or the way thatrights evolved? ^
PHILIP:
... It layed a lot of weight on us at the
-^nvnn^''^;
at least on me. That, for instance,
a yone who divorces is wrong, therefore you h4dto work It out," was a great pressure and tendedto make things worse.
INTERVIEWER: Okay, that was an idea that you had inthe past? ^
PHILIP: That was an idea that we had. I still thinkIt's not good, but=
=For us, its not right.
(Interview 1, t. 3, p. lO)
Here Philip suggests the "weight" that the couple's
religious beliefs placed on them, in combination with
the rigidity of the aforementioned role definitions, the
couple's relationship began in a context that offered a
restricted number of alternatives for when they
encountered conflict.
Summary of Explanations
. The couple's explanations
for their disputes focus on differences in perception:
differences in the perceived meaning of a fight;
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differences between Idealized and actual roles according
to the gender of each party; and differences in the
perceptions of the effects of fights in their respective
families of origin.
For Philip, fights Signified serious problems with
the relationship; Leslie saw fights as miscommunications
based on incorrect assumptions. For Leslie, violence
was a tactic in her progressively escalating efforts to
engage Philip around issues of importance to her. These
efforts only furthered Philip's perception of severe
problems with the relationship, m terms of their
perceived roles, the couple had earlier struggled to
define their relationship in terms of gender-related
entitlements and the constraints of their religious
beliefs. This conflicted with other inclinations that
the couple had towards a relationship defined by
abilities and functions.
Along with other tactics in fights, Leslie defined
her violent acts as being a significant portion of her
family legacy. Philip's recollections of violence in
his family of origin were generally less specific and
less well-defined than Leslie's. Based on information
that she had gotten from Philip's mother, Leslie's input
supplemented Philip's generalizations about his family's
past. It seems apparent that Leslie's introduction and
utilization Of this material substantially Influenced
Philip.
s
-
as well as the interviewer's - constructions
of the nature and influence of violence in his family of
origin. However, both parties agreed that their
parenfs behaviors •modeled", or "set the tone" for the
ways that Leslie and Philip found themselves dealing
With conflicts.
Alternatives
Following are Philip's and Leslie's accounts of how
their relationship changed so that the possibility that
violence would recur in their fights was diminished.
These excerpts are grouped in several categories, some
of which correspond with the categories utilized in the
preceding Explanations section: family of origin and
role definitions. other groupings in this section -
including religious beliefs, meanings attributed to
fights, and an overview of alternatives - were defined
as the researcher chose excerpts that identified
alternative descriptions and behaviors in relationship
to fighting and violence. As in the presentation of
data for the other couples in this study, there is
considerable interconnectedness between the categories.
Given the intersubj ective nature of the interviews,
these categories certainly do not exhaust the possible
definitions that other readers may identify.
OZ^rXi^. in the first three passages below, the
couple offers an overview of several elements that
contributed to a shift away from the use of violence and
other more extreme tactics in their fights.
Alternatives Excerpt 1
INTERVIEWER: When do you think that you beqan to
''"^cJri.Lnh'''^
... about a year or so beforeChristopher was born. .. .We got some therapyLeslie particularly went to a therapist but wewent as a couple for a while too ihnnf l^L
we were interacting.
... about the way
LESLIE: It helped a lot when I went to therapybecause I realized that I could be who I wanted
^"^h^^oJrK--"^^'' ^^^^^ ^° realize there wasbaggage being carried
...
^^^^^?^n^-•;;^^^^''^^^ ^^^""^ myself and I realizeda lot of It was just the baggage I carried frommy family, and that's considerable.
(Interview l, t. 3, pp. 4-5)
Philip notes the couple's previous utilization of
therapy to address concerns about their marital
interactions. Though the couple went jointly to therapy
for a time, Leslie also sought individual treatment as
is first noted by Philip. As Philip further emphasizes
Leslie's dawning awareness in therapy of her "baggage",
a shift begins towards an account focused on her
individual and past concerns. The interviewer attempts
to broaden the frame of the account to be more inclusive
of descriptions of the couple.
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Alternatives Excerpt 2
INTERVIEWER: If - I mean, this could be a hard
r.^?oYhaan^t\^n^-nd---.^d°-^^lA
around whatever baggage you were Cringing wl?h^
the'warthat'?he'?'"' ^^^^^ have'a^Lc^ed
confHct? ° °^ ^^^1 ^ith stresses or
''^^hnt''T^K°''u^ ^ ^^i^'^ I - the optimist here
n^VJ ^^""^ ^ "'^^^^ ^^^^ a way out anvwa^
'
?
''^^ ^"^hmm). ^something orsome friends or someone would have helped me f?nda way out.... i-m a Christian. i believe ?h^fGod would have found me a way out and rn^^LI would have found a way out'togeiher
"'i?°'igh?
as it ha^^ri happened, and as earlyI appened because of these critters(pointing to the couple's two children)...
(Interview l, t. 3,
'pp. 5-6)
Responding to the interviewer's hypothetical
question, Leslie remains focused at a level of
individual description. in her response she reiterates
her identification as a Christian. Yet she also
specifies that she is an optimist: the first such self-
description that she made during the interviews.
Further, she notes the influence that becoming a parent
may have had on her efforts to modify her approach to
conflicts with Philip. Following is Philip's response
in turn to the same question.
Alternatives Excerpt 3
PHILIP: There was a period around that time
where... the question of whether the marriage
would survive was a very real one. So we soughthelp in various places. We went to some friends
and talked to them. (L. : Yup. ) and we went to
counseling. There were several things going on.
It was a crucial time it was about the time
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traditional positions and began to let it an
with th^°'"---- ' '^^^^ & caughi'ur
realized IIL"!^.
""^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^'^^
(Interview l, t. 3, pp. 6-7)
Rather than actually responding to the hypothetical
question posed by the interviewer, Philip recalls a time
of great difficulty in the couple's marriage. m the
context of, "several things going on," he describes a
process of change driven by differences in behaviors
that necessitated reorganization of the couple's
thinking and of their belief systems.
Religious Beliefs. in Alternatives Excerpt 2 above,
Leslie emphasized the importance she placed on her
spiritual beliefs as a resource for addressing her
dilemmas. As Philip continues the narrative in the next
two passages, he more explicitly describes the role that
the couple's religious faith had in the evolution of the
their relationship.
Alternatives Excerpt 4
PHILIP: ...so I began to reexamine what we believed
what we thought, and to put it to the test of
looking in the Bible and seeing that what we weredoing wasn't really written there. That in fact
what it was saying there was very different and
that there were serious reasons to doubt that
what we'd been taught was actually normative
within Christian tradition. That it really was
something that had
been=
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LESLIE: =laid on top=
PHILIP:
-Yo=h 1=-^
r^-hUr.^ xean, laid on top of it fhi c-
''^^needeftr?1 n^'"? "'Jr marriage and „e
PHIl!p h
^intellectual justification.t-nj-biF. so they helped us with thaf iju.t
permission in a strange way to be as we were
(Interview i, t. 3, pp. 7-9)
Jointly, Philip and Leslie describe how they had
transformed their relationship model. instead of
continuing to attempt to fit into roles and
expectations, "laid on top" of their relationship, they
began to recognize the functional aspects of their
interactions and to seek "intellectual justification"
for these aspects. The substantial shift that resulted
did not compel them to renounce their spiritual beliefs,
which the couple clearly denotes as a central facet of
their lives. Philip continues in the next excerpt,
giving an even more specific example of this shift.
Alternatives Excerpt 5
PHILIP: ...At the peak of one of those periods
where we were really having a lot of fights it
was one of the few times I'd gone and talked to
someone, a friend. And they very simply turned
around and surprised me. I was saying, "I don'tknow how we could continue," and they said,
"Well, divorce is in order," "Now wait a minute!"
and that helped, it took some of the pressure
off. All of a sudden, you could walk around
without this great pressure that you're doomed
and you've got to work it out because now.
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suddenly it was a little bit easier to dealwith.... we came to the realization ?h^fn ^ •more interested in the Deon?i ?h^i k ^^^^ . is
(Interview l, t. 3, pp. 10-12)
Apparently placing considerable value and trust on
his friend's counsel, Philip recounts how he came to
recognize the possibility of divorce as an alternative
to his dogmatic view of marriage. Pressures of the
relationship were alleviated, not by exercising the
option of divorce, but simply by realizing that it was
an available option. By interpreting texts from the
Bible as supporting divorce, "in certain cases," Philip
further incorporated this alternative into the couple's
spiritual belief system.
Family of Origin. Along with their religious
beliefs, Leslie and Philip indicated that experiences
with their respective families had significantly
influenced aspects of their relationship - particularly
their fights - in a variety of ways. In the passage
that follows, Leslie comments on how the legacy of her
father's family has affected her perceptions of violent
behaviors
.
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Alternatives Excerpt 6
INTERVIEWER: What do you know about that ^hnn^ ^-
LESLIE- grandfather to your'^aiher^a^d!'"''
hP^;.^ • my dad growing up has
dad's dad ."Sr aboSt my
ttt L^t u t family history all theway back has been extremely helpful to me i know
went o^f'?r^1^T''^'^"^ a'pinlander-wL
"^f^u
^° Alaska and got killed in a kniferight in a saloon as he struck it rich mvgrandfather was sent to a work farm at iA^ee^andthen sent to these people who were good Chr!s??anpeople who let him sleep in their barn and beat
^Irnhn?""^^"^^-:-^?^ ^^^^ became analco olic minstrel.... He beat my father
regularly. for any money he had. l could see
"Oh v^Sh ^^r^K^ ^^^^^ h^lP^ see.yea , its been warped all the way back '
"
you know we did the best we can, because most'ifthe people were involved in alcohol... i can
understand where it comes from. it makes iteasier for me - not to excuse - but to cope withand to say, "Well, you know, maybe I can breaksome of the chains."
(Interview 2, pp. 70 - 72)
Not only does Leslie expand in this passage upon her
understanding of why violence is an aspect of her life,
she notes how this understanding has motivated her to
attempt to alter this familial pattern.
Role Definitions and Changes in Meanings
. In the
two passages that follow, the couple offers different
perspectives on factors that they had previously
described as contributory to their fights.
Alternatives Excerpt 7
INTERVIEWER: Has that, your description, has that
changed since you had your earlier fights?
( . . . )
LESLIE: ...Now we fight less because I don't expect
him to come up with a solution that I already
hell an"aT^I??.e/a^?L^^L^a1^^^°^e3^
'.llVn"we come to a compromise.
disagrees and then
(Interview i, t-2, p. s)
This passage serves as a rejoinder to Leslie's
description of the couple's former method of problem-
solving that she described in Explanation Excerpt 5.
Here she describes a less constrained process that is
based on abilities rather than stereotyped gender
roles. The next excerpt reconsiders the attribution of
meaning to fights, a concern raised in Explanation
Excerpt 1
.
Alternatives Excerpt 8
INTERVIEWER: I think I'm getting the idea that whatIt means to have a fight has changed or themeaning of it now is different...
vorf;;;^''' I t^^""^ realize that sometimesy u fight just because you're tired and there'snothing you can do about it except go toSleep.
..It doesn't mean our marriage is on theway out, or that there's really any major
biggest difference. Yourealize that thev'rp nnf ^-y^c. ^u^^^a. j.,. . .
( . . . )
l^tl^lZ
y e ot the threatening thingsthat they originally were.
LESLIE: ...we stopped trying to do what we thought
was right in the huge sense, and started tryingto do what worked, and what we thought was rightfor us and started realizing that that was thething to do We're both real strong
personalities and we fight a lot, and we probably
always will. if we don't, something's wrong.
PHILIP: We kind of came to the understanding thatfighting noisily, fighting fairly loudly, with alot of volume, a lot of yelling, sometimes isfairly <p>, its just the way we operate, what
changed was what we were fighting about, how we
were doing it... if we're going to fit ourselves
into the wrong mold, I mean, there's a lot of
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aggravation with trying to do that Therp'<,something wrong between us. ^
(Interview l, pp. 11-12)
in the last two excerpts, both Leslie and Philip
reemphasize the significance for them of the pragmatic
shift to doing "what worked," instead of trying to,
"fit... into the wrong mold." Philip's comments also
denote the change from his earlier belief that fights
signaled the demise of the relationship. Both parties
offer normalizing descriptions of aspects of their
fights. For Leslie, the couple's "strong personalities"
suggest that frequent fights may be typical for them.
Noting that their fights occur, "with a lot of volume,"
Philip characterizes this as "the way we operate," a
marked departure from how he described himself in
Picture Excerpt 2 as, "getting scared" when he, "started
to shout" during fights with Leslie.
Summary, what became increasingly apparent in this
construction of the couple's alternative behaviors is
the centrality of their religious belief system and how
it is interrelated with their beliefs about the
structure of marriage. Both systems of belief were
extremely codified, with the couple attempting to
conform to these relationship blueprints. Further
interwoven with these beliefs about gendered and
spiritually ordained marital roles were influences
attributed to the couple's families. The excerpts
included in this section suggest that as the couple
began to be aware of alternative behaviors in relation
to one of these rigid systems, viable options began to
be apparent to them in the other belief systems as
well. As appreciation of their relationship's
functional strengths increased through therapy, the
perspective of friends, religious faith (in contrast to
dogma), reconsideration of familial legacies, and
reexamination of scripture among other factors, they
were able to abandon their, "traditional positions."
Once these beliefs and their corresponding behaviors
began to change they proceeded to find new intellectual
justifications for the restructuring of their
relationship.
Narration
Philip and Leslie's interactions may be understood
as being frequently organized in a complementary
fashion, as was noted at the end of the Picture
section. This is particularly apparent as Leslie
supplies information that Philip was not cognizant of.
So, too, the narratives developed by the couple may be
understood as an output of a process of joining
complementary elements at a structural level. Two
aspects of speech having to do with the intermeshing of
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various structural elements are particularly evident in
the discourse between Leslie and Philip. The first of
these structures is exemplified in those instances when
Leslie interjects a comment as Philip is making a
statement. The second structure has to do with Leslie's
comments about Philip's family and childhood. For the
purposes of discussion, this second form of speech will
be called "cross talk", to indicate one party's
conversational crossing of relational boundaries in
order to intimately comment on their partner's family.
As in the following example from Explanation Excerpt
3, the interruption of one's partner to make an
interjection is a phenomenon frequently observed in the
conversation of many couples.
PHILIP: the biggest problems came when we triedto change the way we were=
PHILIP i change each other=
change each other, yeah
Interview 1, (t. 3, p. 7)
In this example, Leslie interrupts Philip, dovetailing
her comment with his statement in order to further
specify the assertion that he is making. Philip readily
repeats and affirms her interjection. The facility with
which Philip adopts Leslie's language reflects what
McDermot and Tylbor (1983) describe as conversational
"collusion", a part of the process by which the couple
develops intersubjective meanings for their experience
A review of the preceding excerpts offers other simila:
examples of this process, as well as variations
exemplifying its bidirectional nature, and the
deflection of an interruption. Examples of the
interruption process are evident in Picture Excerpt 3,
Explanation Excerpts 2 & 6 , and Alternatives Excerpt 3.
The bidirectional nature of the interruption process
for the couple is apparent in Philip's introduction of
the term "baggage" in Alternatives Excerpt 1; the term
is subsequently adopted by both Leslie and the
interviewer. In Picture Excerpt 1, Philip ignores
Leslie's input, thus deflecting interruption by her.
Repetition following an interruption, may thus be
understood as one of the prime characteristics of such
collusion in the construction of meanings. Focusing
specifically on repetition, Tannen (1989) comments that
it, "is the central linguistic meaning-making strategy"
which, "simultaneously creates coherence in discourse
and interpersonal involvement in interaction." in this
frame, Philip's adoption and repetition of Leslie's
words marks the complementary process of perspectives
being interwoven in order to construct a reality. This
contrasts with the perception that Philip's repetition
and adoption of those phrases contributed by Leslie, is
necessarily an Indication of her dominance of their
relationship. The couple notes these discrepant
interpretations of their conversational interactions in
the following passage, also one in which Leslie
introjects a comment:
™^^^r-
"""^ f"^™ the outside, it may look
LESLIE: ^
accused of that= ^""^ ^^^^
PHILIP:
==it doesn't work that wav t
T?^^^^?^ that way; 'butIts not true. i mean it's just that we
' ^4accepted that we're different people.
(Interview l, t. 2, p. 7)
This acceptance that they are "different people" may
also reflect differences that relate to conversational
styles as well as to gender.
The dialogue between Leslie and Philip approximates
two conversational styles denoted by Tannen (1990):
"high involvement" and "high considerateness
"
.
Utilizing the former style, an individual frequently
interrupts others in order to make contributions to the
conversation. Though a speaker favoring this style may
be viewed by others as rude and attempting to dominate
the discussion, their interjections may alternatively be
understood as efforts to affirm the intensity of their
interest In the topic under discussion. The speaker
more inclined towards the "high consideration" style,
assu.es that there will be intermittent pauses, allowing
each speaker a turn in the dialogue. A speaker who
places a premium on "high consideration" waits for a
"natural" opening in another's speech, though this
restraint may be misinterpreted by other listeners as
denoting either tacit assent to what is being said, a
lack of anything to contribute to the conversation, or
even that the more reticent party is intimidated by the
more verbal one.
Gilligan (1982) noted distinct differences in the
way that men and women construct relationship. Tannen
(1990) notes how these gendered differences manifest
themselves in talk, with the greater premium that women
place on intimacy and connection, interruptions are seen
not so much as disruptions, but as significations that
the listener is in synch with the speaker, understanding
and anticipating the production of the narrative. Thus
when Leslie interjects words or phrases, she anticipates
the direction that the narrative is going to take and
interrupts more to supplement and support Philip's
account than to take over. Men acculturated to more
traditional gender roles may feel that interruptions are
disrespectful, signalling attempts to takeover the
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conversation. As Philip notes however, he may "look-
like a henpecked husband but he does not perceive
himself in that way, thus indicating the couple's
accommodation to the conversational styles and gender-
related attributes of their relationship.
The second aspect of speech that is of particular
interest here, also occurs in the interaction of content
with structure as the couple constructs meaning for
their experience. Though several couples in the study
demonstrate this particular structure, it is especially
prominent in the discourse witnessed by the interviewer
between Leslie and Philip. Again, this phenomenon will
be referred to as "cross talk". At the level of
content, what occurs in such cross talk is clearly
exemplified in the several explanatory passages, e.g..
Explanations Excerpts 6 , 7 , and 8 . In these passages,
Philip concedes authority on details of his family, his
childhood, and particularly, violent events in the
context of his family to Leslie. Having gleaned this
information primarily from conversations with Philip's
mother, Leslie makes interjections at times when Philip
may tend to be vague or general in his accounts.
This creates a complex matrix of authorship for
these accounts, raising a number of questions about the
potential consequences of the phenomena, is Philip
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conceding authority about precise and intimate details
of his family to Leslie? Does Leslie's provision of
these details create a skewed hierarchy with the
potential to redound negatively on her, both as an
outsider to Philip's family and as the provider of "bad
news." specifically, does the fact that Leslie offers
this information raise the possibility that Philip and
his family could "close ranks" at some later date,
excluding Leslie and saying to her that, in effect, "You
misinterpreted this information, it wasn't that way at
all!"? Further, what is the consequence for her
relationship with Philip of Leslie acting as the conduit
of this information from Philip's mother? m the
following passage, the couple lends some perspective in
answer to this last question:
PHILIP: My parents talk to you (Leslie) much morethan they do to me.
LESLIE: That's because people talk to me a lot
Philip's parents certainly.
(Interview 2, pp. 61-62)
Leslie thus normalizes this phenomenon and appears
confident in her role of providing information about
Philip's family and background.
From a structural perspective, if the comments about
an individual's own family that are made by a spouse are
then accepted - as Philip accepts the information
Offered by Leslie
- they serve as a powerful element in
the construction of meanings in the narrative. However,
there is the aforementioned potential of substantial
risk for the person who makes such assertions about
their spouse's family. As Penn and Sheinberg note
(1989), there is not only the special bond, or
"alliance" as they term it, between parties in a couple
that has experienced violence in their relationship.
There is also a similar alliance between each of the
parties and her/his own family of origin. Thus when one
partner makes cross talk comments regarding the other's
family of origin, they risk creating a particularly
difficult dilemma for their spouse: does the partner
give primacy to maintaining loyalty to the relationship
bond or to the family of origin bond? in the example of
Leslie and Philip's cross talk, the two alliances do not
appear to be greatly challenged, though Philip's tacit
acceptance of Leslie's comments may be suggestive of a
tendency toward greater loyalty to the couple's bond.
Such a tendency to first favor the alliance with a
spouse rather than abiding by a loyalty to one's family
of birth may be an indication of a transition from what
Haley (1973) describes as the, "entangling alliances
with parents, .. .an inevitable aspect of marriage" (p.
51 ) .
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The various aforementioned structural elements
necessarily inform the manner in which Leslie and Philip
each approaches the task of telling a narrative. m his
accounts, Philip often makes fairly succinct statements
that encompass a range of facets in his life. For
example, in Picture Excerpt l he begins the narrative by
stating, "...when we got married... i was not very good
at expressing a lot of things and I particularly
disliked fighting... its just from my family
background." Though a synopsis such as this is not
unusual, especially at the beginning of an account
(Riessman, 1990), Philip consistently presents a
narrative style that punctuates his experience at the
level of conclusions and more general statements.
Typically, he follows this pattern until Leslie joins
the dialogue, prompting more detailed accounts with her
interj ections
.
Rather than being denoted as evasive, Philip's style
may be a vestige of his British upbringing, a culture
that is more reserved in the presentation of personal
details (McGill & Pearce, 1982). Philip's narrative
style is also indicative of the efforts that he as
teller has made to reflect upon, and further make sense
of, memories that are likely to be difficult and even
painful. Thus, in passages such as Explanation Excerpt
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9. as PhiUp questions the intent of his actions during
fights by raising doubts about his own psychological
state, the listener can empathize with him in the
dilemma he faced.
in contrast, Leslie makes greater use of detailed,
sequential accounts and more episodic stories as she
approaches the problem of the narrative teller.
Numerous descriptors of emotional states are employed by
Leslie as she relates an episode. m the course of
fifteen lines in Picture Excerpt 3, in quick succession
she talks about how either Philip or herself had been,
"surprised," "terrified," "upset," "horrified," as well
as having maternal feelings, the first time that he hit
her. The density and evocativeness of these descriptors
contributes to the construction of a vivid account that
is readily engaging, pulling the listener into the
intensity of the episode.
Perhaps a further aspect of Leslie's cross talk
about Philip's family and violence, has to do with the
importance she places on violence and related behaviors
in the presentation of her own family history. The
first time that such cross talk occurs (see Explanation
Excerpt 7), Leslie states that she, "suspected" a
background of violent behavior in Philip's family,
"because my parents were violent." in the role of
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narrative teller, she simultaneously establishes herself
as being knowledgeable about family violence and as a
Childhood Witness
- if not victim - of such violence.
Describing her own family in Explanation Excerpt 11, she
Offers detailed portraits of her parents as certainly
flawed but understandably so. Her mother, "had a really
frustrating life and took that frustration out on us
kids." Her father, "was a nonparticipant who was having
affairs," who also, "might be manic depressive." This
alternation of description of a character's short-
comings with a contextual rationale for that deficit,
continues into Leslie's self-description as coming,
"from a real dysfunctional family." a potential deficit
that she counterbalances by extensive reading, "before I
make decisions about the family." This descriptive
device allows Leslie as the narrative teller to develop
an empathic account of her experiences, she makes her
imperfect, but authentic parents, as well as the
consequences that their behaviors held for her,
accessable to the listener.
Having thus considered some of the structural
aspects of Philip and Leslie's narrative accounts, the
next section will shift to the examination of the
interviewer's interactions with the couple as the
narratives are constructed.
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The Interviewer
At the end of the first interview with this couple,
Leslie commented to the interviewer, "We didn't give you
that much opportunity for that many questions" (t. 3,
p. 33). The pattern of the conversational interaction
that developed in the relationship between the couple
and the interviewer is implied in this comment. As
demonstrated in several of the excerpts presented in the
preceding sections, Leslie's verbal adeptness was
evident in the frequency, length, and effects of her
vocalizations, as well as by the definitive and
declaratory nature of her statements. The interviewer's
style of speaking more closely resembled Philip's
deferential manner, with verbalizations that were often
more tentative and somewhat general. in addition to
elements of personal style, the character of the
interviewer's dialogue with the couple was also shaped
by attributes of the researcher's role in the interviews
as well as by issues related to gender.
The interviewer's manner of speech resembles
Philip's in its emphasis on high considerateness
, one of
the conversational styles discussed in the preceding
section on structural elements of the couple's
narratives. Though a review of the complete transcripts
more fully supports this assertion, confirmation is also
evident in the excerpts that have been included in this
text. Given that high considerateness is an attribute
characterized as much by what it does not do, i.e., it
does not routinely sanction the interruption of the
speaker whose "turn" it is, support may be found in
instances when the interviewer did not speak.
A partial measure of "not speaking" may be found in
the ratio of dialogue lines spoken by each participant
in a given portion of the transcript. For example the
first five passages presented in the Alternatives
section occurred as an almost continuous dialogue in the
interview. Of these eighty-six lines of dialogue, the
interviewer speaks for ten lines in contrast to Philip's
fifty-eight and Leslie's eighteen lines. Consideration
of the types of comments made in the interviewer's ten
lines indicates that they comprise two specific, though
open-ended questions. One of the questions prompts the
sequence of dialogue; the other inquiry follows shortly
after the first. Designed as a hypothetical question,
the latter is directed at broadening the range of
possible meanings discussed with the couple. Neither of
the interviewer's questions interrupts Leslie or Philip,
and Philip speaks for the bulk of the remaining lines
with no interruption from the interviewer and minimal
comment from Leslie. Given the emphasis that the couple
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placed on "being heard", few Interruptions by the
interviewer may have facilitated their level of comfort
in the detailed discussion of intimate aspects of their
relationship.
interactions of the interviewer's conversational
style with his role as researcher may also be noted. m
the qualitative and exploratory context of this
research, it is desirable that the participants
experience the interviewer as respectful, interested,
curious, empathetic and committed to safeguarding their
interests and relationship. An effect of these
assurances is that the participant's will discuss their
experiences more freely and comfortably, thus providing
a greater richness and breadth of meaning in the
narratives. As the interviews concluded, Leslie
commented that, "...its very nice to sit here... and talk
about things that are important to us and actually not
bore the socks off of somebody, you know" (Interview 2,
p. 100). This indication that Leslie felt that the
interviewer was engaged with and attentive to her
concerns, is suggestive of what Tannen (1989) and others
(Duranti, 1986, McDermott & Tylbor, 1983) have described
as, "the active role of the listener in interpreting and
shaping a speaker's discourse" (Tannen, 1989, p. 12).
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Research Participat i nn
An example of how gender informed the accounts,
arose as Philip commented on how the couple's
relationship had evolved: "i have in many ways taken
over the woman's role in our marriage" (Interview i, t.
1. p. 9). In the context of a traditional, male-
dominated marriage, such a self-description would be
taken as depreciatory and an indication that Philip was
dominated by his wife, m the following passage the
couple responds to a question suggested by w. j.
Matthews (personal communication, February 19, 1990),
about gender in relation to the research. Not only is
the idiomatic context of Philip's comment elaborated,
but the interaction of gender in the Interviewer's
relationship with the couple is also specified.
INTERVIEWER:
...I wonder what you think this (theinterviews) would be like if i were a woman
asking these questions, talking to the two of you
about fighting. How do you think that might formthe way you respond, or the focus that she mighttake in asking questions?
LESLIE: I don't know that it would be all thatdifferent.
.
.
PHILIP: I think it would depend upon the person
more 1 can imagine it being a lot harder with
a woman, or a lot harder with another man,
too ....
LESLIE: ...but you're not a "man" anyway.
. .no
offense, that's a compliment, I mean Anyway,
it has to do with what you're willing to talk
about, too; you're not guarded, you don't have
the shields up, . . .you don't count as one of those
guys
.
(Interview 2, pp. 78-80)
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The couple's response to this hypothetical question
suggests that the relationship between the couple and
the interviewer is defined by the idiosyncratic nature
of the individuals rather than by interactional mandates
according to gender. The initial comments made by both
Leslie and Philip, place a premium on the specific
relationship with the Interviewer, independent of his
gender. Leslie's latter comment pivots on the
distinction between a "man" in the stereotyped sense of
someone who is "guarded", and a description of someone -
regardless of gender - who is, "willing to talk". Based
more on functional rather than prescribed
characteristics, this description denotes the pragmatic
functionalism that is a central quality of the current
stage in their relationship. Thus, both Philip's
description of himself as having assumed the "woman's
role" in his marriage, and Leslie's comment that the
Interviewer is "not a ^man'" may be understood as
compliments in the lexicon that has evolved in the
couple's relationship.
Tracing the evolutionary course taken by Leslie and
Philip's relationship, the interviewer was impressed
with its resilience. Having married when both were very
young, they had sustained their relationship in spite of
significant stressors, not the least of which were their
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Violent fights. From a sociocultural perspective, their
relationship survived during more than a decade when the
divorce rate skyrocketed, clearly, they attributed much
of this success to their spiritual committent. since no
other couple in the study noted reliance on a similar
spiritual belief system, this was one among several,
unique contributions that Leslie and Philip made to the
study. In a larger frame of significance, it is
interesting to note how religious beliefs had earlier
constrained the couple from considering certain options
for resolving their marriage. Yet, it was ultimately a
redescription of their orientation to their faith that
allowed them to develop a more viable structure for
their relationship. in terms defined by Gregory Bateson
(1972), this exemplifies, "a difference that makes a
difference," (p. 381 ) i.e., a difference with
sufficient novelty to permit fundamental change, but
without threatening to disorganize or dissolve the
system.
Couple Number Five: Karen and Rich
The final couple to participate in the study was
Rich and Karen who are profiled in the following
section. The couple offered a unique perspective since
they had never been violent with one another in the
course of their relationship of less than one year.
However, they had each experienced extremely violent
fights
- perhaps the most violent of the fights
described by any of the couples in the study - with
previous partners. The couple's concerns about these
past patterns of behavior were heightened as they becair
more involved and their conflicts took on
correspondingly greater consequences. As the final
participants, the couple's intent to interrupt any
patterns of violence in their relationship offered a
fitting closure to the varied narratives of the five
couples who participated in this study. The research
interviews with this couple were conducted in February
and March of 1990 in an interview room on a university
campus in western Massachusetts.
Descriptive Characteristics
Karen and Rich who were both in their mid thirties,
described themselves as being in recovery from alcohol
and drug addictions. They had met through mutual
acquaintances in their twelve step recovery programs
several months prior to the research sessions. They
began living together not long after they met and
planned to be married in a few months.
Rich had three children from earlier relationships.
His eldest child for a couple of years during her teens
and had moved into her own apartment after having her
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first child not long before the interviews. Rich and
Karen frequently looked after the infant girl. Rich's
first grandchild. Rich also had two sons, ages fourteen
and ten, who lived with their respective mothers. The
fourteen year old often visited on weekends and got
along well with his father and Karen. However, Rich
expressed concern that this son was beginning to get
into alcohol and have other behavioral problems much as
Rich had as a teenager. Rich rarely saw his other son
who lived out of state.
Karen had been divorced for over six years. She had
an eleven year old son who lived with his father but
regularly came to stay with Karen and Rich on weekends.
Background of Violence
Neither Karen nor Rich had been physically violent
with one another during the eight months they had known
each other. This was supported both by their statements
in the interviews as well as by their responses on the
Conflict Tactics Scale (CTS). Both parties noted on the
CTS that the most extreme behavior during a fight was
one instance when Rich "threw or smashed or hit or
kicked something" (item J). However, both Rich and
Karen described having been the perpetrators and
recipients of more extreme acts of violence - including
hitting, beating, choking, and using knives - in several
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prior relationships. The couple cited two then recent
disagreements that had begun to escalate and had come
close to being violent. The second of these two
disagreements led to the couple's initiation of conjoint
treatment with a therapist that Rich had been consulting
for his substance abuse concerns. it was in the
therapist's waiting room that Rich first noticed the
flyer seeking participants for the present study. Karen
readily agreed to call the researcher and both parties
noted the therapist's support for their participation,
in describing their motivation for participation in the
research. Rich and Karen mutually emphasized their
desire to find alternatives to violence in order to
protect the future they were planning together.
Many of the details of each party's prior
experiences with violence are included in the subsequent
excerpts from the interviews. Both had sustained
substantial physical injury in the course of fights with
past partners: Karen's nose was broken and Rich was
stabbed in the face. Neither Rich nor Karen described
any criminal charges or legal involvements as a result
of the violence in earlier relationships. Both parties
reported having participated in various forms of
treatment and support related to their substance use
concerns. However, the sessions that the couple had
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initiated with Rich's therapist were the only
professional interventions either reported having sought
to specifically address issues related to fighting or
violence.
Picture
The lengthy transcript passages presented below
provide both Karen and Rich's perspectives on the fight
that the couple had several weeks prior to participating
in the research interviews. This dispute had in fact
led the couple to jointly consult Rich's therapist and,
in turn, to learn of the research project. As is
described the dispute came close to having disastrous
results including violence though such consequences were
ultimately diverted.
Given their length, each excerpt is divided into
numbered segments, or "stanzas" as they are termed by
Riessman (1990). Such stanzas are defined as "a series
of lines that have a parallel structure and that sound
as if they go together by tending to be said at the same
rate and with little hesitation between lines" (pp. 134-
135). These punctuations are made here according to
thematic or structural shifts in the narrative in order
to facilitate both the reading and the analysis of the
passages
.
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Picture Excerpt 1.
INTERVIEWER:
...One of you said that fh.fiah-i- a -F^r, 1 ^ ^ xu un r ... there was ar gnt a few weeks aqo (R • Ypah^ uih^-t- v, <ithat points ^ ^^^^ happened at
(1)
KAREN: The fiqht that wp^ h^H /r>\
r^^rinseL?: '^^ house. .^Knowing tL? I^^IJ^L
(2) Well, when I approached Rich with it he aot
delpL'affarS l""'? ""^ ^" further, 'evena eper as ar as my temper and my stubbornne^^
iTo :ie f ^te^i-^.i^f^^- "-^^ back'r^^SLly
ch
alk
f^^/^o^t three weeks ago we were sitting havinq
the subject up..., he said, "Look, I'm working onIt, you know, my insecurity and this is notsomething I've been able to work out yet" And Isaid "That's good, you're reaching me that w2ythat's good". "Well, i won't have it, I won't
"We?/^;: ^^^.^^^^^^ did that I just'saidWell, I'm doing it and that's it, you just mademy mind up and period, that's it."
(4) Then we left the restaurant and I dropped himoff at one of his houses, and he told me, ah, itold him, "I'm going out for coffee toniqht "
which was a button, and he didn't want me to dothat
- I go and have coffee and we tell dirty
3 0kes and there's men and women and it's
something I've been doing for years with the samepeople and he doesn't like it, so I don't do it
as often as I used to - but I was angry at him so
I was going to go and do something that I knew he
wouldn't like me to do. So he says, "Just don't
come home .
"
(5) So then I decided that out of anger I'm not
going to do something like that so I called home
and left a message, and told him, "I will be home
and we can talk about things," and I'm not going
to do something out of anger that I wouldn't
normally be doing so I went home.
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home ther^ was I ^llL^l fro^lSrs^^fSg^f'
mfto To\:r' ''"^'^ ^"-"^ <To nf^htfwant
RICH: (laughing) i was just listeninaKAREN: Was I telling the rigSj stSJy?*
(Interview l, pp. 13-14)
in the first stanza Karen sets the context in which the
fight took place. By employing the past tense - they
"were planning to get married - Karen alludes to the
gravity of the dispute: it was serious enough that they
postponed the wedding. She outlines the couple's
opposing positions in the second stanza, the
confrontation of the couple's rigid positions
characterized by mutual stubbornness is noted in the
next segment. Stanza four describes the escalation of
the conflict. Karen then begins to reconsider the
consequences of her action and attempts to facilitate an
opening for resolving the fight. The final stanza
continues the episode though Karen interrupts her own
narrative to confront Rich and to demand his affirmation
of the story. As the transcript continues below the
interviewer intercedes in order to divert Rich's direct
response to Karen's challenge yet still cue him to
continue with the account.
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Picture Excerpt 2
'™J's?de of"?t'<P>" interested in hearing what
was'at'thafpoLt ' ^"^"^ Ptlon of things
(1)
''^'^^hersi' ^hf ^'^^ restaurant in
^ae'over'^L"?^';^^L!!". ""-11' I'- going to
SO
I said
then I
, well. If you're going to stay there.
^f'^J ^e^t to get married, that's goiAg tobe It!." You know, like I'm stubborn if i don'tget my way, i get angry and he's the same way soyou know, when that happens and she drops me^of?at the house: "Well, look why don't you just qivemy rings back," and all that! ^
(2) I^on't know, maybe I was building up, you know
?n .H^^
"^^"^ "^'^ ^^11' ^h^t happeAed I got'
^^^^l^^d I "^^de up my mind, and I said, ^Well, fine! She says she's going to go for
nv5^^ho saying that to spite me,"like she just said, and I'm saying "Well, if thisis It If If s over, I'll make damn sure it'sover," and I had a slip. i went out, left thehouse and bought a six pack. I've been clean:
nine months of nothing, no slips, nothing. Eversince I met her I haven't had any slips, I'vebeen doing good, but I hadn't been hitting a lotof my meetings and I don't know, I was like realpigheaded - "if this is the way its going tobe..."
- and I went out and bought a six pack
and went to one of my apartments.
(3) My cousin stopped over and he knows that I go toAA and he walked in and I had a beer in my hand
and he said, "What are you doing?." i said "Heyyou know, we're not getting married." And 'he
said, "That's all bullshit," he said, "You'rejust having a fight." I said, "Let's have a fewdrinks." He stayed with me because he knew what
I could be like and he didn't want to see me gointo a barroom because that was my old pattern.
I was upset and I went out and even did worse. I
went to another friend's house and picked up some
coke; you know, I was a drug addict too, and if
I'm going to do it I'm going to do it right.
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(4) Then he talked me into it he said "vr.,,
ger into a fight so my cousin says, "Look let'^go to my house, don't go sit in th4 ba? you're
iniS^a ?i^ht' ''"5^' ^S^:^" to go ho^e" g^tto f ght, and probably start killing her andIt's going to be over for sure." i really didn^?want It oyer. i was being pigheaded i wasn't
anini''? ""^l
"^'"^ going to sho^ her! ?'mgo ng to drink!." '
(5) My cousin talked me into going out to his houseand when we got down there^ said, "Well I want'to at least call her and let her know." i toldher, because I told her not to come home, if i
becausfI ?o?d L^^" Tf^^ ^° P^^^^^ offD ause t l her not to come home so if she
wondering where she is andbeing drunk we'd get into a real bad fight so Icalled at ten and left a message, saying how I
nf'^in rV"^? ^^"^ ^^9ht, I know^sSe gets outo work at ten, I let her know where I was andyou know I stayed there and that's the reason wepostponed our marriage and went to counselingbecause of all this. ^
INTERVIEWER: Sounds like that was a hard thing to go
^through but the outcome was better, you know=
RICH:
yeah, well what was good the next day when I cameback like, she didn't really get on me right
away you know, I mean I felt like shit because Idrank beer, you know, she didn't ask me at first=KAREN: i knew he'd been drinking.
RICH: =1 just walked in the door i looked ather, she looked at me, and I just walked right tothe bedroom..., just shut the door and that's it-
"Leaye me alone." I just laid down and let it
go. .
.
(Interview 1, pp. 14-16)
The first stanza of Rich's account overlaps with
ren's third stanza, perhaps indicating his agreement
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With her introduction of the context of the dispute and
of the positions that each party assumed. The first two
stanzas then quickly describe the progressive escalation
of the conflict with the latter focusing on Rich's
choice to have a slip with alcohol that would serve to
dispel any uncertainty about the outcome of the
isagreement. The escalation begins to waiver in the
third stanza with the appearance of Rich's cousin. The
following stanza finds Rich describing how he finally
acquiesced to his cousin's advice. Rich next describes
how he began to reflect on the consequences that the
continued escalation of threats and behaviors might have
on the couple's relationship. He notes how he left a
message for Karen in hopes of diverting further
misunderstandings. Interspersed with comments by the
interviewer and Karen, Rich's final stanza denotes
positively Karen's response when he returned home the
next day.
Rich and Karen went on to describe how their
attempts to avert further misunderstandings and
escalation of the conflict were impaired by delays in
receiving each other's telephone message. Karen
described her contemplation of ways to vent the anger
that had been exacerbated by Rich's failure to return
home that night:
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Picture Excerpt 3
KAREN: I knew hd «^ r^r wao -i-v,^
go. down the^f„l?^ TL2ll\T/.\Tf.'°A^\':
ITVAT.'t'' Ms Windows and'r^as goi^g"?o
(Interview l, p. i6)
Rich noted Karen's response the following day.
Picture Excerpt 4
'"''went'^nrdldlharL"''"' ' """^^^ '^^^^ if -he
would have ended up killing each
Probably
other.
(Interview l, p. 17)
Rather than precipitating this situation in which,
"there would have been more violence and it would have
really been destructive and there would have been no
good to it," Karen went on to describe what she did do.
Picture Excerpt 5
KAREN: Instead I stayed home and held myself down.
Jh?nl^ K \^iu^P' ^ 3 chance to
/S^ 4-? J.^^^^^^^' I did not want<P>, the other thing is I didn't want our
relationship to be over even though he hadn't
come home that night which is not something i
mean there was, like he said there were two'
things: if he's not home then I don't know ifhe's cheating on me or not. So he's got to behome and with HIV out there, and with the people
we both know from the past, you know, - I'm also
a drug addict - uhm, I don't want to take that
chance. But what I did was put him in my shoes
you know, and tried to get him to understand howit felt, and he did, you know, it didn't
accomplish anything by staying out; it just
really made me suspicious and nervous, you
know,
. .
.
(Interview 1, p. I6)
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Rich concluded the recounting of this episode in the
following manner.
Picture Excerpt 6
RICH: There were some good things out of it thouahbecause we did talk about it. She explained lik4my, you know, insecurities about her i be^^nto realize things and there's no reasoA'for mlnot to trust her.... So now, i mean I'm startingto learn all this stuff, which is making me able
f?ah?^%h'^''
things.... we're always g^ing toig t, the only good thing about it is the facttnat.. we're aware of it and don't let it compto what it could.
(Interview l, p. 17)
Summary. The couple responded to the interviewer's
inquiry of "what happened" during their recent fight
with an intricate, multilayered story. Each takes their
turn as the teller of the story to present their own
perspectives on the evolution of the conflict. They
agree that the outcome of the dispute that they have
recounted is much more desirable than the resolution of
disputes through violent fights in past relationships.
Karen largely attributes this more desirable
resolution to her own intrapersonal processes that
restrain her from enacting her angry feelings. At two
nodal points in the story - after she drops Rich off at
one of his apartments and when he doesn't come home that
night - she considers the actions she might take but
persuades herself not "to do something out of anger"
because, "I thought about where it would go." Karen
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denotes closure of the episode in describing the
couple's interaction the following day: "I ... tried to
get him to understand how it felt, and he did."
In contrast. Rich's description of how further
escalation was avoided and the dispute was resolved is
located in his interactions with others. The arrival
and intervention of his cousin as Rich begins to drink
serves to mediate his intent to "make damn sure its
over" with Karen by having a slip from his sobriety.
When he does return home the next day, he notes that
Karen "was good ...she didn't really get on me right
away". This comment simultaneously describes Karen's
behavior in a positive manner and implies that
responsibility for insuring that the situation doesn't
escalate may rest largely with her.
This narrative might thus be interpreted as
recounting a dispute that had a positive resolution
based first on Karen's internal skills of reflection and
restraint and secondarily on fortuitous responses by
others to Rich's behaviors. However this description
may be too simplistic as exemplified by its omission of
Karen's description of the precipitant of the fight as
her "troublemaking" girlfriend's sugggestion that she
spend the night before the wedding away from Rich. In
the Explanation section that follows. Rich and Karen
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describe factors that they believe have influenced their
violent behaviors in past relationships. These
explanations may also expand understanding of the
perceding account.
Explanations
The explanations for violence constructed in the
interviews with the five couples in this study are
multifaceted and interactive. Rarely does an
explanation stand as a singular entity that describes a
linear relationship between a cause and its effect,
i.e., violence. Similarly, Rich and Karen's
explanations for violence as an aspect of their
experience in relationships, overlap and intertwine.
One explanatory element may potentiate another, thus
contributing to an escalation of conflict. Such a
spiraling escalation may be tracked in Karen and Rich's
preceding accounts as the elements of jealousy,
stubbornness, insecurity, suspicion, etc., oscillate in
the context of their dispute, in this section the
couple's explanations for their violence as well as for
other related behaviors are organized under two
subheadings: substance abuse and violence in the family
of origin. These groupings are far from being mutually
exclusive of one another; the overlaps and the
interactions of one grouping with another are readily
apparent
.
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Substance Abuse. m the initial stages of the
interviews both Karen and Rich identified themselves as
in recovery from the abuse of alcohol and of drugs, m
the respective bodies of literature on domestic violence
and on substance abuse, each area is frequently
associated with the other. Intoxicants are in some
instances described as causal agents in the commission
of violence. Alternatively, substance abuse may be
understood as an excuse for the perpetration of such
acts. In their own experiences with violence, both Rich
and Karen identify connections between substance abuse
and violence with their partners.
Explanation Excerpt 1
INTERVIEWER: Yeah, and, again, that sounds like
that's a new thing for both of you to be able to
work things out (without the use of violence
)
KAREN & RICH: Yeah.
'
RICH: It was easier to just go out to a bar and justforget about it, and just get by, but now I work
on it, its something I have to work on, its worthit
.
KAREN: Those other relationships in the past used to
be fine. For me they were firey and fun, and
they added some sparkle to my substance abuse is
what it was really.
(Interview 1, pp. 18-19)
The excerpt opens with the interviewer placing
emphasis on a distinction between the couple's past and
present modes of dealing with disputes. The couple
begins to reflect on the roles that substance use had in
their relationships: bars provided a haven for Rich in a
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cycle of "getting by"; substances and volatile
relationships had mutually enhancing effects for Karen.
The following excerpt suggests the extent of this
interaction for her.
Explanation Excerpt 2
INTERVIEWER: You said that in your relationships itwas also <P>, you would be Violent and ?he manyou were involved with would also be violentKAREN: There were a couple where I reacted wi?h*
Itfi^''''^' "'^''y' I was leaving inAlabama when I hit him I knew that if i stavedwe would kill each other. Then the last seriousrelationship I had before Rich, which was
actually a couple years before I met him, thatguy broke my nose and I stabbed him. That wasserious He could have died. He did die but itwasn't from me. it was shortly after that. I'm
and^?h^?V' ^ t^^^- I on drugs
drunk
happened the way it did. l was
(Interview i, p. 19)
Responding to the interviewer's inquiry about the
directionality of violence in her past relationships,
Karen notes the extremes to which her violence went, in
this instance she equated her abuse of substances with
the extent of the violence. Below, Rich elaborates on
how alcohol influenced his violent behaviors.
Explanation Excerpt 3
INTERVIEWER: How did you get that knowledge (i.e..
Rich's awareness that he is someone who can get
violent with a partner)?...
RICH: A lot of it too is with my alcoholism. That
had a real lot to do with it, because it was like
a Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. Most of the time I
was ever violent was because of my drinking and
that life. Not doing something about my
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^Li K P^^^^^^' there was times I was totallysober but because in that kind of a rut and Iwasn't drinking a few times, i hauled off 2nd h.Hsome really bad fights with 'the personal 'waT
and i'd'in.J °^ feelings insideId just let them fester and fester and then
"bang" when they blow up, that's it, all hellbreaks lose. n xj.
(...)
She (Karen) brought up the fact aboutinsecurities; I'm a real jealous person. There
of^.v'^^^^ probably get into fight becausemy jealousy, even not drinking.
(Interview 1, p. 6-7)
Rich notes the effect that alcohol had on him as a
transformation in his persona: "like a Dr. Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde". However, he also identifies exceptions to
the connection between his use of alcohol and the
occurrence of violence noting a pattern of letting
feelings "fester" until they explode even when he is in
a sober state. He acknowledges jealousy as a factor in
his fights regardless of his alcohol use.
Karen's alcohol use intensified her experience; for
Rich it seemed to divert intensity at least for a time.
In Rich's earlier account of his dispute with Karen he
describes "having a slip" as a means of insuring the
dissolution of their relationship. Thus substance use
for Rich may have served to variably divert or
potentiate the intensity of his feelings and behaviors.
Violence and the Family of Origin
. The following
excerpts detail the different experiences relating to
violence that Karen and Rich had in the respective
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family that each grew up in. The first three excerpts
consider Karen's family; the three subsequent excerpts
explore aspects of Rich's family.
in the first portion of the excerpt that follows,
Karen talks about the violence that she had observed in
her family as a child. As she responds to the
interviewer's subsequent inquiries she constructs an
account of her understanding of the role played by
violence in her family.
Explanation Excerpt 4
^^^Mrn,;;;""^
mother was in abusive relationships.
tL K u^"" introduced me into the bar where f methe bikers, so I was raised in that
atmosphere My mother divorced four husbandsor vice versa, you know, but she was very violeAtthey responded to each other with violence
all the time. So I always saw that, so it wasjust something I was used to..
INTERVIEWER: So you say, you saw your mother andher husbands being violent at times=
KAREN:
^v, u d.,.
V, , , ^, =0h yeah, thevhurt each other. There were knives, peoplegetting thrown down stairs, you know, full cans
of food thrown, hot soup dumped over peoplesheads, and that was between my mother and herhusbands those things happened. There was a lot
of that.
INTERVIEWER: Do you think that if you <P> or what
effect do you think that had - seeing that - interms of how you and your relationships have
evolved?
KAREN: I think that what I've discovered from being
in violent relationships <P>, what I think
happened to me is that I felt because if a woman,
a husband and wife love each other <p>, to me I
never saw the hugging, I saw the drunk, you know,
I didn't see hugging, kissing and love, I say
drunken brawls and they supposedly loved each
other. So as I grew up, my first serious
relationship - I was seventeen - and the first
time he hit me I knew he loved me. it made me
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feel like this guy must really care about mp i f tcan make him hit me, you know..? ^
(Interview i, pp. 18-19)
Explanation Excerpt 5
INTERVIEWER: Do you know how she (Karen's mother^
herself ''^^^ back /she'd stanf^p^for
KAREM^ learned to do that?N. She grew up the same way. I had agrandfather who used to come home with - and as
5nJ
J^^o^
- he used to beat my grandmo?he?a d get her pregnant. He was a drinker. He wasin the merchant marines. So every time he camehome my grandmother got pregnant. There was a
INTERVIEWER •'°So\n''w^^ '^"^ as l\now.So YOU kind of see those two things -
goLg back - -tertwining Ld
KAREN: Yes.
(Interview 2, p. 5)
Explanation Excerpt 6
INTERVIEWER: Are there other meanings that youcan think of that you had about your
relationships?
KAREN: I can think back.... i can just think of
self esteem. I've gone over these things. I hadlow self esteem and being hit reinforced that. I
was a welfare kid I didn't deserve any betterthan this anyway, i didn't really think I'd everget any better than that.
(Interview 2, pp. 14-15)
Karen's responses in the preceding excerpts strongly
support hypotheses about observed violence and the
transmission of violence from one generation to the
next. Indeed, near the end of the interviews she
commented that "violence breeds violence". Gelles and
Straus (1988) note that " observing your parents hit one
another is a more powerful contributor to the
probability of becoming a violent adult than being a
victim of violence" (p. 91).
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Karen also clearly describes the meaning that she
attached to being hit by her first partner, "he loved
me..., must really care about me". Interestingly she
empowers herself in relation to the violence by saying
"if I can make him hit me". Such a connotation possibly
served to make sense of the dissonant experience of
being hit by someone she cares about and to make sense
of staying in a relationship when alternative models and
resources were limited. As a corollary of violence
observed in childhood Gelles and Straus (1988) comment
that, "Those who love you are also those who hit you,
and those you love are those you can hit" (p. 91 ),
Two excerpts follow in which the Interviewer asks
Rich if he was exposed to violence as a child in a
manner similar to that described by Karen. The issue of
the effects of alcohol use reappears in the third
excerpt
.
Explanation Excerpt 7
INTERVIEWER:
...Did you (Rich) have an experience
like that (referring to Karen's observation of
violence between her mother and her mother's
husbands )
.
RICH: Really my parents they never were violent. I
never saw a lot of violence I never saw a lot
of it so I try to figure out sometimes, too, you
know, the way I got. I can't figure me out..., I
try to think back to my childhood, a lot of my
life I forget. I was in a lot of blackouts and
you aren't supposed to be able to remember a lot
of things, I try to pinpoint certain things, I
can't do it.
(Interview 1, p. 20)
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Explanation Excerpt 8
INTERVIEWER:... every couple is going to have some
what kind'n?^'rr^'' fights^nd I don'^ know
RTPH Tho ? t 5^^^^ y^''^ parents had.
^Ah^h^ I'^^ hea^d argumentsand things like that but its strange, I thinkback, I never saw my father throw things ofbelike how I was. i wonder how the hell^did ^ get
that ^n^-T.'
^^^'t/^er ever seeing him likea d I've heard them get mad at each otherand have arguments and quarrel but that's all itwas is some yelling. i never saw my father hitmy mother. I think about it and it makes mewonder why the hell I ever did it. i don'tknow NOW my father is real sick; he's an
alcoholic.
(Interview l, p. 26)
Explanation Excerpt 9
INTERVIEWER:
... What's the relationship
between his (Rich's father's) drinking <P> ican t remember, you said he has been a driAker
all his life? Has he been to the point where he
was in for treatment, or=
^
= He never got violentlike me. when I drink I get like a Jekyll andHyde change: violent and I just lose it. I never
really saw him like that, get violent or lose
(Interview 2, p 10)
Karen explained violence in her relationships as a
reflection of her childhood observation of violence and
the interaction of violence and alcohol abuse in at
least three generations, in contrast Rich does not
identify any such elements as contributors to his own
violence. He does note that the violence that he
experienced in his adult relationships was of an extent
and magnitude similar to that mentioned by Karen. At
another point in the interviews he stated, "I got
stabbed in the face, hit over the head with a bat, and I
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was on the ground killing a girl, rapping her head
against the walls, after she stabbed me". Rich notes
again the dramatic change that occurs in his behavior
when he drinks, further supporting the relationship of
alcohol with his own violent behaviors. The
interviewer's question whether there were parallels
between the effects of Rich's alcohol usage and the
effects of his father's drinking was met with a negative
response. m his description of a history of blackouts
Rich introduces an element of uncertainty as to his
ability to fully recall earlier experiences that might
further explain his involvement with violence in
relationships
.
Karen's Story of Awareness . m the following
excerpt Karen tells a story that explains her inability
to transform her relationships in spite of the awareness
that "violence is not normal".
Explanation Excerpt 10
KAREN (discussing her first violent relationship):
...and I was on a bus one day and I still can't
really figure out if this was a dream or a
vision, or if it really happened, but there was a
man in the seat behind me and he was talking to
me and he knew what had happened to me. I was
coming home from the South. I had been in a
violent relationship and he knew. Maybe I had
marks, I can't remember. I was nineteen. He
told me, "This is not normal, the normal way for
people to show love to each other is not to hurt
each other", and it took me a long time to get
out of that. Those words always stayed with me,
always, always. I started then, I think, really
looking at my relationships and what I was doing
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^h«"TS-^£' Other people but witht e substance abuse, I couldn't stop it
(Interview l, p. 19)
The powerful interaction of substance abuse and
patterns of behavior is reaffirmed in the preceding
passage. As explanation it suggests the complexity and
intransigence of patterns of violence in relationships
in spite of the awareness of a participant/victim. This
story also foreshadows the changes that Karen eventually
makes to guard against violence in her relationships.
The Alternatives section that follows will elaborate on
both Karen and Rich's efforts to bring about these
changes
.
Summary. Both Rich and Karen emphasize substance
abuse as a factor in the violence that they had
experienced in prior relationships. Though each
alludes to alcohol use in previous generations of their
families, the connections between alcohol and violence
are very different for each: Rich describes his father
as alcoholic though he has never seen his father become
violent; Karen describes three generations of
interrelated alcohol use and violence. Karen emphasizes
her childhood observation of violence between her mother
and her mother's husbands as a major influence on the
interactional characteristics of her own adult
relationships. Other than his alcohol use. Rich is much
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less certain about the factors that have influenced his
violent behaviors with prior partners. He does note
that violence was an element in a pattern of behavior
that could occur whether he was drunk or not. Finally,
Karen explains that awareness that violence was not an
element of "normal" relationships was not enough for her
to change the pattern of violence given her substance
abuse.
Alternatives
In this section, excerpts from the interviews with
Rich and Karen present ways in which they have modified
their behaviors and their relationship in order to
lessen the likelihood that violence will occur. The
excerpts are clustered according to the following
thematic headings: overview, Karen's description of
additional alternatives, and interrupting patterns of
violence.
Overview
.
in the first excerpt of this section,
Karen presents her overview of what the couple has done
to prevent violence from occurring in their
relationship.
Alternatives Excerpt 1
INTERVIEWER: ...You haven't had any violent
experiences with one another? Okay, that's
great, you've done some work and it worked.
RICH: Yeah, definitely.
KAREN: We talk about it, we talk it through. Rich
and I have talked about our past relationships
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separate for a while.
(...)
KAREN: We made an agreement, you know - we wrote itdown on paper, and we thought it looked good -that, uhmm "i hate to be rejected, i hate to beignored and I like to deal with things as thevcome". (I: umhmm) So if we're having a ^disagreement, I want it out there.
(Interview 1, pp. 4-5)
Karen first lists two factors that she feels have
contributed to behavioral alternatives for the couple:
talking things through and her own increased awareness
through the media of the problem of violence. She notes
the utility of separating for a time when the couple
encounters volatile feelings as did several of the other
couples in this study. m so doing she identifies the
"time-out" strategy that is frequently employed in the
treatment of .couples who have experienced violence.
This strategy is agreed upon beforehand so that when
either party recognizes signals of escalating tensions
that may be precursors to violent acts, "time-out" may
be invoked. The couple then separates for a previously
agreed upon length of time knowing that they will
reconvene when tempers have cooled in order to address
the unresolved issues. The last passage of Karen's
narrative describes another strategy to diminish the
possiblity of violence: a written agreement specifing
the requisites for addressing a conflict.
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In the following excerpt Rich enumerates several
factors that he feels have contributed to his ability to
avoid violence in his relationship with Karen. As the
passage begins. Rich has just stated that he "has
knowledge," of being, "that type of person," i.e.,
someone who can become violent in a relationship)
Alternatives Excerpt 2
INTERVIEWER: How did you get that kind of knowledgedo you think anyway? Because that's not an easvthing, once you get any kind of pattern ofbehavior.
RICH:... and you know, now I have been in recoveryfor a couple years and I've had a couple slips.But like I was up in Brattleboro for a while
started learning things like this and how to'
control myself, i still have like a lot ofjealousies and things I did. There's things that
she does that will piss me off, but I'm more
aware inside. I know she will not put up with mehitting her, that's why I think in that, plus
we're real good together. I feel real
comfortable with her but there's a lot she knows
and she's been in recovery too. Theres ' a lot wehave in common, there's a lot that's the same
with us and we're both stubborn and pigheaded.
We both want to have our own way but like she
says, there's real good times where we sat down
and we weighed things down, like talking about
things we wanted to change, feelings, we can't
put up with each other but we can talk We're
more communicative, we talk a lot, like if
there's a problem, but still there's a few times
now that I hold things in, she'll know it. Like a
lot of times she's really good, me and her get
along great. I really, I love her. Her being
with me is helping me. She makes it so much
easier for me, I mean, believe me she does,
because I know the pattern I'm in, you know, like
there's a lot of times when she will want to
talk, and I'll just say, "Look I can't talk about
it right now", and she'll leave it alone because
if she didn't, I know what she would do, she
would get me probably push me off the edge, but
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Iti^llrilnT." ^'^P"^^""^' ^'^ ---9 along,
(Interview i, pp. 6-7)
in this somewhat disjointed passage. Rich names at
least five factors that have in his estimation
contributed to the avoidance of violence with Karen.
First, he cites his recovery from substance abuse.
Recalling that such abuse was the primary explanation
that Rich previously noted for his past violent
behaviors, sobriety is central to his ability to develop
alternative behaviors. The clarity that accompanies
sobriety may have fostered the second area: an increased
self awareness lending itself to the ability to control
his impulses. The third, fourth and fifth areas are
more interpersonal in nature. Rich describes a clear
understanding of the consequences for their relationship
should he ever hit Karen: "I know she will not put up
with me hitting her." As a fourth factor he notes the
similar characteristics that he and Karen share.
Included in these are that, "we're both stubborn and
pigheaded," and each wants "to have our own way."
Though these may not be more positive attributes they
seem to indicate some commonality in the way that the
couple interacts with their world. A more clearly
positive similarity for the couple is that "she's been
in recovery, too," thus providing a strong base of
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common experience and beliefs. Finally, Rich describes
a reciprocity in their interactions commenting not only
that the couple "can talk," but also noting that if he
indicates to her that he can't talk with her at a
particular time that "she'll leave it alone," a behavior
akin to the aforementioned time-out procedure.
in spite of the disj ointedness of this passage. Rich
utilizes a clear, progressive structure for presenting
these factors. From a temporal viewpoint, he begins his
account with events that occured prior to meeting Karen
and progresses to the current state of interactions in
their relationship. The account also progresses from
the description of individual acts to interactional
characteristics of the couple's relationship.
Karen Describes Other Alternatives
. m the next
three excerpts Karen comments on several factors that
have enabled her to change the cycle of violence that
she was so dramatically exposed to in her childhood.
The interviewer's first inquiry is about how she escaped
a lifestyle that would have included continued substance
and physical abuse much like her mother's.
Alternatives Excerpt 3
INTERVIEWER (to Karen): What do you think it was for
you that you were able to pull yourself out of
that situation
KAREN:
. . .when I was fourteen I was placed in foster
care and there has been a woman there ever since
then, and she was my case worker for D.Y.S.
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(Department of Youth Services
^ qh^ h=,o u
so supportive and loving and si'fair wi^hreally think that might have been ^ ,
and kindness, and shI be^^ves !n me' ^Thiflady always stuck with me, and she^s ' still ^Lr.today, my mother figure "
n there
INTERVIEWER: What has her reaction been in the past
been ^ioi^nce^^ relationships where there'h^s
""^Tiil gui^e IT ?hr^' supportive of me, she
u ^? r 3 very pushv woman and
or^h^'f ' f ^° thi^,^ou^b~ To\tr s e s going to hound you until you doShe's 3ust there, she wJuld try to advise me butwhatever I decide, she's there. '^^^i
(Interview l, p. 24)
in contrast to the "love/hate" relationship that
Karen described having with her mother, the longstanding
relationship with her caseworker is primarily
characterized as being a supportive one. Yet the
caseworker is hardly a shy, retiring person, "she's a
very pushy woman." clearly Karen values the support and
belief in her that this woman has provided as a means of
transforming her life in relation not only to violence
but to other behaviors as well.
COUPLE 5
Alternatives Excerpt 4
INTERVIEWER:
... what do you think it would havebeen like if you had not grown up with the
experience you had with your mom, your dad, her
partners? what do you think it would have beenlike if you had gone out and gotten into a
relationship and the man hit you?
KAREN: I'm not sure, but thinking back, I don't
think I would have taken it as much or as long as
I did... maybe I still could have turned into a
battered woman. I never considered myself a
battered woman because I'm as much of a fighter
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fiohSr ^ M^^^VJ "^^^^^ ^^^^ been a
she had'i'rP^iT^^^^ ^ ^^^^1^ ^^i^h woman and
observed <P> TO°h.^H"'P^": . ^° ^ "^^^ht not have
kinH OF =.^^ : I ^^^^^ ^^""^ ^^^^^ 3 niore femaled of attitude: "women get beat on".
(Interview 2, pp. 3-4)
In response to the interviewer's hypothetical
question Karen describes two possible courses that her
life could have taken had she not been exposed to the
violence she had seen as a child. First, she indicates
that had she not been habituated to violence as a part
of relationships, she might not have taken it "for as
long as I did" and presumably would have left a man who
hit her. Alternatively, in emphasizing her mother's
temper and feistiness as a model for her own development
as a "fighter," Karen positively connotes her childhood
observation of violence. She equates a "more female"
position with subjugation.
The next excerpt returns to Karen's explanatory
assertion that her violent relationships were "firey and
fun . "
Alternatives Excerpt 5
INTERVIEWER: ...you had been talking about how the
alcohol and drugs or substances you were using
<P>, either they (themselves) or the behaviors
you got involved in because of them would be kind
of exciting. You were saying that nice men were
boring.... There was a lot of intensity in your
behavior. I wonder how that is now? where do
you find the intensity or that kind of drama in
you life?
KAREN: I think I get mine at work. I have a really
taxing job. The positive parts of our
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relationship, i find those to be Pxrifinrr •
we have together. i think anothefparrfhougr'
me ^han"'?'L'h'''^f?"' ^^^^^^5 Rich to not Ait
tha^ ?2 i T ?y getting him to hit me. To me
^ Vnni T
^^^ll^^g^'- rne to shut my mouth whenI k ow I can push the buttons, when its all overwith and my face lights up or whatever! ?hen I
^h^/^^^"^ something right and feel goodabout that. I think life is pretty excitinqthese days. i don't have time, i don' t knSw
fights^r'^ ''''' ''"-^ ^° into
(Interview 2, pp. 13-14)
In her response Karen names several areas such as
her job and the positive aspects of her relationship as
current sources of excitement. Her most complex
response though, has to do with her juxtaposing of
hitting with control. Earlier, in Explanation Excerpt 4
she had suggested that the ability to induce a partner
to hit her signified that the partner cared. Being
struck thus invested her with control over the other
person. In the above description the inverse behaviors
are emphasized though control of the situation remains
invested in Karen as she determines whether or not to
"push Rich's buttons."
Interrupting Patterns of violence
. This final
excerpt asks the couple to respond as parents,
speculating on how they may interrupt the replication of
patterns of relationship violence in future generations.
Alternatives Excerpt 6
INTERVIEWER: What's your thought about raising
children? How do you teach them about
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relationships in a way that they won't end ud ina relationship where they were being the
^
recipient or the person who is acting in aviolent way? Maybe you have already done thinqs
KAREN: I've always heard that violence breeds
violence.
RICH: Yeah, say like around the house there's
violence and they see it, they're going to learn
J?K ; P^"'!''
really saw it but I turned toIt so that IS kind of contradicting.
KAREN: It's true, I had to stop a pattern and I did-we were abused kids; I don't hit my son.
. . . we
'
work things out, we sit down and talk things out.
(Interview 2, p. 18)
In their initial response to this question the
couple echoes their earlier explanations of how they
came to be violent: Karen through extensive exposure to
violence when she was a child and Rich agreeing with the
idea that "violence breeds violence" but quickly noting
that that was not the case for him. Karen's last
statement again emphasizes the importance she places on
control - "I had to stop a pattern and I did" - even
with her awareness of the power that a history of
multiple generations of violence can exert. The
specific practices that she employed with her son - "We
work things out, we sit down and talk things out" - are
elements that she and Rich also employed to address
violence in their own relationship. These practices may
also be a modest summation of what she has done to
interrupt the intergenerational transmission of violence
if such behavioral patterns do not manifest themselves
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in her son's relationships. Elsewhere Rich commented
that his older son noted the difference between Rich's
relationship with Karen and Rich's past relationships
with "crazy women" in which the son, "saw me being
violent... and drinking". Though in a manner that is
perhaps less reflective than Karen had described Rich
stated that by the example of his relationship with
Karen, "I'm hoping he'll learn something."
Summary, in his first passage in this section. Rich
indicates what would seem to be the critical
prerequisite for both he and Karen in finding
alternatives to violence, given their own descriptions
of their backgrounds: sobriety. Rich specified that he
had attained this through an inpatient program whereas
it remains unclear how Karen entered into recovery.
Both mentioned their ongoing affiliations with
Alcoholics Anonymous elsewhere in the interviews.
Karen's initial statements focused on describing the
pragmatic superstructure that the couple had designed
for dealing with disputes. This approach included a
"time-out" agreement as well as a written agreement
outlining how they would attempt to minimize conflicts.
Both parties emphasize various aspects of communication:
"we talk it through". They also indicate that
heightened awareness of their own cognitive and
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behavioral patterns as well as of the characteristics of
violence in general have increased their ability to
avert violent fights.
Attention is also given to several other aspects
that Karen indicated were helpful to her in addressing
the issues of relationship violence. These included the
ongoing support that she received from her DYS worker,
her mother's legacy in becoming a fighter herself, and
the reorientation of her life to find excitement and
intensity in her work and in the "positive parts" of her
relationship with Rich. Finally the interviewer asks
the couple to reflect on the the challenge of how to
teach their children to develop nonviolent
relationships.
Narration
In the preceding sections, a general description of
the relationship between Karen and Rich has been
provided as well as a more specific description of how
violence and fighting have been facets of their lives.
Extensive accounts of a dispute were presented from each
party's perspective. Further descriptions of how Rich
and Karen have each explained and found alternatives to
violence in their lives have been considered. The
interactive role of the interviewer with the couple in
the construction of the narratives will be discussed in
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the next and final section, m this section, the
particular problems of the couple as narrative tellers
will be reviewed. Structural and content components of
the narrative will also be summarized.
The problem faced by Karen and Rich as tellers of
narratives about aspects of fighting and violence has
unique attributes. As previously discussed, though they
had not experienced violence in their own relationship
both had had recurrent episodes of extreme violence with
previous partners, within this context the possibility
of violence assumes an amorphous yet pervasive role in
the couple's relationship. One option for a couple at
such a point would be to minimize or deny the possible
continuity of violence between past and present
relationships. Rich and Karen came to the research
interviews having already rejected this option by
jointly consulting Rich's therapist after the fight
described in the Picture section.
Eschewing denial, each party is then faced with the
complex task of constructing a narrative that relates
their concerns about their mutual interactions in the
context of a fight yet does not become inflammatory or
suggestive of the likelihood of violence in the future.
Though Karen may accuse Rich of violating their
agreement not to stay apart overnight, she explicitly
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notes her own contributions to the escalation of the
fight in the forms of anger and stubbornness, she also
acknowledges Rich's ability to "put himself in my shoes"
which fosters her willingness to reconcile after the
fight.
included in Rich's narrative are several positive
descriptions of how Karen knows when to "back off" and
not press him to talk. He further acknowledges that she
"makes it so much easier" for him to deal with
conflict. Such references by the respective narrators
serve to acknowledge the differences in perspective held
by their partner as well appreciation of the partner's
efforts towards resolving conflict. Inclusion of these
narrative elements inhibits the recurrence of the type
of symmetrical escalation described during the fight.
As Rich concludes his narration, his statement is both
predictive and prescriptive: "We're always going to
fight, the only thing good about it is the fact that...,
we're aware of it and don't let it come to what it
could . "
As with the other couples in the study. Rich and
Karen in their roles as narrative tellers each strive to
explain the rationales and contextual influences of
their past actions to the listener. As tellers the
hope is to convince the listener of how the logic of
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their past actions made sense and how those past logics
either continue to make sense now or are refuted by what
each currently does in the face of conflict. Both the
content and the structure of their accounts serve to
support these ends.
Rich and Karen respectively favor different styles
in the construction of their narratives. Rich talks in
more general and at times disjointed ways, telling fewer
specific stories about his experience than does Karen.
His style has the effect of informing the listener of
Rich's experience and perspective yet in a manner that
maintains a distance between teller and listener. As
Rich notes there is much in his history that he cannot
remember due to blackouts related to his substance
abuse. This factor suggests one reason why his accounts
may be more generalized. Also, this more general type
of accounting may reflect a cultural expectation based
on gender distinctions: men don't talk as much or as
indepth as women do about emotions or relationship
issues. Rich noted his ongoing concern about such
expression, "We're more communicative, we talk a lot...,
but still there's a few times now that I hold things
in"
.
Karen's more specific and detailed accounts are
interspersed with stories, e.g., the man speaking to her
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on the bus in Explanation Excerpt li, and accounts of
habitual sequences of behaviors, e.g., her grandfather's
periodic returns from the sea in Explanation Excerpt 5.
such affecting stories of Karen's family and her earlier
life readily engage the empathy of the listener and
create a number of opportunities to ask for
elaboration. in the Picture section Karen's initiation
of the story about the couple's fight is notable for the
way in which it engages Rich. Karen's interruption of
her own narrative to ask if Rich wants her to continue
and whether she's "telling the right story" serves as a
dramatic device that heightens the listeners'
attention. The demand that Rich's continuation of the
account be detailed and responsive to the issues she
raises is also increased. Though this does not seem to
be Rich's style of providing accounts in other passages,
he is induced to tell a more detailed, specific story in
response to Karen's detailed, sequential story.
Also of interest is another structural element in
the story of their fight is Karen's use of "quotations"
from her dialogue with Rich, i.e., "he said, \..'," "i
said, In terms of the teller wanting to
convince the listeners of the veracity of her position,
this device suggests an objectivity in the account, as
if the listeners were hearing the dialogue verbatim
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rather than the teller's subjective recollections. Rich
also utilizes this device in his account though it is
unclear whether this is his further adaptation of
Karen's structural devices or a characteristic of
narration that he has also developed.
Elements of content have been the primary focus of
the exposition in the earlier sections. Two remaining
issues of interest relating to the content of the
accounts will be briefly discussed here.
Having described the issues, context and sequence of
the couples' dispute, Karen in her narrative of the
couple's fight introduced a subtext to the account by
stating that there was "something else we had agreed
on". This statement specifed the couple's prior
agreement that they would not stay away from home
overnight even when they were angry with one another.
The elements of Karen's story are organized in a way
that justifies her position: she may have been thinking
of doing things that Rich didn't like, but he did
something that they had explicitly agreed not to do.
This statement thus leaves Rich in a defensive position
and demands the aforementioned detailed response.
By introducing this subtext Karen utilizes the occasion
of the research interview to again verify that Rich has
understood her concerns about his absence overnight.
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Substance abuse was described by both Rich and Karen
as one of the primary explanations for the occurence of
Violence in earlier relationships. Again, violence and
substance abuse are consistent correlates in studies of
domestic violence. Both Karen and Rich note the
Significance of attaining sobriety in diminishing the
likelihood of violence in their relationship. Thus
engaging in the process of recovery from addiction
serves as an element that also distances the tellers
from the violence. Rich and Karen have each taken
charge of an aspect of their lives that previously
fueled violence.
Interviewer
As with each of the couples, the interviewer
contributes to the formation of a narrative by questions
and comments that guide and punctuate the interviews
with Karen and Rich. The influence of the interviewer
is perhaps most apparent in the Picture section for this
couple
.
The first segment of the extended account of the
couple's fight is elicited by the interviewer's open-
ended question; "One of you said that... there was a
fight a few weeks ago (R. : Yeah) what happened at that
point?". Whether or not he recalled who made the
reference to a recent fight, by stating "one of you
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said..." the interviewer leaves an opening for the
couple to decide who will begin the account. Rich's
assent during the interviewer's question suggests that
he had made the earlier mention of the fight, yet it is
Karen who begins the account from her perspective,
occurring fairly early in the first interview with the
couple, Karen's initiation of the response presages the
ongoing issue of how the interviewer moderates and
balances the quantity and the agenda-setting of Karen's
responses with the nature of Rich's responses. By
asking "what happened," this initial question also
directly specifies a behavioral description of the
events of the fight. As is elsewhere noted with other
couples who participated in this study, the interviewer
either had not previously asked as clearly for a
specific, behavioral account of a fight or the couple's
response was in different form than the sequential
account of a particular fight offered by Rich and Karen.
The interviewer's second interjection - "i would be
interested in hearing what your side of it <P>, your
perception of things were at that point" - is directed
to Rich. Though this comment is not formulated as a
question, it utilizes the pause in Karen's account as
well as the question she directs to Rich - "Was I
telling the right story?" - to guide the next segment of
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the account. Not only did the interviewer generally
want to maintain a balance in the contributions made by
each member of the couple, he also wanted to mollify the
potential of Karen's challenging question for reigniting
the conflict. The interviewer transforms Karen's
challenge of whether hers was the "right story" into a
statement of interest in hearing Rich's account. The
momentary pause after asking for Rich's "side" of the
account betrays the interviewer's recognition that this
implies that each party's contribution to the account is
in symmetrical opposition to the other's, a recovery is
attempted with the substitution of "perception", a term
that allows for the affirmation of each party's
subjective viewpoint of the dispute.
With the statement, "Sounds like that was a hard
thing to go through but the outcome was better, you
know", the interviewer punctuates Rich's account.
Structurally, this punctuation serves to facilitate a
pause in Rich's lengthy narration. From this pause, the
interviewer is able to guide the discussion to other
areas of interest. Not only does this comment
acknowledge the difficulty of the events related to the
fight, it also emphasizes the positive nature of the
outcome of the couple's efforts to address the
conflict. This latter aspect also furthers the
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interviewer's intention to safeguard the couple fro. the
rekindling of their disagreement. Though co.ing during
a pause in Rich's account, the comment does not name him
therefore its positive description may be accepted by
either member of the couple, closing with the
affillative "you know", the interviewer attempts to
further convey his understanding of the couple's efforts
and draw the couple out of their narrative so that other
issues may be addressed.
in the Picture segment for this couple the comments
made by the interviewer variably served to directly
request information, reframe or positively connote
statements, emphasize a stance of interest and
curiousity, as well as punctuate and facilitate the flow
of the accounts. m the questions and comments utilized
throughout the other portions of the interviews these
and other functions may be noted.
In the Explanation section two themes are
emphasized: violence in the families that Karen and Rich
each grew-up in and substance abuse. As the interviewer
comments to Karen, "So you kind of see those two things -
the alcohol and the violence - intertwining and going
back." Since these two areas have been repeatedly
linked in the literature on spouse abuse the interviewer
had to use caution not to precipitously impose this
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explanatory framework on the couplers accounts. Early
in the first interview both Rich and Karen volunteered
the information that each had a history of substance
abuse and that they were both in recovery. Similarly,
each had informed the interviewer of the history of
Violence in prior relationships. As the couple began to
reflect on the account of their then recent fight, Karen
offered the information about the violence and substance
abuse that she observed her mother engaged in.
wondering about the extent to which the couple's
histories paralleled one another, the interviewer asked
Rich if he had had "...an experience like that," i.e.,
like Karen's observation of violence between her mother
and her mother's husbands. Rich responds that he had
never been aware of his father being violent with his
mother, thus leading him to "wonder how the hell did I
get that way." Later in the interviews. Rich challenges
the linkage of childhood observation with adult
perpetration of violence: "I never really saw it but I
turned to it so that is kind of contradicting." Taking
a different tack the interviewer probes further with
Rich making the assertion that "every couple is going to
have some kind of disagreements and fights" and
wondering about the approach that his parents had for
handling disputes, in response to this inquiry as well
as to an informational question about his father's
drinking. Rich again notes differences between his
parent's and his father's behaviors when compared eithe
to his own or to Karen's descriptions of her mother's
behaviors. The interviewer then accepts the contrast
between Rich's more present-focused explanations and
Karen's multigenerational descriptions.
On several occasions, e.g.. Explanation Excerpts 3
and 5 and Alternatives Excerpts 2, 3 and 6, the
interviewer utilizes another type of question generally
constructed in the form of "How did you get that
knowledge/strength/ skill?". This category of question
emphasizes the respondent's competence and the
participatory nature of the research in a context that
could otherwise be embarrassing, possibly shameful or
even accusatory. The question asks the respondent to
inform the interviewer about some characteristic or
experience of which the interviewer is unfamiliar. The
respondent is also invited to join the interviewer in a
participant/observer role and thus to reflect on their
experience.
A subtype of this question is utilized in
Explanation Excerpt 5 with the interviewer's inquiry of
Karen as to how her mother "learned to... fight
back. . .stand-up for herself." This question
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acknowledges Karen as an expert on her mother and asks
Karen's help in understanding her mother. Though Karen
clearly attributes the violence in her relationships as
having been modeled on what she observed with her
mother, she also sees her mother's feistiness as a
strength. This question - to which Karen responds that
her mother also grew up observing her parents be violent
- recontextualizes Karen's description of her mother's
behaviors. As noted by Sheinberg and Penn (1989) such a
recontextualizing question results in the teller's shift
"from an abused or hurt child's perspective... to a
description that is more from an adult perspective".
Thus Karen's mother becomes more than the woman who
introduced her "into the bar where I met the bikers;"
she is also a woman who grew up observing violence and
drinking in her parent's relationship. This broadening
of understanding may have occurred more in the
interviewer's perspective since Karen as the teller of
the account, has already acknowledged the multifaceted
nature of her mother's legacy.
Included in the Alternatives segment are several
questions posed by the interviewer that juxtapose
previously unconnected elements from Rich and Karen's
accounts or suggest hypothetical situations. These
questions were formulated with an intent similar to that
suggested by Andersen (1987): "Alternative approaches
like this may provide alternative answers to troublesome
situations as well as allowing more flexibility in the
family's thinking process" (pp. 417-418 ) . m this
context the interviewer hoped to extend his range of
understanding of how Rich and Karen now thought and
acted to minimize the possibility of violence in their
relationship, m Alternatives Excerpt 5, the
interviewer wonders where Karen now finds the "intensity
or... drama" previously provided by substance abuse and
volatile relationships. This question disengages
intensity and excitement from the past, negative
associations with substance abuse and fighting.
Intensity may thus be positively redescribed in the
present as Karen does. The interviewer begins to ask
generally for the couple's opinions on how to raise
children in a way that minimizes the possibility of
violence in the children's relationships in Alternatives
Excerpt 6. Recalling that both Karen and Rich are
already parents, the interviewer speculates that the
couple "may have already done things with your children"
to that end. This question offers a positive
acknowledgement not only of what the couple may already
have done as parents, but also in terms of the
contribution that they may make more widely. Further,
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it suggests their ability to interrupt the transmission
Of Violence to their children in spite of what they
themselves may have experienced. Finally, Alternatives
Excerpt 4 asks Karen to speculate how she might have
reacted to violence if she had not observed it as a
child. Her response offers both positive and negative
consequences: she might not "have taken it as much or
for as long", yet her ability to defend herself might
also have been diminished and she wouldn't have been "as
much of a fighter". m responding to this question
Karen redescribes a consequence of her childhood
observation of violence as a positive attribute. The
interviewer's appreciation of the complexity of her
experience particularly that Karen's childhood
observation of violence need not be discontinuous with
the development of useful and desirable skills such as
standing-up for oneself.
There were several aspects of Rich and Karen's
relationship that the interviewer felt were of
particular value to the project as a whole. Much like
the other couples interviewed, Karen and Rich had made a
considerable effort to understand and modify many of the
elements that could lead them to act in a violent
manner. As the final couple to be interviewed for the
study, it seemed fitting that they had indicated that
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they had been successful in avoiding violence in their
own relationship. Yet in earlier relationships they had
experienced more extreme forms of violence than any of
the other couples who participated in the study. Prior
to meeting with this couple, the interviewer believed
that the self-selecting aspect of recruiting study
participants might tend to produce a population that had
experienced relatively minor forms of fighting and
violence. The contrasts of Karen's and Rich's
experiences between their own relationship and their
past relationships not only increased the breadth of the
study but provided an appropriate capstone in the
sequence of interviews.
Research Participation
In what by this time in the overall course of the
research project have become familiar questions at
particular junctures, the interviewer asks Rich and
Karen to comment on their experience of participation in
the study.
INTERVIEWER: First off, let me ask you, two weeks
ago we first got together, what was you reactionto that meeting?
RICH: we found a lot out about each other. We got a
vApiS S °^ it.... We felt pretty good about it.KAREN: Yes, I was pretty excited, I heard thingsfrom Rich that he has never said to me
INTERVIEWER: Do you remember anything in particular^KAREN: The main thing was what he said about myjob. That he was envious because I really loved
my job, he never really said that to me that way.
(Interview 2, p. l)
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AS with Katharine and Leslie, Karen notes that she
has heard something new from her partner. There is no
indication that Rich had intended to keep certain
information a secret from Karen. This disclosure may
reflect the singular context of the interview with a
third party present in contrast with the more familiar
contexts in which the couples usually talk.
INTERVIEWER: DO you think that its a useful thinq
RICH° v.^h°''^^J?°?^
experiences (with fighting!
vou'^e In^An'-.^^i^" ^° ^^P^^^^ patterns%nd howy r doing it, how you're growing up... it mademe look at my fight ing...i thought comiAg herehelped us, it made us become aware of what wewere like and how we don't want to be like thatnow. I think it was helpful.
KAREN: I think so too. I think the more
opportunities I can get to sit and talk with Richand exam myself and each other the better it will
felationship...i think people need totalk about things, especially if they're both
willing. If they're not both willing, you're introuble then 1 think coming here could be
risky for somebody.
INTERVIEWER: Would you have had any hesitation aboutgetting up and leaving if you felt that you wereputting yourself at risk by being here^
KAREN: Well, I didn't see any problems, but if Ithought something would have come up that wouldhave caused us to have a major blow-out, that
turned into violence - I can handle anything
else, I can't handle the physical violence - I
would have left. I would have been able to do
that. I don't want to gamble with that kind of
thing, its too serious for me.
(Interview 2, pp. 22-23)
Both Rich and Karen affirm the benefit of talking
with one another about themselves and their
relationship. The clarity of Karen's direct comment
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about the potential risk involved in participating in
the research ends the interview - and this phase of the
study
-
With an issue that was an everpresent concern
for the researcher. The direct question that Karen's
comments about risk prompted me to ask might have
elicited even more interesting responses from the
participants had it been asked at the beginning of the
interviews
.
Compar ing and Contrasting the Part j ci
p
^nf c
Constructions of Meaning
The preceding case studies presented ways that each
couple constructed meaningful accounts either of their
experiences of physical violence, or of their concerns
relating to the possibility of such events. The present
section compares and contrasts aspects of the
construction of meaning across the accounts of the five
couples. A model describing a range of perspectives
that inform the construction of meaning will be used as
a framework for this comparison. The various
perspectives in this range are referred to as domains of
reference. The referential domains utilized for the
purposes of the present comparison, will be described as
intrapersonal, interpersonal, family of origin, larger
system, and sociocultural constructions. This list of
referential domains serves the specific needs of the
comparison but is by no means exhaustive or definitive;
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many other referential domains could readily be
described. This model was introduced in Chapter lii.
Intrapersonal Referential Domain
included in this referential domain are the
descriptions made by the participants of specific
emotions or particular feelings. Given the intensity of
an event such as a violent fight in an intimate
relationship, it is not surprising that descriptions of
correspondingly intense intrapersonal aspects would be
Included, intrapersonal descriptions thus contribute
substantially to the construction of meanings in these
accounts. Intrapersonal references will be discussed
here as they are used to introduce accounts, to
emphasize individual responsibilities, as they connect
to other referential domains, as well as in several
other usages.
introducing Accounts. Intrapersonal descriptions may
be noted in several instances as participants began to
relate what happened during a fight. m the previously
cited example, as Jerome began to describe the first
time that he became physically violent with Katherine,
he spoke of feeling "a great deal of fear" in
anticipation of being rejected by her. With the second
couple, Scott described himself in terms of "feeling
betrayed.
. .really frustrated and angry with just life in
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general,., at the period when violence was introduced
into his conflicts with Maggie. lan prefaced his
aescrlption of a particular fight with Michelle by
cementing that the couple. s most extreme fights
generally involved his feelings of jealousy. He
described one such incident when he was
..just in a rage',
fueled by his jealousy when Michelle told him that she
had seen a former boyfriend.
such descriptions of intrapersonal feeling were not
restricted to the male participants who had initiated
Violence with their partners. Leslie described the
feeling of not being heard by Philip as a major factor
in the escalation of her conflicts with him to the point
of violence. Both Rich and Karen described feelings of
suspicion, jealousy, stubbornness, and "pigheadedness
"
as forming a foundation upon which their disputes would
escalate.
Utilizing the description of an intrapersonal
feeling to introduce an account of a violent episode
provides a rationale for the action described in the
ensuing account. Though it may not excuse the violent
actions of the speaker, it provides a context for them.
The flow of the account may be understood as being "from
the inside out." That is, the descriptions of
intrapersonal attributes provide a window into the
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psychological interior of the narrator. The narrator's
subsequent actions are to be understood by the listener
as related to this psychological Interior.
References to Individual wn.i. several of the
participants spoke of having to address issues
independently of their respective partners as they
attempted to alter the behaviors in their conflicts. As
Katherine stated to Jerome, "You have to take care of
how you feel about it (violence, and I have to take care
of how I feel about it." Scott and Maggie agreed that
they "had to kill their relationship" rather than
attempting to work on it together. Maggie added that
•we needed to do work on ourselves as individuals." she
noted that this work included "a lot of introspection."
Michelle described how she and Ian had to go about
"figuring out separately our own stuff." To this, Ian
added that "neither one had done a lot about ourselves,"
and that much of the reason he and Michelle fought was
because "it's something internal." Philip and Leslie
noted that they "got some therapy" but that it really
"helped a lot" when "Leslie particularly went to a
therapist" to address what the couple perceived as "her
baggage.
"
Addressing concerns independently of a partner does
not necessarily specify that each party was exclusively
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focused on their respective intrapersonal Issues.
However the implications of terms such as "feelings,"
"introspection," and "internal" are sufficient to
suggest that at least a portion of this individual focus
attended to issues that may be understood as referents
of the intrapersonal domain. Perhaps more
Significantly, this emphasis on the Importance of
working on themselves as acknowledged by several of the
participants, supports the belief that each individual
is responsible for their own actions to the extent of
their ability and resources in instances of physical
violence,
connections to other Referential Domains , The
interrelatedness of the various referential domains is
readily apparent throughout the accounts. Katherine
described herself as being "so frustrated and so angry"
that she began hearing "this screaming child." she
notes that this experience occurred when she was
participating in a Gestalt therapy group. Gestalt
therapy often utilizes the personification and
externalization of feelings (Brennan, 1986) in its
approach to treatment. Katherine 's recollection of her
intrapersonal feelings thus become contextualized within
what may be understood as one aspect - the theories and
techniques of Gestalt therapy - of the broad domain of
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sociocultural referents. Perhaps more significantly,
Katharine's subsequent description of being physically
abused as a child by her father makes her allusion to a
"screaming child" meaningful from the perspective of the
family of origin referential domain.
in a brief passage, Philip quickly makes reference
to several domains, thus demonstrating their
interrelatedness. As he begins to describe how his
disputes with Leslie would progress to the point of
becoming violent, he states that he is "not very good at
expressing a lot of things." He thus makes reference to
the interpersonal domain in describing his difficulty
communicating with Leslie. Further, he states that
"fighting was incredibly upsetting" to him, thus
describing an intrapersonal aspect. Philip concludes
that "its just from my family background" thus providing
a rationale from the family of origin referential domain
for his inter- and intrapersonal descriptions.
Other Usages, in commenting that she "never tried
to rationalize with myself" about the meaning of the
violence once a fight had ended, Maggie minimized the
importance that intrapersonal understandings held for
her. However, an intrapersonal perspective may inform
many aspects of the participants' accounts - including
Maggie's - in a distinct manner.
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Jerome described the intent of his physical assault
on Katherine as having been to Induce an intrapersonal
feeling in her that corresponded with his own:
.'to
produce fear in her, to the level of fear that i had."
Thus for Jerome achieving parity in Intrapersonal
feeling was a compelling factor in his behavior.
Maggie and Scott responded to questions about how
each explained the other's behavior, by offering
reciprocal descriptions that referenced the
intrapersonal domain. Maggie explained Scott's nasty
language and aggressive behavior, as manifestations of
"doubts he had about himself." Scott attributed
Maggie's physical assaults on him to her "attitude of
guilt" about the custody of her children and her
divorce.
Alternatively, Michelle recalled how she "blamed it
on lan" when she became depressed, later realizing that
"it was something l generated in myself." Thus in
contrast with Scott's and Maggie's attributions,
Michelle relates her intrapersonal status to lan's
actions, or lack thereof.
Summary. All of these varied descriptions of
feeling states may be understood as intrapersonal
referents. The description of such states as either
preceding or accompanying a fight serves several
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functions. First, these descriptions simply provide
information. Such statements offer a metaphorical
window through which the listener can view the
psychological interior of the speaker as he or she
recalls how they felt as a fight was about to begin and
as it progressed. These attributes of feeling are made
in retrospect or through subjective recollection, and
are thus consistent with the idea that meanings are
constructed in language. m becoming aware of such
intimate information about the narrator, the listener
may also begin to be engaged with the narrator in an
empathic manner as was discussed in the case studies of
Chapter iv.
Further, such statements typically serve to
summarize the cumulative effect of a number of
antecedent events, e.g., after Jerome states that he was
feeling fearful, he elaborates on his journey of some
distance, the intended goal of the journey, and the
threat he perceived to its outcome. Thus the statement
of an intrapersonal feeling is a summation and signifier
for many preceding and anticipated events that may occur
interpersonally or be meaningful in other domains of
reference
.
Descriptions that reference the intrapersonal domain
may be understood as providing a psychological aspect to
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the context of disputes between the members of a couple.
Such descriptions may function as preface to, and
rationale for subsequent behaviors and events as well as
a result of actions. m several of the examples offered
here, they may also be understood as reflecting messages
that have been assimilated from a narrator's parents or
others, or from sociocultural beliefs.
Interpersonal Referential Domain
comments included in this referential domain are
those that specifically have to do with the interactions
between individuals. Interactions may be thought of in
terms of specific behavioral sequences, yet the
communication of feelings, desires, and emotions between
individuals should also be considered. The interacting
individuals most frequently referred to throughout the
accounts are the participants themselves, though
interpersonal references are hardly restricted to the
five couples. Subsequent sections that focus on other
domains of reference will consider relationships and
interactions such as those with members of one's family,
or those with members of the larger system.
Many examples of interpersonal references may be
found in the Picture sections of each of the case
studies in Chapter IV, since the accounts of the fights
are largely focused on descriptions of interpersonal
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actions. Jerome's account of his initial fight with
Katherine is punctuated with descriptions of
interpersonal behaviors: the couple talks, she refuses
to sleep with him, he follows her into another room, he
jumps on top of her, and finally he, "had his hands
around Katherine 's neck." m contrast to the kinetic
action of Jerome's account, Katherine 's account notes
her helplessness in stopping him from choking her. Her
own violent actions take place in solitude.
Scott and Maggie collaborate in constructing an
account of their first physical fight. This account is
also filled with interactional description. Beginning
with Maggie's interjection that the couple had been
wrestling, the account progresses with Scott's
recollection of being bitten by Maggie and hitting her
with his elbow as a response. Maggie rejoins the
narration with descriptions of mutual hitting, swearing
at one another and name-calling, m Picture Excerpt 4
as the couple is describing their final physical
confrontation, the apparent intensity of the escalating
fight is matched by the rapid, overlapping verbal
interchange between the narrating couple.
To varying degrees the other participant couples
also offer descriptions that focus on the interchanges
between partners. in a rage, Ian "ripped the blankets
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Off the bed" where Michelle was sleeping. As Ian
recounts his behaviors in a fight, Michelle supplements
his description with examples of lan's words and
actions. When Philip begins to withdraw during a
conflict With Leslie, she responds by "yelling more and
getting more and more demonstrative." The conflict
climaxes either with Leslie becoming violent or with
Philip leaving. Karen and Rich enhanced their account
of the escalation of their conflict with vivid excerpts
of their dialogue.
These varied approaches to utilizing interpersonal
description serve at least one similar function in the
couples' constructions of their accounts. The
sequential, and at times almost cinematic, quality of
the descriptions invite the listener to "see" the events
as if he/she were there. Further, this aspect of the
accounts presents the events from the viewpoint of the
narrator, so that the listener not only begins to
picture the events, but may be able to more fully
appreciate the narrator's reasons for acting as they
did.
Descriptions of issues of power and control are
another area in which interpersonal references
contribute to the construction of meaning in the
accounts. Michelle directly refers to the issue of
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control Of her relationship with Ian as being a factor
in their early fights. Using the metaphor of a game of
chess to describe his approach to the couple's fights,
lan noted how he was always "trying to plan a couple of
moves ahead" of Michelle. Philip and Leslie described
themselves as each trying to change the other to conform
With roles defined by gender and by their religious
beliefs, thus including interpersonal and sociocultural
referents along with references from the interpersonal
domain. Maggie described the physical tactics of her
fights with Scott as being employed mutually. However,
she and Scott both noted his superior physical strength,
a gender-related advantage that influences the outcome
of the interaction.
Family o f Origin Referential Domain
The types of references encompassed in this domain
are self-evident, being inclusive of any reference to
the family that a given participant grew up with. in
constructing their accounts, four of the five
participant couples often made reference to their
experiences with their respective family of origin.
This should not be surprising given the extent of
influence and connection that is commonly accorded
parent-child relationships. A substantial amount of
research on the influence that parental violence has on
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the occurrence of such behaviors with their children,
supports this supposition in the present context.
The references made by the members of each couple to
their respective family of origin will be presented here
according to generational punctuations. Not only does
this presentation follow relational distinctions in
families, it also helps to organize a fairly large
number of examples. The first group of references to be
considered includes those made by the participants in
relation to their parents. Next, references to the
influence of multiple past generations on the occurence
of violence will be reviewed. Finally, references that
the participant's make to how they will influence their
children in regards to relationship violence will be
considered
.
References to Parental Generation
. Both Katherine
and Jerome drew on their experiences of violence with
their respective fathers in attempting to develop an
understanding of the violence that had occurred in their
own relationship. Both described being hit by their
fathers when their fathers were "really mad" at them.
Katherine made no mention of whether her father abused
her mother. She reminded Jerome that he had told her
that his father beat his mother, though Jerome recoiled
from her prompting. Ultimately he acknowledged that
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"there was one time
... when he (Jerome's father) did
hit mom." For Katherine, being hit by her father was
perplexingly associated both with a "loving
relationship" and with feelings of subjugation. For
Jerome, his father's use of physical force was a means
of exerting control over him, a model which Jerome
emulated with Katherine.
Katherine constructed an account of the violence in
her life that very actively considered the implications
that violence in her relationship with her father had
for her relationship with Jerome. Recollections of her
father's violence were stirred when Jerome assaulted
her. She noted that Jerome seemed to have used his
awareness of her father's actions as license to
similarly abuse Katherine. She also commented on her
feelings of empowerment when she was able to lock Jerome
out and have the support of others after he had been
violent with her, unlike her lack of control in the
situation with her father. The energy with which both
she and Jerome recounted their experiences of violence,
and their irresolute questioning of how to avert future
occurrences, suggested that issues of violence continued
to be active concerns for the couple.
Of the five couples interviewed, Maggie and Scott
demonstrated the least resonance around the issue of
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Whether experiences with their parents had consequences
for the way that they fought as a couple, when asked by
the interviewer, Maggie did recall that her parents "had
a couple of violent fights" that she as a child
overheard. she also noted that she had "inherited" her
father's temper, the suggestion being that this legacy
had contributed to her angry responses to Scott. m
answering the interviewer's inquiry, Scott noted with
disdain how his parent's mode of fighting in a
"traditional way" persisted to the present time. Though
his father apparently dominated in these fights, Scott
didn't describe them as including violence. His
comments in this area contributed little to his account
of violence in his relationship with Maggie.
Neither Ian nor Michelle described having observed
either of their sets of parents being physically violent
with one another. Nor do they themselves note having
been treated violently by their parents. Nor did they
describe themselves as having actually been physically
violent in their disputes with one another. However,
they did both note that their responsiveness to implicit
injunctions from their same sex parents had contributed
to the dissonant tactics that each employed in
disputes. Ian emulated his father in thinking of fights
as a competition, much like a "chess match." lan did
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note that both of his parents had "terrific" tempers
which contributed to his belief that "loud, angry
fights" were the norm in relationships. He also offered
an anecdote about being chased with a broom by his
mother, an incident that he described in a humorous
manner. Michelle abided by her mother's prohibitions
against fighting, both "for appearances" and because of
the implication that fighting signaled doom for the
relationship. m constructing her account of the
couple's disputes, Michelle distanced herself from her
familial belief and became more accepting of lan's mode
of fighting.
Leslie and Philip readily included discussion of the
influences that their respective family of origin had on
their relationship. Leslie described how her parents
had hit each- other during fights, and that her mother
particularly had hit Leslie as well, attempting to "get
my attention." She cited these experiences as
"modeling" for how she subsequently addressed conflicts
with Philip. Though Philip's memory for specific events
while growing up was faulty, he acknowledged a general
sense of discomfort with fighting. As with Michelle in
the preceding couple, he cited his belief that such
conflict had dire implications for the future of the
relationship. Drawing on information gleaned from
as
s
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Philip's mother, Leslie compensated for Philip's partial
recollections, commenting that Philip's father hit his
mother once when she was pregnant though he subsequently
refrained from doing so. Philip described his father
having been physically violent with himself and hi
siblings, and that a "pecking-order " developed from
father to sons as a means of maintaining order in the
large family.
Karen described having observed extensive and
extreme violence between her mother and her mother's
husbands. Calling herself and her siblings "welfare
kids," she noted that they were abused though she wasn't
specific as to the form and extent of this abuse. As
with Katherine, Karen noted the association between
violence and love that developed for her from her early
observations and experiences of relationships.
When asked by the interviewer. Rich commented that
he had never seen his parents act violently with one
another. Nor had his parents treated him with
violence. Rich did note that he, like his father, was
alcoholic. However, having agreed with Karen's
statement that "violence breeds violence" he noted the
disparity between what he observed and experienced with
his parents and the way that he acted with his own
partners
.
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^^^^^^^^^^^±-1^1^11^^ Based on these
examples, the participant's inclusion of accounts of
what they observed and what they experienced with their
parents has several implications for the construction of
meaning. As narrator, a participant may describe him or
herself as emulating parental behaviors because of the
potent imprint of those behaviors. Jerome, Leslie, and
Ian all noted the resemblance between patterns of
behavior that they had observed with a parent, and their
own patterns of behavior. in adding that they had not
only recognized these recurrent patterns in themselves,
but had also acted to change them, the narrators
positioned themselves in a manner likely to engage the
understanding and empathy of a listener.
Participants also described themselves as reenacting
parental patterns of behavior in the absence of other
models for relationships. Katherine saw the violence in
her relationship with Jerome as recapitulating that
which she had experienced with her father. Karen found
herself experiencing abuse with her own partners that
was similar to that she had observed in her mother's
relationships. Both had constructed rationalizations
for the abusive behaviors by establishing a positive
association between presumably loving relationships and
physical abuse.
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Accounts that are related from the perspective of
repeated victimization such as the two preceding
examples, readily engage the listener in an empathic
manner. Recounting how a pattern of recurrent
victimization was resolved further engages the support
and empathy of the listener. Katherine's accounts of
being abused by her father, the recurrence of such abuse
with Jerome and the empowering stance that she took in
regards to the latter, exemplify this sort of
construction.
Each of these types of narrative constructions which
are focused on the family of origin referential domain,
have implications for the interpersonal and
intrapersonal referential domains as well. Implications
for the interpersonal domain are obvious in the
interactional nature of family of origin descriptions.
The implications for the intrapersonal referential
domain are somewhat less obvious in discussing family of
origin accounts. However, the potency of emotional
connections as well as the emotional effects of
interactions between family members are evident in the
preceding examples. Further, the accounts describing
the transformation of a behavioral pattern by one of the
participants, not only engage the listener in an
empathic manner, such accounts of change give
intrapersonal credit to the narrator.
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2^^^^^a^^^t^^?Hltl£l^Gener^^ Three of the
participants made comments that referenced a
n-ultlgeneratlonal aspect to relationship violence In
their families of origin.
Jerome noted that both Katherine^s family and his
own had been "male-dominated... for generation after
generation after generation." Further, he stated that
in spite of this "ancestral hill...„e want to do
something different than they ever did." Jerome doesn't
explicitly state that family violence is a part of the
couple's familial legacies. However, the interviewer's
comments just preceding Jerome's statement were about
violence in the couple's families of origin.
Therefore, it seems reasonable to construe that such
violence was likely to have been a part of the
"ancestral hill" that Katherine and he were attempting
to climb.
Jerome utilized these comments in constructing his
account not only to acknowledge that he was responsible
for his actions, but also to externalize the undesirable
behaviors as "not me, it's a model of someone else." He
followed this latter comment with an enumeration of
several relatives as the hypothetical models. His
proactive, solution-seeking comments had implications in
the intrapersonal referential domain for Jerome,
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supporting a sense of positive self regard. Reflecting
on the couple's present and future, Jerome wonders
"...how we can work at that and see us." m so doing he
references interpersonal commonalities that further join
him and Katherine, not only in their similar family
pasts but in a collaborative future as well. The
absence of comments from Katherine suggest her tacit
agreement with Jerome's views.
In a similarly nonexplicit manner to that utilized
by Jerome, Leslie commented on her own family's
multigenerational legacy: "...it's been warped all the
way back." m elaborating what being "warped" meant,
Leslie's account focused on the paternal side of her
ancestry. she described her great grandfather's violent
death in a bar, the beatings her grandfather was
subjected to as a child and his subsequent alcoholism.
This family history is in addition to her parent's
highly conflictual relationship and their use of
violence with Leslie and her siblings that she elsewhere
described. As in Jerome's account, Leslie didn't
specifically identify a pattern of physical abuse
between spouses in recounting her family history, though
she does provide more specific details than did he.
In assessing the impact that this legacy has on her
life, Leslie took a reflective yet proactive stance
somewhat analogous to the position assumed by Jerome.
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She stated that
...nowlng f.^Uy history all the way
back has been extremely helpful to .e." Specifically,
this knowledge was helpful to Leslie in that "...it
makes it easier for .e - not to excuse - but to cope
With" the effects of this history, she voiced the hope
that, with this awareness
.....maybe I can break some of
the Chains., of the legacy of violence and alcohol
abuse. These cedents reflect an intrapersonal
understanding that Leslie has constructed for her
legacy, it is
..knowledge', that is "helpful to me" in
being able to "cope." This understanding suggests
support for her efforts toward the nonviolent resolution
Of disputes With Jerome that she discussed elsewhere in
her accounts.
Karen's comments about a pattern of violence in
multiple generations of her family of origin are the
most explicit of the three participants who included
such concerns in constructing their accounts. Karen
volunteered the information that she had observed
extreme and repeated acts of physical violence between
her mother and her mother's four husbands, she
described her mother as a woman "who would fight back."
When the interviewer asked how Karen accounted for her
mother's stance, she responded that her mother "grew up
the same way" as Karen herself had. Karen proceeded to
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describe her maternal grandfather, an alcoholic sea.an
"ho routinely Impregnated and "beat my grandmother."
With this brief yet powerful description, Karen
established the multigeneratlonal pattern of violence
between partners as an element of her account, m part,
this portion Of her account suggests stereotypical
soclocultural beliefs about the Interplay of the
frequently absent male partner, alcohol, and pregnancy.
It also served to support other contentions made by
Karen. From an intrapersonal perspective, it affirms
that "I didn't deserve any better than that."
interpersonally, it allowed her to understand and to be
forgiving of her mother who had experienced a similarly
abusive childhood.
summary: Multiple Generation, Looking beyond what
they observed and experienced with their parents, the
three participants describe an Imposing
multigeneratlonal legacy that fostered oppression if not
violence. The narrators each confronted their
particular ordeals: cresting an ancestral hill of
patriarchy, breaking the chains of abuse and alcohol,
and believing that they were deserving of better lives.
In constructing their accounts, the utilization of these
images provides a rationale for why the narrators did
what they did in terms of violent behaviors. This
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Utilization also provides an opportunity for the. to
assert that in their lives, they have attempted to
depart fro. the pattern that their fa.ilial legacy would
prescribe. Such assertions of a proactive stance in
relation to violence is reflective of more positive
intrapersonal feelings. Further, reflection on the
multigenerational patterns in their families may allow
for more receptive relationships with their parents who
had in some way subjected them to abusive behaviors.
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^il^r^^ previously
noted, the literature on family violence postulates a
connection between the observation and/or experience of
violence with one's parents and the potential for
children to act in violent manners in their own
relationships as an adult. Examples of such phenomenon
as noted by several of the participant's have been cited
in the preceding sections, it was therefore a logical
extension of these factors for the interviewer to ask
the participants how they had, or would deal with issues
of violence as they raised their own children.
Karen followed her description of her own experience
and observation of violence as a child as well as her
mother's similar experiences, with the comment that with
her own son, "i had to stop a pattern and I did... we
sit down and talk things out."
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Having been asked how they were raising their two
children to be nonviolent, Leslie and Philip
collaborated in responding to the interviewer. Leslie
cemented that "we're working on skills so that we can
break the mold, the history." Philip noted that he and
Leslie "try not to fight... not to use them (the
children) in the fights" and to "talk to them about it
(the act of fighting)."
Since lan and Michelle did not have children they
were asked from a hypothetical perspective, how they
would go about orienting children to issues of
conflict. Both reacted by describing how they would
take a different tack than their respective parents
had. Ian would encourage children to "speak their minds
no matter that it was in direct opposition to what I was
expressing or not." Michelle stated that she would "be
sure to fight in front of them (children)" so that they
would not only know how to fight but how to resolve a
fight as well.
Summary: Children's Generation, m sum, these
comments by the participants further elaborate
references to the family of origin domain, echoing the
often heard types of statements that they will do
differently
- if not better - with their childern than
their parents had done with them. Since the parental
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legacy to be countered has to do with fighting and
Violence, the importance of disrupting a pattern and
instilling alternative behaviors in children is of
greater significance than if the issue had lesser
implications for the children's well being.
Larger System Referential Domain
This domain is inclusive of references or allusions
to those particular individuals or groups of people who
are not related either by blood or by marriage to a
given speaker. Thus such references by a participant as
those made to friends, neighbors, a therapist, or a
physician, etc., would be included in this grouping.
In the references made by the participants, larger
systems members may be understood to assume either
passive and indirect, or active and direct roles that
contribute to the construction of accounts about
fighting and physical violence. The former role
includes those larger systems members who are not
directly involved in, or have influence in the fights.
They may be aware of and in some sense be witness to the
conflicts. The latter role describes those members of
the larger system who have become directly involved in
some aspect of the physical conflicts. Such larger
systems members directly contribute to or intervene in
the fights, their actions thus suggesting some degree of
intentionality
.
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AS members of the larger system, therapists may be
generally assumed to have unique roles regarding
concerns about emotions and Interactions. Relationship
violence is certainly included among the types of
concerns addressed by therapists. Thus the inclusion of
therapists as larger systems members in the construction
of the accounts is given specific consideration.
Passive Reference.
. Examples of the passive roles
played by larger systems members frequently included
those references made by participants to the objects
involved in their feelings of jealousy with their
partner. The object of some of Riches disapproving and
jealous feelings with Karen was the informal group of
friends and acquaintances that she occasionally got
together with to have coffee and tell jokes. So, too,
is Karen's friend who suggests that Karen spend the
night before her wedding with Rich at the friend's
house. Characterized as "a little bit of a
troublemaker," Karen's friend may verge on playing a
more active, though indirect role in the escalation of
Rich's jealousy and the couple's conflict, since she is
aware that "Rich is real insecure."
Karen, too, has her concerns about Rich in relation
to others, she speculates that as a result of her
conflict with Rich, he could be off getting involved
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with other women, perhaps exposing himself to AIDS. Her
inference isn't based on the current actions of either
Rich or any particular women, but on her knowledge of
the types of people that she and Rich associated with
when they had actively used drugs in the past. Also in
an artifactual way. lan cites Michelle's former
boyfriend who is playing in the band at a bar where
Michelle went unbeknownst to Ian, as the object of his
jealousy.
The already limited inclusion of others in the
participant's accounts is further restricted by the
frequency with which others are perceived as somehow
presenting a threat to the relationship. This
suspicious view is reflective of the isolationist way
that couples who experience violence often conceive of
their relationship in the larger context of friends,
associates and others.
Active References. The second category includes
persons who do have a direct and active influence on the
physical violence, or who have influence in how the
violence is addressed and resolved.
Some of the participants spoke of individuals in
their networks who offered them support in relation to
the fights with their respective partner, in
contrasting her experience of physical abuse with her
father and that In her relationship with Jerome,
Katherine co^ented on the support she received through
the presence of other members of the spiritual community
that she then lived in. Maggie commented on how "the
whole neighborhood came," not only to witness the
fighting between she and Scott, but to insure her safety
as well. The couple noted how the couple's friends
•automatically assumed" that Scott was abusing Maggie,
With the result that they rejected him. Maggie allowed
their friends to console her for a while, finding It
easier than attempting to convince even her best friend
that the physical violence in her fights with
Scott was mutual. Philip and Leslie described the
support and assistance that their friends provided as
being of significance as the couple transformed their
relationship in a way that they hoped would diminish
their conflicts. Rich's noted the active role taken by
his cousin in guiding him through his relapse with
alcohol and minimizing the possibility that Rich's fight
with Karen would escalate.
Karen offered descriptions of two very different and
unique relations with members of larger systems. The
first was her encounter with an anonymous man on a bus
as she was traveling home from the south and an abusive
relationship. The stranger's recognition of her
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involvement in a physically violent relationship
prompted her to redefine the way that she understood her
relationships with men, even though she was unable to
alter her behavior accordingly at that time. The second
relationship is the one that Karen described having
maintained since childhood with the Department of Youth
services worker, her "mother figure." Karen doesn't
describe this woman as intervening specifically in her
Violent relationships, yet she notes the importance of
this woman's unwaivering support as Karen has
transformed her life. Though distinctly different these
two individuals in the larger system had a significant
impact on Karen's understandings about her life.
References to Therapists. As members of the larger
system, therapists and their influences on the
participants were acknowledged to varying degrees in
each of the couples' accounts. As with other larger
systems members, the roles played by therapists in the
accounts may also be understood as either being passive
and peripheral or more active and central. Leslie and
Philip noted that the therapist they had seen had been
helpful, though more so in meeting with Leslie
individually to address her "baggage" than in meeting
jointly with the couple. Maggie and Scott also
indicated that seeing a therapist together had been
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helpful but that they had gotten back Into "so.e of the
old routines" once they ended therapy. Maggie stated
that what the couple "didn't realize.
. .„as that „e
needed to work on ourselves as individuals." More than
actually suggesting the impact of the therapist, these
comments reinforce the intrapersonal construct that each
member of a couple needs to work on themselves as an
individual.
in contrast, Jerome's account cast therapists in
important roles. He indicated that Katherine's
therapist had supported her interest in seeing whether
the relationship with Jerome could be salvaged.
Katherine's therapist had also recommended a particular
therapist for Jerome. Jerome alluded to therapy as a
means of joining Katherine with him so that they were
working towards the common goal of establishing their
relationship. He also noted that his commitment to
cease being violent was influenced by his participation
in therapy. Jerome thus cites therapists as having a
direct impact on the violence that he enacted with
Katherine, though through individual yet coinciding
interventions.
The two remaining couples had each heard about the
study from therapists. Karen and Rich became aware of
the study after the fight described in their accounts.
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When they had jointly consulted the addictions therapist
that Rich had been seeing Individually for some tl^e
Beyond the therapist's suggestion that they
.ight be
interested In participating In the research, they did
not attribute specific Interventions In their conflicts
to the therapist. lan and Michelle were the only
participants who were engaged In ongoing treatment as a
couple. They agreed that consulting a therapist
together had Initially allowed each of them to safely
express things to the other, knowing that the therapist
"was sort of like a referree." m time, the therapist
"Shifted the whole focus around" in the couple's
conflicts by introducing "more than two sides to
things." The perspective lent by the therapist was, as
Michelle noted, "the beginning of the new phase" in the
couple's relationship.
In the accounts of these participants, therapists
clearly have a presence In relation to each of the
couples' conflicts. For the most part this presence
contributes to but is not central to the couples'
constructions of coherent accounts. In Jerome's account
as well as Michelle's and lan's, the intervention of the
respective therapists is pivotal to the construction of
meaning.
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§Hn]mary. Perhaps the most significant contribution
to the construction of meaningful accounts that may be
attributed to this referential domain, may be defined in
terms of what is absent rather than present, m
contrast with the fairly frequent references made by the
participants about family of origin influences,
references to people other than the couples themselves
and their family of origin were relatively few. As with
the bulk of the family of origin comments, the
references to members of the larger system tend to be
reflective or retrospective rather than descriptive of
the direct intervention or involvement of others in the
fights or in physical violence. The limited inclusion
of others
- whether they are members of the family or of
the larger system
- is suggestive of the minimization,
denial, and shame that typically accompanies all forms
of relationship violence and abuse (Martin, 1976).
Since none of the participants in the study indicated
having sought either medical or legal attention as a
consequence of any of their physical fights with one
another, the potential for involvement of larger
system's members who had some form of mandate to address
such concerns was minimized.
Sociocultural Referential Domain
Comprising the sociocultural referential domain are
those comments by a participant which either
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specifically mention, or indirectly reflect systems of
belief or societal organizations that propagate those
beliefs. Also included in this domain are references to
popular assumptions, icons, and artifacts of culture and
society, some sociocultural references simply serve to
lend a richness of detail and a commonality of
experience to an account, other such references provide
a framework or ethos within which to understand the
violent actions. m either case, these references add
contextual dimension to an account.
References to Cultural Artif.ni-. Numerous
instances of the former type of reference are found
throughout the accounts offered by the participants.
For example, in describing Philip's reaction to the
first time that he hit her, Leslie states "he looked as
though he'd just seen ^The Texas Chainsaw Massacre'," a
particularly grisly and horrific contemporary cult
film. Even if the listener were unfamiliar with the
particular film, Leslie's use of the title alone readily
evokes images and feelings associated with the popular
horror film genre. Such images and feelings in response
to horror films are a quite common - if not universal -
experience in contemporary American culture. Thus, this
reference to a sociocultural commonality provides a
"short-hand" description encapsulating Philip's
appearance and actions, that Is presumed to be easily
accessible to the listener. Following are two other
variations that further exemplify how this sort of
sociocultural reference contributes to the construction
of the accounts.
Allusions to ethnic stereotypes were utilized in
conjunction with family of origin references in at least
two instances. lan commented that his mother "had a
terrific temper." Michelle elaborates that the reason
why lan's mother has such a temper is that "she's
Irish." Drawing on the same characterization of the
Irish temperament, Karen notes that "My mother was a
little Irish woman and she had a really hot temper."
These comments are made with the implicit assumption
that the listener shares the speaker's belief that the
Irish are generally a quick-tempered lot.
Jerome and Katherine describe astrological
influences as a possible explanation for their problems
in communicating and the violent experiences that had
ensued. Albeit with the acknowledgement of some
disbelief, they speculate that their conflicts may have
arisen at a time when they were influenced by "intense
planets" that were in "opposite" positions. The couple
thus engages in an exercise that, however lightly taken,
is readily identifiable and familiar to any couple that
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has ever wondered about variations in their relationship
that seem otherwise inexplicable.
^^^^^^^^^^^^^-^-^^ None of the
aforementioned sociocultural references present central
themes in the accounts. Nor are they essential elements
to the understanding of the violent events between the
couple. Further, such comments are not unique to
couples discussing violence in their relationship.
These are the kinds of sociocultural referents that
infuse most forms of discourse. As shared points of
reference they function significantly in establishing a
sense of common experience. Identification,
understanding, and engagement between the narrator and
the listener are the result. Such connectedness is
likely to be of added importance when the speaker is
discussing intimate events such as relationship violence
-
a topic fraught with feelings of guilt and culpability
- with a relatively unknown audience.
References to Belief Systemc. , as with the
preceeding examples which emphasized the incidental use
of sociocultural referents, references to belief systems
that have a pervasive influence on the lives of their
adherents may also function as points of common
understanding between the narrator and the listener.
More significantly, however, they may further serve as
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meaningful frameworks that lend coherence to the
accounts constructed about the thoughts, feelings, and
actions of the narrator.
Philip's and Leslie's accounts are constructed
within a framework of interdependent beliefs about
religion, gender roles, and divorce. The couple relates
how their conservative religious beliefs dictated that a
Wife defer to her husband. Each of them was thus cast
in a role in their relationship that was counter to
their individual inclinations and resources. Leslie
felt that as a "good wife" she had to restrain herself
from initiating action or offering solutions, thus
increasing the expectation that Philip had to be
decisive and directive. m a reciprocal fashion,
Philip's inclination to think things through before
initiating action only served to increase Leslie's
frustration. The escalating tension of this dilemma
would be temporarily resolved when Leslie would strike
Philip. As long as the couple's understanding of the
Bible precluded divorce as an option, Philip felt that
the couple was doomed to repeat this pattern.
With the encouragement of friends, Philip
reconsidered the interpretation of the Bible that he and
Leslie had shared. Making a new interpretation of the
Scriptures allowed the couple to transform their
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relationship to one that included greater flexibility in
the couple's gender-related roles as well as the option
of divorce. This change in the belief system of the
couple allowed them to diminish their level of tension
and, correspondingly, the likelihood of physical
violence.
Though Leslie and Philip were the only couple to
Cite a belief system as organized and dogmatic as was
their religion, most of the participants did made
reference to some form of sociocultural belief system.
Karen and Rich each defined their violent experiences in
earlier relationships as corresponding with their
addictive behaviors with alcohol and drugs. Each cited
the process of recovery from these addictive behaviors
as central in their eventual ability to avoid
relationship violence. Their accounts of addiction and
recovery were interwoven with references to Alcoholics
Anonymous, an organization with well-articulated
descriptions of the progression of addiction and the
principles of recovery from it. Alcoholics Anonymous
offers both a pragmatic as well as spiritual ethos for
its members, including Karen and Rich.
Ian and Michelle also made reference to dealing with
the effects of addiction, though from a different
perspective. The couple noted lan's participation in
some form of treatment group for adult children of
alcoholics as having made a significant contribution to
their attempts as a couple to find alternatives to their
extreme fights. Scott cited the ideals and tactics that
he learned in his martial arts training as a central
factor in how he accounted for his behaviors during his
fights With Maggie. Both Maggie and Scott mentioned the
pains that Maggie suffered for having made choices about
the custody of her sons that were contrary to her strong
beliefs about a mother's role. The resultant guilt and
sensitivity derived from her choices contributed to the
stress.ful atmosphere in which the couple's violent
conflicts occurred.
Several of the participants constructed
understandings for their experiences that were in
opposition to what they perceived as aspects of
sociocultural systems of belief. Both Maggie and Karen
distanced themselves from being described as "battered
women." Karen stated that "I'm too much of a fighter,"
and Maggie noted that "I'm too strong for that."
Alluding to the concept of the battered woman, now
widely recognized in Western culture, the two women
associated it with submission and weakness. Thus the
inference may be made that each of the women believes
herself to be strong and able to defend herself. The
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belief that battered wo.en are passive and weak .ay have
Its origins with the psychoanalytic concept of
masochism, a pathological trait that has often been
ascribed to women.
The accounts of Karen and Katherine that address the
relationship between being hit and being loved, are
meaningful not only in the family of origin referential
domain as was previously discussed, but in the
sociocultural referential domain as well. Katherine
described her childhood experiences of "being touched"
in a "really violent" manner by her father. Noting that
she had few other experiences of being touched as points
of comparison, she speculates about the correlation that
being loved by someone and being abused by that same
person may have for her. She unequivocally rejects the
implication arising from a question posed by Jerome that
she may have come to like being hit. Katherine
concludes that though painful and undesirable, being hit
by an intimate is an indication of that person's love.
Karen recalled in detail how she grew up witnessing
extreme acts of physical violence between her mother and
her mother's partners, when she became involved in her
"first serious relationship.
. .the first time he hit me I
knew he loved me." m making an association similar to
that of Katherine' s, Karen describes being hit as an
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indication of being loved. Some perspectives on
relationship violence might describe the two women's
explanations of their experiences of violence as
characterized by denial, minimization, or even
masochism. Constructing their accounts in contrast with
these sociocultural beliefs, Karen and Katherine
emphasize the restrictions that their limited experience
imposed on them. They also convey a sense of
forbearance by which the abuse was acknowledged yet
endured. Katherine 's and Karen's comments relating to
sociocultural beliefs about this association, also have
strong and obvious connections with the family of origin
referential domain.
Summary: Belief Systems . Any narrator is
inextricably connected to a vast network of
sociocultural beliefs. The explicit reference to some
portion of these varied beliefs made by a narrator
invests an account with particular meaning, in the
accounts of violence related in this study, the
narrators' inclusion of such sociocultural referents
lends coherence to what might otherwise be perceived as
seemingly foolish and incomprehensible sequences of
action, in effect, these references tell the listener,
"Our actions - even to the point of experiencing
physical violence - are understandable given the options
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and Choices seemingly available to us within the
particular framework of our understandings and beliefs."
Summary: Referential Domains
Meaningful accounts were constructed by the
participants in this study utilising references to the
five domains previously considered. No single domain
served as the primary locus of meaning in these
accounts. Rather, the fluidity of connection between
the various domains allowed each to variably contribute
to the construction of the accounts and the development
of meaning.
Narrators drew references from each of the domains
as they developed different aspects of a coherent
account. References associated with the intrapersonal
domain provide access to the psychological interiors of
the participants. Interpersonal referents describe the
interactional aspects of the couples' relationships.
These aspects range from the details of physical fights,
to the ways that issues of power and control are
negotiated. The often used and generation-spanning
references from the family of origin domain contribute
an understanding of the legacy of relationships central
to the narrator's being. The references to
relationships with members of larger systems suggests
the connectedness a given narrator may have with his/her
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network. The relatively few such references made in the
accounts considered here, possibly reflects the
isolation of the participants. References eliciting
constructs from the sociocultural domain enrich the
accounts both by providing details of the participants'
milieu, and by introducing the participants' belief
systems. The latter not only offer a framework within
which to understand a narrator's actions, they are
included as factors that contribute to transforming the
conflicts of several of the couples.
None of the domains of reference are exclusively
associated with accounts of violence. References
associated with any of these domains may be noted in
accounts describing all kinds of events, interactions,
and relationships. However, the demand on the narrator
to construct a compelling account is increased when the
event described has the intensity of an episode of
violence in an intimate relationship. To present an
account that convinces the listener of the narrator's
perhaps flawed but understandable behaviors,
necessitates the adept use of referents from any or all
of the domains.
An effect common to the inclusion of references from
any of the domains is the facilitation of understanding
between narrator and listeners. By exposing his or her
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thoughts, feelings, and actions to the listeners, the
Circumstances
- if not the logic - contributing to the
behaviors recounted by the narrator at least become
accessible to the listeners. Identification of the
listener with the narrator may also be facilitated
through the recognition of coirmon experiences, beliefs,
and relationships Invoked by references from one or more
Of the domains. Drawing on the associations with the
various referential domains, such understanding and
Identification validate the account that is constructed
by the narrator and listeners.
CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION
Introduction
This final chapter describes the perspective on
relationship violence that has evolved in the course of
conducting this study. This perspective is one way of
understanding the participants- accounts of violent
interactions in their relationships and the fears
related to the possibility of the occurrence of such
events. As the term "perspective" implies, this is by
no means the only way, or necessarily the primary way
that these accounts may be understood, other
researchers would have certainly asked other and in some
instances, more elucidating questions, other questions
would have resulted in different and more elaborated
responses from the participants. Readers of this report
of the study will also arrive at their own
understandings that may either agree with or diverge
from those presented here. Thus, there are many
conceivable perspectives on this same material.
However, the perspective presented here is the best and
most cohesive way that I have developed as the
interviewer and researcher in order to understand and
integrate the extensive body of material gathered in my
interactions with the participants.
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The perspective taken here Is composed of several
distinct aspects. These aspects are reflected in the
following questions.
-
HOW is the process of research addressed from thi
perspective?
-
HOW is the relationship between the participants
and the interviewer understood?
-
What does this perspective have to say about the
participants themselves?
-
How are the meanings attributed to relationship
violence understood?
-
Finally, what does the perspective have to say to
other researchers as well as to clinicians?
The responses to these questions comprise the remainder
of this final chapter.
RE; The Research Process
The original conceptualization of this study asked
two closely related questions. First, what meanings do
couples attribute to events of physical violence that
have occurred in their relationships? Second, how do
couples go about constructing these meanings?
By itself, the first question may be construed as
implying a conceptualization of meanings as being
discrete, static entities that can be readily examined
independent of the discourse in which they originally
occur. If meanings are viewed as such entities, they
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are then amenable to being singularly defined,
collected, and counted. Meanings characterized in this
manner would be easily available for quantitative
analyses. Such an understanding of meaning would also
lend itself to descriptions of correlational and perhaps
causal relationships between meaning entities as well as
With other variables. Considering the manner in which
the results of the interviews were presented in the
preceding chapter, this is not the conceptualization of
meaning utilized in this study.
This is not to imply that this first question is
necessarily a bad one. Rather, it is simply a question
that by itself contributes to an understanding of
meanings that tends to decontextualize those meanings.
Such decontextualized. meanings do not serve the intent
of this study to understand the issue of relationship
violence from the perspective of those who have
experienced it. As noted earlier in this study,
objective research of the sort that decontextualizes
meaning has dominated the research on relationship
violence with the consequence that the voice, of those
who have experienced such violence has been very nearly
excluded. Further, this type of research has
contributed little to understanding how violence may be
addressed in therapy.
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The second question is clearly oriented to the
development of an understanding of the process by which
meaningful descriptions are arrived at. instead of
simply asking what the meanings are, this question
addresses the connections between meanings, context, and
the participant relating the meanings. As the study
evolved, this latter question served to modulate the
first by making explicit the relationship between
meanings and the process of their construction.
Initially, i had in mind the idea that this was a
process of collaboration occurring between the
interviewer and the couples as they talked and listened
with one another. This was a useful hypothesis in that
it kept me aware that my questions and mere presence
would influence the way that the participants would
respond. However, this proved to be a rather
rudimentary understanding of the process of meaning
construction.
Once interviews with the participants were well
under way, the complexity and richness of the talk began
to eclipse the idea of simply identifying and then
comparing and contrasting meanings. This resulted in a
greater emphasis being placed on the process involved in
meaning construction. Identifiable patterns - more so
in the similarities and contrasts of construction if
not In the content of the talk - began to be
recognized. These patterns were apparent in the loosely-
structured interviews as the couples described what had
been done and said before, during, and after a fight;
how they had come to understand these events ; and what
they felt had contributed to the elimination of such
behaviors and the continuation of their relationships.
Through the cummulative influences of participating
in the interviews and then reviewing the corresponding
tapes and transcripts, I began to understand the
discourse between the participants and myself as the
interviewer as often being in the form of narrative
accounts. As a linguistic form, narration is one of the
primary ways in which people attempt to address the
problem of how to relate to others what we ourselves
have experienced. The process of narrative construction
in discourse thus becomes meaningful in itself by virtue
of the the choices involved in what is included or
excluded from the account, how it is ordered, the
audience that it is intended for, etc.. Analyzing
meanings apart from the narrative in which they were
included serves to decontextualize and thereby distort
and change those meanings.
A consequence of this recognition of the interview
discourse as being in the form of narrative accounts is
the inclusion of lengthy passages from the interview
transcripts. The inclusion of such lengthy passages
more closely represents the complex interrelationships
Of meanings in the narratives as they were originally
constructed in the talk between speakers and listeners.
Yet such a presentation is still only an approximation
of the original text and thus still results in some
distortions of the meanings. Hopefully, this is an
approximation that is adequate for readers to both trace
the logic of the narrative, i.e., this report, that I
developed about meanings and relationship violence, if
successful, this approximation should also allow for the
construction of alternative viewpoints and narratives
about the data.
Asking a participant to relate his/her meanings for
the complex occurrence of violence that they had
experienced in their relationship invites
correspondingly complex and lengthy responses. An issue
with less intense implications and consequences in a
relationship might not necessitate such extensive
accounts. Yet the process of meaning construction
through narrative accounts is subjective and
idiosyncratic. The interviewer asks for and receives a
subjective account, a presentation of and an invitation
into the world view of the participant. The
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subsequent efforts made by the researcher to relate
these accounts to a reader thus further contributes to
the inclusion of lengthy passages of discourse.
RE: The Relationship Between Th. p^^^^^^^j^^^
and The Interviewer/Researcher
AS the case studies in Chapter IV demonstrated, a
narrator's construction of an account that successfully
addressed two listeners - each of whom had very
different relationships with the narrator - was a task
with a high degree of complexity. m the role of
narrator each participant had to formulate an account
addressed to an interested but virtually unknown
listener: the interviewer. Given the conjoint design of
the interviews, narrators had to simultaneously be
mindful of constructing an account in the presence of
the partner with whom they had at least feared if not
experienced, some form of relationship violence.
In addressing the interviewer, narrators risked
exposing highly sensitive areas of their lives, what
would the interviewer/listener think of a person who had
struck or in some way been physically violent with
someone that they also professed to love? How could an
outsider to the relationship understand this kind of
behavior? Conversely, how could someone tolerate being
struck by their partner and remain in that
relationship? Didn't the person who had been hit risk
being judged as either somehow at fault or as being self
abusive if they remained in the relationship with the
person who had struck them?
in addressing the interviewer/listener, there was
thus an incentive for a given narrator to formulate an
account that presented an understandable and rational
explanation for their more extreme behaviors. m so
doing, the narrator was able to engage the interviewer
in a way that he understood that the narrator was not an
individual defined by pathology, but someone that the
listener might empathize with. By thus saving face, the
narrator retained a sense of self-esteem. Further, by
having acknowledged their difficulties to the
interviewer/listener, the narrator may have felt
relieved of whatever guilt they had retained for their
past actions, a step that brought them nearer to a sense
of closure about the issue of violence.
Though a narrator might be invested in presenting
him or herself in a favorable manner to the interviewer,
they also had to attend to the effects their narrative
might have on the partner with whom they had experienced
the events related in the account, if a narrator had
been the initiator of the violence, they had to be
concerned that their account did not minimize or too
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readily excuse their actions ^-v,^d -cio . If the narrator had been
the Victim Of their partner's violence, a vociferous
attack on their partner might also have gone against the
narrator's interests. m either case, their account
could have been challenged by their partner who had
experienced the episodes of concern
with them. such a challenge would jeopardize the
understanding and empathy that the narrator had
attempted to cultivate with the interviewer. Perhaps of
greater significance, was the risk that one partner's
Challenge of the other's account would have presented to
the future and solidarity of the couple's relationship.
Another characteristic of these conjoint interviews
was that in talking about the events of violence and
related issues with the narrator's partner as one
listener and the interviewer as the second listener,
each party in a couple had an opportunity to speak and
to be heard, to listen and to hear things that they
might not have otherwise heard. lan and Michelle
related this in some ways to the relationship and the
process that they had with their therapist: each had to
sit and hear and be heard by the other, in some
instances the presence of the interviewer as third party
may also have contributed to the effect of a narrator
saying things that their partner had not previously
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heard as Katharine noted about Jerome's account. The
interviewer may also have served a regulatory function
in the accounts such as when Karen began to ask a
question of Rich in a challenging manner and the
interviewer interceded to reformulate the question so
that it was less provocative.
Though the accounts constructed in this complex
interplay of relationships were about actual events, the
primary goal of the narrator was not so much to have
disclosed the "truth" about what had happened between
their partner and themselves. Rather, the main goal was
to develop an account that could be endorsed by all
parties as having accommodated their interests. Such
mutual endorsement validated the position and decisions
of each member of the couple as they took their turn as
narrator. Further, it validated the couple's
relationship as well as the changes that they attested
had diminished the likelihood of physical violence in
the future. Having arrived at such an agreement in the
presence of the interviewer further legitimized the
account that the couple had constructed.
Facilitating the development of a relationship
between the researcher and the participants that
fostered the construction of elaborate and candid
accounts were the types of questions asked by the
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interviewer. As mentioned elsewhere, rather than
following a more formal interview guide the interviewer
posed usually open-ended questions derived from a broad
framework of areas of interest regarding relationship
Violence. These open-ended questions left a great deal
of control over the direction a response and the
interviews themselves would take to the participants.
Such questions encouraged responses that were
reflective, searching and thus again, lengthy. Yet this
approach to questioning was not simply a reflection of a
particular methodological approach that I had
contrived. Rather, my false starts, hesitations, and
non-lexical utterances included in the transcribed
passages are reflective not only of the open-endedness
of the interviews but also of my struggling in the same
process as the participants: of attempting to find
understandings of the complex issue of relationship
violence.
RE: The Participants
Not only was a perspective created in terms of the
research, each of the participant couples also
constructed a perspective on their own experiences with
violence via their accounts. Though this perspective
was constructed in the context of the research
interviews, it also has meaning - a "life" - that
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extends beyond the research context. The account
developed by one
.ember of a couple confirms and
validates that of their partner, thus providing a sense
of a shared experience for the couple. As noted in the
discussion of the range of referential rio,.=.3 ui. l i r i domains utilized,
each couple's accounts connect them with the larger
socio-cultural contexts in which they live.
Regarding her interviews with individuals who have
gone through a divorce, Riessman (1990) states that,
"Reconstructing and reinterpreting the past is an
essential activity in the process of reestablishing
control and reconstituting meaning after loss" (p. 64).
When loss is defined in terms of the many undesirable
consequences of relationship violence, recounting the
past is a similarly essential activity for the couple.
Several of the participants in the present study
emphasized the importance of discussing the events of
their past, including their fights. Maggie even
attributed a preventative function to reflection about
her past violent fights with Scott: "You can't loose
sight of it (the fighting) or you'll do it again."
In general, the narrators in this study emphasized
the changes that they had made both as individuals and
as partners in a relationship. These changes are marked
by a temporal distinction between the relationship as it
was at the tl.e of the conflicts and how It was at the
time of the construction of the account. At the
beginning of the interviews with the fourth couple.
Philip commented that,
"...its been an interesting ten
years learning to deal with it (his fights with
Leslie,... This temporal distinction creates distance
between the occurrence of a physical fight Itself and
the narrator's recounting of the same fight, implicit
in noting the passage of time since the last of the
fights is the sense of detachment from those behaviors.
Yet the distinction between past and present
behaviors is not marked solely by the passage of time.
AS was discussed in relation to the referential domains
that were utilised In constructing the accounts, belief
systems may evolve, and individuals and couples may
commit themselves to various forms of transformative
work such as therapy, whether change Is marked by
temporal or other types of indicators - and perhaps
mostly likely, by a combination of several types - one
effect of recounting the past and the ensuing changes is
to create a sense of distance and detachment from those
events. This distance is reflected in the way that
Philip described the transformation in his relationship
with Leslie,
..we've gone through some changes that have
brought us to a much healthier place.'.
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AS the narrators elaborated the distinctions between
past and current behaviors, some sense of closure was
constructed around the earlier events. Ranging from
Jerome and Katharine's explicit nonviolence pact to less
formal denotations such as Leslie's and Philip's
cedents that they imagine that they win always fight
loudly though not necessarily violently, a sense of
Closure has significant implications for the couple's
understanding of their relationship. Having somehow
survived the ordeal of relationship violence, the
members of a couple may reclaim some measure of control
over themselves and their relationship. Co^enting on
the process of recounting his conflicts with Michelle.
Ian noted that it "helped to show me how far we'd
come.... I felt a little bit triumphant, as if you said.
'This is the kind of thing that I have overcome'."
The Research Participation sections included at the
end of each case study suggest some of what it may have
meant for the couples to take part in this study. The
participants variously suggest that they felt joined
with, and unthreatened by the researcher. They
indicated that participation was arduous at times in
that it raised painful memories of their earlier fights
and conflicts. As noted In several of the preceding
examples, they also attributed positive effects to
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tMrther, Katherine, Michelle, and Lesli,
all commented on having heard things from their
respective partners that they hadn't heard elsewhere.
Though these comments might be construed as
indicating some unanticipated positive effect of the
research this was by no means an experimental research
study intent on measuring the outcome of participation.
However, there may have been other factors outside of
the awareness of the researcher and the participants
that contributed to the basically positive responses
summarized here, within the context of the study, there
were several factors that may have inclined the
participants in a positive and receptive manner both
towards participation in the research as well as towards
the researcher. The participants had to make a
significant investment of their time knowing that they
would talk about difficult aspects of their
relationship. They also knew that the monetary reward
for this participation would be minimal. They had to
spend the time that they had so invested in talking
about intimate aspects of their relationship with a
stranger
- albeit one experienced and skilled at joining
with others.
Outside of the context of the study, participation
may have also had other meanings for the participant.
By participating, some may have felt that they were
aoing something at least for themselves and for their
relationship. Some may have further felt that they were
doing something to help other couples as was stated by
Scott and Leslie. Thus participation may have somehow
affirmed or been an indicator to the couple that they
had made a transition beyond the point of being abusive
With one another.
in considering participant's positive disposition
towards the interviews and interviewer, it is also
essential to remember that all of the participants
volunteered for the study. On some level the couples
had to have made a decision about their willingness to
talk about their experiences even before they first met
with the interviewer. Thus whether they were motivated
to participate because of some anticipated validation of
the changes that they had made, an altruistic desire to
assist other couples, or some other incentive, the
participants might be understood as representing a
subgroup or subgroups of the entire population of
couples who have experienced violence. it is certainly
conceivable that there are other couples who feel that
they have been successful in addressing their concerns
about, and experiences with violence yet wouldn't be
inclined to talk about these experiences in a research
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interview or other context. Thus the subgroup described
here might be primarily defined by their willingness to
talk about their experiences.
RE; Meanings Attributed to
Relationship Violence
As was demonstrated in the preceding chapter, the
meanings that couples may attribute to violence in their
relationship have tremendous diversity and are linked to
a wide-range of contextual aspects both within the
immediate sphere of a couple's relationship and beyond
this, making connections with contextual elements that
are often more implicit than overt. The highly
contextual nature of these meanings diminishes the
utility of attempting to extract them from their
contextual embeddedness
. Meanings are interdependent
with one another and together represent and create the
contexts within which they are embedded. The meanings
do not reside in any one place in the context of the
couples' relationships. Primarily this research
perspective broadens the range of information about
meanings attributed to relationship violence by giving a
voice to people who have had some experience of it.
The perspective that has evolved in the course of
this study considers relationship violence as a means -
albeit an unfortunate one - by which one and sometimes
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both
.embers of a couple atte.pt to resolve some
conflict affecting their relationship. m the accounts
presented earlier, the connections between a given
participant's strategy of attaining power, control, or
Simply engagement in a relationship and the violent
tactics utilized to these ends are readily apparent.
The strong fears expressed by Michelle and Ian, and
Karen and Rich that relate to the possibility that
violence might have occurred in their relationships,
underscore the potential destructive consequences that
may result from such tactics.
Given the orientation of the study to aspects of
process, little if anything has been identified in terms
of factors or variables that may be causally or
correlationally linked with the occurrence of physical
violence between partners. However, several factors
that have been identified elsewhere in the literature as
having a well-established association with relationship
violence were cited by some of the participants in their
accounts. A background of violence in an individual's
family of origin is one such factor; a range of life
stressors is another. The likelihood of the inclusion
of such elements in the accounts could be readily
predicted given the sociocultural context common to the
participants and to the researcher. Within this
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commonality of context, it may be assumed that the
participants and the researcher shared some general
beliefs about the influences that parental behaviors
have on the development of their children's
relationships. Similarly, the assumption may be made of
a common understanding of the interactions between
stress factors and conflicts in relationships. Further,
my own experience as a therapist working with distressed
couples and families may have contributed to the
inclusion of such references since it is likely that I
was thus oriented to look for such meanings in my role
as interviewer.
RE: Other Researchers and Clinicians
One intent of this study has been to demonstrate how
an inquiry into subjective experience can be done in a
systematic manner. Some of this process of inquiry has
become perhaps more of an academic exercise in the
extensive narrative that I have constructed in this
report. However, I believe the study does have
significance for other researchers and clinicians in
that it emphasizes the importance of attending to the
process of meaning construction between participants -
including the researcher or clinician - in an
interview. Of particular importance in this process
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- attendance to the way in which something is said
as well as the content of what is said;
-
the influences exerted on one another between
speakers and listeners in the process of talk
- attendance to the contextual embeddedness of
meanings
.
These points will be considered in the remainder of this
report
.
Meanings constructed in language are informed not
simply by the content conveyed by the particular choice
of words but also from the way in which those words are
ordered, the nonlexical elements, and the mechanics of
their production. The narrative is constructed in
language, in retrospection and recollection of the
events. A trialogue is constructed between the
narrator, the listener, and the events being recalled.
In the case of relationship violence the events come
weighted with sociocultural meanings of their own.
The functions of the narratives constructed by the
participants are reflected/are parallel to in the
particular problems facing the narrators as they
construct their accounts. First, the narrators must
find a way to engage the interviewer as listener in an
understanding and empathic manner, recount events in
which they either acted badly or were treated badly. In
either case there is the potential loss of face.
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Given the sensitivity of the topic it was difficult
to predict the extent of the response that I might get
in terms of both the population number and the sample
size. This aspect combined with the wide bounds that I
set for the study as a novice researcher combined to
allow the complexity of the issue to emerge. The
breadth of the study may at times risk diminishing the
impact and intensity of the findings.
In the future I would consider interviewing fewer
participants while intensifying the questioning in
certain areas in order to produce greater depth. I would
particularly want to ask more about what the couples
thought was helpful in stopping the violence. in
addition, I would want to ask more systematically about
the couples' experience and perceptions of participating
in the research. Hopefully these reflections and
observations about the accounts produced in these
interviews will provide some useful suggestions for
other researchers and clinicians contemplating how
couples construct understandings for violence.
APPENDIX A
INFORMED CONSENT FORM
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University of Massachusetts, Amherst
School of Education
Patrick Fleming, M.Ed.
we are currently conducting a study of the ways in
which couples understand incidents of violence in their
relationship. This study will help us to learn more
about the meanings that such violent episodes have for
couples. Ultimately, this knowledge will help us to
assist other couples who have experienced violence in
their relationship. The study will not be used to
evaluate or judge participants in any manner.
Participation in this study is completely voluntary,
and will not affect therapy or other services you may be
receiving in any way. You may withdraw from the study
at any time without penalty. if you agree to
participate, you will interviewed with your partner
three times over a period of two to three weeks. The
interviews can be scheduled during the day or evening.
Each of these three interviews will last approximately 1
to 1 1/4 hour. Each interview will be videotaped and/or
audiotaped; portions of the tapes may be reviewed with
you, your partner and the researcher.
The video and/or audiotapes and the interviews
themselves will be used for research and educational
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purposes only and will be held in strict confidence.
Transcriptions of the tapes that have been edited to
insure confidentiality of the participants may be
published as a portion of a dissertation or in other
form. The School of Education and the researcher will
hold all legal rights over the tapes. UNDER NO
CIRCUMSTANCES WILL ANY MATERIAL COLLECTED BY THIS STUDY
BE RELEASED IN ANY FROM THAT WOULD IDENTIFY YOU OR YOUR
FAMILY
.
Since this research study deals with the sensitive
topic of violence in relationships, special
considerations have been made. The fact that all
participants in the study are voluntary implies that
they have some degree of interest, not only in
understanding incidents of violence, but also in
preventing such incidents from occurring again in the
future. In spite of these intentions or desires, there
may be a degree of risk that participation in the study
could result in a reoccurrence of violence. The
researcher will make every reasonable effort to prevent
such an occurrence. However, should such a situation
arise, the researcher is ethically obligated to act as
follows
:
1) to insure the physical safety of all parties
involved in the study
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2) to inform appropriate individuals or agencies in
accord with ethical and legal standards
3) to offer crisis intervention as well as referral
to ongoing sources of support as the need arises.
Further, since there is the possibility of a situation
arising in which physical injury could result during the
course of the research, the u. S. Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare requires that we inform you that
the University of Massachusetts will not provide
special, free medical treatment and/or compensation if
such physical injury should occur.
we would be happy to answer any questions you may
have about these procedures or about the research
project generally. Please sign below if you agree to
participate in the study.
Researcher: Sponsoring Faculty
Patrick Fleming, M.Ed
Project Director/
Doctoral Candidate
447-2145 or 545-3610
William J. Matthews, Ph.D
Associate Professor
School of Education
545-3610 or 545-1926
The procedures and safeguards of the study of
violence in relationships have been explained to my
satisfaction and I consent to participate as described
above. I understand that my participation is voluntary
and that I may withdraw at any time.
Signature ^ .Date
Please print your name here
Researcher
APPENDIX B
PICTURE/EXPLANATION/ALTERNATIVES MODEL
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Three broad groupings of questions employed in
analyzing the transcripts of the research interviews,
are described in detail below. The name for each
category of inquiry is followed by a prototype(s) of the
question. These questions were adapted from T. Andersen
(1987) .
Picture; what is? or What was?
Such questions ask for subjective, descriptive
accounts. The questions interact with and punctuate the
recollections of events, experiences, and thoughts in
order to construct a unique description.
in the context of the present study, this category
of questions is used to request descriptive accounts of
fights as each of the couples has experienced them. The
PICTURE section for each couple presents these accounts
of a fight or. fights.
Explanation: How come? or Why?
These questions ask for subjective, causal
explanations for the preceding descriptions of
behavior. In essence, the respondent is asked for
his/her causal attributions or "theories" about why
these events have occurred in their relationships. (See
Ben Furman and Tapani Ahola, 1988, "Return of the
question 'why'," Family Process
, 27, 395-409 for a more
detailed discussion of this type of question). A variant
ors or
s
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Of this category of questions asks the respondent t
comment on someone else's explanation for behavio
events. Andersen (19871, notes that one effect of thi
type of question is to introduce variations and
exceptions to the description, as the evolution of the
explanation over time is considered.
As used in the present study this category of
question asks the participants for their explanations/
theories/attributions for the occurrence of the violent
fights in their respective relationships. These
explanations may be very specific to a particular fight
or may be more general, making reference to the context
that supports the possibility of violent fights.
Alternatives: What if?
These questions - often formulated to further
elaborate exceptions or variations in the explanations
of events
- are hypothetical, designed to identify
potential desired changes and the possible effects of
such changes as discussed in some detail by Andersen,
(1987). Penn (1985), has emphasized that such "future
questions" have the effect of placing the family, "in a
metaposition to their own dilemma" (p. 299). she
further describes how the use of positive connotation
along with future-oriented questions can support the
family in achieving, "a view of their experiences as
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context-bound
- for standing outside one's own context
alters its meanings" (p.301).
Since the transcripts analyzed here are of
interviews designed for the purposes of research rather
than therapy, a different emphasis was placed in this
last category of questions. in a therapy relationship,
such questions would be particularly oriented towards
identifying alternative ways of behaving or thinking
that would facilitate the couple's movement beyond a
state of redundancy or "stuckness". m the context of
the research interviews, the assumption is that each
couple is not - at least, primarily - hoping to
introduce alternatives into their repetoire of behaviors
and ways of thinking, that will facilitate the evolution
of their relationship to a "nonstuck" status. The
alternative questions in this context were often asked
in the "what if?" form, however they were also asked in
terms of "Given your experience with fights/violence in
your relationship, what would you recommend to other
couples who are wondering about the same types of
oncerns?". This type of question not only asks that
the couples respond to a hypothetical situation, it also
asks them to draw on their experience with fighting and
with eliminating fighting in their relationship, thus
acknowledging their competence and the collaborative
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nature of the relationship between themselves and the
interviewer.
These questions, too, might be seen as primarily
explanatory statements, rather than ones that result in
new or alternative understandings. However, the
criteria used by the interviewer/researcher in inclusion
or exclusion from this latter category, is whether the
statements indicated a transformative shift from the
earlier modes of thought and behavior described by the
couple
.
APPENDIX C
DOMAINS OF REFERENCE MODEL
Domains of reference are the contextual fields in
which descriptions acknowledged in the intersubj ective
understandings developing in the discourse between a
speaker and listener (s) make sense. For example, if a
speaker is discussing his/her family, not only does the
speaker have the specific image of their own family in
mind, the listeners, too, draw on their own experiences
and understandings of the concept of family as they
attend to making sense of the speaker's account. As the
discourse between speaker and listeners continues, a
more specific, detailed and mutually understood idea of
the particular family the speaker has introduced is
constructed
.
The domain of reference in the preceding example is
the universe of meanings related to the construct
"family." This universe includes the description of the
articular family described by the speaker as well as all
other ideas, specific and more general, about
families. when the speaker linguistically cues the
listeners with the word "family," he/she makes reference
to this particular domain. A wide range of meanings and
understandings are thereby accessible in the discourse.
The referential domains utilized for the purposes of the
present comparison, will be described as intrapersonal
,
interpersonal, family of origin, larger system, and
sociocultural constructions. This list of referential
domains serves the specific needs of the comparison but
is by no means exhaustive or definitive; many other
referential domains could readily be described.
Much of social science, including a number of family
therapy approaches, has described human systems in terms
similar to those utilized in describing the five
referential domains above, m what is perhaps the
prevailing view as proposed by Parsons (1950, 1961),
human systems are organized according to a "cybernetic
hierarchy" with each level of the hierarchy being
successively controlled/regulated by the next more
inclusive level. As Parsons (1985) states, "The
relevance of this hierarchy applies to structures,
functions, mechanisms, and categories of input and
output" (p. 173). Within this mechanistic framework of
roles and structures, descriptions such as "larger
system" or "family of origin" are distinctions made
according to a normative map of social relationships.
Such relationships are determined at hierarchically
related levels of organization in terms of the power and
control that one level exerts and maintains over
another
.
In radical contrast with this orientation to human
systems is the approach of Anderson, Goolishian and
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Windermand (1986). These theorists describe an
alternative means of understanding relationships in
human systems that they term an "ecology of ideas."
This conceptualization refers to "the shared, cognitive
and linguistic discourse through which we derive
meaning, and out of which we create the realities of
coordinated action systems" (1986, p. 6). An ecology of
ideas thus supports both meaning and behavior without
prescribing them according to a particular regulatory
map of human systems. Taken together, the various
referential domains proposed here resemble such an
ecology of ideas in that they are constituted in
language, and they support both meaning and action.
In the particular instance of the types of problems
that people bring to therapy, Anderson, Goolishian and
Windermand (1986) describe a specific type of an ecology
of ideas, the "problem determined system." This is an
action system that is "constructed out of a network of
communicating persons around those issues that are for
them a problem" (p. 6). Membership in such a system is
thus defined not by any particular socially identified
relationship, but by the concern about a particular
problem or issue. The present study constructed an
analogous form of action system as each couple met with
the interviewer for the purpose of discussing their
experiences with violence. Those referential domains
relevant to a particular couple's construction of
meanings were identified in the dialogue between
narrators and listeners rather than according to a
predetermined network of social relations.
Thus the referential domains utilized here should
not be construed as being hierarchically related
according to roles and structures, power and control.
Developing in discourse among the participants rather
than representing a normative model of social
organization, these referential domains overlap,
intertwine and inform one another without necessarily
regulating each other. Not only are the referential
domains non-hierarchically related and non-regulatory,
they are not mutually exclusive of one another.
APPENDIX D
PARTICIPANT INFORMATION FORM
NAME:
ADDRESS
:
DATE OF BIRTH:
TELEPHONE NUMBER:
OCCUPATION:
LEVEL OF EDUCATION:
YOU HAVE A PARTICULAR RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION?:
MARITAL STATUS (check one):
Length of present relationship:
Married; how many times?
; for how long
Separated; how many times?
; for how long
Divorced; how many times?
; for how long
Living Together?
; for how long
Single/Dating?
. for how long'
NUMBER OF CHILDREN:
Children's ages
Girls:
Boys
:
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The last time my partner and I had an extreme fight was
approximately (days, weeks, months, years) ago.
Have you ever sought professional intervention such as
counseling or therapy in the past specifically to
address issues related to fighting with your partner?
YES
NO
Was that intervention helpful in addressing your
concerns about fights with your partner?
YES
NO
APPENDIX E
CONFLICT TACTICS SCALE
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NO matter how well a couple gets along, there are
times when they disagree, get annoyed with the other
person, or just have arguments or fights because they're
in a bad mood or tired or for some other reason. They
also use many different ways to trying to settle their
differences (M. A. Straus 1989).
On the next page (PAGE 2) several things are listed
that people might do during an argument. By circling
the correct number, please indicate approximately how
many times YOU have done each of these things during
the course of your relationship.
When you have finished Page 2, go on to the last
page (PAGE 3) and indicate approximately how many times
YOUR PARTNER may have done each of these things
in the course of your relationship.
Use the following scale to respond to each of the
items on both pages:
1 = once
2 = twice
3=3-5 times
4 = 6 - 10 times
5 = 11 - 20 times
6 = more than 20 times
0 = never
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DURING FIGHTS WITH MY PARTNER SINCE THE START OF OUR
RELATIONSHIP, I... (Circle the number corresponding to
the approximate number of times YOU did each of
the following)
^ " ^^''^ 4 = six to ten times
^ " twice 5 = eleven to twenty times
3 = three to five times 6 = more than twenty times
0 = never
A. DISCUSSED AN ISSUE CALMLY
^2 3 4 5 6 0
B. GOT INFORMATION TO BACKUP YOUR SIDE OF THINGS
^ ^
,
3 4 5 6 0
C. BROUGHT IN, OR TRIED TO BRING IN SOMEONE TO HELP
SETTLE THINGS
6
D. INSULTED OR SWORE AT YOUR PARTNER
1 2 3 4 5
E. SULKED OR REFUSED TO TALK ABOUT
AN ISSUE
F. STOMPED OUT OF THE ROOM OR HOUSE OR YARD
1 2 3 4 5 6
G. CRIED
H. DID OR SAID SOMETHING TO SPITE YOUR PARTNER
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I
.
THREATENED TO HIT OR THROW SOMETHING AT YOUR PARTNER
J. THREW OR SMASHED OR HIT OR KICKED SOMETHING
'2 3 4 5 6 0
K. THREW SOMETHING AT YOUR PARTNER
'2 3 4 5 6 0
L. PUSHED, GRABBED, OR SHOVED YOUR PARTNER
0
M. SLAPPED YOUR PARTNER
^4560
N. KICKED, BIT, OR HIT YOUR PARTNER WITH A FIST
^ 2 3 4 5 6 0
0. HIT OR TRIED TO HIT YOUR PARTNER WITH SOMETHING
0
P. BEAT YOUR PARTNER12 3 4
Q. CHOKED YOUR PARTNER
0
^^ 3 4 5 6 0
R. THREATENED YOUR PARTNER WITH A KNIFE OR GUN
1 2 3 4 5 6 0
S. USED A KNIFE OR FIRED A GUN
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DURING FIGHTS WITH YOUR PARTNER SINCE THE START OF OUR
RELATIONSHIP HE or SHE (Cirrl^ H-v.^ „ u
—
^ntL.
.
{(circ e the number corresponding
to the approximate number of times YOUR PARTNER did each
of the following):
^ ^ ^^""^ 4 = six to ten times
^ ^
"^^^^^
5 = eleven to twenty times
3 = three to five times 6 = more than twenty times
0 = never
A. DISCUSSED AN ISSUE CALMLY
^2 3 4 5 6 0
B. GOT INFORMATION TO BACKUP HIS/HER SIDE OF THINGS
^ 2 3 4 5 6 0
C. BROUGHT IN, OR TRIED TO BRING IN SOMEONE TO HELP
SETTLE THINGS
1 2 3 4 5 6 0
D. INSULTED OR SWORE AT YOU
1 2 3 4 5 6 0
E. SULKED OR REFUSED TO TALK ABOUT AN ISSUE
F. STOMPED OUT OF THE ROOM OR HOUSE OR YARD
0
G. CRIED
0
H. DID OR SAID SOMETHING TO SPITE YOU
0
THREATENED TO HIT OR THROW SOMETHING AT YOU
0
THREW OR SMASHED OR HIT OR KICKED SOMETHING
'2 3 4 5 6 0
THREW SOMETHING AT YOU
0
PUSHED, GRABBED, OR SHOVED YOU
1 2 3 4 5 6
SLAPPED YOU12 3 4 5 6
KICKED, BIT, OR HIT YOU WITH A FIST
1 2 3 4 5 6
HIT OR TRIED TO HIT YOU WITH SOMETHING
1 2 3 4 5 6
BEAT YOU
1 2.3 4 5 6
CHOKED YOU
1 2 3 4 5 6
THREATENED YOU PARTNER WITH A KNIFE OR GUN
1 2 3 4 5 6
USED A KNIFE OR FIRED A GUN
0
0
0
APPENDIX F
NOTATIONS USED IN THE EXCERPTS
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NOTATION
<P> a pause or hesitation in the
dialogue; none of the speech content
has been omitted
only a portion of a larger passage
is presented; some speech content
has been omitted
several passages have been omitted
in order to follow a particular
theme in distant segments of the
transcription
in pairs, at the end of one
speaker's passage and at the
beginning of the next speaker's
passage indicated that speech is
continuous between speakers
beginning and end of overlaps of
multiple simultaneous speakers
(INAUDIBLE)
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a portion of the tape that is
inaudible and therefore could not be
transcribed
(shakes head)
or
(crying), etc. nonverbal behaviors that
the dialogue
accompany
INTERVIEWER
or
MARTPIA such names in upper case identify
who the speaker is at any point in
the transcripts throughout the text;
members of the couples are
identified by pseudonyms to insure
confidentiality
( I : uh-huh.
)
inserted in a passage spoken by
another individual to indicate
brief, sometimes nonlexical
utterances
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